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GENERAL

CONTRASTIVE STUDIES IN TWO PERSPECTIVES

MICHAEL SHARWOOD-SMITH
Adam illielviewiez University, Poznan

1.1: The aims of _contrastive studies have been much discussed and will
doubtless continue to be discussed. The discussion usually centres round two
fundamental points of vieNiq.:.the theoretical and the practical. Theoretical

aims include the desire to increase present knowledge within the field of
linguistics while practical aims mainly relate to teaching and the construction of

teaching materials. Most discussions end with the general agreement that
contrastive studies shall try to contribute to the fulfilment of both theoretical
and practical aims. However if contrastive studies are to be related to these
very different fields of interest, they must be considered in two different ways,
that is, in the linguistic perspective and in the perspective pioper to language

teaching. Furthermore it must be clearly specified exactly how these two
perspectives may best be combined within one organised contrastive studies
project. It becomes vital to examine the links

possible and desirable between
linguistics and language teaching as a whole to determine where contrastive

studies fit in and in what way an exhaustive comparison of two or more
languages can serve both the linguistic and the language teacher alike.
2.1. Linguistics has often been termed the "scientific" study of language.
Its scientific character was stressed particularly in the earlier days of its growth

as an autonomous discipline so as to contrast with the more humanistic and
haphazard descriptions of language that had existed before. Also it must be
admitted that linguists wished to identify themselves and their studies with
the modern technological
"Zeitgeist". Nowadays a more mature view is
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prevalent and linguistics is seen as belonging to a kind of midway area between

the world of physics and chemistry and other natural sciences on the one
hand and the humanities on the other. All the same, linguists adhere as closely
as possible to scientific method and try to present their hypotheses, theories

and descriptions in as objective and systematic a way as they can. To this
extent linguistics is a science.
2.2. Linguistics, as a science, includes both theory and application. Some
linguist may evolve a theory of language from which a description of one or
more languages may follow. The theory is thus applied to a particular task
and the result is a grammar. A modern grammar is then no longer a piecemeal
description of some language based on some accepted and vaguely formulated
principles but rather a fairly rigorous application of some theory. Any problems
encountered in the application will have immediate consequences on the shape
of the theory which may then have to be explicitly altered to account for the

"data".
2.3. The term "applied linguistics" has been coined, probably on analogy
with the applied sciences, to indicate certain applications of lingUisties in
more practical spheres of activity. However it is usually understood in the
absence of further qualification as the application of linguistics in the field of
language teaching. It is an unfortunate term nevertheless due the generality of
the term "applied" which does not tell us exactly what is applied to what.
It is reasonable to argue as, for example S. Pit. Corder does at Edinburgh,
that the first application of linguistics is in fact the description of language.
Using the description is a further and separate application which must not be
confused with the first which is based on an abstract theory. The term "applied
linguistics", although current, is therefore ambiguous.

2.4. In this paper applications of linguistics will be of two basic types':
first-order applications which follow directly from linguistic theory and secondorder applications which involve considerations external to linguistics proper.

Second-order applications help to constitute a number of "interdisciplines ",

that is, areas of interest which occur at the interface. between linguistics
and some other area. For example the interface between linguistics and psychology results in the area called "psycholinguistics ". In the same way we obtain a

specification of what concerns among others sociolinguists, neurolinguists,
mathematical linguists, computational linguists and, as will seen later, pedagogical linguists.
These two basic distinctions, which follow from Corder's criticisms at Edinburgh,
are broad ones aiming at simplification and do not reflect the complex ways in which each
field may relate to both linguistics and other associated fields.

Professor Strevens uses this term at Essex. University. The aim of the present
papor is to emphasize the fact that semi-independent studies may be usefully set up at
an interface rather than letting it remain a vague disputed no-man's land.
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2.5. First-order applications of linguistic theory involve very detailed and
explicit descriptions of language systems. The theory must be rigorously
tested against the realities of language which the theory aims to account for
in some way. Thus not only must the application be meticulous. It must also
be exhaustive so that facts which the thry cannot account for are not conveniently set aside. A theory must be vulnerable according to scientific method
and must be rejected or changed in the face of contradictory evidence The

theory and first-order application of the theory is dealt with in a scientific
frame of reference and may be subsumed under the heading of linguistics or
"the linguistic sciences" 3. The comparison and contrasting of two or more
languages may be undertaken within this perspective and the term contrastive
linguistics is usually used to characterise it. This term of course denotes a
type of linguistics and not an interface between two disciplines.
2.6. Second-order applications, that is, applications of linguistics (theory
and first-order applications) combine interests of two disciplines. A psychologist
is interested in language behaviour as a part of general human behaviour and
he needs the systematic theories and descriptions of the linguist to further his
research into this field now called psycholinguistics. Similarly a sociologist is
interested in language as a social phenomenon and he too needs linguistics
for his work in sociolinguistics. We may reverse the picture by saying that
certain linguists, following the general principle that every aspect of language
is of interest to the linguist, specialize in psychological or social or other
aspects where they need the insights provided by the sister disciplines. It
is immediately apparent that psychology and sociology are in no way subordinate to linguistics and even the interdisciplines created at their interface
with linguistics may be treated to some extent as independent areas of study.
The same may be said of all the other second-order applications and those
sister disciplines, like language-teaching, which they relate to linguistics.
3.1. Language teaching is less easy to describe in simple terms. It can be
both a study in the academic sense and an activity undertaken in the unordered
changing context of everyday life. It is not a science in any 'strict sense although

the study of language teaching may have its scientific aspects. In spite of
the fact that it must be viewed principally as an activity, however, language
teachers nowadays are confronted with a body of theoretical academic knowledge designed to aid them in some way when they come to actually teach in
the classroom. This knowledge is often presented during teacher-training or
at conferences and courses designed to acquaint. them with current trends.
We can therefore speak of language teaching in an academic sense and here
the term "language pedagogy" is used to cover this meaning and distinguish
it from language teaching in the practical sense. Language pedagogy concerns
3 We of course include phonetic studies c.f. Halliday et al. 1964.
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itself with the total language teaching situation some parts of which may be
dealt with in a scientific or quasi-scientific way and other parts of which are
more humanistic and view teaching as an art as well as an application of
some theory. Language pedagogy is not a science 4 but a conglomerate of
knowledge typical of the content of a teacher training course for language
teachers. Much has to do with language but there are elements common to
all areas of pedagogy like general educational theory, administrative principles
and general cultural aspects of the teaching situation. Language pedagogy is
more a cover title for the academic study of language teaching than a unified
well defined discipline like linguistics.

4.1. A large and important part of language pedagogy will concern itself
with language and the various ways in which language is studied. However
it would be a mistake to imagine that the complex first-order descriptions of
language, contrastive or otherwise, arc suitable for language teaching. Such
descriptions must be processed for pedagogical consumption. This extremely
important operation will involve a process of selection, modification and rejection of items according to the demands of language teaching. Such processes
must be based on clear principles derived from psychological, social and other
considerations and it is clear that this must all be undertaken within a defined
field of interest which will here be termed "pedagogical linguistics" 5 and which

has often be called applied linguistics despite the ambiguities of that term.
Pedagogical linguistics may be viewed as a second-order application of .linguisties and a subject in its own right with theoretical principles and an output
of practical material for eventual use in, or adaptation to, particular teaching
situations. It will use material not only from linguistics proper but also from
other applications of linguistics. Pedagogical linguistics deserves to be seen
as a separate and important field with its own principles and not vaguely by
some term such as "methodology" or applied linguistics.
4.2. The most important contribution of pedagogical linguistics is pedagogical grammar i.e. language descriptions geared to the demands of teaching.

Whereas a linguist attempts to look a; all areas of grammar with the same
objective eye, the pethigogical linguist will shape his grammars according to
the priorities of a given teaching situation or set of teaching'situations. Again,
his selective principles will not only operate within one particular language
4 Although the trend is to bring every facet of the classroom situation into the
domain of controlled scientific analysis it must be recognised that there will always be
some less easily defined aspects of teaching and learning which may yct be seriously
discussed and brought to the attention of all teachers be they theoreticians or practicians
of what is still called an "art". This clarification was prompted by a discussion with
Dr. W. Marton.
6 This term was coined by T. P. Krzeszowski and discussed in the introduction of
Krzeszowski 1970.
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description offered by linguistics. It will also operate over the whole range of
linguistic theories. Whereas for the linguist it is usually a matter of working
within one theory rather than another, for the pedagogical linguist it may well
be a matter of selecting from different grammars reflecting different theories
since two separate theories may offer equally useful insights into the language,
useful, that is, from a teaching point of view' At first sight it may seem that a
pedagogical linguist has greater freedom than a linguist proper but it must be
remembered a pedagogical grammar will be judged from at least two points of
view i.e. according to its representation of the language or languages under
consideration and also according to its suitability to the particular pedagogical

demands which it claims to serve. This makes the pedagogical linguist's
task if anything more difficult and this fact should be duly recognised.
4.3. A special type of pedagogical grammar is likely to be of particular
value (though this is still disputed) and that is contrastive .pedagogical grammar. This is chiefly a processing of the contributions of contrastive linguistics
for teaching purposes. It was claimed earlier that a (theoretical) contrastive
description would successfully predict all the learner's errors for it was naively

thought that these arose simply out of differences between the native and
target language. This view was proved wrong by an analysis of actual errors
and by the observations that contrastive descriptions took no account of
the psychological processes involved in language learning. Under the system
presented in this paper theoretical contrastive descriptions are undertaken
within the field of linguistics with the aim of furthering linguistic knowledge
including such questions as the establishing of language universals. A pedagog-

ical contrastive grammar undertaken within a different area of study i.e.,
pedagogical linguistics seeks to discover contrastive insights that are useful
in some way for language teachers. With the newly awakened interest in
cognitive psychology and the re-emergence (or persistance) of such teaching
techniques as translation and the overt presentation of language differences,
it would seem that contra,stiv. pedagogical grammar will be of real value.
It may also be linked up with error analysis and attempts at a psychological
model of language learning.
4.4. Pedagogical grammar and consequently contrastive pedagogical grammar will use insights from other second-order applications of linguistics,
especially from psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics and their various offshoots. Just as it will take into account the psychological processes of learning
a second language, it will also take into account the way language is used in
society and decisions will have to be made as to what varieties and modes of a
given language are to be described and taught. A quick survey of present day
intensive courses and textbooks reveals that a sound theoretical basis which
a contrastive pedagogical grammar might provide is frequently lacking.
5.1. Having established the links between linguistics and language teaching

1U
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and defined some of the interrelating areas we may now specify what a contrastive studies project can seek to achieve within the two perspectives. From a
theoretical point of view it can contribute to contrastive linguistics, that is,
to the testing of specific linguistic theories, to our detailed knowledge of
the contrasted languages and to the establishment of certain language universals. From a practical point of view it can lead to the production of teaching materials and teaching methods. But in order to do the latter the theoretical
contrastive analyses must be processed by pedagogical linguists according to
the demands of specified teaching situations and decisions must be taken
about what areas of the language are relevant. On a more fundamental level
decisions must be taken about a given contrastive studies project as to what
extent it will function with respect to the theoretical linguistic and the language
teaching perspectives. As has been shown, these perspectives involve very
different approaches but with a framework such as the one outlined above
the two fields of interest may be coordinated.
REFERENCES
Crystal, D. 1971. .Linguistics. London: Pelican.
Crystal. D. and D.. Davy. 1969. Investigating English style. London: Longmans.

Halliday, M. A. K., A. Macintosh and P. Strevens. 1964. The linguistic sciences and
language teaching. London: Longmans.
Krzeszowski, T. P. K. 1970. Teaching English to Polish learners. Warszawa: PWN.
Wilkins, D. A. 1972. "Linguistics and the scientific study of language teaching". A VLA
journal 10. 23 - 33.

SOME CONTRASTIVE CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT SEMANTICS
IN THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS
jERZY BAgCZEROWSKII
Center for Applied Linguistics. ll'aehiiiglon, D. C.

1. GENERAL REMARKS

The methodology of contrastive linguistics is to a great extent convergent
with that applied to a non-contrastive analysis. There exists mainly a differ-

ence in the object of both of these sorts of studies. In the non-contrastive
(intralingual) approach we may compare various structures of the same
language with each other while the contrastive (interlingual) approach allows

us to extend this method of analysis on various structures of two or more
different languages being confronted. Thus, theoretically there are no limitations imposed upon the comparisons of structures in any two languages, but
from the practical point of view not every comparison has the same value.
Contrastive inquiries are not, of course, art for art's sake but should pursue
some definite goals. Therefore it is not astonishing that we face the problem of
determining which structures in two or more languages are comparable (cf.
Milewski 1970; Halliday 1964: 115; Kirkwood 1966; Krzeszowski 1967; Marton

1968). It is beyond any doubt that one of the sufficient criteria of "being
comparable" is semantic equivalence. By saying this, however, we do not
exclude other equivalence criteria which are not meaning based.
A particular language system may be thought of as possessing two statuses,
i.e. (a) non-contrastive and (b) contrastive. The former one is based on the

oppositions of its own subsystems (e.g. phoneme /s/ vs. phoneme lk,l; phoneme vs.

syllable; syllable vs. sentence, etc.). The latter is always relative depending
on the languages being compared. Thus, a specific structure of one language
shapes the contrastive status of another language. According to this, English
will have two different statuses when compared with Hungarian and Polish.

12
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We shall not be far from right in saying that any intralingual analysis
cannot be regarded as exhaustive. The larger the number of languages with
which a given language is confronted the more complete its description will
be and the fuller its typological status. A similar statement can also be made
about various models. The more the models which have served as the basis of
description of a given language the more many sided its description will be.
Some phenomena of language structure are difficult to investigate on an exclusively non-contrastive basis because there is no fiducial point of analysis.
Contrastive explorations may be carried out on the basis of any linguistic
model developed in non-contrastive linguistics. The choice of an appropriate
theoretical framework will surely be determined by our practical aims.

2, SOME VIEWS ON LANGUAGE COMMUNICATION

The system of language communication may be approached from different

points of view, which give different emphasis to its various aspects. The
communicators, both the speaker and the hearer, perform, among other
things, association operations between two sets, i.e.
(a) the set of language expressions (labels)
(b) the set of extralinguistic phenomena.
The set (b) is here consciously simplified to include both the objects of
reality and the mental images of this reality in the minds of communicators.
This simplification will not, however, affect our subsequent considerations.
The set (b) is further referred to as the universe of information (semantic space)

or simply as the universe of referents and is .denoted by Ilia Language expressions (a) will refer to the particular subsets of Ilia
In the following discussion we will concentrate on some aspects of the
relation between the sets (a) and (b). Considerations of this kind are inherently
connected with the concerns of semantics (cf. Grzegorczyk 1969: 256). For the
central problem of meaning is the relationship between language and the world
outside language.

Language communication has for the most part a teleological character,
i.e., it is goal-oriented. Intrinsically connected with the realization of this goal,
irrespective of how it may be formulated, is the selection (naming) of appropriate subsets of information in the universe U1,1 and the description of relations
that hold among them. In certain circumstances the said subsets may be chosen
by pointing or by other optical signals. In most cases, however, we construct

a language expression of the subset in question.
Carrying out the analysis of the association operations between language
expressions and extralinguistie reality presupposes two hypotheses. The
fast is concerned with the structure of language and the second with the struc-

13
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tue of the extralinguistic world. The universe ilia , which, theoretically considered, may contain an unlimited number of subsets, is constantly classified
and reclassified according to the communicative purposes of man. The classification of subsets in tlinf occurs on various levels of abstraction (cf. Kay 1941).
The question now arises as to ways of selecting (naming) a target subset out of

the universe U. There are, generally speaking, two possibilities:
(1) to every particular subset may be associated a separate ready expression
(lexeme) which must be memorized. Such a solution is, however, not feasible.
The universe Ilia, as was assumed above, may contain an unlimited number

of subsets (practically it is limited but it is very large). Thus an unlimited
memory would be necessary in order to denote the subsets in question.
(2) some subsets are given simple (lexemic) expressions while other are
denoted by compound ones (i.e., groups of lexemes, sentences, texts).
If language would proceed according to formulation (1) it would be a
very primitive and above all uneconomical device. All means of denotation
which require the same number of expressions as that of subsets in Uinf are not
interesting for humans as participants in the communication system. Language

makes sense as a means of communication only to the extent to which it is
able to denote (select) an unlimited number of subsets in Uinf with the help of
a limited number of expresssions (simple expressions as well as compound
ones).

As we are inclined to say here language in the communication process
follows formulation (2). And it should be further stressed that lexemes serve
as names of subsets on the higher levels of abstraction while compound expressions refer to subsets on lower levels. (The levels of abstraction are relative to
each other). Thus larger domains are given lexemic names while more specific
sets acquire expressions longer than one lexeme (cf. Nida 1964: 77). The classes
of phenomena named by lexemes are too large to serve communication purposes,

and that is why we must reduce their entropy (cf. Jespersen 1958: 108f ).
The user of a language is, then, not forced to memorize the expression of
every particular subset which he wishes to select out of Ilia. What he really
needs to do is to store in his memory the lexemic names (in principle only a
part of them) and the "rules" of constructing compound expressions (it is also
possible that he must memorize some compound expressions).
From the psycholinguistic point of view we can discern various stages in
the process of creating language expressions before they appear on the surface.

Particular stages could be handled by appropriate grammars, and it is our
belief that some of these stages could be captured (althofigh in a very simplified manner) by a Determination Grammar and an Adherence Grammar. Below,

we will try to sketch briefly some of the principles of both of these types of
grammars in order to make clear our contrastive considerations about semantics.

14t.
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3. DETERMINATION GRAINDIAR

Every expression of a natural language may be thought of as a determination string with respect to the determination grammar. Determination strings
are constructed in order to name appropriate subsets in Uinf. They have different lengths and can be conceived of as structures sui generis composed of

some number of ordered pairs in the form <Dm, Ds> where Dm denotes
determinatum and Ds determinans (cf. Bally 1950: 102; Kastovsky 1969).

Determination grammar is intended to account, among other things,
for the following fact: when one lexemic name b (=Ds) is associated to another
lexemic name a'(= Dm) then the pair <a, b> usually denotes a smaller subset

in IThir than the subset denoted only by a; e.g., the Polish lexeme chlopiec
`a boy' denotes a larger subset than the following determination strings:
(a) malt' chlopiec 'a little boy'
(b) chlopiec biegnie 'a boy runs, a boy is running'
(e) chlopiec brata 'a boy of my brother'
The sets denoted by (a), (b), (c) are contained in the set denoted by chlopiec.
All these three compound expressions have a similar determination structure,
i.e., they may be considered ordered pairs, one member of which functions as Din
and the other as Ds. The Ds of these pairs diminishes the entropy of selection of

an appropriate subset in relation to the subset denoted only by Dm. In other
words, the Ds diminishes the number of possible semantic channels opened
by the Dm (cf. Cheng 1968: 294),
Longer expressions can also be represented in the form of strings of determination pairs, e.g.: the Polish sentence May chlopiec biegnie szybko do
dui:ego domes 'A little boy runs quickly to the big house' may be analysed into
the following determination. pairs:
(a) <chlopiec, maly> '<boy, little)'
(b) <chlopiee, biegnie do> '<boy, runs to>'
(c) <biegnie do, szybko> '<runs to, quickly>'
(d) <biegnie do, domu> '<runs to, house>'
(e) <domu, duZegb> '<house, big>'

The above determination pairs not only show which of their members
functions as Dm and which as Ds but also give us information on how the Ds
is associated to Dm (inflectional suffixes). This problem in principle does not
fall within the scope of determination grammar but is rather the concern of

adherence grammar. Determination grammar is concerned with what determines what, and this information is exhibited by the order of members in
determination pairs. Therefore, it is fully redundant and superfluous to specify
other adherence information, and it would be sufficient to operate with forms of

conlrastin, emaaderations about semantics

lexemes similar to the reconstructed roots of the Indo-European protolanguage or to the forms of roots in Semitic languages (cf. ot/ `kill'). Thus in
the determination grammar of Polish it is sufficient to make use of the ordered
pairs whose members have the following shapes: <ehlope-,
<dom-,
etc.
Determination grammar must arrive at decisions with regard to:
(a) which lexemes (words) are determinatively colutexive so that they can
be grouped into determination pairs;
(b) which lexemes in language expressions function as Din's awl which
play the role of Dss;
(c) which of the lexemic names of a concrete determination string function

as determination abso/nhon, i.e., the Din which in its tacit does not
determine anything else and which may be regarded as a starting
(or central) point of a determination process (Pf. Jesperscn 1955: 9G).
In the above examples the role of detenninatum .absolutum is played
by chlopiec.

Domination relations in determination grammar rest on principles other
than those of IC-Granunar or Dependency Grammar, because in determinaticui grit nunar expressions denoting larger subsets in the universe 1.1;/ dominate
over the expressions denoting smaller subsets. Thus in the Polish sentence Maly
chlopiec biegnie szybko 'A little boy runs (is running) quickly' the ,domination

relations will be represented in the following way:
limax

(a) chlopiec

(b) maly chlopicc

biegnie

(e

(d) maly chlopiec biegnie
II0

(f) maly chtopiec biegnie szybko

(e) chlopiec biegnie szybko

(g) maly chlopicc biegnie szybko

Fig. 1

The domination tree as shown in Fig. 1 could (of course) be reversed and
the domination relations changed in such a way that the expressions of smaller
subsets would dWUnate over the expressions of larger subsets.
It was repeatedly stressed above that determination strings are constructed
to serve the inupose of denoting the subsets in Uinf., But the same aim may be

realized in a different way:
(a) the expression of the same subset in Uinf may be arrived at within the
framework of the same determination string.
Fig. 1 illustrates three possibilities of derivation:

G
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I. (a) -->(b) -÷(d)
II. (a) -->(c) -->(d) -->(f )

M. (a) .÷(c) .÷(e) .÷(g)
(f),_-(g)

(b) the same subset may be named by determination strings of various
length. We assume that in a given hinguage there occurs more than
one determination string which produce an equivalent denotative effect.

But the shortest determination string must also exist. The following
Polish sentences, which under certain communicative conditions have
the same meaning, should illustrate this point:
*The work happied him
(A) (1) Praca uszczcoqiwila go
The work made him happy
(2) Praca uczynila go szczQs'liwyrn
The work caused him to be(3) Praca spowodowala, ze zostal szczOliwy
(4) On zostal szczOliwy dziQki pracy

come happy
He became happy because of the

work
He trusts me
(B) (1)' Onmi, ufa
He has trust in me
(2) On ma do rnnie zaufanie
He fosters a feeling of trust in me
(3) On iywi do mnie uczucie zaufania
I enjoy his trust
(4) Ja cieszQ siQ jego zaufaniem

Considering the examples just cited two linguistic views are possible:
(a) all sentences of (A) and (B) denote identical (or slightly different)
subsets respectively;
(b) there are four different semantic structures present in every group of
sentences.1

Our belief is that both these views hold to a certain degree. We postulate
that all sentences of (A) denote the same subset of information in Uinf but

it is demonstrated from a different angle each time. This is equivalent to
saying that a different determination channel is activated each time. The
same is also true for the sentences of (B). Thus one and the same subset is
reflected in a different way each time. This also means that in each sentence
different connections to the lexemic names of other subsets are involved.
These different connections may be regarded as additional semantic information. It does not seem to be out of place to suggest that with regard to the de,noted subset the four sentences (in each group) are in complementary semantic
distribution.
Apart from the above considerations it would be worth testing how native
speakers actually judge and use such sentences, because linguists are able to
1 In transformational grammar the surface differences result from optionality in
certain transformations.
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find many different interpretations for them. We are convinced that the differences among these sentences may be both communicatively relevant as
well as redundant depending upon the communication purpose. For the confirmation of this view we find evidence in the eircumdetermination phenomenon

to be discussed later.
4. ADHERENCE GRAMMAR

Theloutput of determination granunar; i.e., the strings of ordered determination pairs, may be looked upon as having a predominantly non-linear structure.
This is especially clear when one Dm has two or more Ds's. Unfortunately, we are
not able to communicate a non-linear structure of this kind in a non-linear way.

The transposition of non-linear determination structures into linear surface
structures causes some problems which make adherenCe grammar indispensible.

The lexemes of which the determination pairs <Din, Ds> consist do not
always immediately follow or precede each other but are divided by the
members of other pairs. Moreover, an ordered pair may be represented on
the surface by only one element (cf. Polish idc 'I go' which reconstructs the
determination pair in the form of <ja, iae>). A language must have at its
disposal a means with which to guarantee the mutual association of the
members of determination pairs in a non-ambiguous way.
Adherence grammar (and other factors such as knowledge about the extralinguistic reality) enables the receiver of the communiqué to reconstruct the

underlying determination structure correctly and thereby to arrive at the
target subset in Uhir intended by the speaker. Adherence grammar is concerned
with the means by which the formalization of adherence convexity is achieved,

i.e., it investigates how the elements of a string are assigned to each other.
The output of an adherence grammar are ordered pairs of the type <Am, As>,
where Am denotes adhaesum and As adhaerens. In the Polish sentence
chiopiec biega szybko we know exactly that mask is assigned to chiopiec and not

to biega, and that szybko is assigned to biega and not to chiopiec, although
it would be possible, as the following sentence shoWs: Szybki chiopiec biega
malo A quick boy runs little' (cf. Zabrocki 1969).
Thus ordered pairs of the type <chlopc -, bieg-> fall into the scope of determination grammar, while pairs of the type (chiopiec, maly> are the object of
adherence grammar. There is, however, an intrinsic interrelation between both
these grammars.
In the light of our considerations morphology should 1:1- viewed to a great
extent as the object of adherence grammar, and so it should be shifted from
the paradigmatic plane to the syntagmatic one. In other'Words, morphology

is one of the exponents of syntax. Theoretically every 'part of speech' may
2
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occur in two statuses, i.e., in static adhaeso (and so determinato) as well as
in stata adhaerente (and so determinante), (cf. Sreet 1913: 24). In practice,
however, there will be some restrictions imposN1 upon it.
5. THE STRATEGY OF NAMING ON THE LEXEMIC LEVEL

It is rather commonplace to state that the classification of semantic space
and the naming of the various classes derived there from arc divergent in.
different. languages. Efforts to systematize vocabulary date back to antiquity
and continue today. Different approaches have been taken to solve this
problem.

Classes of higher-level abstraction are usually named, as was mentioned,
above, by simple lexemes. Unfortunately, the naming of these classes does not
coincide in any two given languages and is thus the major sourte of trouble,

for the strategy of naming on the lexemic level influences to a large extent
the strategy of building up compound expressions. If naming and classification
on the higher levels of abstraction were carried out in various languages in the
same way, then the strategy of constructing compound expressions in a foreign
language would be largely predictable on the basis of a speaker's knowledge of
his native language.
The specific structure of the classification of semantic space in a language
becomes especially available for our observation when confronted with another
language (cf. Nemser 1971). It is a well known fact that the simple lexernic expressions of one language may be rendered in another language by simple lexemes
as well as I) compound expressions (including sentences and texts). The set of

information denoted by the English verb check ont (of a hotel) is rendered in
Polish by: wyrOnwar. rachunek w hotela i wyprowadzi(: ,sic. Lack of equivalence
bet %teen t wo lexemie mimes may cause serious misunderstandings in translat ion.

Thus, for example, the title of the work by N. Wiener Cybernetics or control
and com mu niration iii. the aniniili and the .machine was translated into Polish as:
8termcanie i loonrunika(ja to zwierzcciu i maszynie, viziell is
Cy bowel yka

inappropriate because the levels of abstraction are mixed up, This may be
easily seen from the following confrontation:
POLISH

ENGLISH.

,(1) organizm, Zywy

(1) animal
(2)

(4) man

iio

(2) ezthwick

(3) animal

(5) woman

(4) inQezyzna
Firr. 2.

(3) zwierN

(5) kobieta
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The correct Polish translation should be: Cybernetyka czyli sterowanie i komunikacja w organizmie iywym i maszynie. Furthermore, to cite another example,

the translation of the Hungarian word reggelizem into English or Polish must
start with lexemes denoting larger subsets (than that denoted by reggelizni)
and their entropy must then be reduced with the help of another lexeme in
order to arrive at I eat/have breakfast or Jem eniadanie respectively. A similar
situation exists with the Polish word sctsiadka 'a woman neighbor', English
neighbor and Hungarian szomszed. The English and Hungarian words, which
here open two semantic channels, have greater denotative entropy than the
Polish word.
In the classification of lexemes and compound expressions we may distinguish
various levels of abstraction. Usually, lexemes denote sets on the higher level of

abstraction in Uinf and so include the sets of the lower level of abstraction
denoted by compound expressions which contain these lexemes as Dm's. But
with regard to the levels of abstraction the lexemic names are also differentiated; cf. e.g.:
(a) robid
to do'
(b) palio, pisad, czytae
to heat', to write', to read'
(c) palic w piecu, pisae, list, czytao ksictikg
to heat a stove', to write

a letter', to read a book'
The sets denoted by the names of the level (c) are included in the sets denoted
by the lexemic expressions of the level (b), which are in turn included in the
set denoted by the lexemic expression of the level (a). It is interesting to ob-

serve that questions contain the name of a larger set than that asked
about; cf.:
Co robisz? Czytam
What are you doing?
I am reading
Co czytasz? Czytam ksittiki2
What are you reading?
I am reading

a book.
In other terms the expressions of the higher-level abstraction open more semantic channels than the expressions of lower-level abstraction. In the following
we will turn our attention to contrastive aspects of compound expressions.
6. DETERMINATION CONNEXITY2

Theoretically any lexeme in a language may be determined by any other
lexeme thus making possible the existence of any determination string. As a
matter of fact such a situation does not occur in any natural language because of
2 The determination connexity is related to tho problem of selectional and strict
subcategorizational features in transformational grammar (cf. Chomsky 1965: 63f;
La-Tigedoen 1969: 34f;). But instead of setting up any rules for determination connexity
we propose to make up an inventory of all determination pairs actually occurring in a
langu
2*
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the many constraints imposed upon the determination connexity. This results
in the exclUsion of a great number of possible strings. To specify explicitly
the rules of determination eonnexity in a language is not an easy task, and

sometimes it is almost unattainable. Languages differ strongly as to the
constraints imposed upon the emmexity in question. Thus the strategy of
the determination eonnexity in a foreign language is difficult to predict on
the basis of the native language, and it seems best to conceive of it (at least
to a high degree) as random.
In order to use a foreign language correctly we are forced, however, to
surmount these difficulties, because without knowing the above mentioned
constraints we would not be able to construct determinatively acceptable strings
of lexemes. In other words, we must know which ordered pairs of lexemes are
determinatively connexive. It should also be emphasized that the knowledge of

determination connexity although indispensible does not yet guarantee the
desired denotative meaning for the correct determination string. Thus, for
example, the English lexeme book is connexive with big and great. But the
denotative meanings of the strings big book and great book are different.
The lexemic classification and the determination eonnexity provide the
necessary conditions upon which the alternating strategies for constructing
compound expressions operate. Below we shall try, in a tentative way, to account

for some aspects of this problem.
7. CONVERGENT STRATEGIES

It is not easy to define what convergent (congruent) strategies should be
like, although intuitively the matter seems to be clear. The examples cited Will

illustrate what we have in mind. This kind of strategy could also be called
similar or even identical. If two or more languages reveal a convergent strategy

to some extent, then knowing the equivalent lexemes enables us to predict
the correct determination strings of one language on the basis of the eonnexity
of the other languages. This operation reduces to filling the same determination

structure with equivalent lexemes of another language.
Thus if we know that in a number of languages there exist such determination pairs as: <student-, read-> and <read-,, book->, we are then able to create
the following correct determination strings:
(A) English:
Polish:
Russian:
German:
Lithuanian:
Hungarian:

The student is reading a book.
Student czyta ksiaike
CTy,LICHT IltiTaeT KHHFY

Der Student liest ein Buch
Studentas skaito knyga
A dick olvas egy konyvet

2
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Ylioppilas lukee ,kirjaa
Gakkusei-wa hon-o yonde imasu

A similar, although, with regard to Polish and Japanese, less predictable
situation, occurs with the pair <play with -, fire->:

(B) English:
Polish:
Russian:

to play with firs,

igrae z ogniem
Arpam c ornem
German:
mit dem Feuer spielen
Swedish:
leka med elder
Lithuanian: zaisti ugnimi
Hungarian: a tlizzel jatszani
leikkia tulella
Finnish:
.hiasobi suru
Japanese:

The two above groups of determination strings denote respectively the same
two target subsets in semantic space. However, it may occur that the determination strings of two languages built up seemingly on the basis of convergent
strategy happen not to be connexive in one language or to denote different
things in the two languages. Thus, starting with the English string play with
fire one might propose the Polish grad z ogniem, which, however, denotes
something other than igra6 z ogniem. The reason for this must be that the
condition of convergent strategies is violated, i.e., either the lexemes are not

equivalent or there is a difference in constraints imposed upon their connexity.
8. DIVERGENT STRATEGIES

(a) Differences in the determination connexity constraints

Lexemic expressions which are largely equivalent may not coincide as to
restrictions imposed -upon their determination connexity. We could operate
here with the notion of determination valence too. The English verb `go by'
and the Polish verb `i,g' exhibit different determination valences. Thus, in
English the pair <go by-, train-> is connexive but the same pair in Polish is
not. Therefore, in English it is possible to form the sentence I go by train.
In Polish, however, the sentence *Id@ pocirtgiem is determinatively not con
nexive and we must therefore resort to the verb jechao. On the basis of the
English pair <go by-, train> the strategy for arriving at correct determination
strings is not predictable in such languages as:
Polish:
Russian:

jecha6 pociagiem

Lithuanian:

vainioti tritukiniu

exam noe3Aom
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German:
Swedish:
Finnish:

mit dem Zug fahren
aka. tag
matkustaa junalla

but it is predictable in:
Hungarian:
Japanese:

vonattal menu
densya de ikimasu

Thus the notion 'go by' or ego' cannot be determinated by the notion 'train'
in Polish, Russian, German, Lithuanian, Swedish and Finnish. But this does
not mean that the reverse determination may not hold. Thus we have the
Polish pocio idzie, and the Russian noev 14,LkeT the train goes'.
Thus if the foreign language learner automatically transfers the connexity strategies of his native language to the language he is learning he may
fail to construct acceptable utterances. To help the student of a foreign language in this respect we should put at his disposal a kind of dictionary which
would take into account the whole range of the determination valence of a
given lexeme, i.e., specify all of its determinants.
(b) Analytic vs. synthetic

As suggested above, we can arrive at the expression of the shine target
subset of Uf in different ways within the same language, i.e., there can be both
analytic and synthetic expressions. This same phenomenon can be observed
on the interlingual level of analysis. To denote the same subset of information
the speaker of one language inay be inclined to use a simple (i.e., synthetic)

expression while the speaker of another language may prefer a compound
(analytic) one.
The synthetic expression may be thought of as the shortest string needed

to denote the target subset. But we can arrive at the label of the same target
subset in an analytic way, i.e., we can start from the expression denoting a
larger subset (than that denoted by the synthetic expression) and subsequently
reduce its entropy by attaching another expression to it. Or to put it differently,
the synthetic form designates a smaller subset than the subset designated by
the Dm or determinatum absolutum of the corresponding analytic expression.

Therein lies the essence of analytic forms in comparison to synthetic ones.
The Dm of the analytic form covers a set of greater indeterminacy than the
set actually required in the communication process. Therefore, it is necessary
to reduce its entropy in order to achieve the intended communicative effect.
It seems as if there could be no language which would possess only synthetic

forms or exclusively analytic ones. In the former case we would be dealing'
exclusively with words, in the latter only with expressions made up of more
than one word (groups of words, sentences, texts). Natural languages oscillate

2 3,
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between these two extremes, although they may show preference for one of
these types of expressions with regard to the denotation of a particular subset
iii

U.

Thus,. some kinds of expressions common in one language may not be

accessible to the speakers of another language.
In Fig. 3 below we compare some analytic and synthetic expressions
mainly on an interlingual level:

Analytic
rhave breakfast

Synthetic
H reggelizni
R 3arapasam
E congratulate

P jeg6 Aniadanie
G Gluck wiinschen

G begliickwilmschen
P uszczcgliwia6

E make happy
E take tiny bites

E make fast

P pojada6
H eszegetni
E fasten

G Elide machen
P zrobi6 koniec

P umocowao, przytwierdzio, umocnid
G beenden
P zakoriczy6

E a piece of furniture
P toczy6 sic podskakuj4c

P mebel
E bump

As can be seen from Fig. 3 synthetic forms of one language can be transposed

into analytic forms of the same language or into analytic forms of another
language and vice versa. This transposition is not automatic. and it may be
that a synthetic form of one language can be expressed only in an analytic
way in another language. However, the possibility of such a transposition
provides some kind of verification for our hypothesis that there are different
ways of constructing the expressions of the same subset. Furthermore, this
possibility gives us one of the keys to understanding the phenomenon of circumdetermination as well as to understanding some aspects of the determination strategy of language in general.
On the basis of this hypothesis the phenomenon of circumdetermination
(circumlocution) is explainable. The mechanism of circumdetermination is
inherently contained in the nature of language. Circumdetermination may be
viewed from two sides:
(a) The speaker of a foreign language is in a position to use longer determina-

tion strings without knowing the shortest ones;
(b) Knowing the shortest determination string does not mean that he_
is also able to construct longer ones.
Point (a) has positive as well as negative consequences. It throws open the
door to the possibility that even without the knowledge of a whole vocabulary
we call virtually say what we need. (i.e., we are in the position to build up an

2
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appropriate expression of a target subset). Thus, the student of a foreign language who has acquired a limited amount of lexemes may not feel a need to increase his vocabulary because he is able to express himself in any situation. He
has reached a certain ceiling. Suppose he knows-two German -expressions -(lexemes) machen and Ende, then he can create the third expression Ende machen

without memorizing the lexeme beenden. Similarly if we know the 'English
lexemes get and wider we can form the expression get wider instead of using the

verb widen. Thus, the analytic way of constructing language may deliver us
from having to learn a new lexeme, but it nevertheless forces us to know the
appropriate rule of determination connexity. Conversely, a synthetic form involves memorizing an additional lexeme but does not require the knowledge of
determination connexity necessary to make up the corresponding ana,lytic form.
In order to exemplify the realization of the circumdetermination principle

formulated in point (a) we present below some of the constructions used by
Polish students learning English, Russian and German 3.
Circumdetermination constructions
actually used
English:
(1) We were not sure of his guilt, and so

Synthetic constructions which
might have been used instead

We gave him the benefit of the
doubt

we decided the natter in his favor
(2) Mr. Brown, who is very energetic
will be able to discipline the boys
and teach them how to behave
(3) She used all her persuasive power
to convince him

Mr. Brown is very energetic and
he will lick the boys into shape

She brought her eloquence to
bear

Russian:
(1) OH CTaJI (Hagan) TOB0pHTb

OH 3arosopmn

(2) Y Hac rurriumeHast pa6onaH Heriesui

Y Hac rurriumenica

(3)

onpe,aemin, xoncrawry

onpeaenirrb TIOCTORHHy10

%my

German:

Wir mochten ern Zimmer fiir zwei
Personen
*Telt kann dir das Geheimnis nicht

Wir mochten emit Doppelzimmer

Ich kann dir das nicht verraten

sagen
Sie machte dem Spiel ern Ende

Sic beendete das Spiel

3 For the English examples I am indebted to Dr. M. Kobylafiski, for Russian to
Dr. A. Bartoszewicz and for German to Dr. W. Pfeiffer.
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The decision in favor of an analytic or synthetic strategy on the part of
the student may be influenced, among other factors, by the native language
as well as by the order in which language materials have been presented to
him. The transfer from analytic forms to synthetic ones and vice versa is

not automatic but requires some additional information as stated above.
Thus the knowledge of the shortest determination string does not preclude
our inability to construct more analytic forms (cf. (b)). For example, if we
know the Russian forms: doascdumb, npoeepumb,noddepascamb we are llot yet able

to predict automatically the corresponding analytic strings: ti)en2 doascdb,
nodeepeamb npoeepxe, ebrpa3umb noddepoicKy or if we know the German sentence Ich muss dariTher nachdenken we are not yet able to foresee also Ich muss
mir das durch den Kopf gehen lassen.

(c) Different determination channels

In intralingual analysis we often have to deal with determination strings
in which the function of the determinatum absolutism is. switched from one
lexeme to another within the same string, as for instance in Polish:
He works well'
(1) ON pracuje dobrze
His work is good'
(2) Jego PRACA jest dobra
The work made him happy'
(3) PRACAuszczggliwila go
He b.icame happy because of
(4) ON zostal dzicki pracy szczcgliwy
the work'

The problem is to decide whether such strings which contain the same
lexemes but in which the determination relations have changed (or to express it
in other words, in which the second or third determination channel has been
opened) denote the same or different subsets in Uinf that is, whether the open-

ing of an additional determination channel causes also the opening of the
second semantic channel. The cases now under discussion also include passive
constructions, nominalizations, etc.
It seems that we could find confirmations for both interpretations. Let us

start with the first possibility. The non-contrastive approach is here not
decisive, for we may suspect that two sentences like: I have the book and
The book is with me mean the same as well as that they do not. In interlingual
analysis we observe that these two types of sentences may be somehow seman-

tically equivalent; i.e., one language decides this matter in favor of one
determination channel while the other language prefers another determination channel. This procedure becomes especially clear if we compare the
translation of the following German sentences into English:
German: Die NERVEN leiden bei unscrem Geschiift
English: Our WORK affects the nerves
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German: Die SPA.NNUNG der Zuschauer elektrisierte die Luft
English: The AIR was electrified by the excitement of spectators

Furthermore, it is sometimes claimed that German does not use the passive
so often as English (cf. Neuse 1962). Polish also seems to prefer active con-

structions. Hungarian rarely makes use of the passive. French in its turn
seems to display a prevalent tendency to render English impersonal constructions with active ones (cf. Glenn 1955). Moreover, one language may be
provided with both of the determination channels while another language

may have access to only one determination channel, for example:

English: SHE has blue eyes
Her EYES are blue
Polish:

ONA ma niebieskie oczy
OOZY jej sq niebieskie

Hungarian: Kek a SZEMe (Neki lc& SZEMe van)
With regard to this type of sentence we can state that Hungarian has developed
only one determination channel. But in other cases the determination structure

may be parallel to a great extent in all three languages, e.g.:
English

SOMETHING smells
... SMELL of something

Polish:

008 pachnie
ZAPACH czegoA

Hungarian: VALAMI szaglik
Valaminek SZAGa van
The lack of parallelism among the determination channels may be observed

very often in the case of constructions expressing the notion to have', e.g.:
English:
Polish:

I have a dog
JA mam psa
have a dog'
U mnie jest PIES ea DOG is with me'

Russian:
Y mum (ecrb) COBAKA ea DOG is with me'
Hungarian: (Nekem) van KUTYA/n. (to me) is my DOG'
Finnish:
Minulla on KOIRA 'a DOG is with me'
Intuitively we feel that some semantic difference must exist when the second

determination channel is opened within the same determination string. The
matter may, however, be decided in two ways:
(1) Both the determination openings of the semantic channel are in complementary distribution, e.g., the opening of the second determination channel

means only that we are activating the same semantic channel in another
way.
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(2) The additional information about how the semantic channel opens may
be considered as relevant semantic information which also brings about a
relevant difference in question.
It seems that we are not yet in a position to solve this problem univocally
in favor of the interpretation (1) or (2) or both. On the interlingual level of
analysis, however, the differences may be stated as follows: one language
opens the first determination channel or both and another language activates
only the second determination channel. Thus, in English and Polish you can
say SHE has blue eyes or Her EYES are blue but Hungarian has developed
only the second possibility (a SZEMe .kek); in other word, in English and
Polish SHE as well as EYES may function as principal Dm but in Hungarian

only EYE..
There are also clear-cut instances in which the change of determination
relation within a given string automatically activates a second (different)
semantic channel, e.g.:
(1) I frightened.the dog vs. The DOG frightened me
(2) I was frightened by the dog vs. The DOG was frightened by me
.. .

The explanation of active and passive construction by L. Zahroeki in
terms of a communication model may be correlated with the opening of the
first or second determination channel (d. Zabrocki 1968).
A particular language opens only some of the determination channels
withina given set of lexemes. Thus in the English sentence I read a book we
.

.

.

can open the second channel The BOOK is read by me. But the conceivable third
channel * The READING of the book is mine does not work.-It does not mean,
however, that such a channel cannot be exploited in any language. In connec-

tion with this it would be worth citing two Japanese examples which at
first glance display unusual determination relations:
(1) Otite iru oogi-o hiroitotta 'He raised the lying fan'
(2) Oogi-no otiteiruno-o hiroitotta 'He raised the lying of the fan'

English, Polish and Russian open here only the first determination channel but
Japanese is able to operate with both chaimels. As some scholars admit both
Japanese expressions are semantically equivalent, i.e., they describe the same
situation (cf. Kholodovio 1971). It seems that we should speak here rather
about complementary equivalence.

From the point of view of the learner of a foreign language what does
matter is whether the constraints imposed upon the strategy of 'channel
opening' operations are predictable. At first glance they seem to be random
to a high degree.
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(d) Unexpected semantic channel

Some of the determination strings as a whole or some of the lexemes of
which they consist open semantic channels in a foreign language in a way that
is unusual from the standpoint of our native language. As can be inferred the
strategy of constructing such determination strings is totally or, at best, to a

very great extent, unpredictable. It is difficult to state the rules for forming
such expressions. The trouble is that they constitute a considerable amount of
all utterances. One can learn them only thrO`ugh memorization. They reflect a
different grasp of the extralinguistic world and can be called external idioms
(cf. Lado 1966 : 86). We think here, among others, of the following expressions:

English

Polish

It can't be helped
Help yourself
That was a corker
Take it easy
Stand and deliver
My honor is involved
Where do I book the seats
For reasons beyond my control

Trudno; Nic na to nie poradzc
Poczcstuj sic
Zatkalo mnie
Nie pzejmuj sic
Pieniqdze albo iyeie
Chodzi o moj honor
Gdzie man kupie bilety
Z powoclow ode mnie iiiezaleZnych

The phenomenon now under discussion may be formulated as follows: the
equivalent semantic channels are opened in two languages by determination
structures which are unexpected from the standpoint of another ,language......
The two groups of examples cited below illustrate more clearly this specific
property of various languages:
(A) English:
Polish:
German:

Hungarian:
(B) English:
Polish:
Russian:
Lithuanian:
Finnish:

The suit fits well
(The suit looks good)

Ubranie dobrze ley
Der Anzug sitzt gut
A ruha jol
Neither fish nor fowl
Ni pies ni wydra

The suit lies well'
The suit sits well'
The suit stands well'

Hi4 pbi6a Hit M51C0

`Neither dog nor otter'
`Neither fish nor meat'

Nei vilkas nei gegiite
Ei kala eikit lintu

`Neither wolf nor cuckoo'
`Neither fish nor bird'

Speaking about rules of grammar in the above presented cases would seem to

be frivolous and would neglect the real difficulties in language teaching.
Instead of setting up rules of doubtful value it would be far better to prepare a
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vast dictionary which would contain all the unpredictable structures in a
foreign language and would specify them in a predictable way.
(e) ...if the desired semantic channel cannot be opened?

As Eugene Nida put it: 'there can be no exact translations' (1964: 156).
Such an assertion is completely understandable, and it results from the impossibility of achieving absolute correspondences between two languages.
Sometimes, however, it is also hard to find expressions which are relatively
equivalent. This difficulty originates from the differences both in the structure
of the extralinguistic reality and in the specific ways in which a language
reflects this reality (cf. Lado 1966 : 78). In extreme cases a given notion
present in one language may not occur in another language. Thus, it is assumed
that the notion or intuition of time is lacking in the Hopi language (d. Carroll

1956). Similar although less extreme cases may be encountered elsewhere.
It is not easy, for example, to express adequately the idea of reconcile (speaking

of God reeonciling the world to himself) in the translation of the Bible into
the Venda language, since the semantic channels opened by the closest equivalents( ire., plamedzanya and fhelekedzi do not coincide with the semantic
channel opened by reconcile. The former includes contradictory semantic information and the latter is restricted to marital infidelity (cf. Nida 1971 : 342).
There arc also scattered instances of similar difficulties encountered by the
speakers of languages with more related cultural background. Thus, e.g.,
it requires some effort on the part of a native speaker of English to express
the idea of Polish dom bieleje *A house whites'. The sentence that comes
here in mind 'A house shines forth white' only inadequately approaches the
idea in question (cf. Lyons 1968 : 436 7).
The problems now raised are closely connected with the 'linguistic relativity' hypothesis. We do not intend to devote more attention to it here, limiting
ourselves to the statement that some semantic channels are scarcely accessible
to the speakers of a given language community although the possibility exists of
developing them.
CLOSING REMARKS

The aim of our paper was to inquire briefly into selected problems of contrastive semantics in the framework of a so-called determination grammar.
The contrastive aspects of adherence grammar were not touched upon here.
We frankly admit, that the principles of the determination as well as the
adherence grammar have been oversimplified and a detailed study, if intended,

would need more space. So our attention was mainly concentrated upon
general ideas which should be more carefully elaborated in detail.
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A SEMANTICALLY BASED APPROACH TO LANGUAGE
DESCRIPTION AND ITS POTENTIAL IMPACT
ON THE TEACHING OF FOREIGN LANGUAGES
ROLE BERNDT
Rostock. University

A

In spite of extraordinary intensification and expansion of scientific language
studies in our century, especially in the past three to four decades, the problems
of how to Approach the description of the phenomena of language most effectively can; by no means be said to have been solved already. This holds true of
the description of the grammar of concrete individual languages as well as that

of `pairs' of languages aimed at, for example, in `contrastive structure studies' or `contrastive grammars', the main concern of which is to discover and
systematically represent interlanguage commonalities, similarities, and differences between a particular native language and a certain target language.
The procedures of linguistic description followed in the various approaches
may, on the one hand, be judged from purely linguistic aspects, mainly from

the point of view of the adopted linguistic theory in general. They may, on
especially if it concerns research in the field of applied
the other hand,
syntactical,
linguistics (in language teaching), as in the case of contrastive
also
be
examined
analyses
or
similar
projects
phonological, or other
from the point of view of the utility or applicability of the particular descriptions to the solution of practical problems of teaching and learning the
languages under consideration.
Both aspects, linguistic theory and the practical teaching of foreign languages, will

as far as this is possible within the limitations of the space avail-

be taken into account in the present contribution.
able
If one leaves the so-called 'traditional' or `conventional scholarly gram.
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mars' out of consideration here and restricts oneself to the more recent approaches to the phenomena of language that have met with a great response
in linguistic circles, one may, with some justification, describe all of them
whether behaviourist-oriented taxonomic structuralist linguistic analyses
or descriptions along the line of the so-called 'standard theory' of transformaas syntactictional generative grammar as initiated by Noam Chomsky
ally (or, at least, non-semantically) based approaches to grammar.
All of them centre attention primarily on the formal syntactic or
properties of linguistic utterances, their phonetic or syntactic
phonological
form, or, in other words, on the study of utterances as 'syntactical units',
`syntactic structures' or 'sound structures', whether physically manifest or
`superficial' or of the more abstract, 'deep' or 'underlying' kind.
The earlier of the two major directions in the study of grammar, 'structural
descriptions' or 'descriptive structuralist grammar', professedly restricted its
representation mainly (if not exclusively) to 'outer' "linguistic forms... of

independent utterances" (Fries 1952 : 23) as "syntactical unit[s]" (Fries
1952 : 31) or "formal patterns of sentences" (Fries 1952 : 36) and expressly rejected "the using of meaning as the basis for ... grammatical analysis" (Fries 1952 : 55). It was, as is widely acknowledged today, obviously
beyond the scope of its possibilities (and, admittedly, outside the intentions of
its initiators) to adequately describe what essentially contributes to making
human languages what they are, namely the fact that all of them provide
the means for expressing one's thoughts in a variety of ways or, to quote

structuralists such as Charles C. Fries themselves, for putting "the same

content ... into a variety of linguistie_forins(Fries.).952
allow for it that "derselbe Gedanke in verschiedenen Satzen ausgedriickt
werden" kann, "ebenso wie der gleiche Satz zum Ausdruck verschiedener
Gedanken dienen kann" (Wygotski 1964: 301).
To illustrate this briefly, synonymy at the sentence level is found, for
instance, in cases like
(i) US helicopters have flown more Saigon regime troops from South
(1)
Vietnam to Cambodia
(ii) Pilots of the US armed forces have flown more Saigon regime troops
from South Vietnam to Cambodia by helicopter
(2) (i) This roam has three windows
(3)

(4)

(ii) There are three windows in this room
(i) It seems to me that Jack resembles Peter
(ii) I have the impression that Jack bears resemblance to Peter
(iii) (According) to my mind. jack is similar to Peter
(iv) I think that Peter and Jack are similar (to each other)
(i) John may have gone to London (by car)
(ii) It may be that JOhn has gone to London (by car)
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(iii) It is possible that it is true/the case that John has gone to London
(by car)
(iv) I consider it possible that (it is true that) John has gone to London
(by car)

(v) It may be

I

true that John has gone to London (by car)

P possibly/
I
gone to London (by car)
I
possibly
(vi' John has
perhaps I
]perhaps

Sentence (4) (i) (as well as others of this group) may, at the same time, serve
as an illustration of what is sometimes called homonymy at the level of the
sentence. For example, it leaves open the question of whether 'John has gone

to London alone and as driver or with somebody else driving the car.
Chomsky-oriented studies of language of the 'classical' transformational
generative kind, in their attempts to overcome apparent inadequacies or
inherent limitations of preceding structural descriptions, have, since the
publication of Syntactic Structures in 1957, directed their efforts towards
penetrating more deeply into non-observable layers of language and setting
up 'deep' or underlying' syntatic structures. In spite of notable advances
beyond the limits of descriptive structuralist approaches, however, the limitations of the classical transformational generative approach themselves have
become more and more apparent in recent years. Thus it seems highly doubt-

ful today whether even a 'revised' "standard theory" of transformational
generative grammar will ever enable linguists to tackle fully those problems
_whose solution was entirely out of the reach of descriptive structuralists.

It is true, of course, that the 'standard' transformational generative
theory does not principally bar the way to associating meaning with (edeeps)
syntactic structures, and thus markedly distinguishes itself from descriptive

structuralism. In its representations of the 'meaning-form relations',
however, the standard theory assigning priority or centrality to deep structures to be generated in the syntatic component, adopts a 'deterministic'
view hardly suited to adequately reflect the complicated character of. these
relations.
sr
According to this theory, the deep syntactic structure of a sentence is

"the abstract underlying form which determines the meaning of a
sentence" (Chomsky 1966: 57). "The underlying structure ... determines
the semantic conten z" (Chomsky 1965: 15ff). It "expresses those grammatical functions" (Chomsky 1968 : 26) and "relations ... that determine the
meaning of a sentence" (Chomsky 1968 : 26) or "play a central role in

determining the semantic interpretation".
Descriptive adequacy will, in our opinion, however, scarcely be attainable

without recognizing "the dialectically contradictory character of the
se
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interrelatedness of syntactic and semantic structures" (Berndt 1971 : 6) and
thus acknowledging the fact that "linguistic signs and thoughts are indissolubly linked with one another, but this linkage is dialectically contradictory"
(Klaus 1965 : 330; translated from German).
Apart from
essential
implications with regard to the adequacy of

the theoretical foundationg of .such approaches to language- description, it
seems to us that factors such as the impossibility of taking the dialectically,
contradictory character of the content-form relations fully into account also
negatively influences the applicability of the results of such descriptions to
language teaching purposes.
Facts such as these, that one and the same judgment, for example, may
be expressed in differently structured sentences, that there are a number of
ways in which we can transfer a thought to others, or that many different
sentences may have the same meaning content while, on the other hand, one
and the same syntactic structure or pattern may very well permit conveyance
of a number of relationally different semantic structures (cf. Berndt 1971 : 18),

or .that the same sentence May be used to say quite different things, can
obviously not be completely ignored in foreign language teaching either.
In our opinion, what reduces the `usefulness' of grammatical descriptions giving precedence to 'outer' or 'inner' syntactic construction over
semantic organization for language teaching purposes or makes their 'optimality' questionable, at least, is, amongst other things, this very same fact,
so often adduced as an argument against semantically oriented approaches,
that "the same meaning content can be put into a variety of linguistic forms".

What impairs their value for practical teaching and learning purposes but
is absolutely inevitable in grammatical descriptions of the descriptive structuralist kind, namely the separhtion of language phenomena in neglect of
semantically relevant connections between them, on the one hand, and. on

the other, the subsummation of what from the point of view of semantic
relationships are widely differing phenomena purely because of formal syntactic sameness or similarity, will, as far as we can see, to some
probably
not inconsiderable
extent not be avoidable for transformational.generative
grammar either.
2

One of the major objectives of foreign language teaching (FLT) is ob-

viously to develop 'communicative competence' (`Kommunikations---fiihigkeit') in the learner to an extent "which matches, at least in part, that of
native speakers of the language to be learned" (Ritchie 1967: 68). In other
words, what FLT aims at, is, foreign language mastery to an optimally high
degree, unthinkable without the development of 'mental abilities, and first

and foremost the ability to use the foreign language for communicative
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purposes, or communicate effectively M. the FL,- also called `Sprachbefahigungs, linguistic ability' or 'capacity' for the production and perception of
maximally many utterances in the language to be learned, i.e. "not the mere

ability to mouth the utterance ..., not the mere ability to understand the
utterance", capability not only of "saying and understanding .,.'but saying
with understanding" (Newmark 1966: 223ff).
Somewhat more explicitly we might, perhaps, say that what FLT has to
achieve is to enable the student to express his thoughts, convictions, his
feelings and emotional state, etc. in the foreign language, to realize his "intention[s] of getting something over to somebody else, modifying his behaviour,

his thoughts, or his general attitude toward a situation" (Thorne 1967 : 68)
etc. as well as to understand messages communicated by other speakers of
that language.
Linguistic research with the objective of supplying results of optimal
'utilizability' for the practical teaching of foreign languages cannot, in our
opinion, be reduced to viewing language as `language per se', language as
form or structure', but will, in accordance with the above mentioned goals of
FLT, have to attribute essential importance to the so-called 'communicative
informative' function (ltommunikativ-informative Funktion') of
language.
Such an approach to the phenomena of language will; therefore, of neces-

sity, have to differ from that of N. Chomsky, for example, who expressly
denies the importance of this function for linguistic theory: It is wrong to

think of human use of language as characteristically informative, in
fact or intention. Human language can be used to inform or mislead, to clarify
one's own thoughts or to display one's cleverness, or simply for play. If we

hope to understand human language and the psychological capacities on
which it rests, we must first ask what it, is, not how or for what purposes
it is used" (Chomsky 1968 : 62).
Separating 'human language' as linguistic structure' or 'a structural
system' partially or entirely from `human use of language', or attempting
to study it in isolation from the basic question, of `how and for what pmposes

it is used' means, at the same time, severing its connexions with all other
"intellectual and practical- concrete activity in society"1, or, at .least, bhuing
these connexions, passing over the social character of language, the fact of
its being socially conditioned, and taking no account of the "social nature of
the human essence as the basis both for the emergence of his linguistic ability and for his actual use of language" (ZISW 1972 : 25).
In view of these facts we are inclined to give preference to conceptions
ZISW 1972: 22 (this and the following quotations from ZISW 1972 have been kindly
translated from the German original by my friend and colleague, Mr. P. M. Plant, M A.).
ft
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according to which "for us the system of language ... has-no existence
detached from the actual use of language. Rather, it is a totality of regular
and law-governed features and characteristics of language use which are
objectively connected with, and related to, each other" 2. Both sides of this
activity-indissolubly linked with, and in, language-`cognitive' or 'mental

activity' (by which we here understand reflections in the mind of nonverbal as well as verbal states of affairs, i.e. perception of linguistic utter-

ances) and 'communicative activity' are obviously to be considered as
two sides of an essentially social activity "in which individuals and social
groups control and regulate their behaviour reciprocally, the control and regulation taking place by way of (human) consciousness"- (ZISW 1972 : 6) and

"important mediating, co-ordinating, planning and guiding functions are
carried out" (ZISW 1972 : 25).
Language teaching with the aim of enabling the learner to perform communicative activity in the second language, in our opinion, needs linguistic
descriptions in which especial consideration is paid to language in its capacity
as the prime medium of exchanging messages in society, as a historical product,
a "medium of exchange ... created by and for society" (Bolinger 1968 : 300)
or "a means through which interaction between human beings takes place"
(Smith 1969 : 90) or "without which ... significant social intercourse is hardly
possible" (Sapir 1970 : 25).

However, according to N. Chomsky himself, this is no concern of the
`standard theory' of transformational generative 'grammar', neither is it of
descriptive --Structuralist representations. It obviously requires attempts at
approaching the study of language from another, different angle.
3

With regard to the subject matter of grammatical description we fully
share the view according to which "the theory of grammar examines the
totality of language but examines it from a special abstractional point of
view ... the semiotic ... The subject matter of the theory of grammar coin .

prizes the organization and structural composition of each of the
two sides ... (the components and organizational relations) of the cognitive
contents and (the components and organizational relationS) of their possible forms of utterance ... in relation to the organtzation and structural
composition of what in each case is the other side, ... the laws to which the
2 ibid., p. 16. The original version is "Das Spraehsystern hat air uns keine von der
wirklichen sprachlichen Tiitigkeit abgesonderte Existenz. Es ist viohnehr oine Gesarntheit von regelmlissigen, gesetzmiissigen &igen and IVIerkmalen der sprat-311E01-ton Tatig-

keit, die objektiv miteinander verbunden and aufeinander bezogen sinci".
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utterances con-

form" s.

Confronted with,the 'problem of what to consider the units forming the
basis of grammatical description, it is useful, perhaps, to remember that the
`communicative competence' to be developed in the learner in foreign language

teaching is often, somewhat generally, defined as the ability to understand

and produce utterances in this language. What is meant here by 'utterance', 'linguistic utterance' or language-utterance' is a sort of 'communicative ma', occasionally described as the "smallest operational unit

on the level of meaningful continuous discourse" (Leont'ev 1970 : 333; translated from Russian) in the sense of a number of successive, or a sequence of,
utterances exhibiting a larger or lesser degree of contextual cohesion, a 'basic
unit of communication'.
In view of the apparent impossibility of achieving anything like a 'grammar
of discourse' (`Textgrammatiks) in the near future, it seems reasonable to us,
for the time being, to keep within the limits of the linguistic utterance for
descriptive purposes, too, and to regard it as the most adequate unit from

which to start our description.

In referring to the linguistic utterance as the basic unit of descrip-

tion we are primarily guided by matters of content, by the character of the
'message' or, in other words,
at least, minimally 'closed'
`utterance' as
itself,
that
is
without
any 'supporting' contextual
a linguistic unit capable in
of
bearing
a
certain
information
content or 'Sinnor other situational factors,
fully
aware
of the defigelialt' or suited alone to express a thought. (We are
determining
the
limits
of what
nitional problems connected with precisely
consider
definition
the task
constitutes an 'utterance' but do not, at-present,
to be fully solved before any further steps can be taken.)
In a similar way, at least, K, Ammer calls the abgeschlossene Ausserung"
as spra, chliche[s] Ganze[s]" eine ... hohere Leistungseinheit der Sprache ,
in der die Vorstellungskonstellation des Sprechers dein Gesprachspartner
erschlossen wird" (Ammer 1958: 64ff).
What also has a bearing upon questions concerned with putting the description into practice, is obviously the possibility of further differentiation

...

ZISW 1972: 9 ff. The original version is "Die Grammatiktheorie betrachtot das
Ganz() der Sprache, sio betrachtet es aber unter einem speziollen AbstraktionsgesichtsDen Gegenstand der Grammatiktheorie bilden die
punkt , [dem] serniotische [n]
Gliedernng mid der Aufbau jeder der beidon Seiten ... die Einheiten und Beziehungen der

Gliederung der Bewusstseinsinhalte [und] die Einheiten uiid Boziehungeo. der Gliederung...
in bezug auf Gliederung and Aufbau der jeweils
[ihrer] moglichen Ausserungsformen

zwischen Inhalt und
, die Gesetzmassigkeiten des gegenseiten Bezugs
anderen
Formen ... der Ausserungen ".
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between 'simple', 'elementary', or 'minimum' complete utterances on the one
hand, and 'complex' or 'expanded' utterances (sometimes also called 'modification structures') serving mental reflections of 'complex' or 'complicated'

states of affairs, on the other.
The relevance of this distinction for practical teaching purposes remains
valid, in principle, in spite of the apparent existence of limits to the splitting
up of communicative units into 'elementary' complete utterances which cannot
be exceeded in ultimately practice-oriented descriptions without reducing
rather than raising their practical value, but for the setting of which precise,
objective criteria will scarcely be adducible. (Decisions here will certainly
have to depend to some extent upon the relations existing between particular
source and target languages.)
It seems advisable, at this point, to expressly caution the reader against
schematically equating
`simple utterance' with 'simple' (or basic) sentence and
`complex utterance' with 'complex' (or complicated) sentence.
As will soon be shown in the later passageS, even the 'simple' or 'elementary'
utterance is a semantically complicated structure, the components of which will,

in a full representation, have to be strung together in a 'conjoined structure'
bearing the outer form of a complex sentence. Where 'simple utterances'
appear in the form of 'simple sentences', which is, of course, very possible,

this has obviously to be considered as due to secondary 'condensations'
(lexical or syntactical, in kind) in the process of the progressive shaping of the

mental, semantic structures and their conversion into physically manifest
speech units. What is found in actual 'simple sentences' may, in other cases,
also be the result of condensations of 'complex utterances'.
4

As concerns the organization or construction of language utterances'
as basic units of linguistic description, we shall confine ourselves here to some
very general remarks only and try to make our representations more explicit,

in part at least, in the following exposition.
linguistic utterances' in the sense explicated, may be regarded from the
aspect of their character as physically actualized, material units, i.e. phenomena of objective reality, and, in their capacity as mental or ideal units,
as present in the minds of the speakers of a language and thus having psychological reality. Language units of this sort can obviously be said to consist

or be made up of different layers of structure exhibiting a particular 'ruledetermined' internal organization and systematically interrelated. It is usual,
therefore, to ascribe three structural levels to linguistic utterances: semantic
structure, syntactic structure, and 'sound structure' (to be linked somehow

40.
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with orthographic structure). (For purposes of description aimed at in our
project the latter will be of interest only, or mainly, at any rate, as far as
matters of intonation contours of the relevant utterance types are concerned).
It is theoretically possible on each of these levels (or structural layers)
of linguistic utterances to distinguish specific functioning units and relations

between these units, dr, in other words, particular relational patterns
(`Relationsgefilges) and categories. These are, apart from `sound patterns'
or `patterns of intonation' (about which nothing more can be said in the present paper), what may by called
patterns of semantic relations and (relational) categories and their syntactic 'counterparts':
patterns of syntactic relationships and categories.
Any model of grammatical description aiming at descriptive adequacy will,.

in accordance with the three-levelled organization of linguistic utterances,
certainly have to comprise three main levels of representation (or `components'),

namely the semantic level (or content level), the level of syntax (or
syntactic level), and the phonological level, which, in themselves, permit .
further subdivisions. In thi5Tconnexion we must content ourselves with direc-

ting attention to the obvious possibility of distinguishing two sub-levels or
components at the content level which we will tentatively call the level of

semantic relations and the lexicon (sometimes also called the 'level of
lexical representations').
5

Although there can be no doubt of a 'full' description of linguistic utterances

having to cover representations of their construction at each of the three
major levels mentioned, the crucial question essentially influencing the character (? and adequacy) of the description is evidently the question of the level

from which to start in this undertaking.
In view of the apparent limitations of approaches to the study of 'language
structure' in the way of descriptive structuralist or 'classical' transformational
limitations concerning the theoretical foundations as
generative grammar
well as the practical applicability , further inquiries into the possibilities of a..,
non-syntactically based approach to the phenomena of language seem to us
not only legitimate but at the same time highly worth-while and promising.
What we propose, therefore, is to choose the semantic level as the

des criptive base and. first of all consider the linguistic utterance as a
means of transmitting information (`message'), as a 'meaning-bearing unit',
not the potential syntactic forms (or 'structures') available in the particular
individual languages to express the semantic content under consideration.
The potentiality, inherent in any language, of producing an infinite number

of linguistic utterances, admittedly forbids starting descriptions at this.
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level with full representations of the meaning content of the single individ-

ual utterances as occurring in objective reality (and as such absolutely
indispensable as source material to the student of language). It is obviously
necessary, therefore, to look fOr a higher level of abstraction as the origin
for describing the semantic structure of language utterances.

What we are looking for is, in our opinion, the level of semantic relations from which it seem posSible to us to gain access to 'underlying'
semantic relational structure which the particular individual utterance
in its capacity as a unit of content shares with other utterances of the same
type (type of utterance).
The utterance as occurring at this level of description is, in other words,
an abstraction from those semantic feat-tres and properties which make up
its special character as single free, or individual, utterance. It contains only
those most general content features characteristic of the whole group of

utterances belonging to the same type and representing, so to speak, its
`basic content'. The patterns of this level are, in a certain way, `communication - oriented' forms of the reflection of reality in mind, not essentially dissimilar from what Rosenthal
Yudin call "forms of the reflection of reality
in thought ... which themselves reflect the most general features of reality"
(Rosenthal and Yudin (eds.) 1967 : 252ff).
What we are attempting to get at on the level of semantic relations might

well be described, too, as 'constructional frames', 'skeleton structure',
(also called occasionally 'plans' or 'programmes' of language utterances) or,
simply, frames into which particularizing, identifying and other itenie'Or
detaiIS can be fitted, and which, in this way, are convertable into 'simple'
concrete individual utterances capable of being conjoined with other 'simple'
utterances (of the same or another type) into 'complex' cognitive contents,
ekomplexe BewuBtseinsinhalte').

To make this more explicit (expressly restricting ourselves to what we

have called 'simple' linguistic utterances), will be the main concern of
the rest of this paper. Before doing so, it not out of place, perhaps, to briefly
touch upon questions of the potential impact of such an approach to linguistic
description on the teaching of languages (in accordance with the objectives
outlined above).
In connexion with further efforts to increase the effectiveness of foreign

language teaching with the support of linguistic research,- there are three
aspects which seem to us to be especially worth mentioning.
(1) An approach to the phenomena of language as suggested above will
hopefully provide descriptions which in our opinion, will enable teachers
to
free `grammatical teaching' from one-sided confinement to 'outer'
or 'deeper'
syntactic forms and thus make it possible to dismiss 'purely'
syntactic patterns without, of necessity, entirely desisting from 'pattern prac-

4)
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tice' or employment of leitschemata', `Modellkonstruktionen', or `Konstruktionsmuster' in language teaching classes, textbooks, programmes, etc.
`Syntactic patterns', whether of the descriptive structuralist sort and thus
"leaving the underlying structure unrevealed" (Bolinger 1968 : 295) or going
further back to 'deep structures' to be generated in the syntactic component of

`standard' transformational grammars, have, in spite of more or less farreaching dissimilarities, obviously one thing in common which inevitably
reduces their utility for language teaching purposes: the concrete individual
utterances derivable from one and the same pattern or to be formed by using
a given framework are, of necessity, highly heterogeneous with regard to
their semantic content or organization. What is essential to the learner, at
least until he has acquired a relatively good basic command of the foreign
language, 'evenly proportioned' or equal concentration on form and content,
or morpho-syntactical and lexical matter, to an optimally high degree, is
evidently difficult if not impossible, to achieve in pattern practices based on
syntactic patterns only.

Therefore maintaining the 'sentence pattern' or 'formal pattern of sentence' unchanged does not, in many cases, at least, relieve the learner of the

necessity of leaps' in matter of content and of "imagining a whole fresh
situation for every utterance while keeping up with the mechanical requirements of the exercise" (Newmark and Reibel 1968 : 238). Especially illustrative

examples of this are found in 'classical' behaviourist-oriented pattern drill
books in which no attention is paid to any aspects of the Inner' form of
linguistic utterances. Thus, within one and the same lesson, for instance,
sentences such as the following are given to be changed according to the
exatnple:

We passed a girl. She was standing on the corner.
We passed a girl standing on the corner.
(1) They spoke to the man. He was selling shoes.
They were playing baseball.
(2) We found'the boys.
I was studying in my room.
(3) They thought of me.
It was beating rapidly.
(4) I could feel my heart.
He was going to the movies, etc.
saw him.
(5)
(Lado. and Fries 1965: 256 ff).
Although the required-formal operations ("combin[ing] the statements ... to

make a shorter utterance") are undoubtedly the same in all cases, one will
certainly look in vain for any systematic connexions with regard to the semantic

content of the sentences under consideration. If we are inclined to accept
opinions according to which "structmul drills, in which the student practices
switching quickly from an utterance appropriate for one situation to another
utterance appropriate for quite another situation, are ineffective in principle
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(Newmark and Reibel 1968 : 238)", we will obviously have to apply the same

judgment without any restrictions to 'drills' of the kind just mentioned.
We are not at all against 'pattern practices' and do not in. the least doubt
their usefulness

or even indispensability
in foreign language teaching.
But we believe in the possibility of 'pattern practices' of a new kind, more
efficient and theoretically more soundly based than `classical' pattern practice' resting entirely on theoretical principles of behaviourism, the inadequacies
of which can scarcely be overlooked any longer. Changes in this as in other

respects may very well be brought about by a semantically based approach
to a description of the phenomena of language.
What is particular and noteworthy about the 'input material' of the level of
semantic relations
the semantic relational structures of linguistic utterances
is the fact that the 'constructional frames' here are not 'purely'
semantic in the same way as the patterns of structural descriptions or the
`deep structures' of 'standard' transformational generative grammar are (or
are considered to be) 'purely' syntactic. 'Relational patterns' as occurring
at the first level of a semantically based description are patterns of semantic

(or lexical) as well as of (morpho-) syntactic relevance. It is this very
same fact which, in our opinion, will open up entirely new possibilities of
`pattern practice', possibilities of using one and the same 'constructional
frame' for a variety of purposes, such as
the development of control of syntax by concentrating on the (morpho-)
syntactic organization of linguistic utterances of the particular type under
consideration,
the step-by-step expansion of syntactic control by enlarging upon potential
variations in the syntactic structuring of the relevant utterances,
the systematic expansion of vocabulary by concentrating on the insertion of

appropriate lexical items as well as on the possibilities of lexical condensations',
centering on the intonational patterning of the specific utterance type, etc.

or (perhaps to an even greater extent) possibilities of substituting specific
components of the relational structure while keeping the others unchanged
and proceeding in the same ways just described or in others which cannot be
gone into at this point.
(2) What we have already hinted at in the preceding passage, but what seems
to us to be worth pointing out more clearly, is the apparent possibility
opened up by a semantically based approach
of overcoming the usually
sharp division between 'grammatical teaching' or teaching (exercises, etc.)
designed for the 'acquisition of grammatical knowledge' and 'development
of the productive control of syntax' on the one hand, and the 'teaching or
expansion of vocabulary', on the other, which is so characteristic of much
language teaching as it is practised today.

r
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Conscious and purposeful consideration of criteria of 'semantic as well as of

syntactic relevance' in the composition of 'texts' to be used in a systematically arranged language teaching course must, obviously, be considered another
means of increasing the effectiveness of foreign language teaching. Proceeding
in this way will, at the same time, enable us to establish closer conformity to

`linguistic reality' in which 'vocabulary' and 'grammar', "das Lexikalische
mid das Grammatische" (Wissemann 1961 : 5), do not exist in isolation from

each other but in a relation of "gegenseitiger Durchdringung" (`mutual
penetration') and constitute, as H. Wissemann puts it, "in einer innigen
Finiktionsgemeinschaft
miteinander den Sinn des Satzes" (Wissemann
1961 : 1).

It is for this reason, too, that we prefer to use 'grammar' as the more
comprehensive term under which lexico-semantic as well as morpho-syntactic
and phonological phenomena may be subsumed. Opinions, according to which

`grammar' plays a subordinate role in FLT'
the main concern of which
is to be considered the teaching of knowledge of, and the development of
skills in the use of, foreign language vocabulary,
clearly betray an unacceptably narrow view of what constitutes 'grammar' and entirely fail to grasp
the systematic interrelatedness of the phenomena of language.
What is ignored by adherents of this view is, amongst other things, the
fact that, given a definite number of lexical elements to assign to or string
together into a single utterance (as, for example, boy, book, girl, give, additionally marked, perhaps, as < definite>), what is actually given is more
than the simply lexical. The `independent' meaning-bearing' constituents of
the utterance(s) to be formed out of them cannot properly be said to be mere
`bearers' of so-called 'lexical meaning' or 'semantic meaning' or, in other
words, representations of mental pictures of elements of state of affairs which

as such have nothing to do with what is traditionally called 'grammatical
meaning'. In reality, they do, in fact, also contain `syntactically relevant
information'.
In this sense, one can certainly agree with H. Wissemann who expresses
the opinion that it is very possible' "voin Bestande der lexikalischen Zeichen
eines Satzes aus weite Bereiche des Grammatischen zu ergiinzen and somit
seinen Sinn zwar nicht eindeutig aber doch in wechselndem Grade der Anniiherung an das Gemeinte zu erfassen ", that the "Ergthizbarkeit des Grammatischen vom Lexikalischen aus ". however. "... nicht das Grainmatische in
seiner Gesamtheit, sondern nur einen Teil des Gramniatischen
betrifft"
( Wisseman 1961 : 4 - 5).

It should be clear to everybody that as soon as the isolated items boy,
book, girl, give are selected from the lexicon of English, for instance, to be
treated as constituents of one and the same linguistic utterance, the number of
states of affairs to be reflected in and expressed by utterances containing these
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four elements is definitely limited and the possibility of combining these
`words' is clearly restricted in accordance with the mutual relations which
can be entered into by the elements of the states of affairs referred to by the
lexical items under consideration. Thus, the inherent 'combination restrictions' clearly confine 'acceptability' to (5) (i) and (ii) of the following structures
and block combinations as those illustrated in (5) (iii) to (5) (vi)
(5)

(i)

a boy give

(ii) a girl give

a girl give a
a boy give
a book give
a book give

fa book to a girl
la girl a book
fa book to a boy
la boy a book
boy to a book
a girl to a book
a boy to a girl
a girl to a boy

Consistently taking account of connexions or interrelationships such as
these and systematically utilizing them for language teaching 'purposes will
certainly be greatly facilitated by descriptions of the kind advocated in this
paper.
(3) Approaching the description of linguistic phenomena from a semantic
base will, in our opinion, not only give the learner an insight generally into
domains beyond 'pure' outer syntactic form which are closed to him in the
mechanical drills of behaviourist-oriented pattern practice, but we are con-

vinced, it will also put him in a position of even going beyond the 'deep
structures' of classical transformational generative grammar and of mentally
penetrating more deeply into the phenomena of the language to be learned

and thei interrelations. It will permit not only 'insight into the syntactic
strdeture' but 'intellectual understanding' in the more comprehensive sense
of 'mentally grasping' the things to be learned as the only, or, at least, the
best way to 'commanding' or 'controlling' them, without in any way 19manding a return to the `grammaticizing way' of language teaching or negating, in the slightest that "understanding and performance are inseparable"
(Bolinger 1968: 298).
B

The main concern of the following chapter will be to give a first, tentative,

survey of the components of the organization of the 'simple'
linguistic utterance (in its capacity as 'basic unit' of language descrip-

tion) at the level of semantic relations. We are fully aware of the
lack of uniformity and the differences in the degree of abstractness and deunfortunately inevitable at the present
tailedness of the representation
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and have no doubt that a number of the assumptions we
stage of research
shall make here will have to be made more precise, to be modified or wholly
abandoned in the course of further advances in om state of knowledge, and
that greater adequacy of the description requires a higher degree of formaliza-

tion than that to be achieved in the present paper.
We should also like. to point out, from the very beginning, that the following analyses of 'simple linguistic utterances' are restricted to 'direct'
utterances (as opposed to reports of somebody else's statements, etc.).
1

In representing the underlying semantic relational structure of
`simple linguistic utterances', which, in our opinion, can be described as
language invariant or, at least, not bound to any particular individual languages, it seems possible and legitimate for descriptive purposes to distinguish a number of major components which themselves can be further
divided into sub-components. As far as we can see at present, analyses of
the semantic 'make-up' of linguistic utterances will have to take into consideration such kinds of 'content elements' as we here propose to subsume
under four main components or constituents of their underlying relational
structure, which we will, for lack of more adequate terms, very provisionally
call

Propositional Frame,
Reference Frame,
Speaker Attitude and
Communication Situation.

By 'propositional frame' we here understand that part of the relational
pattern of the linguistic utterance in its capacity as a unit of content which

serves the reflection of states of affairs or, more precisely, perhaps,
mental pictures of specific
'direct' or 'indirect'
sections of the primary material or social reality (as far as subsumable under
the notion of estate of affairs') and which is sometimes also called the logicosemantic component'.
Similarly we might say that the component under consideration serves

the 'projection' of

the 'input' of 'cognitive content'. We thus distinguish, in accordance
with the authors of 'ObMee Jazykoznanie', the "cognitive content as one of
the obligatory components of linguistic meaning". (0bMee jazykoznanie
1970 : 400; translated from Russian) 'Cognitive content' is to us in this
connexion a certain product of the cognitive activity or mental apprehension of
man, either in the sense of 'direct' mental apprehension or reflection by the

speaker himself or in the sense of a 'mediated' product of the cognitive or
mental activity of other people.
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In order to prevent misunderstandings it is helpful, perhaps, to point

out that from the potential set of states of affairs to be reflected in the mind of
the speaker we have expressly excluded linguistic utterances themselveS
their capacity as 'messages' or physically manifest phenomena of objective

reality as 'receivable' by a listener, for example. The `images' of states.,of
affairs to be 'shaped' within the 'propositional frame' are propositions as
mental pictures of non - verbal actual, past, or possible (thinkable)

material

or ideal
states of affairs.
Ideally, the mental pi cture to be dealt with in this part of the underlying
relational structure of the 'simple linguistic utterance' should be that of a
so-called 'simple' or 'elementary' state of affairs (as opposed to a 'complicated' or 'complex' state of affairs made up itself of two or more 'simple'
states of affairs), that is, logically speaking, a 'simple' or `elementary proposition' potentially expansible into a 'complex proposition'.
As far as this is concerned, however, we are still facing many unsolved
problems, last not least from the aspect of the utility of our description for
practical teaching puposes. Irena Bellert may very well be right here in her
opinion according to which "an 'elementary' or 'simple' proposition is, in
fact, simple only with respect to its logical predicate. Its arguments, however,
may be quite complex" (Bellert 1969 : 38).
The relations in this part of the underlying relational structure of linguistic

utterances designed to form a fra,me for the apprehended or conceived
objective content, also called occasionally logical', 'cognitive' or 'se manti c relations' are, in fact, reflections of "objektive Beziehungen zwischen
den Gegenstanden und Erscheinungen, z.B°. Beziehungen des Objekts und
des Merkmals, raumliche, quantitative, kausal-konsekutive u.a. Beziehungen"
(013Mee jazykoznanie 1970: 404 ff), reflections of relations as existing between

objects, properties, etc. (or, in the case of 'complex' propositions, between
states of affairs) in objective reality or Ideal' relations occurring between the
constituents of mental constructions, for instance.
It is this which distinguishes semantic relations as cognitive relations'

in an important way from syntactic or, as they are frequently called,
`grammatical' relations (or, at least, part of them) with reference to which
Ch. C. Fries rightfully claims that "the actual relation of things in the real
situation does not determine the grammatical relations of the words expressing
these things in a ... sentence" (Fries 1952 : 177).
2

Not unlike earlier studies in this field we advocate a further decomposition
of this component of the underlying relational pattern of linguistic utterances,

i.e. their 'propositional frame', into two substructures, the propositional
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the remaining part of the

`propositional frame' for which, for the time being, we have no better term to

offer than just 'extra-nuclear component'.
Of these two it is, undoubtedly, the 'propositional nucleus' on which the
larger part of attention of earlier and contemporary `semantically - oriented'

studies has been centered and about the structure of which the 'clearest'
ideas can be said to exist.
The 'nucleus' as a relational structure within the larger relational structure

of the utterance as a whole, not including `time' or `modality', can, very
generally, be said to consist of two or more 'propositional terms' unequivocally

characterized with regard to the relations existing between them and 'free'
or 'unbound' as far as their order at this level of description is concerned.
The constituents forming the 'nucleus' which serves the reflection of essential
features of the relevant type of states of affairs are, speaking somewhat more

precisely, the relational notion proper, truly 'simple' or `elementary' in
character and called 'predicate' or 'predicate term' in logic, and the relational constituents (`arguments' in logic) going with it. All of them together form a particular
semantic
construction within which each
constituent has its specific place, *se manti c function or role, or exists in
specific [sense] relations to the other constituents.
The particular notions serving as constituents of such propositional structures do not yet represent the 'full' mental images of the individual components
of actual.states of affairs. The relations between these notions or 'concepts',
the 'conceptual relations', as mental images of the relations occurring between

the (nuclear) elements of material or ideal states of affairs, cover but one
component of the conceptual pictures of these elements. What is important,
is that what we have here is exactly the syntactically relevant part of their
conceptual content.
What makes up the 'propositional nucleus', then, is apart from the pred-

icate term, 'meaning units' in specific 'semantic functions' or 'roles' representing 'the parts that the various persons, objects, or other phenomena
may play in the particular states of affairs under consideration'.
As the available space precludes detailed descriptions, nothing like an
`exhaustive' characterization of the structures representable under the 'pro-.
positional nucleus' can be aimed at in the present paper. It is hoped, however,
that the following tentative representations of a group of related patterns
will serve to give a very rough impression, at least, of what may be covered of

the semantic structure of linguistic utterances in this particular subcomponent.
Concrete individual utterances which, as far as their 'propositional' com-

ponent is concerned, can be said to have underlying relational structures of
this sort (but have undergone different kinds of changes and lexicalizations or
4
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ti

lexical condensations in the process of their conversion into physically manifest

speech units), such as
(6) At Easter hundreds of people march from London to Aldermaston
(7) John intends to drive down from Edinburgh to London in his (own) car
(8) The American returned to his hotel from the airport
(9) Space-shuttles will soon be carrying passengers to and from space stations
(10) The political prisoners were flown from Brazil to Mexico
(11) 'He flew from Europe to Tokyo by the route across the Pole

are all to be assigned to structure (1), or, as in the following cases,
belong to the second structure,
(12) The boy fell down from the apple-tree onto the ground
(13) He was drifting out [from San Francisco Bay] through the Golden Gate
into the Pacific Ocean.,
or, are assignable to structure (3)
(14) The released political prisoners are in Mexico now
American is in his hotel
(15) The boy lies on the ground.
Before leaving the 'propositional nucleus', we should like to draw attention
to the following fact: As what we are concerned with is not states of affairs
themselves but reflections of them in the mind of a speaker, it seems to us that
structures as represented here will require further 'processing' before being

fully suited as 'input' material to the lexicon and the syntactic component.
What we mean is that, in order to describe the degree in 'completeness' of the
picture.of the relevant state of affairs as it exists in the mind of a particular

individual speaker, possibilities of further specifications of the relational
constituents (ultimately, requirements for 'embeddings') will have to be taken
into consideration in the elaboration of the model of description.
Such specifications, whether optimally to be given in the form of 'feature
indices' (as here) or in any other way, will probably have to include the following:

<±particularized):

not predicted of all elements of a class or, in the case
of < particularized> (which, combined with < identi-

fied), gives <+generalized>), applied to the whole
<±singularized>:

class, e.g. LOCATION
(applicable in the case of countables only) (not) related
to one member of a particular class, species or group,

e.g. a single LOCATION
< +quantified>:

(excluded in the case of <-1-singularized)), definitely
or indefinitely limited with regard to number, amount

size or extent in space or time
4.
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(±sub-classified:

modified with reference to quality, condition, etc.,
or, as in the case of 'location in space or time', further
specified with regard to its `position', e.g. ON THE
EARTH, IN EUROPE, IN ENGLAND
assigned to a particular sub-class or sub-group of the

<±identified>:

class under consideration, e.g. TOWN
made unique, identified as a separate entity, or restricted

<±qualified>:

to an individual person, animal, town, ship or any
other object, e.g. LONDON

In real states of affairs the features mentioned are, of course, existent and
thus positive in value. Elements negatively specified in the reflections of these
states of affairs in the mind of individual speakers are, therefore, potential
`questioned elements' in the formulation of questions.
3

Full characterizations of what makes up the second sub - 'component of the

Nuclear
Propositional Frame, the one that we have called the Extra
Component, are difficult to achieve at the present stage of research. As is
evident from the construction of simple linguistic utterances such as
(16) I finished reading that book at work yesterday at eleven o'clock,
there remain a number of elements (those in italic type) not to be covered in
the Propositional Nucleus. What we are especially made aware of by examples
of the kind just quoted, perhaps, is the fundamental fact that everything occurs in a spatio-temporal situation. It seems highly plausible to us, indeed,

that it is objective phenomena relating to this spatio -temporal situation

in particular that have to be taken account of in the Extra-Nuclear Component
of the Propositional Frame.
However, we do not feel in a position, at present to say anything substantial about how to handle the location in space of states of affairs in the suggested model of description and, therefore, have to content ourselves with
simply pointing to the obvious necessity of including this in a fully adequate
description of the semantic structure of linguistic utterances. A somewhat
more explicit representation can be given, however, of what in our opinion has
to be considered another main constituent of the Extra-Nuclear Component
the Time constituent. This obviously consists of two subconstituents relating
to location and distribution in time of the states of affairs under consideration.
What has been distinguished until now of the underlying semantic relational structure of simple linguistic utterances can be graphically represented,
in the following way:
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Ut (terance)

Prop (ositional Frame)
Extra-Nue (lear Component)
(ation)

Nue (leus)

in Space

tSit (nation)

T(i)m(e)

Sit (nation)

Coat (our)

Of the two time-sub-constituents, the first (i.e. Sit) evidently has to serve
the 'input' of 'concrete' details referring, more or less definitely, depending
on the state of the speaker's knowledge, to position (location or situation)
and
if not clocked by the character of its temporal contour
extension
or continuance (duration) in time of the particular action, event, process,
or state reflected in the mind.
Without, in any way, claiming 'exhaustiveness' n"nd finally of the representation, the time-situation component might be said potentially to conthin elements such as
--

.

Locativen,

Sit (uation in Time)

(SoureeT,)

(GoalT,)

Each of the relevant constituents may then, in the same way as the relational constituents of the Nucleus, be additionally marked with respect to
features such as those given on p. 23f., in order to characterize more fully the
'preciseness' of their reflections in the individual speaker's mind.
The function of the second time-related sub-constituent (i.e. Cont) within
the Propositional Frame is to specify somehow "the temporal dimension
associated with the [particular) action [process or state] "', or to establish the
"Verhaltnis ... der liandlung zum Zeitverlauf" (Ammer 1958: 207) or, as it
is occasionally put, to reflect the quality' of the action or state as regards
'momentariness' or 'durativeness', 'completeness' or 'incompleteness', for
instance.

Without attempting to submit any definite suggestion as to the exact
structuring of the temporal-contour component, the features specifiable
in this part of the semantic relational structure, may with some justification,
perhaps, be said to include such as given in the following survey:
.....__

Ridjanovi6 1972: 119. We gratefully acknowledge the stimulating effect exercised

on the present representation by this paper in particular.
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(Temporal)
Cont(our)

Instantivo:

done or occurring without any perceptible duration of time, momen-

Temporally
(more closely)
Limited

Extentive:

extending over a period of timo
and viewed in its entirety or full

tary, or point-like

extent between two definito limits

Progressive:

moving forward progressively from
one point to another on the way to

completion, being in progress or
under way toward a further stage
or specific goal
with no cleftnitely fixed
or fixable

Time Limits
(`Stative)'
Having reached
Completion

Recurrent

Permanent:

Non -Perm alient:

Perfective:

considered as if continuing to

exist throughout an unlimited
period of time

without definitoly fixed temporal

limits but not unlimited
having reached the end, the state
of being finished or complete,
being brought to an end, to a successful conclusion, into a finished
or perfected state, having come to
an end

{Iterative
Frequelitativel:

occurring or perfiined regularly,
frequently, habitually or customarily

Generic

Further stibdivision proves necessary in the case of the first group of temporal contours, at least. The following distinctions max tentatively be made:
)

Instantice gen(crid): of momentary actions or ovent,4

or point-like transitions into another state

Inceptive:

listantive
Terminative:

relating to the very moment of the
beginning, tlni initial poitit or moment of an action, process or state
isolating the final point of comple-

tion, the point at which an action
is carried through toward accomplishment

{Cessat i 1'0

Disconth ma t i vet

referring to the instantaneous emu-

ing to an end or cessation of an
event, process, or action
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relt Mg to the whole period of the

EX ten ti 113

gen(eral):

existence, the full extent of an
action, process, or state from the
initial to the terminal point

Extentil-o
rerminative
extentive:

covering 'completive' mut 'Unitive'
(its Chltrite teri zed below)

jEvolutive
',inchoative

relating to the initial stage, the
first phases of the passing into it
certain state (into existence, out
of existence, away front at cortain
condition of being, etc.), tho fact
of having reached or being in the
initial stage

progressive

Progressive

referring to the action or process as
gcn(eral):

being in progress, under way, in
full swing, etc.

Continuative:

relating to action or development
as being still in progress, or to continuance in some state or condition

Conclusive:

referring to the terminal stage, the
progressing toward or approaching toward or approaching an end

Completive:

relating to the full temporal extent
until the final point of completion

or carrying through of an tattlertaking toward accomplishment
(with the view more closely direct-

Terminative...,

ed to the completion than to the

oxtentive---,

beginning
I' lenitive:

referring to the period covering
Ting the
completion of the finale part or por-

tion of at process or action

only a few examples win ha \-(.1,,

bt c here to illustrate what is to be wilder-

stood by the various temporal rout ours mentioned in the preceding survey:

(17) John set out (started) on his way from Edinburgh to London by ear
(bicycle) at ten o'clock ou .lay 20, 1972 ('inceptive')
(18) John completed (ended) his trip from Edinburgh to London by ear at 8
p.m. on May 20, 1972
Jcilm arrived in London by car at 8 p.m. on May 20, 1972 (`terminative')
(19) John broke off, stopped, speaking in the middle of a sentence ('cessative)
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(20) John spent six months in London
John stayed in London from the end of May until the beginning of July
( `extensive')

(21) John covered the distance (route) from Edinburgh to London by car in
ten hours (`completive')
(22) John covered the final part of his trip from Edinburgh to London by car
in two hours (`finitive')
(23) John is setting out on his way from Edinburgh to London by car (`inchoative')
(24) John is (now) on his way from Edinburgh to London by car.
John is driving from Edinburgh to London (`progressive gen')
(26) John is still on the (his) way from Edinburgh to London by car.
John is still driving from Edinburgh to London ( `continuative')
(26) John is covering the final part of his trip from Edinburgh to London by car.

John is approaching London by car (`conclusive')
(27) London is situated on the banks of the Thames (`permanent')
(28) I know English (`non permanent')
(29) John has (just) arrived in London by car (`perfective')
the doors
washing the shirt
cleaning the house
(30) John has (just) finished{painting
reading/writing the book
completed(writing) the manuscript (`perfective')
(31) John usually (always) goes from Edinburgh to London by car (`iterative').
Descriptions of the (semantic) construction of 'language utterances' as
`messages' or 'means of linguistic communicative activity', can definitely not
be restricted to the 'cognitive content' or 'mental image proper' of the particular state of affairs, which forms the 'input' to the 'Propositional Frame'. For
the 'proposition' in its 'pure' form obviously is an abstraction which, although
isolated here for descriptive purposes, does not exist as such in the mind of the
reflecting individual.
What is present in the subject's mind is neither an image existing in complete isolation from other cognitive contents nor something purely 'objective'

in character but something which is affected somehow by the individual's
(intellectual, volitional, or emotional) involvement or commitment to the object

of reflection. The character of the reflection, in other words, depends upon
the 'inner state' or 'consciousness' of the reflecting subject, his concern with
or attitude towards the particular state of affairs in question. In recognizing
the subjective element in the mental reflections of the individual one will,
on the other hand, however, have to pay equal consideration to the fact of its
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inseparability from the objective relations existing between the individual and
his social environment.

The idea that there are two sides, "zwei wesentliche Funktionen" "die
subjective[r] Aspekt" (Klaus 1969: 117), of the
objektive Seite" and "ein
thought to be taken account of, is reflected also in opinions of 'traditional'
-grammarians such as G. 0. Curme, for instance, according to whom "the sentence has two functions: ... it makes a statement, or, in the case of a question, calls. for a statement, ... and it is an expression of emotions, attitudes,
intentions, and moods present in the speaker..." (Curine 1931: 1).
Before going into the consequences resulting from these facts for descriptions of the organization of linguistic utterances on the content level, or, more
precisely, on the level of semantic relations, we should like to draw attention
to particular implications of the assumption that propositions (in the sense
of mental pictures of states of affairs) have no 'independent' existence but are
always, somehow or other, 'penetrated' by the speaker's attitude with reference
to the state of affairs reflected and thus made into 'judgements'. What we have
in mind here is the fact that "das ITrteil immer im menschlichen BewuBtsein
existiert and daB es damit stets auch zu an deren Be wu.13tseinsinhalten
in Be zie hung gesetzt wird" (Philosophisches Worterbuch 1971:1109).
It goes beyond the scope of the present paper to do full justice to the obvious intricacy of the structural design of linguistic utterances on the level
of content. The following exposition can, therefore, not be claimed to be more
than an 'enumeration' of elements to be taken into account in fuller elaborations of the model of description (which will be the subject of another paper now

in preparation). Although some suggestions in this direction could be made,
we shall refrain here from any attempts to give a formalized representation.
5

In further completing our picture of the underlying semantic relational
structure of utterances, we here suggest the addition of the 'Reference

Frame' a another main component.
We consider the function. of i,his component to be that of serving the speaker

for reference in his formation of judgments concerning the states of affairs
reflected in his mind, or, in other words, providing the basis of judgment.
What is to be covered within the Frame of Reference are, in our opinion, properties of either mental images or states of affairs (in their capacity as objects
of mental reflection) to which the individual may refer in his judgement, but
which have existence independently of him. This latter fact will have to be
borne in mind in order to prevent confusion with other features of judgements
which are clearly dependent on the subject.
Properties of the sort in question, which belong, at least in part, to the cate-
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gory of 'relative' (as opposed to 'absolute') properties, may be said to include
such as the following:
(1) (degree of) agreement (or non-agreement) of the mental picture or the
matter of fact to be reflected in the mind, respectively, with certain 'values',

`standards' or 'norms', such as
the adequacy of the reflection itself, the (degree of) accordance of the image

with the actual state of affairs, the evidence, with fact or reality (i.e. the
truth-value of the proposition),
the `naturalness', 'reasonableness', 'soundness', 'correctness', 'lawfulness' etc. of the matter of fact under consideration,
the conformity (or non-conformity) of a particular course of action or other

state of affairs with certain norms of behaviour, ethical or moral principles as valid in a certain society or for particular social classes or groups,
with the desires of society, political principles, ideologies,
and many other properties or relations of the same category, verbally
representable in a very general form as
A be (Deg) in

[accordance
agreement
conformity

with

(2) o b j e ctive potentiality, probability, unavoidability or inevitability (such
as the quality of following immediately from physical, social, moral or logical laws, for example) of the coming into being or activity of something,
roughly verb alizable, perhaps as
possible

it be (Deg) probate

that:

inevitable

come to be freality
A become
an actual fact
tcome into actual existence

at some future time (or generally)

(3) (degree of) necessity or requisiteness of a certain act, process or event for
something else:
[(something that is) necessary (to a specific end)
A be

required as a condition for
a prerequisite of
vital / essential / requisite to / for

(4) (degree of) significance, utility, etc. for something else, verbally represen-

table as:
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be

importance
much
great
significance
of ( little ) value
no
consequence
little
11SC

to/for

very

useful

highly

advantageous
profitable

.
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There is no doubt that the `list' of potential 'objects of judgement' will have
to be further extended and that fuller representations will also have to take
account of
relations' not referring to the 'proposition' as a whole
but to certain of its components, i.e. relating, amongst other things, to the
personality or character of people, motives and goals of actions, properties
of objects, aesthetic qualities, and many others.
6

What will scarcely raise any objections is the necessity of complementing
the underlying semantic relational structure of linguistic utterances by a component serving the 'projection' of those elements which particularly concern
the relations of the speaker to the reflected state. of affairs itself or his attitude
with reference to specific properties of it, i.e. properties of the sort mentioned °"
the preceding paragraph. For lack of a better term. we will, provisionally,
call this component (the component expressive of the) 'Speaker AttitittI6';

if not the 'Attitudinal Frame'.
For convenience of the description, it seems justifiable to split up this component into two sub-components, according to the specific charact4. of the
attitude to be assumed, and to further differentiate the elements to be covered
in them. Graphically. this might be represented in the following way:
Ut(teranco)
...kt (tit udinal I')

Int(elleetual)

IRef(erenee Frame)

Emot(ional)

Extra-Nita

Nucs

/N

//\\.

Eval(uational)
1Reactional
{Reactional

Volitional)

Prop(ositional Frame)

1

Opt(ative)

t)
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Attention has to be drawn to the fact, however, that the two subcomponents
of the 'Attitudinal Frame' are, at least as far as we can see, not to be conceived
of as 'co-occurring components' (with the exception of some specific cases),
but to be made use of optionally in the formation of a particular individual
utterance.
The first sub-component (represented as Int) may be said to be reserved
for the expression of a state of mind or mental attitude arrived at as a result
of reasoning or reflection, for the speaker's way of thinking about or viewing
certain things intellectually, whereas the second might be set aside for the
`input' of elements more closely connected with the state of feeling, the speaker's emotional attitude towards certain facts or imagined states of affairs, his

way of viewing certain things (more) emotionally.
Although we cannot go into details here, it must at least be mentioned that
the elements of the speaker's attitude to be specified within the 'Attitudinal
Frame' do not at all necessarily require explicit formulation in the 'actualization' of the particular individual utterance. Instead of explicitly stating his
attitude, the speaker may, in many cases, decide upon other ways of indicating
his evaluation of or emotional involvement in a particular matter.
Besides intonation as a highly flexible means of expressing subtler shades
of attitudes, there is the lexicon itself which offers him opportunities for
pointing to his attitude simply by his choice of one of several possible lexical items basically identical in reference but differing in 'connotation' or
`tinge', 'neutral' or 'non-neutral'.
The particular elements to be covered in the 'intellectual attitude' component have been named Tvaluati onal' and 'Volitional'. The first of them,
the one (perhaps the only one) which seems to us to require at least 'minimum
specification' in the formulation of all utterances whatsoever, may be said
to serve 'evaluation proper' or 'judgement' in the narrower sense of the word,
that is expression of the mental attitide4f the speaker assumed with reference
to the actuality, potentiality, probability, certainty, or unavoidability of the
state of affairs reflected in the mind or its conformity with certain standards,
norms, principles or regulations, or its significance, necessity, usefulness for
something else, etc.
In any case the `evaluational' sub-component includes elements referring
to either unqualified (tacit) approval or denial, or to varying degrees ranging
from 'absolute' certainty to almost complete uncertainty about the object
of judgment, or to emphatic assertion or denial. It does, of course, also include
other elements which cannot be gone into at this point.
A somewhat differentmental attitude, called Volition al and assumed as a
result of deliberation or examination, may be said to relate to a future state
of affairs in the sense of an 'envisaged goal', a situation to be reached by
more or less planned measures or concerted action. It is existent in the
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speaker in the form of a plan, will, intention, purpose, or design and
finds expression in linguistic utterances such as
(32) John had no intention of going from: Edinburgh to London by car

John

had no intention of driving from Edinburgh to London.
(33) We are determined to reach a political solution of the Indochina problem.

attitude component'
The elements to be covered in the 'emotional
obviously include emotional reaction or response to or evaluation of something seen, heard, or otherwise experienced, on the one hand, and, on the other,
inclination towards the reaching of a certain goal arising from one's own inner

condition, disposition, feeling or need, that is desire, want, wish, longing,
craving, need or urge, for instance, subsumed as 'Optative' in the graphic representation. Concrete individual utterances containing elements of
this kind are, for example,
(34) I should very much like to drive down from Edinburgh to London.
(35) I am indignant tit (view with dismay) the fact that US. helicopters have
flown more Saigon regime troops from South Vietnam to Cambodia.
7

Time and space permit only a few remarks on the possibilities of a still
more complete description of the underlying relational structure of linguistic
utterances at the content level by the addition of another component, provi-

sionally called the 'Situational Frame'. This component will enable us
to take into consideration the relevant features which concern the particular

communication situation with the inclusion of facts regarding the atti-

titude of the 'speaker to his interlocutor.
Apart from the main constituents, verbally to be represented as
inform- Y (the one to whom. the speaker °Ares(the speaker, I) tell
ses himself):
and the Location in Time of the utterance (which in 'direct statements' always has to be considered as NOW), it permits account to be taken of further
features influencing the way of formulating the utterance and determining,
in part, also the attitude of the speaker with regard to the particular state of
affairs reflected in his mind.
especially in relation to the 'socially deterAmong the features relevant
which
could perhaps be represented in the form
mined aspects. of speech'
of indices to the relational constituents of this component, such elements may
be mentioned as the speaker's social standing, his membership of ajocial class
or social group, his educational level, the character of the relationship between
the speaker and the person(s) to whom the speaker addresses himself, with the
inclusion of differences in status between them, etc.
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What is equally possible is to take account of the emotional reactions to the
behaviour of his partner(s) resulting immediately from the particular situation and indicated, frequently, in 'emotional overtones' by means of intonational variation.
C

The topic of the present paper necessarily demanded concentration on
questions of the semantic organization of linguistic utterances at the uppermost level of abstraction to be taken account of in the suggested model of
description, the level of semantic relations. Restriction to this seemed to us the
more justifiable as what is to be covered at this level may hopefully be regarded
as invariant from lankuage to language and, therefore, is suited not only as
the initial level of the'description of particular individual languages, but equally
well as the base from which profitably to set in Contrastive Structure Studies.
For it will scarcely be subject to doubt that "discovering how language-invariant concepts and propositions... are ultimately realized or expressed in language specific forms or structures in the two languages under comparison"
(Berndt 1971: 29) must be considered one of the main objectives of contrastive
linguistics.
language-specificness' does, in our opinion, begin to come in in what we
have distinguished as the Lexicon or lexical subcomponent within the semantic level, more precisely, in the formation of individual utterances to be fitted
into specific 'utterance-frames' (or 'semantic relational' structures) It is these
processes concerning the generation of concrete individual utterances of particular types from the underlying relational structures established at the level
of semantic relations which are certainly of especial concern to contrastive
studies.
To go into thc language-specific principles regulating these very processes
would, however, go far beyond the scope of this paper, if not beyond the state
of knowledge at the present stage of research. What might justifiably be expected in conclusion, would, perhaps, be to present at least some ideas concerning
the functions of the other levels or sub-levels of grammatical description as
conceived of in the present model.
The most important function of the LEXICON, apart from supplying the
list or the elementary meaning-bearing units of the, particular language in
question (not restricted, however, to elements serving the expression of socalled lexical or semantic meaning as opposed to 'grammatical meaning'!),
obviously is to provide the 'principles' (or lexicon rules) regulating the selection and insertion of the appropriate individual lexical items into the particular
positions within the 'utterance-frame', on the one hand, and, on the other,
specifying the various posibilities of lexical condensations (as "move through
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air by means of..." "fly", for example) given in the language under consideration.
The rule mechanism of the SYNTACTIC LEVEL, no doubt, will have to
consist of sets of principles (syntactic rules) regulating the syntactic patterning or fitting into syntactic patterns of the constructs derived on the semantic
level. Amongst these there will have to be rules which establish the relations
of the units of meaning or semantic relational constituents (such as Agentive,
Patient, Instrumental, etc.) to the syntactical functioning units or, in other
words, rules which make the constituents of semantic relational structures into
units of particular syntactic constructions (and, as such, holder of syntactic
`roles')

or specify the ways in which the semantic units are to be given

syntactic function and 'formally' marked as means of expressing 'grammatical'

relations, such as `subject-of a sentence', 'predicate-of a sentence', 'direct
object', 'indirect object', etc.
Other rules of the sort to be found on the syntactic level will either have to
be principles regulating the arrangement or order of the constituents of the
particular syntactic relational structures as means of expressing syntactic
relationships, or deletion rules specifying potential erasures of elements and
relations, principles governing the conjoining of the various components of

the linguistic utterance (as distinguished in this paper) into a connected
whole, rules concerning reductions of syntactic structures to more compact
forms or, in other words, syntactical condensations, as well as principles
regulating the joining together of two or more simple utterances, or parts of
them, into a complex utterance, etc.
Finally, it is obvious that the rules or principles occurring on the PHONOLOGICAL LEVEL will have to regulate the sound structure and intonational
patterning of the linguistic utterances.
There is, no doubt, much further ground to be covered and the support of
many linguists is needed in order to solve a host of open questions concerning
the 'miracle of language', from the point of view of linguistics proper as well
as that of applied linguistics.
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PHONOLOGY

THE DISTRIBUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGLISH
AND POLISH VOWELS

STANISLAW PIIPPEL
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznari

SOME GENERAL REMARKS

The present paper is intended to characterize the vocalic systems of English

and Polish from the point of view of the placement of particular vowels
either in stressed or unstressed syllables. Thus, the approach adopted in the
paper is syllabic. It is also assumed that the syllable is a phonological unit
in the sense that it serves as "the most convenient framework for describing
the distribution of phonemes" (Haugen 1956 : 216). Moreover, for purposes
of the present paper among syllables only those containing simple peaks, i.e.,
those syllables with simple vowels functioning as nuclei, will be discussed.
As far as stress is Concerned we assume that both in English. and Polish
stress is of the emphatic or dynamic (expiratory) type, i.e., in a given polysyllabic word a stressed syllable is distinguished from unstressed syllables
either preceding the stressed one or following it by putting a greater emphasis
on its peak (Wierzchowska 1971 : 216-7; Doroszewski 1963). However, some
authors also postulate the existence of the tonic or melodic stress, i.e., when
the stressed syllable is distinguished from the unstressed one by difference
in tone (Jassem : 1962c). Since the existence of tone is impossible without
emphasis therefore it seems appropriate to treat the stress as being of the
mixed emphatic-tonic nature both for English and Polish.
As far as the inventory of the English vowel phonemes is concerned our
analysis will comprise the system of Present-Day Standard British English
5 Papers and Studies v. II
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vowels as defined by Daniel Jones. It should also be pointed out that no
reference will be made to other existing varieties of English.
Thus,. we assume that the vocalic system of Standard British English
a:, a/.
contains the following phonemes: /i:, 1, e, e, A, a:, 0, 0:,
The vocalic system of Polish, in turn, comprises of the following phonemes:
/i,

i,

e, a, o, u/'.

Moreover, for the purposes of our paper we find it useful to distinguish
the following main types of syllables:
1. stressed or tonic syllables /TS/,
2. unstressed syllables /UnS/,
The latter may be further subdivided into:
2.1. pre-tonic syllables /PRS/,
2.2. post-tonic syllables /PTSJ,
Within the pre-tonic type of syllables we may distinguish:
2.1.a. remote preceding syllable /RPS/, i.e., the syllable that is followed by
another unstressed syllable preceding the tonic syllable, e.g., kodifkeifin,
kowo'vrotek;

2.1.b. adjacent preceding syllable /APS/, i.e., the syllable that is immediately

adjacent to the tonic syllable, e.g. fa 'giv, ka'valer.
Similarly with the pre-tonic syllables the post-tonic syllables may be
further subdivided into:
2.2.a. adjacent following syllable /AFS/, i.e., the syllable that immediately
follows the tonic syllable, e.g. ikepeenfan, 'krova;
2.2.b. remote following syllable /RFS/, i.e., the syllable that is either final
in the set of post-tonic syllables or is preceded by another unstressed syllable,
e.g. eks'plo:rativ, retorika.
1. The distributional characteristics of English and Polish vowels functioning as peaks of the tonic syllables /TS/.
Polish:

English:
/i:/

/i/
ikra 'ikra
ling 'ling

eat 'it
beat 'bi:t

Cf. Krzeszowski, T. P. 1970; see also Doroszewski, W. 1963, and Klemensiewicz,

Z. 1962, p. 19. It should be pointed out that the so-called nasal vowels (Q) and (9) as
distinguished, among others, by Doroszewski and Klemensiewicz are interpreted by Jassern and Krzeszowski as combinations of a vowel plus a subsequent nasal consonant.
This point of view is adopted here.

6
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idio, ; 'idiom
lithic 'liGik

lysy

/e/

/e/

enter 'enta
ten 'ten

efekt
lewa

iyla '3iwa
'efekt
'leva

/a/

1w1

act
cat

67

apel 'apel
kara 'kara

'mkt
'kmt

/A /

/0/

ullage 'A lid3
brush 'brut

oko 'oko
ioa 'woc.

/a:/
artist 'a:tist
bard 'ba:d

/u/

/0/
obligant 'obligant
top 'top

uklan 'ukwon
'sul
&Si

Below is a diagram representing the
occurrence of English and Polish vowels

in tonic syllables:

/0:/
order '0:130
horn 'ho:n

English

in

Polish

Vowels

TS

Vowels

in
TS

is

/u/

foot

e

e

put 'put

a

'fut

0

A

li

/u:/
0

shoot
shoe

' fu:t

0:
u

'fu:

a:
a

/0:/

urn '0:n
turn 'ta:n

Fig. 1

As follows from the above diagram /a/ does not function as a peak of the tonic
syllables in English.

2. The distributional characteristics of English and Polish vowels functioning as peaks of pre-tonic syllables /RPS and APS/.
5*
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English:

Polish:

li:1

1

demonetization di: , m A
resection ri(: )'sekf an

zei fan.

111

elicitation
histology

i ilisi'tei f an

hislalad3i

/e/

exegetic e ipeksi'd3etik
heptagonal

11
acataleptic
ancillary

hepllegard

mitologia
liczydlo

mito'logj a

/i/
psychologia psixo 'logj a
tymczasem

timilasern

/e/
T elimena teli'mena
tematy te'mati

/a/

, kta'leptik//I/a/

arytmetyka arit'metika
maskotka mas'kotka

/A /

/o/

unalterability n n ,a
Cullinan k A 'linan
/a:/
articulation a: itikju'lei f an
carbonic ka:'bonik

ogorzaly ogo'3awi
kobyla ko'biwa

/u/
sumaryczny suma'riiin
kultura kul'tura

10:/

authentication a: 10enekei Jan
torment Iv .1 to :'rnent
/0/
volatization vo ,laetilai'zei fan
solidity so'liditi

/u/
refutability
moustache

,refjuta'biliti
mus'ta: f /u/ I/a/

municipality mju(:)
lucidity lu:' siditi
/a:/
personification pa: sanifi'kei Jan /a:/ I/a/
turbidity ta:'biditi
/0/

abomination a ,bam.i'neif an
convince kan'viris
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As can be noticed some English vowels in the above unstressed positions are

subject to qualitative as well as quantitative changes, viz. ii:/i/i/ (I is to be
read as "alternates with"); /ae/j/a/; /o/l/a/; /u/l/a/, and /a:/1/0/.
These changes are due to the fact that in the unstressed syllables vowels
tend, to lose their original length, i.e., the length attributed to them in the
tonic syllables, and are even reduced either to the central neutral vowel /a/ or
to the front short /i/. As far as the Polish vowels are concerned they are not,
contrary to English vowels, subject to qualitative changes, although they
undergo certain quantitative changes, i.e., their sonority is not as big as is
the case in the tonic syllables, their tone is lower as compared with the tone of

stressed peaks, and they tend to be shorter.
3. The distributional characteristics of English and Polish vowels functioning as peaks of the post-tonic syllables /AFS and RFS/.
English:
i:I
Banfield ' bmnfi:Id
acetylene a'setiliai

li/

Polish:
/i /

katolik ka'tolik
krytyki 2 'kritiki
1i1

baldric 'bo:ldrik
balcony 'bmlkani

/e/
godsend 'godsend
abdomen 'mbdamen

akustyka a'kustika
akustycy a'kustiGi
/e/
ratlerek ra'tlerek

medykiem 'medicem

/a3/
31

/a/

bareback 'beobmk
ballyrag 'ba3lirmg

droga 'droga
mechanika me'xapika

/A /

/o/

bankrupt
Gorboduc

'bmiikrA pt /A /1/a/
'go:badA k

plastyko

ve'sowo
'plastiko

dachu

' daxu

wesolo

/a:/
grandma 'grmiuna:
addressograph a'dresaugra:f /
/o:/
gemshorn 'gemzho:n
Baltimore 'bo:ltimo:

It should be mentioned here that as a rule the stress in Polish words falls on the penult. But there are exceptions to this rule, viz. in some loan words, particularly of Greek
origin, the stress falls on the third syllable from the end of the word. The words have the
following endings: -ika, -yka, -ik, -yk. For some further details see Wieczorkiowicz, B.
1971, pp. 56 - 7.
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English:
iDi

bandbox
homologue

ibaandboks
'homalog

/u/
glandular iglaandjula
Hilversum 'hilvasum. /u/l/a/
/u:/
'globju:l
globule
'aabsalu:t
absolute
/a:/
'aadva:b
adverb
gallows-bird igaslauzba:d
/9/

banner
barbican

ibaana

'ba:bikan

Also in the post-tonic syllables some English vowels alternate with shorter
vowels. Thus, /A /1/0/, /a:/i/te/, and /u/I/a/.
4. Some concluding remarks.
The above short presentation of English and Polish vowels has enabled
us to arrive at the following conclusions:
a) all English vowels may function as peaks of both pretonic and post-tonic
syllables;

b) all long vowels of English exhibit the tendency to alternate either with

/a/ or /i/ when occurring in the unstressed syllables;
c) the change of the quality of a given long vowel in the unstressed syllable
is a characteristic feature distinguishing the unstressed syllables from
the unstressed syllables, apart from greater emphasis the peaks, of the
latter receive;
d) the occurrence of English vowels whose quality remains unchanged in
the unstressed syllables is restricted to a limited number of words most of
which are borrowings. However, there is now a tendency in English to
reduce their length and to replace them by the central neutral vowel /a/;

e) the occurrence of /a/ is limited to unstressed syllables exclusively3;
f) no Polish vowels change their quality in unstressed syllables;
g) on the other hand, all Polish vowels tend to undergo certain quantitative changes in the unstressed position (cf. section 2).
a The occurrence of (e) in the so-called centring diphthong (ie) is not taken into consideration hero.
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THE DISTRIBUTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ENGLISH AND
POLISH DIPHTHONGS

ROMAN KALISZ
Polish Academy of S 'donee:, Poznan

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The approach to diphthongs in the present paper will be phonemic.
A diphthong is defined as "a sequence of a vowel and a semi-vowel". The
possibilities of treating and transcribing a diphthong as one unit are left here
without discussion. Diphthongs are divided into categories of falling and rising
according to the order of the two glides. A diphthong is falling when the
first element is more prominent (syllabic). A diphthong is rising when the
order of the glides is reversed (the second glide is syllabic). The third type of
diphthongs is called the centring diphthong which begins with a vowel and
ends with /a/ (a neutral half-open position).. The schwa is non-syllabic.
1.2. Sequences: SemiVowel+V+Semivowel, V+Semivowel+ /a/ or V+
Semivowel+V are not discussed in the present paper because most of them
are treated as triphthongs, and, in part because the difficulties connected with
establishing boundaries which either separate a preceding vowel from a rising
diphthong or a vowel which follows a falling diphthong, e.g. /aja/ in Polish
/maja/ can be divided as /maj-a/ or /ma -jai. None of the possibilitieS seems to
be more acceptable because /maj/ exists separately. The fact advocates the
existence here of a falling diphthong. Nevertheless, the division into syllables
/ma -jai is preferable.
1.3. Distribution covers the occurrence of diphthongs in three positions:
initial, medial and final.
.
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II. THE DISTRIBUTION OF ENGLISH DIPHTHONGS

2.1. The analysis is based mainly on Standard British English. Sometimes
references to American English will be made. All three types of diphthongs
appear in English. There are two semivowels in English /j/ and
Let us
examine the possible combinations of the semivowels, and of the schwa with
vowels.

2.2. Rising diphthongs /j -{-V/ and /w-I-V/

a) j+V
Table 1
Position

iiEl

/ja/

/jad/yard, yah yarn, yardley, Yar-

/ja/
/jo/

/j3/

/jo/

I

Final

Medial

/jel/yell, yet, yellow yelp, yesterday
/jspi/yappy, yak, yealmpton, Yarico,
yashmack
/ja/young, yum, youngster, Youge
yucca

/je/

/jo/
/ju/

Initial

I

1

1

churchyard =

mouth
milliard
/bi'jond/ 3 beyond
/jod/yod, yonder, Yorrick you're(in
rapid speech)
4
/jon/yawn, yore, yours, York, Yorker
/jus/use, Utah, utility, 5 uvula, utensil /'stimjulejt/ stimulate, cute, duty,
accuracy, valueless, postulate
/j3n/yearn, year, yearling, Yerkes
/jo'selvz/yourselves 6
/ejpjon/ apian,
bilabial, alluvial,
/jo'v/you have
sentient, opinion, canadium,
serbonian, etc.

4

/'nevju /6 nephew,
bedew

I

half year /hefj3/7
/windjo/windier,

rimpia, India,
Cynthia, schizophrenia, etc.

In medial and final position /je/ is reduced to /ja/. The diphthongs may be in complementary distribution
since /ja/ in the initial position is found only occasionally.
Found only occasionally.

' Found only occasionally. The pronunciation /Wand/ is also frequent.
4 Found In foreign words /fjod/ fiord or in /kjorlas/ curious, /kjo/ cure. However, the pronunciations /kjuarios/
and /kjua/ are more frequent.
The pronunciation /juwvula/ or /Jima/ is more frequent in British English. /ju/ in the initial position is found
in foreign worth Mug/ Yussuf.
' Found only occasionally.
The appearance is occasional.
' Found only occasionally.
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Table 2

b) w+V
Position
/wit

I

I

/we/

/we/

/wa/
/svo/

/wo/

Medial

Initial
/wil/ will, wilful,
widow, which, Whig,
women, etc.
/wolf well, whelp,
wedding, welcome,
welfare, Weller, etc.
/weg/ wag, wagon,
wagfall, waggery,
Wagnell, W.A.T., etc.
/wan/ one, won,
wonderful, wondrous,
/'wodi/ waddy, wafle,
was, Wal, Waller,
wan, wand, etc.
/wol/ wall, walnut,
walrus, walk, warlike,

/wu/

warm, water, etc.
/wud/ wood, wool,
wolf, woman, Wodard,

/w3/

Wolsey,
/wok/ work, worse,
worship, world,

Final

/dwinc11/ dwindle,

quit, twin,
/dwel/ dwell, question,
twelve, quest

/twsi/ twang, twangle,
gang,

/'twodl/ twaddle,
quadroon, squat,
quarrel, quadruple,
/'dwof/ dwarf, squash,
quarter

1

/in'wud/ inwood,
Elmwood, boyhood,
Curwood, childhood
password, deepword,
Edw-ard

weren't,
/wo/

/lowed/ forward,
toward, inward,
backward,

2

/a'jowo/Iowa 8

Found occasionally in foreign words: /patwo/ patois, /skwo/ squaw.
°Found occasionally in foreign words: iwo'habt/ Wahabi.
Found tecasionally.

2.3. English falling diphthongs.
a) V-I-j
Position
Ai/

fejt

/aj/
/0i/

Initial

/ijt/ eat, eel, eastward,
Easter, e'n, etc.
/ejk/ ache, A.B.C., ape,
eight, ancient, amen
corner, etc.
/aj'diel/ ideal, idol,
identity, ice, icon, etc.
/ojl/ oil, oink, oyster,
Oystrakh, Oisin

I

Table 3
Medial

Final

/fijld/ field, mean,
keen, fourteen, etc.
/fejs/ face, late, make,

bee, pea, tree /trij/
be, see, sea, key, etc,
/dej/ day, May, say,
O.K., play, etc.

date, state, veil, etc.
/rajd/ ride, bribe, side,
mice, died, nice, etc.
/bojl/ boil, soil,
exploit, Lloyd

/taj/ tie, sigh, die,
lie, my, high, etc.
boy, coy, toy, joy
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All above diphthongs can occur in. all positions.

b) V+w
Position
/awl

Table 4
Initial

/awns/ ounce, out,
outrageous, outline
outsider

/uw/

Medial

/o'bawt/ about, loud,
down, mouse, found,
house
/smuw0/ smooth, food,

move, root, tooth,

Final
/baw/ bow, how,
cow, crow, thou

/duw/ do, true, who,
clue, through

droop
/3w/American /swk/ oak, own, over,
/ow/
only

/hawp/ hope, boat
home, both, noble

/gaw/ go, flow, toe,
follow, dough

/uw/ in the initial position is occasionally found in foreign words ruwland/
Ung land, /uwgrian/ Ugrian.
The appearance of English falling diphthongs is restricted according to
their consonantal environment. The so-called "distribution B" is examined

by Trnka and some others.
2.4. Centring diphthongs
Position

Initial

fie/

/ion/ Ian, oar,
earphones

/so/

/s'omejl/ air mail,
aeroplane

/uo/

/V+ /.

Table 5
Medial

Final

/im'pioriol/ imperial,
period, pierce, fierce,
weird, beard
/prsori/ prairie, prayer,
book, scarce, wearing

/bio/ beer, fear, dear,
queer, hear, here,
windier, etc.
prayer, bear /bee',
fair, fare, dare,
square, etc.
/puo/ poor, sure,
mature, aperture,
moor, sewer, etc.

/puoli/ poorly, surely,
curious, cured,

There is also a centring diphthong /oa/, e.g. /soad/ sword in medial position,
/110a/floor, /moa/more in final. However, the pronunciation /sod /, /mo/, /flo/

is more frequent.

III. THE DISTRIBUTION OF POLISH DIPHTHONGS

3.1. The status of Polish diphthongs, both rising and falling, is not so

clear as in the case of English diphthongs. A lot of phoneticians do not mention
diphthongs at all. Koneczna (1965: 126) discusses diphthongs, diphthongoids
and thriphthongs, pointing out the fact: "Klasycznych albo wlakiwych dyftongdw
zwiazanych z bardzo silnym przyciskiem wyrazowym charakteryzujacych na przyklad jQzyk starofrancuski albo tet liczna grup kzykow
germaliskich w jezyku polskim nie ma... Polskie dyftongi powstawaly raczej
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jakby ubocznie w wyniliu roZnycli tendencyj artykulacyjnych". Dluska
/1950/. treats sequences of vowels With i as diphthongs; however combinations of vowels with y are not interpreted as diphthongs because V can
stand alone in such words as Oa or muglc. The so-called nasal vowels are
described by Dluska and Koneczna as diphthongs (in the case of Koneczna
as diphthongoids). The following diphthongs with nasal glides can be distinguished: ok, 4 2i, CM, yj, cj,

3.2. According to the definition of the diphthong accepted in the present
paper all combinations of vowels with /j/ and /w/ are treated as diphthongs
because /j/ and /w/ in Polish are definitely semivowels. Diphthongs with /w/
glides are optional since consonantal pronunciation /1/ of /w/ is preserved
by many speakers.
3.3. Polish rising diphthongs.
Table 6
a) j-1-17
Initial

Position

/je/

/jego/ jogo, jeZ, jeniec,
jeiniola, jesiea, jesion,
etc.

/ja/

/jar/ jar, jarosz,
jarzmo, Jarocin, jagnie

Medial

/djecezja/ diecezja,
dieta, ha,ejenda,

traktiernia
diament, facjata,

Final
/depozycje/ delicje,
racje, nacje, dalie

diabel, diadem,
diagnoza
/vujovi/ wujowi,
fantazjowa6, wariowa6,
hipostazjowa6

akacja, gracja,
emisja, dyskusja,
drogeria, dyrekcja
/daljo/ dalio, akacjo,
pasjo, eksmisjo,
drogerio, dyrekcjo

Initial

Medial

Final

/wysy/ lysy, lyko,
lyika, lyiwa, lypa6,
etc.
/web/ lab, Leba, lezka,

/swynny/ slynny,
mlyn, slysze6, plynny,
blyszczeo, etc,

lcchta6,

zgadle6, skradle,
zbladzilem, zbladlem,
/kwami/ klami, klamca, /pxwa/ pchla, mdla,
karla, sadla, hasla,
zlama6, zlazi6,
masla
odlamek
/kwopot/ kiopot, zloto, /two/ tic), pchlo,
sadlo, mydlo, gardlo
oglosi6, oclloZy6
idwuto/ dluto, oglupie6, /zwu/ zlu, haslu,
mydlu, gardlu
diugi sluga, chalupa

/jo/

jodla, jots, jod /jod/,
Jozafat

/ju/

/ju/ juZ, juk, jutrzenka,

junak, jutro, juki

Table 7

b) w+V
Position
/wy/

/we/

/wa/

/wo/

/wu/

/wax/ lath, laska,
labedi, lagodny,
lakomy,
/wom/ tom, lopata,
lotr, lopot, lono, lowca
/wuk/ luk, tuna, lupi6,
luska, 16w, 16Zko

/upad.we§/ upadleA,

-I-V sequences in Polish show no restrictions

7G.

/zwy/ zly, mgly,
pchly, pobladly,
widly, dorosly,
/mdwe/ indle, zle,
zmokle, zbladle,
zgasle, upadle
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3.4. Polish falling diphthongs.
a) V-I-j
Initial

Position
.

/YI/

lojff('/ ojZol

/eV

Table 8
Medial

/grnijka/ imijka,
harmenijka, pijmy
Walijczyk, lesbijka
/gyjka/ szyjka.
kelomyjkii, Aryjezyk,
Syryjczyk, Iberyjczyk
/In'ojski/ iniejski,
wicjski, alojka, kolejka,
IZejszy, tutojszy

tai/
/oj/

/0 je'ec/ ojciec3,
0i0ZyM, 0 j CoW

hijrna/ ujnia5, ujrzoo,
ujgcio

/fajka/ fajka, grajka,
strajk, zajmowae,
bajka
/vejske/ wojsko,
strojtiy, bojkot, ojny,
bogebejny
/biljn'o/ hujnie, bujda,
bojka, sojka, stojkowy

Final

I

I

I

/kij/ kij, imij, wij,
pij, zwij

/Inyj/ myj, Zyj, ryj,
przykryj, chryj
/dobrej/ dobroj,
bli±cj, chticj, nalej,
Arnicj, malej

/kraj/ kraj, rnaj,
bodaj, daj
ukoj, alloj

/sfuj /, swi5j, sloj,
sloS, Zuj, zbi5j, kuj

Appears only occasionally in that position.
' Appears very rarely In foreign words: /ajnos/ for Milos.
The appearance of top In that position is occasional.
/oj/ in that position is occasional.
/uj/ in that position appears only occasionally.

b) There is also a group of /` +j/ diphthongs with nasal glides 1:
Table 9
Position

Initial
,tAiWki/

ISiI

/kydry.iski/ lK.t-dryhski,

/rv)ski/

/?.1/

deli,

41/
/:1/

jokni,

/dury.i/

slm!. kell
/zestkl,i/

admiski, draaiski
/cliff sIti/ chniski,

:41111.,chul

/plyj/ pluli, rull, suit

toruiiski
1 Polish diphthongs of the V+j typo with nasal glides cannot appear in the initial position.
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Table 10

w
Initial

/miwkal Milka, pilka,
zgoilki /colloquial/

/iw/

Final

Medial

/biw/ bit, pit, walil,.
zloAcil, okrwawil,

°stabil
/3'w/

/ow/

/aw/

/ow'

/em-k/ Elk, Europa,.
eufbritt, eutanazja,
.Eufrat

/awtaj/ Altaj,
Austria, autograf,
antorytet, aureola,
auspicje
7owta3/ (Atari.=

/uw/

in/
/T//

dyw/ Zyl, opatrzyl,
dywka/ Zylka,
poniylka. pylka. barylka ti, byl, Szyi
/pewny/ 'Any, belkot, Pf'atew/ :'iwiatel,

Suwalki

skrzydel, widel,
inydel, szydel
/spaw/ seal. wylal,
oddychal, popychal,
timykal, cymbal

/kown'eg/ kolnierz
Zolnierz, kolpak,

/os'ow/ osiol, grajdol,
dzieeiol, matol,

stolka, koltun
/kuwka/ kolka,szkolka,
polka, grzegiolka

Mongol

pelzac!, %rebut.

Awiatopelk

/pawka/ polka,
walkon, chilli:a,

/13cadv.y/ becle,
Nwbriologja/
embriologia3, empiryzm wszcdzie, reka, zQbowy,
debowy
i91vdrasek/ Ondraszek, /incpytva/ matm-a,
nAka, stritk, krag, rak
ontologia

iktiw/ kul, pint, psul,
szkol, pszczol

/zebrqv/ zebr,4
febre, biorQ, tocze,
usiade

/travqv/ trawa,
mittwq, gromada,

kupa, tratwa

M./

ltIs/ ans.

/traxaj/ trainwaj,

Ambroiy
ainfiteatr,

' Appears in native words very rarely.
= Found only ocrasionally.
' Found only in foreign words.
colloquial )lodern Polish the pronouncing of /ew.' in Omni position is rather artificial.
' Appears only occasion:1lb%

IV. THE COMPARISON OF HE DISTRIBUTION OF POLISH AND ENGLISH
DIPHTHONGS

4.1. There are three types of diphthongs in English and only two types
in Polish. There is no schwa in Polish. Such Polish words as aeroplan, licea,
nuzea contain sequences of-two vowels /a+e/ or /e -kal. Each of the vowels
is syllabic. Falling 1.1-1d rising diphthongs show many similarities. Structures of

diphthongs are the same:

V+w, j+V and w+V. No other structures

are present in either of the two languages as far as falling and rising diphthongs

are concerned, except that Polish glides have nasal variants.
4.2. Let us examine the distribution ...of English and Polish diphthongs.

7 0-
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4.3. Rising ,diphthongs.
Position

English /j s/
English /js/
English /jo/
English /ie/
Polish /je/
English /ja/

English /ja/
Polish /ja/
English /jo/
English-1j°'
Polish /jo/
English /ju/
Polish /ju/

Table 11
Initial

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Medial

Final

+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

Very often the articulation of glides is different in both languages. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to find corresponding diphthongs in the two languages.

There are more English diphthongs of the type j +V because English
has more vowels. Polish diphthongs can occur in medial and final positions
more freely, and in final positions, except /ju/. Only one English diphthong
can occur freely in the final position /ja/. /j/ is found in that position very
rarely. Here may be included some advice for both Polish and English learners.
Poles learning English have to be taught to reduce final vowels of j +V to

/a/, and Englishmen who learn Polish have to be taught to diversify and
pronounce distinctively the final glide of j +V type.
All English and Polish diphthongs can occur in the initial positions.
Table 12
Position

English /wi/
Polish /wy/
English /wo/
English /ws/
English /we/
English /we/
Polish /we/
English /wa/
Polish /wa/
English /wo/
English /wo/
Polish /wo/
English /wu/
Polish /wu/

Initial

Medial

+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

_
+
.+
'4.1.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

Final

+
+

+
+

+
+
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The number of English diphthongs of the type w+V is greater than the
number of Polish diphthongs of that structure. Almost all. Polish and English

can appear in the initial position (except English /wa/) andljledial Jexcept
English /wad). All Polish diphthongs of that type can occur freely in the
final position. English diphthongs are-found rarely in that position.
4.4. Falling diphthongs.

Table 12
Position

English /ij/
Polish /ij/
Polish /yj/
English /ej/
Polish /ej/
English /aj/
Polish /aj/
English /aj/
Polish /oj/
Polish /uj/

Initial

+

Medial

Final

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

.

+
+
+
+
+
+

The number of Polish diphthongs of that type is much greater when taking
into consideration nasal varieties. All English diphthongs of the type (Vd-j)
can occur in the initial position while the occurrences of Polish diphthongs
of that type are occasional (see 3.4.). Possibly here is the source of the tendency
of Polish learners of English to pronounce many English words having a diph-

thong in the initial position as single vowels.
Table 13
Position

Polish /yw/
Polish /iw/
Polish /ew/
English /aw/
Polish /aw/
English /3w/
American /ow/
Polish /Ow/

English /uw/
Polish /uw/

Initial

Medial

Final

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

The number of Polish diphthongs of that type is greater than the number
of English (V-I-w) diphthongs, especially when taking into consideration nasal
varieties. (see 3.4.c) as with in the preceding type all English and Polish diph6 Papers and Studies v. II
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thongs can appear freely in medial positions. English (uw) does not appear in
the initial position. The appearance of Polish diphthongs of that type in that
position is occasional (may be except /aw/).
4.5. Centring diphthongs do not appear in Polish and they may constitute a
considerable problem to Polish Learners.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF NON-SYLLABIC PHONEMES IN ENGLISH
AND POLISH
WIE

AM' AWE DYK

Adam Alickiewiez University, Poznalt

0.0. The distinction between vowels and consonants has been made on two
levels:

Phonetic. Vowels are defined as a class of sounds whose degree of opening of the vocal tract is not smaller than that for [i]. All other sounds are
labelled consonants (Cf. Zabrocki 1961, Chomsky and Halle 1968).
2. Functional. Vowels are primarily syllabic, consonants
non-syllabic.
1

These two classifications overlap and hence such terms as non-syllabic
vowels (or semivowels) and syllabic consonants have been introduced. Pike's
(1947) distinction between vowel : consonant and vocoid : contoid does not

seem to solve the problem. For example, in the English diphthong [is] the
narrower element [i] has to be labelled [-I-peak], while a more open element [a]

has to be marked as [-peak] (Cf. Abele 1924: 5). But the Polish word aorta
"aorta" with the stress on [s] consists of three syllables. From the functional
point of view [a] will be then the only true vowel. On the other hand, in languages like Bella Coola (Cf. Greenberg 1962) and in some. Eastern Sudanic
languages (Cf. Tucker 1940) spirants are regularly syllabic. Thus, from the
functional point of view, stops will be the only true consonants.
0.1. The analyst meets with a number of difficult problems. For example it
is not q aite clear why one should distinguish the [w] in [wn n] one and the [u] in
[hau] how or between the [j] in [ja: d] yard and the [1] in. [bai) by. According to

Gimson (1966) it is rather the practical aspect (i.e. simplicity) than any other
that makes the linguist reject such diphthongs as [wn] and [ja:]. It is true that
[w] and [j] are narrower than [u] and [i], but when the articulation is prolonged,
they change into [u] and [i], respectively (Cf. Wierzchowska 1971). Thus it is
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the length and not the degree of opening that seems to be relevant here. Similarly, Francis (1965 : 188) transcribes littler /litllr/ and maintains that the word
consists of three syllables;
the second /1/ and /r/ are syllabic according to
him.

0.2. It seems therefore advisable to use the terms vowel and consonant only
in the phonetic sense and the terms syllabic and non-syllabic in the'functional
sense. The syllabic : non-syllabic distinction will naturally vary from language
to language and it is hardly possible to work out a universal classification of
sounds based on- a certain number Of distinetivle features as Chom.sky and Halle
(1968) propose.
1.0. In this article we shall discuss the distribution of non-syllabic phonemes
in English (British) and Polish. The traditional diphthongs have been preserved

and our distinction between [w] and [j] and [u] and [1] is functional. The
[w] in [wn n] and the [j] in [ja: d] will be marked [-syllabic], while the [v] in
[av] and the [1] in [ai] will be labelled

[-I- sy
pe

akabil' [a] will have the features

+syllabic]
L }-peak

j.

1.1. The analysis is based on Zabrocki's (1962) phoneme theory, which was

briefly summarized in my article "The Syllabic Structures of English and
Polish" (Awedyk 1973: 84-90). The analysis is limited to pre- (in word initial)
and post-syllabic (in word final) positions. In word medial position, when relevant, the pre-non-syllabic position will also be discussed. The clusters of nonsyllabic phonemes were presented in the above mentioned article.
Below we present the inventories of English and Polish non-syllabic
pl :merles :

English: /w j h r 1 n ri rn6 0 vfzs5f d5 tf

Polish: /w jxrinpmvfzsilig dz ts

b p g k/ (Cf. Girnson 1966).

tf 4:U to dt bg k/ (Cf. Jassem

1966, Lobacz 1971, Wierzchowska 1971.)

2.0. The distribution of English non-syllabic phonemes (A= allophone,
M=mixtus phone, if unmarked=plus phone).
/w/

well

/j/
/h/
/r/

yard

award
lawyer

he

behave

read

/1/

lock

hurry
silver A
saline
banner

8091

stinger

sing.

nice

hill A
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1s1

my
that
thing
value
film
zip
sun

151

gigolo

/6/
/0/
/v/
/f/
/z/

summer
rather

some
bathe

method
never

path

coffee

half

cosy

nose
notice
rouge
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five

placid
pleasure

It has to be noted that in initial and final positions /3/ appears only in

French loan-words. An alternative pronunciation with /d3/ is also
permissible (OED 1933).
.17

/(13/

shake
job

/d/

chair
day

/t/

time

1t71

caution
margin
duchess

tawdry A

wash
bridge
which
nod

leader

nitrate A

what

matter

/b/
/p/
/g/

beam

lobby

pick
gay

leopard
eager

1k1

come

rocket

rib
stop
big
duck

2.1. The most characteristic feature of the distribution of English non-syllabic phonemes is the absence of neutralization, i.e., no phoneme can be realized
as a neuter phone. The phonemes /w j h r/ occur as minus phones in final position, and /ri/ is realized as a minus phone in initial position. /1/ has an alveolarvelar allophone in medial pre-non-syllabic position and in final position. The
phonemes /d t/ have retroflex allophones in medial (and initial) position in the

context in front of /r/.
3.0. The distribution of Polish non-syllabic phonemes (A=allophone,
N=-neuter phone, if unmarked=plus phone).
doi "pit"
kolo "circle"
lawka "desk"
/w/
/j/
/x/
/r/
/1/

/n/
/p/
/m/

ja "I"
ch,Or "choir"

rama "frame"
hay "February"
nowy "new"

nie "no"
mowa "speech"

boj ",battle"
dech "breath"
ser "cheese"
para "vapour"
bal "dance"
wola "will"
banku A "bank" Loc. syn "son"
rana "wound"
kola "horse"
koniec "end"
dom "house"
tama "darn"
krajat5 "cut"
machad "wave"
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wilk "wolf"

/v/

lawka N "desk"

16w N "hunting"

moiva "speech"

fala ''wave''
za "beyond"

/f/
/z/

lufa "barrel"
kozka N "she-goat"

Graf' "coincidence"

raz N "blow''

Dim.
SOL "sleep"

/s/
/3/

Zaba "frog"

szary "grey"
ziemia `'earth"

kaza6 "order"
kosa "scythe"
//Mat N "spoon"
morze "sea"
dusza "soul"
bmika N "mouth"

nos "nose"
vuti N "husband"
mysz "mouse"
rrtaz N "grease"

Dim.

bzia "catkin"
/01

siostra "sister"

tysicte,

/dz/

dzyndzyk, "pendant"

moinowladztwo N

thousand"

ktoo "somebody"

widz N "spectator'

"the magnates"

/a/
/d3/

/t f/

/4 \

/t;/
/d/

wiedza "knowledge"
/dz/ is extremely rare in initial pre-syllabic position.
eel "aim"
/ion "face"
owoc "fruit"
&tem "jam"
nzozdzka N "brains" brydi N "bridge"
Gen. Sg.

czap ka "cap"
dzialad "act"

draidie "yeast"
paezy6 "warp"
klacz "mare"
bodiea N "stimulus" sledz N "herring"

ciasny "tight"
dom "house"

Gen. Sg.
miedziany "copper"
poeictg "train"
Imo "vegetable leaves"
wypadki N "Accijad N "poison"

/b/

for "track"
but "shoe"

/IV

porn "season"

/t/

dent" N. P1.
tuty "February"
brat "brother"
iabk,a N "frog" Dim. dctb N "oak-tree"
niebo "sky"
zupa "soup"
stop "alloy"
noga fjleg"
wrog N "enemy"
pukad "knock"
rok, "year"

`goose"
kosz "basket"
3.1. The distribution of Polish non-syllabic phonemes shows the following
characteristic features:
a) no phoneme is realized as a minus phone in any position
Igl

/k/

b) in final and medial position when followed by a voiceless phoneme, voiced
phonemes are realized as neuter phones, i.e., the opposition voiced : voice-

less is neutralized in those positions

/
Engl.

Polish

1'

I'

P

P

P

M

U

1'

1'

P

P
A

P
P
P

M
M

P
P

P
A
P
P

A

P

P

P
P

English

Polish

w

P

j

j

h
r

x
r

P
P
P

1

1

P

P

n

a

P
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P
P

0
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v
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f

P
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_
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P
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P
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P
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P
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Sj

P
P

P
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_

P
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P
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P

_

P
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P
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_
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P
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P
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P
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_
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P
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_
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_
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Final
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English

Medial

English

Pol.

1

N

N
N
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c) allophonic (in Zabrocki's 1962 terminology) realization is extremely rare
in Polish, only one phoneme /n/ has a velar allophone in medial position

when followed by /g k/.
4.0. The comparison of the distribution of English and Polish non-syllabic
phonemes is presented in the table (A=allophone, M =minus phone, N=neuter phone, P=plus phone).
4.1. The comparison of the distribution of non-syllabic phonemes in English

and Polish reveals two basic differences:
1. The lack of neutralization in English. In Polish the opposition voiced :
voiceless is neutralized in final position and in medial position in front
of voiceless phonemes.
2. The minus phone realization is not found in Polish, i.e., no phoneme can
be realized as a minus phone in any position. In English /w j h r/ and
/n/ are realized as minus phones in final and initial positions, respectively.

In word initial pre-syllabic position there are almost no differences in the
distribution of non-syllabic phonemes. The greatest differences seem to appear
in word final position: in English /w j h r/ occur as minus phones, while in
Polish all voiced phonemes are realized as voiceless neuter phones in this position.
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THE SYLLABIC STRUCTURES OF ENGLISH AND POLISH
WIESLAW AVVEDYJK

Adam Mickiewicz uniitrrity, Poznan

0.0. The syllable is one of the central problems in linguistics. In diachronic
as well as in synchronic studies the researcher is forced to take this notion into
consideration. Certain linguistic changes, like the umlaut, involve the syllable;
the analysis of the distribution of phonemes should be also performed in terms
of the syllable-initial and syllable-final positions (Cf. Haugen 1956). Different
syllable structures of various languages are a source of great difficulties for
students of foreign languages. To help the student to overcome them, the lin-

guist must be aware of the differences in the structure of the syllable of the
native language and of the foreign language in question in order to provide
the learner with selected drills.
0.1. The notion of the syllable has a very tong history, beginning with the
Indian grammarians. The syllable has been approached both from the phonetic and the phonemic point of view and defined in various ways (Cf. Awedyk
1971). In our opinion the syllable is a phonetic -unit and the opening of the
vocal tract is the basis of syllable formation. The structure of the syllable may
be presented symbolically as # /X/ 0 /Y/ # where 0 stands for the inost open
sound of the syllable, i.e., the syllabic, X for a less open sound (or a sequence
of less open sounds) which may precede the syllabic, and Y for a less open sound
(or a sequence of less open sounds) which may follow the syllabic. The syllable
has various manifestations in different languages, i.e., the structure of a partic-

ular language determines what phonemes can appear in the positions 0, X,
and Y.
1.0. When we want to describe the syllabic structure in a given language,
our first step is the phonemic analysis. Recently, the notion of the phoneme
and the phonemic analysis has been rejected (Chomsky and Halle 1968).
8 Ei
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The discussion of this problem. is outside the scope of our paper, let us only
consider a very simple example. In the utterance The train is due at ten three
different t-sounds appear. According to Chomsky and Halle the system of pho-

nological rules assigns a phonetic interpretation to each surface structure
(Chomsky and Halle 1968 : 14). In this case the system of rules must specify
the [t] in train as a retroflex sound, which is quite different froM the [t] in
ten and at. Yet these sounds are grouped into one unit. And this is nothing else

but the phonemic analysis.
1.1. Our approach is based on Zabrocki's phoneme theory (Zabrocki
1962). In his opinion the phoneme is first of all a syntagmatic unit and the
syirtag [natio analysis is primary to paradigmatic.
The input of the analysis is the text. Texts are first divided into words;
words in turn are divided into segments on the basis of extreme acoustic contrasts of articulation : close : open. The degree of the opening of the vocal is
the primary differentiating principle. Thus all sounds are divided into two
classes: open and close. Within each class, sounds are further subdivided on
the basis of oppositions like voiced : voiceless, short : long, and so on. For example, in the word cut [k] is distinguished from [A because the former is a close

sound and the latter is an open sound: the feature "close" is then relevant for
[k]. On the other hand, in the sequence [t1], [t] is distinguished from [I] because
[t] is voiceless and [I] is voiced: the feature "voiceless" is then relevant for N.
Not all features can be specified in direct contact; indirect contact must be also
taken into consideration. In the word public the following features become primary, e.g., [p] : [b] equal voiceless : voiced, [A] : [i] equal low : high, etc. The
features that are primary in direct and in indirect contacts form. a unit called

the phone. The difference between a phone and a sound consists in this: a phone
is always constant, while a sound may be pronounced in different ways depend-

ing on the context. Thus in keep, cool, cap three different k-sounds occur,
but one phone [k]. The phone consists of diffusive and confusive features. The
former are those which distinguish one phone from another, the latter are those
common to two or more phones. The examination of the distribution of phones
in words brings us to a unit called the phoneme: "Ein Phon mit der entsprechenden Verteihmgsfunktion im Wort nennen wir Phonem. Phoneme sind
somit verteihmgsfurddionsgeladene Phone" (Zabrocki 1962 : 66). A phone belongs to a phoneme when it can occur in all positions in a word, but, practi-

cally, full distribution is rare. This condition is fulfilled in various ways;
phones are realized as plus phones (Cf. Grucza 1967), neutral phones, minus
phones, and allophones. A plus phone has all the diffusive and confusive features
e.g., Polish /d/ in -word initial position is realized as [d]. A neutral phone has
only confusive features, e.g. Polish /d/ in word final position occurs as [t].
A minus phone has neither diffusive nor contusive features, e.g., English fri/
in word initial position. When two phones hold certain confusive features in

Eia
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common and the do not occur in the same context, those two phones belong
oneme. One of them will be given a label the "plusphonc",
'e
to the
the other an allo phone. For example, in Polish [Di] occurs only before [k,
where [n] does not appear. Thus [9.)] and [n] constitute one phoneme /n/; [n] is
the plusphone and [if] is the allophone. It also happens that two phones never
occur in the same position, yet they do not belong to the same phoneme,
[h] and [n] in English. The possibility of assigning these two phones to one phoneme is ruled out because they have no contusive features.
1.2. The procedure described above leads to the establishment of the phoneme
inventory in a given language. Below we present the phoneme inventories of
English (British) and Polish.
iewA a: a o: v u: 3: a ei ai oi av av ia wj hr 1 mn ri 0r v f z s
English:

f t/d3 dtbpg k/ (Gimsom 1970).

Polish: /a ö o e'ex u i wjxrIn.p.m.vtzs 6,/dztsc.1-6 tfdztedt bp
g k/ (Wierzchowska 1965, Jassem 1964).

2.0. Having established the phoneme inventory of a given language, we
determine the syllabic phonemes. We investigate the phoneme occurences in
words since the word is the most convenient unit for a great number of languages and syllables usually do not bridge words. We have the right to make an
assumption that the most open phonemes, the vocalic phonemes, arei syllabic.
Then we have to determine whether other phonemes can perform this function.
In English, for example, the consonantal resonants /r I n m/ are syllabic when
they occur between two consonants, or between a consonant and open transition or vice versa, or between tiro open transitions (Cf. Francis 1965). The syllabic phoneme forms the nucleus of the syllable which may be either simple or
complex, i.e., it may consist of one or more segments. The nucleus is an irreduc-

tible constituent of the syllable.
2.1. The lists ofsyllabic phonemes in English and Polish are as follows:
English: vocalic nucleus
a: a 0: v u: 3: of
e
a) simple

b) complex /ei ai of av av la/
consonantal nucleus /r 1 n m/

Polish: vocalic nucleus /a o o e c i u i/.
3.0. Next we establish the sequences of phonemes which may precede
{onset) and follow (coda) the syllabic. The onset is the sequence of phonemes
which appears between the beginning of the word and the first syllabic; the
coda is the sequence which is between the last syllabic and the end of the word.
Then we determine the number of positions and the membership of each position (Of. Hockett 1955, Haugen 1956). The onset and the coda are syllable margins.
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3.1. A limited size of this paper does not allow us to present the lists of
English (Fisiak 1968, Trnka 1968) and Polish (Bargielowna 1950) onsets and
codas the number of which, especially in Polish, is very large. We shall discuss
only the number of positions and the membership of each position. English
onsets include from zero, e.g., all, to three positions, e.g., /spr-/ spring. Polish

onsets include from zero, e.g., on 'he', to four positions, e.g., /pstr-/ pstry
`many-coloured'. English codas include from zero, e.g., mother, to four positions, e.g., /-ksts/ texts. Polish codas include from zero, e.g., lato `summer',
to four positions, e.g., / -mstf/ k,lamstw Gen. Pl. of klanzetwo

The membership of onset and coda positions is presented in the table.
4.0. The lists of onsets and codas serve as the basis for the division of intersyllabic sequences (interludes), i.e., the sequences which occur between two
consecutive syllabics in a word. English interludes include from zero e.g.,
coeducatioib, to four positions, e.g., /-nstr-/ monstrous. Polish interludes include
from zero, e.g., aorta 'aorta', to five positions, e.g., /-zvzgl-/ bezwzglgdny

'absolute'.
On the basis of the onset-coda dictionary the Polish interlude / -lxn -/ pulchny
`plump' will be divided /-lx+n-/ since / -lx/ is an admissible coda in Polish.
The divisions before /1/ and after /n/ are impossible because neither /lxn -/ nor
/-lx:n/ occur in Polish. Similarly, in English the division of the interlude /-nf-/
confidence is /-n+f-/ since neither /-nf/ nor inf-/ are permitted in English.
4.1. The division of interludes is rarely so simple as in the above examples.
Generally, more than one division is possible, i.e., the dictionary of onsets and
codas allows us to divide the interlude in two or more ways. For example, in
the English interlude /-st-/ dusty at least two divisions are possible: (1) 1-5-1-1-t-/ or (2) /-st/. The first division will be, however, a preferable one since in
English the syllable type PVC -}-CVO is more frequent than the type /Vd-CCV/:

the former occurs 298 times, the latter 38 times (O'Connor and Trim 1953:
121). The Polish interlude /-rstf-/ czerstunj 'stale' can be divided in more than
two ways but a preferable division will be /-rs-Ftf-/ because it is statistically
favoured (BargielOwna 1950: 22 - 25). Thus 1,,_e statistical basis will be our
second criterion for the division of interludes.
4.2. Our third criterion for the division of interludes is the distribution of
phonemes. On the basis of the onset-coda dictionary the English interlude
/-tr-/ in nitrate can be divided in two ways: (1) /nai+treit/ or (2) /nait+reit/.
Here the occurence of the retroflex allophone of /t/ which appears only in the

position /* ft/ indicates that the division is before /t/.

4.3. The occurence of the morpheme boundary may influence the division
of interludes, especially in those cases when the speakers are still conscious of
it. For example, in Polish the interlude /-xstr-/ wszechstronny 'comprehensive'
will be divided into f-x-l-str-/ according with the occurence of the morpheme
boundary.
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4.4. The question of single intervocalic consonants presents a problem in
English (in Polish they go with the following syllabic). On the basis of the principle that stressed syllables with short vowels must be checked /pieta/ patter
is divided into /pmt+o/ (Haugen 1956). Other scholars maintain that the /t/
in /pmta/ is ambisyllabic (Trager and Bloch 1941). According to Kurylowicz
single intervocalic consonant goes always with the following syllable (Kurylowicz 1948). This problem, may be solved in terms of the frequency of different

syllable types. Since in English the type /CV/ is more frequent than the type
TVC/, ipmta/ will be divided into /pm+ta/.
4.5. The division of interludes is one of the most difficult problems in the
theory of the syllable. Except for a relatively small number of cases when the
divisions can be made only on the basis of the onset-coda dictionary, the divisions are more or:less arbitrary. One division will be, however, always preferable either because of a higher frequence of certain syllable types or because
of the occurence of a particular allophone or the morpheme boudary. The researcher has to accept the principle of higher and lower degree of probability
(cf. Zabrocki 1961) or we will face a number of insoluble problems.

5.0. The comparison of the syllabic structures in English and Polish
reveals the following differences:
a) The structure of the nucleus.
In English the nucleus may be both simple and complex while in Polish
it is always simple.

In English the nucleus position may be occupied by the resonants
/r 1 n
In Polish only vocalic phonemes can perform this function.
b) The structure of the onset.
English onsets may include from zero to three positions and the position 03 may be occupied only by /s/. Polish onsets may include from
zero to four positions. Out of 24 English consonantal phonemes 16 can
appear in the position 02. Out of 28 Polish consonantal phonemes only
three /j n 31/ cannot occur in this position.
c) The structure of the coda.
Both Polish and English codas may inchide from zero to four positions,
in English, however, /s t/ occur only after the morpheme boundary.
Only 15 English consonantal phonemes can appear in the position 02.
In this position 24 Polish consonantal phonemes occur.
d) The structure of the interlude.
English interludes may include from zero to four positions, Polish
interludes from zero to five positions.
5.1. In sum, the differences between English and Polish syllables consist
both in various structures of the nucleus and the margins, especially the
structure of the onsets is strikingly different in these two languages.

The syllabic structures of English and Polish
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SOME REMARKS ON ASPIRATION IN RECEIVED
PRONUNCIATION WITH REFERENCE TO POLISH
JERZY RUBACH
University of Warsaw

Aspiration in English is associated with the articulation of tense plosives
(where "plosive" means a pulmonic egressive stop), i.e. [p t k]. It should be
borne in mind that a plosive, from the articulatory point of view, consists of
three phases:
where the articulators are coming together;
offglide
when there are two closures: an oral closure (the articulators
hold
are already together not allowing for any escape of air through
the mouth) and a velic closure; the air continues being pushed
out from the lungs and the pressure is built up;
offglide

when the articulators open and the air escapes producing a

plosion.
The following diagram shows the three stages of a plosive:

phase I

phase III

phase II

David Abercrombie using the above diagram defines aspiration as "a period
of voicelessness that follows the voiceless closure phase of a stop" (1967 : 148).
In other words, a plosive is aspirated if its offglide is voiceless and unaspirateci if

voice sets in after the hold phase. Wiktor Jassem describes aspiration as a
certain vocalic segment characterized by some noise in the glottis. The noise is,
however, weaker than the one that is heard at the beginning of words such as
head, heart. This noise is defined as the aspirate (cf. Jassem 1964 : 62).
I Papers and Studies v. II
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('hoinsky and Halle associate aspiration primarily with pressure, For tlwin
aspiration means two things: lack of constriction at the glottis and heightened
subglottal pressure (1908 : 326).
it seems, however, that, from, the structural point of view, aspiration
511001(1 he looked for in the analysis of segments which FOLLOW the offglide
phase of a plosive and not in the analysis of the plosive itself. Let us compare

the articulation of a few words:
spill
still
skill

pill
till
kill

Tt is generally agreed (ef., for example, Jassem 1964 : 62) that the initial
plosives in the left-hand column are aspirated and those in the right-hand
column, preceded by is] are unaspirated. The aspirated plosives (unlike the
unaspirated ones) are accompanied by an audible strong puff of air following
the offglide phase. Jones says that "breath is heard" (1956 : 153). (Unison
stresses that it is "a strongly expelled breath" coining between the offglide of
the plosive and the offglide of the following vowel (1966 : 146). In fact the
voiceless and voiced (Biedrzycki
following vowel consists of two segments
1971 : 116, cf. also Jassem 1971 : 172). The puff of air is audibly distinguishable
and so strong that, it seems, one can regard it as a separate segment. Thus,
the aspirated plosive is followed by two voiceless segments: the puff of air,
(which we will call alpha) and the vowel (which we will call beta). The diagram
will 'make the analysis clearer (tile dotted line shows "voice"):
i
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On the other hand, in the unaspira,ted plosive, voice sets in much earlier,
in the offglide phase of the plosive (Abercrombie 1965 : 148):
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Thus, tisifiration consists in the presence of two voiceless segments following the plosive: a and 13. A question arises why the voiceless offglide phase
is not regarded as an element of aspiration although in the diagram it appears
only with aspirated sounds. It is not for two reasons: firstly, the non-relevance
of the voicing or voicelessness of the offglidc leaves a margin of tolerNicc for
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certain differences between. unaspirated plosives (with some, voice most
.probably sets in after the offglide; these are usually quoted as "weakly aspirated, cf. Gimson's [p] in polite (1966 : 146), while in mu' understanding they will

be variants of unaspirated plosives), secondly, it would be difficult to decide
where the offglide really ends and the a segment begins (the offglide phase
is extremely short).
Now let us examine the devoicing of consonants which can follow plosives:1
According to Jassem (1971):
play, clean
[1] completely devoiced (221)
split, quickly
[I] half devoiced, i.e. consisting of two segments
less and voiced (222)
proud, cry a
[r] completely devoiced (259)

voice-

spray, scream, apron, ,secret
[r] half- devoiced (259)
pure, tune, cure,
[j] completely devoiced (261).
spurious, student, skewer, virtue, percutaneous
[j] half-devoiced (261)

According to Gimson (1966) :
twig, queen
[w] completely devoiced (212)
square, upward, outward, equal
[w] half devoiced (211)
It should be noticed that there is complete devoicing cf the following consonant
when it is preceded by a tense plosive in a stressed syllable,i.e. in the position

where we usually have aspiration. On the other hand, consonants are only
half-devoiced when the plosive appears after [s] or word-medially, i.e. in the
positions where there is no aspiration. These observations lead one to the
conclusion that the cases of complete devoicing of the consonant following
the plosive should be regarded as a manifestation of aspiration although
of a different kind than in the sequences plosive+vowel.
A question. arises whether there are any similarities between the type of
aspiration as described formerly and the consonant-devoicing type of aspiration. The answer is affirmative if certain theoretical solutions are recognized.
It seems possible, though quite arbitrary, to regard the completely voiceless
[1 r j w] as sequences of two segments which happen to be identical3. There
is no doubt that "the half-devoiced" consonants are sequences of two segments:
voiceless and voiced (cf. Jassem 1971 : 94). The postulation of two identical
1 If we exclude non-English words such as tse-tse and unusual secondary pronunciations such as [ps] in psychology, thon word-initial plosives can only combine with [1 r j w.]
2 [tr] should be treated as a voiceless affricate of the same nature as [tf]. Affricates,

although often associated with the stop series, aro not considered in this paper.
3 Such solutions have already been postulated. For example, L. Biedrzycici (1971 :
136) interprets phonologically the vowel in more as a sequence of two identical eloments
(oo ).
7.
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segments, although acoustically not reeog,nizable (lack of differentiating
feature), is possible from the structural point of view.4
Coming back to the suggestion given at the beginning of this paper (aspiration should, be looked for in the analysis of segments that follow the plosive)
let us present. the above discussed interpretation by means of a diagram:

> 13
.1

I

[

i

[_

j

I(m2

Both in pill and in play aspiration manifests itself as a sequence of two segments a and 13. However, formerly-a meant a strong puff of air, in play it
means a devoiced consonantal segment.. Thus there are two types of a which we
shall distinguish as a, (the former meaning of a) and a0 (the latter meaning).

0 in both eases manifests itself as a devoiced segment being either vocalic
(in pill) or consonantal fin play).
The distinction of two types of a consequently leads to the distinction of
two types of aspiration which will be termed released (the one having a1)
and unreleased (the one having ao).
The released aspiration, i.e. having the structure a,-1-13, occurs when a
plosive is followed by a vowel in a stressed syllable. In other words, in pertain,
for example, [t] will be accompanied by aspiration and [p] not, since it appears
in an unstressed syllable. A restriction must be made here: there is no aspiration if a plosive is preceded by [s] in the same word (Gimson 1966 : 146). Thus that

ship' differs from. that's tourih. by the absence of aspiration in the first phrase
and its presence in the second (Jassem 1964 : 54,. cf. also Gimson's explanation of

the difference by means of juncture 1966 : 276).
[s] and other consonants preceding a plosive in another syllabic can only
reduce aspiration to some extent but they do not obliterate it. This relative
reduction of aspiration manifests itself in the possible shortening of the a
and f3 segments. Ginison quotes push, past, brief, talking, fresh coat (147) as
having a certain reduction of aspiration in the articulation of the plosives.
The released aspiration can also occur if a tense plosive is final in a stressed
It would he interesting to check experimentally whether native speakers of English
can distinguish one voiceless siginent from the theoretically poshilated sequence of two
voiceless segments, that is to examine if' the difference in length is cleanly distinguishable.
If it Nrere proved to be true, then the above suggested solution would be acceptable not
only structurally but also acoustically.
5 Note, however, that in colloquial 111' worddinai piosives can be "non-released",
i.e. can have no offglide (Gimson, 151).
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syllable (cf. Jassem 1971: 173, 178, 186). However, here, unlike in the syllable
initial position, the requirement is that a pause must follow. Thus, aspiration

appears in hope, hat, lack5, but not in the hopes, the hat is nice, his lack of
courage since the plosives are followed by other sounds and there is no pause.
The preceding sounds have no bearing on aspiration, i.e. the plosive can be
preceded by a vowel (as above) or by a consonant as in help, belt. The segmental
analysis of the aspiration in word-final position shows the presence of a and (3
which manifests itself here as a pause (a pause being a period of voicelessness).

The imreleased aspiration (the structure a2-H3) as has been mentioned
above, occurs when a tense plosive not preceded by [s] is followed by

r j w]

in a stressed syllable (on the status of [tr] cf. note 2 below). It is called "unreleased" because it appears not as an audible puff of air but as a devoiced
consonantal segment 6.

It should be noticed that when plosives arc not accompanied by aspiration they behave like all other tense consonants, i.e., they devoice the following

[1 r j w] only partially.
Compare: split, slow
where [I] is half-devoieed (Jassem 1971 : 222)
apron, free
where [r] is half-devoiced (Jassein 1971 : 259)
student, few
where [j] is half-devoiced (Jassem 1971 : 261)
square, swim
where [w] is half- devoiced (dims= 1966 : 211)
This partial devoicing is, therefore, a general property of all-tense unaspirated
consonants in English.
As far as Polish is concerned it is generally agreed that aspiration does not
occur (cf., for example Wierzchowska 1965 : 110, Biedrzycki 1972 : 27). This
is true of normal unemphatic speech. Doroszewski (1952 : 43) explains that

the presence of aspiration in some regional dialects of Polish in Northern
and Western Poland is due to the influence of German. In the standard Polish
accent the cultural Polish of Warsaw (Warszawska Polszczyzna Kulturalna),
which is considered in this paper, aspiration is possible only under special
eireumstanceS: in hesitative speech, e.g. t...ak (Dhiska 1950 : 80) or for emphasis (Doroszewski, 43). From the observations of every day speech, it seems

that the introduction of aspiration for emphasis is quite common, for example in interjections: panic!, tyle pracy, taki ?twiny 7. It is to be noted, how6 The transference of the a, into the a, might be due to certain articulatory properties of the following consonants. For instance, with [1] we have a latteral escape (cf. Gimson, 153), with [r]
rctroflexion which forms some obstacle in the mouth passage and,
consequently, t stronge explosion of air (puff) is not possible. The energy is not used for

the puff but for devoieing.
Teaching practice shows that Poles have no difficulty in acquiring aspiration while
learning English. However, 11that they find difficult to do is to change the place of articula-
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ever, that this aspiration ean occur only with voiceless plosives followed by a

vowel initially in a stressed syllable. This represents. the released type of
aspiration. Unreleased aspiration is irrelevant here since Polish has very
common and quite regular clusters of voiceless plosives with other voiceless
consonants, e.g. /ps/ psycholog, /px/ pchne, /pc/ psiarnia.
Finally, a word should be said about the status of aspiration. Aspiration
in English should be understood as a certain feature concomitant with the
articulation of tense plosives-in some contexts and extending over two voiceless segments. It is a phonetic feature usually non-relevant phonologically'.

It plays the same role in English as the feature [voice] which, although
characteristic of the tense plosives, is not distinctive phonologically (cf.
Jakobson 1965: 38).
Concluding the paper, it seems necessary to sum up the solutions which
have been suggested:
(1) aspiration is structurally a sequence of two segments: a_and 13, the

former manifesting itself either as a strong explosion of air (puff) or as a
devoiced consonantal segment and the latter being always a devoiced segment
(vocalic or consonantal);
(2) in English only a complete devoicing of the consonant following the
tense plosive denotes aspiration', a partial devoicing should not be associated

with aspiration but it should be rather understood as a general property of
all tense plosives;

(3) the English imaspirated plosives may have variants depending on
whether voice sets in the offglide phase (e.g. spill) or after it (for example,
probably in the [p] of polite which Gimson, (1966 : 148), describes as weakly aspi-

rated and which in this paper is assigned to the unaspirated series on the basis
of the assumption that it differs from the traditional "completely unaspirated"
by voicelessness in the offglide phase).
As is evident from the references, the analysis of aspiration done in this
paper is primarily based on the findings of \Viktor Jassem (1964 and 1971)
and A. C. Gimson (1966). However, some of the solutions and generalizations

have been reached by purely theoretical considerations and their validity
should be confirmed experimentally.
tion for instance, while imitating the English [tin' time. This confirms the statement that
aspiration can appear in Polish though its occurrence is limited to some special cases.
' Some authors, for example Gimson (1966:148), say that aspiration can be phonologically distinctive in the word-initial plosives whore it helps to distinguish the pairs
team /deem, comelgtcm. It seems better, however, to keep to the Jakobsonian
distinction [--I--tonso] (1965:38) since the occurrence of this feature is not limited to only
some positions of plosive in a word.
' It is also the belief of Gimson (of. 154, 156, 159) but his analysis is not segmental.
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NASALITY IN POLISH AND ENGLISH
ED11IUND GUSSMANN.
Maria Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublm

If "nasal sounds are pronounced with a lowered velum which allows the
air to escape through the nose" and "nonnasal sounds are produced with a
raised velum so that the air from the lungs can escape only through the mouth"
(Chomsky and Halle 1968: 310) then Polish and 'English are clearly seen to
differ considerably in the degree to which they exploit the featum /-{- nasal.
The most conspicuous difference consists in the phonetic inventory of nasal
sounds used in the two languages. English is usually said to have three independent nasal consonants bilabial, alveolar and velar (cf.: ram-ran-rang),
each with a few variants determined by the phonetic context (Gimson'1962 :

: 188). The Polish inventory of nasal consonants contains four nasal segments: bilabial and dental, both of which can be palatalized (cf.: maly-mialy,
pan-paA). These consonants again have variants in various contexts. Apart
from nasal consonants several nasal vowels also appear in Polish (Doroszewski
1962 : 94). In addition Polish is claimed to possess nasal glides and even nasal
diphthongs (Biedrzycki 1965, 1972).
The present paper will attempt to examine the phenomenon of nasality

in the two languages. We shall first discuss the phonetics of nasal sounds
in Polish and English, and this will be followed by a brief survey of some of
the previous works on nasality in Polish. Following this we shall present a
short sketch of the clusters in which nasal sounds appear. After that we shall
concentrate on some phonological processes where nasal sounds arc involved

in n attempt to see whether and to what extent, nasality can be predicted.
It will be seen that Polish and English are considerably closer in their phonological exploitation of nasality than the phonetic consideration might suggest,.

i.e., in spite of the vast phonetic differences, the underlying pattern with
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respect to nasality shows remarkable similarities. Towards that purpose we
shall adopt the view of phonology propounded by generative grammar (Chem-

sky and Halle 1968; Postal 1968) with one proviso: no consistent attempt
will be made to capture the phonological processes by means of fully formal
rules. Ohomsky and Halle (1968) presented a reasonably full picture of English

phonology, but our understanding of the workings of Polish phonology is
very slight (Lightner 1963, Gladney 1968), ,tnd thus any attempt to formalize a
limited fragment of it would be premature. In all fairness it should be added

that a considerable amoiuit of work on Polish in general and on nasality in
particular has been carried out within the framework of autonomous phonemics (e.g.: Biedrzycki, Jassem, Zagarska-Brooks) and we shall comment on
theses works briefly as we proceed.
The phonetic facts concerning the basic nasals and the distribution of
their variants will be summarized now.
The bilabial nasal [m] occurs initially, medially and finally in both languages, e.g.: mouse, make most, maslo; summer, lemon pomaraiicza, wymowa;
lamb, come
dom, brom. [m] in both Polish and English can sometimes be

devoiced though the respective environments are different
in English after
the initial [s], e:g.: smoke, smith, while in Polish in word-final position after a
voiceless consonant, e.g.: pism, rytm. Both languages show labio-dental
variants before a following labio-dental consonant, e.g. comfort, emphasis
tramwaj, emfaza. In English [m] can sometimes be syllabic as in rythm and

bottom, a phenomenon which does not exist in Polish. On the other hand,
Polish exhibits geMinate nasals, e.g.: gamma vs. gama while in English this
can be seen only across word boundaries, e.g.: home-made, Tom must.
The basic variant of [n] is alveolar in English and dental in Polish. [n] can
occupy word initial, medial or final position, e.g.: never, knit
nosowy, nerka;
innate, wonder
struna, sinus; gone, learn
pion, kran. As in the case of
[in], [n] can be partially devoiced after the initial [s] in English; e.g.: sneak,
snake and after a voiceless consonant in Polish, e.g.: piosnka. In English [n]
can become labia-dental before a following labio-dental thus overlapping with
the labio-dental [in], e.g.: infant, infernal; This phenomenon can also be observed in the Polish informacja. The main Polish variant of [n] appears in
English before a dental consonant, ,e.g.: month, tenth, while the main English
variant of [n] appears in Polish before a post-alveolar consonant, e.g.: tecza,
mczek,. In English there exists a post-alveolar variant of [n], e.g.: control,
country, not recorded in Polish. As in the case of [m], geminates appear within
words in Polish, e.g.: ranny vs. rang, and across word boundaries in English,
,

e.g.: ten names. Furthermore [n] can be syllabic in English, e.g.: sudden,
vision.

The velar nasal [ri] in Polish is fully determined by the context, in that
it can appear only before a velar plosive [k, g], e.g.: Kongo, tango, ram, draw
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and it is furthermore subject to some dialectal variation (Klemensiewicz
_19(62 : 37). In the dialect under description it does not appear in words like
lazienka, okienk,o, wanienka. Details of the distribution of the velar nasal
will be discussed .below, Subject to the same placement as the velar nasal
is the post-palatal nasal appearing in such words as strrtki, wcgiel. Thus the
palatal variant does not appear in ktzienki, wanienki, sukienki etc.
The velar nasal in English is to a lesser extent determined by the phonetic
context. Although it is impossible initially, it may occur medially before
consonants, e.g.: England; anchor, anxiety and before a vowel, e.g.: Birmingham. It also occurs finally, e.g.: tongue, among. Owing to its skewed distribution, the velar nasal is never geminated either in Polish or in English. It may,
however, occasionally be syllabic in English, e.g.: taken.
Two palatal nasals which occur only in Polish are the bilabial nasal [na]
and the pre-palatal nasal [fi]. Neither of them can appear before the front
retracted vowel [i]. Furthermore [lit] can occur only in word initial or medial
position before a vowel, e.g.: mial, miotla, pomiot, wymic, lon?, vs. lomie, Niemiec vs. Niemca. [n] can occur in all positions, e.g.: nigdy, niad, konie, baitka,
skro7i,. It is partially devoiced in word final position when following a

voiceless consonant, e.g.: pies, tvapi. The palatal consonant [n] is usually
pronounced as a nasal semi-vowel [j] in the pre- spirarital position (Benni
1959 : 50, Wierzchowska 1971 : 145), e.g.: koitski, taitszy, chinski etc.

This terminates our survey of the phonetics of the nasal consonants in
Polish and English. It has been observed that [m] and [n] occur freely in
both languages while [i] shows a restricted distribution. [In] and [A] are specifically Polish and have no direct equivalents in English. All sounds have variants

which. result mostly from assimilatory phonetic processes that are in part
different in the two languages. Additionally, English nasals can be syllabic
before word boundaries after a consonant. In Polish [In] and [11] can occur as
geminates in word medial position while in English a similar proceSs can exist
only across word boundaries,
A] (Wierzchowska 1971 :
Polish is said to possess six nasal vowels 15
: 136, Benni 1959 : 37, Doroszewski 1962 : 92). Generally speaking, nasal
vowels appear, if at all, only before spirants or in word final position. The latter
only. There are no nasal vowels before plosives or
ease is true of [Fi] and

affricates and pronunciations [1 k] or [r5-oka] arc considered to be highly
artificial. But the situation is far from clear even in the pre-spirantal and final
position. The traditional view that they are nasal vowels (Szober 1969 : 10,
Klemensiewicz 1962 : 37) has long been observed to be inadequate. Benni
(1959 : 36), Jassem (1951 : 97), Doroszewski (1962 : 90), Wierzchowska (1971 :
: 135) and others agree that the so-called nasal vowels are in fact of diphthongal
nature, where the traditional nasal vowel is denasalized and a nasal back glide

developes. Pure vowels and now - nasal diphthongs are heard in colloquial
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speech but these are considered incorrect pronunciation (Wierzehowska
1971 : 139, 141).

A similar view is taken by Biedrzyeki /1963: 35 If/ who transcribes the
traditional nasal [s] and [o.]
and [6w]. Two things should be noted
about this transcription: in the first place it is not doubtful whether nasalization should be marked over both elements of the diphthong. Biedrzyeki insists on marking nasalisation in every case where a nasal follows a vowel, e.g.:
dom [dam], sip [simp], pan [pan] etc. While it is perhaps possible to admit
that some degree of nasalization might be detected in such cases, it is still
not obvious whether a phonetic transcription noting such details is anything
more than an exercise in phonetic extravagance'. The degree of nasalization,
assuming that nasalization can be heard there, is negligible and in what
follows we shall disregard it. Biedrzyeki did it himself in a recent book (1972)
where vowels before consonants are unmarked for nasality and it is only
the glide that possesses nasality in the diphthongs, e.g.: dom [dom],
[kews],- Set [sow] etc.

r.

Another transcription problem that requires some comment is the use of
the symbol [IV] to designate the back nasal glide. The difference between the
last segment of set [soT,v] and the first of law [watfo] is not only the presence of

nasality in the former and its absence in the latter but, above all, it is the
difference between a glide and a sonorant2. Biedrzyeki also notes the difference although he ascribes it to the absence of lip romiding in the nasal diphthong: "Die nasalen Diphtlionge (..) unterscheiden sich aber von den
oralen Diphthongen (...) erstens (lurch eine charakteristische starke Nasalitiit
des zweiten Elements (...), zweitens daduch, dass die Lippen heim [1,7v] nicht
gerundet 'verden ". (Biedrzyeki 1972: 42) 3.
The conclusion that [ow] and [ow] differ not only by the presence of
nasality in the second element of the nasal diphthong contradicts Zagorska-Brooks' experimental findings (1968). She undertook to find out by means of
acoustic analysis and a listening test whether word, final -Ct and -0 are homo1 In cases like these, the traditional phonetic transcription is at its worst. Short of
some enormous proliferation of symbols, there seems to be no possibility of recording fine
phonetic details involving not only different features but also degrees of their exploitation. If one decides to transcribe dom as [am] then one has to reject the traditional transcription of e.g. French boa as [bo] and invent a new symbol for the vowel. This would
naturally result in a new phonetic alphabet for every language.
It should be added that most of the standard textbooks of Polish phonetics do not

mark nasalization in such cases (but cf. Beath 1959: 58 - 9).
I A similar situation obtains in English where the last segment in how and the first
in /vise are clearly not identical phonetically, although some transcriptions (Chomsky and
Halle 1968) do not mark the distinction.
3 The present author, in contradistinction to Biedrzyeki, does not conWor combinations of vowels with non-nasal semivowels to be diphthongs in Polish.
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phonons in e.g.: dung

cictuntil. Here findings indicate that this is indeed
the case, i.e., that speakers of Polish pronounce words like szepnct
szepnce
in the same way. Not being qualified in aeeoustie phonetics we have nothing
to say about this part of her work. We merely wish to point out that the way
the listening test was conducted vitiates the validity of the conclusions. 20
minimal pair sentences were made up and recorded by two native speakers.
These sentences were played to 8 listeners who were asked to underline the
subject of the sentence (either he or they). Thus there were 320 choices for each

speaker. On the basis of statistic considerations it was decided that if the
number of incorrect answers was 145 or more it could be concluded that the
sounds were not different. The number of incorrect answers in the case of
the first speaker was 152 and of the second speaker
146 (Zagorska-Brooks
1968 : 37 - 39). This led Zagorska-Brooks to the conclusion that speakers of
Polish could not hear the difference between word final -ct and -(11, in. other
words that no such difference exists. A look at the minimal pair sentences
suggests that these results must be taken with caution. Almost all minimal
pairs present not only the suspected phonetic contrast but also a grammatical
one, viz. that of the 3rd person plural future tense and 3rd person singular
past, e.g.:
19. W poludnie, zakrztltmt sig kolo domu. "At noon they will get busy around
the house".
20. W.poludnie zakrzcencti sig kolo domu. "At noon he got busy around the
house".
In a number of these sentences, the past tense would normally be expected
while the future tense sounds odd, e.g.: Na wojnie zginct dzielnie "They will
die bravely in war" vs. Na wojnie zoincti dzielnie "He died bravely at war ".
The latter sentence is almost a stock-phrase while the foriner is somewhat
surprising (one might expect to find it in some unusual context). Consequently
it is not difficult to predict, although Zagorska-Brooks presents no details, that

the pronoun he was more often "heard" than they. In other words. the test
did not guarantee that the choice the listeners made was dictated by what they
heard only and not by some extra-phonetic factors. Thus the task Zagorska-

-Brooks set herself, i.e. proving the homophony of word-final -ct and -0,
cannot be viewed accomplished.
As noted above, nasality, in particular in word final position, disappears
in colloquial speech. This is more characteristic of [sw] than of [o-w] (cf. Wierzehowska 1971 : 141)
thus one can safely say [ids] for [ids] or [idsw] while
[klo] for [ido] or [idocv] would be considered either uneducated or dialectal.

The status of other nasal -sounds, i.e. [a- iii 3] is in some respects similar
to that of [o s]. It should be noted in the first place that these nasal vowels
appear exclusively in pre-spirantal position and exclusively in words of foreign
origin. They can be pronounced either as pure vowels followed by nasal con-
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sonants, i.e. [an um im] etc. or as nasal diphthongs, i.e., [aw, uw, iw...] with
the nasal consonant dropped out. Thus we get (Benni 1959: 37):
[aN]
[iN]
[iN]
[uN]

or
or
or
or

[aw]

[111V]

szansct, awans, transport
winszowao, instytut
rynsztok, czynsz
triumf, munsztuk, kunszt

The vowels [s] and [6] with the diphthongal pronunciation coalesce with
diphthongs in native words giving [si'r] and [ow]
[cN]
[oN]

or [sisv] sensacja, benzyna
or [ow] konflikt, konsul,

Needless to say, the appearance of nasal glides is completely predictable
by rule (Gladney 1968 : 115 ff), that is the palatal nasal glide [j] will derive
from a palatal nasal consonant [A] (Gladney's rule 12) while the back nasal
glide [-Vv] will derive basically from a dental nasal [n] (Gladney's rule 14).
These may be called late phonetic rules in that they are ordered towards the
end of the phonological component or, in. any case, after the major phonological rules of the language have applied. To say that some rules are ordered
late in the grammar means that they are added for the sake of phonetic accuracy and in no -way do they affect the major, phonological processes of the
language, its "sound pattern". To take an example, Gladney's rule 12 will
convert a palatal nasal into a palatal glide before a continuant 4. The existence
of the glide changes very little within the phonology for although we get
[j] in konski, [n] still remains in e.g. konia and we have to account for the

[n n] alternation:
konski
ntlynski

konno
konia
mlyn.
mlynie

Thus the existence of low-level rules adds a little to the complexity of the
grammar without affecting its core.
Here we seem to have a good point of departure for a discussion of some

general issues in phonological theory. We shall set it, not altogether inappropriately, within Biedrzycki's analysis of nasality hi Polish (Biedrzycki 1963).

Embedding his discussion in the framework of autonomous phonemics,
Biedrzycki posits four nasal phonemes for Polish /m/, /nl, /p/, /1/ each with a

number of variants (allophones) whose distribution is determined by the
phonetic context. The analysis is based on principles which today seem totally
4 The rule is of interest in itself, as it involves the change of the feature /conson/, i.e.

one which is very high in feature hierarchy.
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unacceptable, viz.: a) insistence on the strong version of the bi- uniqueness
condition (jeden diwick nie rue naleZee do dwoch fonemow" p. 32), b) rejection of the relevance of morphological criteria to phonology (Oczywigeie nie
zarnierzamy kierowae sic dbalogeitl o symetrie morfologieznego ksztaltu jczyka

przy podejmowaniu ostateeznej decyzji w rozstrzyganiu tego czysto fonologicznego problemu" p. 32) 5, c) rejection of morphological boundaries in phono-

logical analysis (AV. niniejszej limey przyjeligmy jednak za Jassemem, iZ
granica ntorfologiczna nie jest w jczyku polskim istotna dla klasyfikacji glosek
wedlug foriemow", p. 41) 6, d) explaining arbitrariness of solutions by reference
to the fact that the language is in a process of change (p. 34) (cf. on this point,
Chomsky and Halle 1965:131).
To appreciate the unacceptability of such conditions, let us consider some
facts about nasality. in Polish in order to see what.Biedrzycki's analysis makes
of them: the nasals in the two sets of words are different in every word: pcd:
(dental), pedzg. (alveolar), pcdzi (palatal), rcka (velar), rgki (post-palatal), rgce
(alveolar).
The nasals of pqd pOzg are assigned to the phoneme /n/ (Biedrzyeki's allophonic statements 6. 3. II. A. d. and 6. 3. II. B. a), those of rgka ITN to /11/
(6. 5. IV. B. and 6. 5. IV. C.) and that of pcdzi to /p/ (6. 4. III. A. d.). Although
Biedrzyeki does not say it, what is at stake here is clearly a case of assimilation,

i.e., a nasal allophone assimilates to the following consonant in the place of
articulation. But precisely the same thing happens on the morphological level
where the nasal phoneme /n/ of rcce, pgd assimilates to the following consonant
to produce a velar and platal nasal phonemes /11/ and /p/. This is again a case of

assimilation to the following consonant in the place of articulation. Thus an
analysis like Biedrzyeki's makes it necessary to state the same regularity at
least twice or, to put it in other words, makes it impossible to give one general
rule for what clearly is one process'. It is, among others, for reasons like this
that contemporary linguistics has rejected the term "phoneme" (for a host of
other reasons see Chomsky 1964, Postal 1968). Although it is at present not
immediately obvious whether some intermediate level between the phonologi5 It is interesting to observe that as long ago as 1953 Panov (1970) brilliantly defendod the necessity of recognizing the morphological criterion, albeit to a limited extent,
in any phonological work. The arguments Panov used provide enough evidence to show
that no phonology is possible without constant reference to morphology.
I This is not carried out consistently. Biedrzycki refers to syllable boundaries in order to account for the longer variant of [m] in main je as opposed to inamie. Were he fully
consistent, he would have to posit yet another nasal phoneme, viz. /m:/. Likewise Biedranny
rzycki nevers says what he finds objectionable about the minimal pair rally
which, if taken seriously, would point to one more nasal phoneme, viz. /n:/.
The present author claims no originality as the above discussion parallels closely
Halle's celebrated argument showing the linguistic irrelevance of the term "phoneme".
See also Harris (1969: 14).
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cal and phonetic ones may not prove necessary (cf. Fudge 1972), what:is
definitely obvious it that no such level can be meaningfukif worked out on
superficial phonetic contrasts and based on principles such as bi-mliqueness
and invariance. In what follows we shall have nothing to say about the nasal
phonemes of Polish or English but we shall try to sec-iirhat general processes
govern nasality in the two languages. We shall start by reviewing the major
types of consonantal clusters involving nasals. The survey presented below
mentions the most typical clusters and is of course not intended as a complete

study of clustering in either Polish or English,
Initial clusters consisting of two elements, one of which is a nasal, present
an array of possibilities in Polish as contrasted with the paucity of similar
clusters in English. Thus in Polish a plosive, a fricative or a liquid may be
followed or preceded by a nasal, an affricate may be followed and a semi-vowel
preceded by a nasal, e.g.: dno, gmach; chmura, anieg; mobs, msza; lnu, lniany;
mleko, mruczed; dma, mlodoads; mnie, mnogoad. Against this range of possibilities

there is basically only one cluster type in English, viz. /s/+ a nasal, e.g.:
smoke, snake, smith. Apart from this, there is a doubtful case of two nasals and

of a nasal followed by a glide'.
As is well-known, there are no initial clusters consisting of four members

in English and no nasal can appear in triple clusters (Cygan 1971: 64 ff).
Conversely', Polish offers again a variety of possibilities, some of which can be

exemplified as follows: tknctd, grzmot, krnqbrny, sknera, czluto, mgnienie,
mglisty, rngla, mszczenie,

placid etc.

The number of initial clusters would still go up if account were taken of
clusters resulting from various morphological processes that add prefixes,
that is to say of clusters that contain word and morpheme boundaries, e.g.:
drgncld, drgnienie.

Final consonantal clusters appear to be quite numerous in English (Cygan
1971: 86 - 87) and a great number of them contain a nasal segment. A closer

inspection reveals, however, that a considerable part of the clusters arises
across morpheme boundaries. Thus, if it is true to say that We get a [rid]
cluster phonetically, e.g. hanged or [ntOs], e.g. thousandths, it is equally true to
say, disregarding the inaudible word boundaries, that we get a seven member
[mpftski cluster medially, e.g. triumphed screaming. Once morpheme boundaries'are taken into account, the number of final consonantal clusters decreases
radically and we have basically [rid], e.g.: end, sand, [it] e.g.: cant, ant, [1k],
This is doubtful as the phonetic semivowel [w] is a liquid phonologically, of.:
mak
o The cases aro doubtful because mnemonic has an alternative pronunciation with a
single nasal and this word is felt to be non-English in any ease. The nasal plus glido cluster
is suspect because it is derived from an underlying nasal followed by a vowel (Chomsky

and Halle 1968: 192 ff).
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e.g.: sink, bank, [ns], e.g.: tense, immense, [nip], e.g.: imp, lamp, LL.,1], e.g.:
nymph, triumph, [n6], e.g.: lunch,. hunch, [rij], e. g.: plunge, strange, [lm], e.g.:
elm, film, [14 e.g. kiln. Most of the other three or four member clusters result
mechanically through the addition of appropriate suffixes and endings. It will
furthermore be noted that the nasal is, in a number of cases, homorganic with
the following obstruent (see below). The Polish final clusters are richer in that
we get combinations of plosives, fricatives, affricates with a preceding or following nasal, e.g.: wapit, hanb; pasm, gzyms; wiedim, ksicglz, liquids and semivowels plus nasals, e.g.: palm, pok,arm,lejm and double nasals, e.g.: hymn, very
much like in the initial position. Three or four member clusters containing

nasals are rare, e.g.: asumpt,
kunszt, klamstw, przekleitstw.
We may deal with the difficult problem of medial clusters very briefly by
adopting the principle developed by Cygan (1971: 111) and dividing them into
two groups: 1) clusters which conform to the initial or final type, 2) clusters
which do not appear initially or finally. Disregarding again clusters arising across
boundaries, it is easily noticeable that Polish medial clusters containing nasals
in the majority of cases conform to the initial or final type while English clus-

ters diverge from them by adding new ones (Cygan 1971:111): a) plosive+
nasal, e.g.: hypnotist, atmosphere, acme, technical, pigmy, signal, kidney; b)
fricative+nasal, e.g.: Daphne, etnography; c) nasal+nasal, e.g.: gymnasium,
enmity.
Larger clusters also admit new combinations of sounds, e.g.: remonstrance,
emblem, anxious.

Turning to phonology now, we shall try to see whether and to what extent

the existence of separate nasals can be predicted on independent grounds.
Firstly, we shall assume without further justification that the socalled
nasal vowels in Polish will not appear in phonological representations but will
be derived from an underlying mid vowel+nasal in some environments (Light-

ner's rule 25) with a subsequent deletion of pre-spirantal nasal consonants.
Likewise, nasal vowels in some dialects of English will be derived in a similar
manner (Chomsky 1964: 82).

Nasal assimilation seems operative in both languages and appropriate
rules for Polish have been posited by Lightner (1963: 225) and Gladney (1968:

117) and for English by Chomsky (1965: 176), Chomsky and Halle (1968:
85, 209, 222, 234) and Cygan (1971: 96). Taking Polish as the starting point,
consider the following sets of words:
I. a. posepny, bebnio, stctpaO, rctbaj, zastepstwo
b. rzcld, krety, poledwica, zcEdlo, dwiety, pietrzy6
c. reczny, tecza, mcgzka, pciczek, sciczek
d. pigs, lediwie, kreci, cheo, brncto
e. reka, wegla, TO, kregu, miekka, drctga
8 Papers and Studies v. II
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f. rcki, wQgiel, drctgi, miecki, kroi

g. bank, Ankara, tango, hungarystyka angina
II. pogalistwo, mime, zarnsz, zemsta, gzyms, hanba, clzamski, maid, orndlaly,
mgla, macid, branka, mrzonka, okienko, studzienka, sukienka.
All.wordS in. group I exhibit nasal assimilation and this is not true of the

group II words. Lightner's rule of assimilation reads:

+obstr
a grave

a grave
[+nasal] --> [ 13 comp

y sharp

13 comp

y sharp

in env.

Gladney's rule is slightly different:

voc
[-P cons

[-I-nasal]

coral/

[a
13

grave

a comp

+

13 grave

cont

In view of the examples given above both rules are seen to be inadequate for
they would either assimilate the clusters in group II or, if the presence of more
Gladney's rule were misted upon, they would fail iin a
pheme boundary
number of cases in group I words. The rules might be saved, perhaps, if we

were to claim that the environments are met at the point in the derivation
where the rule applies. Such a claim, although probably true in some cases,
would lead to a number of representations motivated solely by their applicability to the rule. Instead of pursuing this line, we propose a different rule
of nasal assimilation for Polish, viz.:
a coron

[nasal]
--> [y distr
-P
8 back

a coron

[high
V
low

13 anter

J3 anter

[-Pforeign]

y distr
8 back

contin

Condition: does not apply
across morpheme boundaries
This rule, "while assimilating nasals in group I, will not affect them in group II.
What cases like zernsta, zongoiC show (cf.: ?acid, pomecio) is that the rule cannot
work across morpheme boundaries /pronunciations/ [zi'sta] or [zeWsta] are quite

impossible. The feature /distributed/ accounts for the alveolar nasals in Ic,
the post-palatal nasal in If", as well as the labio-dental quality of the nasal
10 We thus take the difference between the velar nasal and the postpalatal nasal to

consist in that the former is /distrib/ while the latter is /+distrib/.
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in e:g.: tramwaj, informacja. The subrule restricted to words of foreign origin
will account for the velar nasal when preceded by any vowel. The nasal before a
velar plosive deserves some further comment. As noted above the rule of nasal
assimilation accounts for the appearance of the velar nasal in Ie, If and Ig.

At the same time the non-velar quality of the nasal in words like slomka,
lazienka, wronka, :Ionka etc. is automatically predicted, for, it will be recalled,
the nasal assimilation rule cannot .operate across morpheme boundaries. We
get slomka because of stoma, wronka because of wrong etc.

The English rule of nasal assimilation has been noted in several places.
Chomsky's original rule (1965: 176)
a grave
[+nasal]
5 compact

consonantal

a grave
[+
5 compact

has been shown by Cygan (1971: 96) to be inadequate as it would turn nasals
before palatals into palatal nasals. Consequently Cygan suggested that the rule

should be split into two:
+grave

+ consonantal

a compact

a compact

(a) [+nasal]
(b) [+nasal]

+grave

[+ consonantal]
grave

[ lgoroamvpeact

where (a) would turn nasals into [m] before labials and into [il] before velars
while (b) would turn nasals into [n] before dentals and palatals (Cygan 1971:
96).

Oman's argument is obviously sound and Chomsky's rule must be modified
but it still seems possible to express the generalization by means of one rule
which must be appropriately complicated to reflect the fact that nasal assimilation is not of general applicability. Following a suggestion of Harris's (1970:
35) nasal assimilation in English can be expressed by imposing the "if then"
conditions on the ride (cf. Harms 1968: 73 ff):

anter
[+nasal] -->- 8 distrib
f3 coron

y miter
6 distrib
(3 ooron

Conditions: if 5 y, then a=-113=7

a=13

This rule, while predicting the appearance of [n] before palato-alveolar obstruents, also accounts for the non-existence of certain clusters in English, namely

8
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[mo, nib mg, niz, V6, raj, Vg, V4 The condition says that if the features for interiority and coronality in the following obstruent do not coincide, then the nasal

must be anterior and it agrees in coronality with the obstruent. As all palato-alveolar obstruents in English are /- after, -1-coron/ the nasal must be /d-anter, -coron/, i.e. [n].'-' The feature /distributed/ was introduced into the rule
to achieve a greater degree of phonetic detail. Without that feature the rule
would make no distinction between_ dental and alveolar nasals (cf.: month,
tenth vs. man, ten) as well as between bilabial and labio-dental nasals (cf.:
embed, intend vs. emphasis, information).
Several inadequacies of the rule must be noted:

a) the introduction of the feature /distributed/ is suspect on theoretical
grounds as it is not expoited anywhere alse within the phonological rules of
English. Introducing a distinctive feature with the sole purpose of accounting
for some low-level phenomena is not well-motivated particularly when the
phenomena seem to depend on e.g. the tempo of speech as is surely the case
with labio- dental nasals in English. One might suggest that integral feature
coefficients should be used instead of the feature /distributed/ particularly
so as these will have to be used in any case to account for e.g., the post-alveolar

nasal in country, but the final solution seems to depend on general phonetic
considerations (cf. Harris 1970: 36-7). Thus we leave the rule in its present

unsatisfactory shape noting. that the problem needs special study which
would remove arbitrary solutions.
b) nasal assimilation seems to be connected with a few other phenomena,
notably stress, tempo of speech and boundaries. Chomsky and Halle (1968 :419)

note that the rule of nasal assimilation must be ordered quite late or in any
case after rules assigning stress. Thus, they claim, the velar nasal appears
when directly following a stressed, vowel, e.g.: concord, congress as opposed to
concordance, congressional. But clearly the nasal assimilation rule is operative
also in pre-stressed position, e.g.: consume, .compel, commit, impose etc. Furtherimpregnation
institutional, impregnate
more, examples like institute

show that even if nasal assimilation depends on strees this seems valid only
for a case when a velar plosive is- involved. But the situation is still more
complicated, at least in the case of British English where some words with a
velar nasal admit a variant with a non-velar nasal (cf. Jones 1967). It must be
added that the variant with a velar nasal is given as predominant if stressed
but this is by no means generally true (e.g. congressional has only one variant,

namely with a velar nasal). It might be suggested that the appearance of
the appropriate nasal depends upon the tempo of speech. Another possible
Although it is not obvious how the "if then" conditions should be evaluated,
it still seems preferable to have one rule rather than two when closely related phenomena
are involved.
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solution is to preserve the regularity noted by Chomsky and Halle with the
proviso that the degree of stress depends upon the tempo (one might expect
that stress, in particular non-primary, tends to be weakened in rapid, unguarded speech). Thus we may conclude that a considerable amount of fluctuation between [v] and [n] can be observed which seems to be connected with

the existence or non-existence of rules reducing non-primary stress in different styles and tempos of speech12. Consequently certain alternations
between [v] and [11] could be viewed as cases of free variation.
As noted above, the nasal assimilation rule in Polish may not work across
word boundaries. The same holds good for English (Fudge 1970 : 85) where
most of the apparent exceptions to the rule are simply clusters which arise
across boundaries, e.g.: films, dreamed, hanged, bangs etc. Appart from the
fluctuating forms just mentioned (income, enocurage) there are a few genuine
exceptions, e.g.: Thames, clumsy, flimsy, James. There is one clear case, however,

where the above generalization is downright false, namely the negative prefix
in-, e.g.: inaccurate, inevitable, in observant, inconsistent, intolerable, insincere,
impossible, immortal, illegal, illogical, irrelevant, irrecognisable etc. It is difficult

to adduce any reasonable argument for positing morpheme boundaries after
the prefix; rather the rule seems operative in spite of the existing word boundaries.13 On the other hand (cf. Fudge 1972: 146) forms like unpopular may,

but do not have to, be pronounced with either a complete or incomplete
assimilation. But we would disagree with Fudge (1972: 146) in treating the
two phenomena on a par. Forms like unpopular are perfectly regular in the
sense that they do not undergo nasal assimilation due to the presence of the
word boundary.14 Forms with incomplete or complete assimilation can be
observed in casual or unguarded styles only, which suggests that the nasal
assimilation rule would have to be modified for such styles by, say, deleting the word boundary or in some other way (ef. Harris 1969: 15 ff). What
remain unexplained is the behaviour of the prefix in- which appears exceptional. A possible solution is the use of a minor rule in the sense of Lakoff
(1971) and Lightner (1968), which would mark the prefix in- as undergoing
nasal assimilation in every case.
Nasal assimilation is a major phonological process that helps to predict
the appearance of nasal consonants in some contexts, that is to say, no detailed
specifications of nasality are needed in the appropriate lexical representations.
1, The importance of recognizing different styles is discussed by Harris (1969:
6 ff).

13 In the case of a following liquid (illegible, irrational) the rule does not assimilate

the place of articulation only but all the other features as well. A subsequent rule of
cluster simplification (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 46 ff) applies to produce tho phonetic
form.

14 "word" and not "morpheme" boundary as Fudge would have it.
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The rules predict the occurrence of the velar nasal in Polish completely and,
to a limited extent, of all other nasals in both, languages. The predictability of
.

nasality, however, is greater than that. Chomsky and Halle claim that the
velar nasal in English is completely predictable from phonological representations containing an unspecified nasal followed by a velar voiced plosive,

i.e. /Ng/. The rule of nasal assimilation and another one deleting the final
/g/ after a nasal produce the desired result, i.e. [a]. Thus [sir] is derived by
the two rules from underlying /siNg/. In the case of [sink] only the nasal
assimilation rule will apply leaving the voiceless velar intact.
There are a few problems connected with the rule that must be briefly
commented upon. /g/ is apparently -dropped after nasals in word-final position remaining in word medial position (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 85 6),
e.g. bring vs. mingle from underlying /briNg/ and /miNg1/. It also drops before

certain affixes that carry the # boundary, e.g.: -ing, -er /agentive/, -ly as
bringing, from /briNgOiNg/, singer from /siNg# er/ vs. linger from / liNgr/,
finger from /fiNgr/; also singly from /siNg101y/ and singlet from /siNg#1Vt/
vs. kinglet from /kiNg*lVt/. The rule of g-deletion does not apply before the
affix -er of the comparative degree, e.g.: stronger, longer, younger. The appearance of [ag] in anger, hunger and adjectives derived from these is an instance of
the same rule, i.e. /g/ does not drop in word medial position. The appropriate

phonological representations for these words can be (Chomsky and Halle
1968: 86): /huNgr/, /wNg,/, /huNg,+y/, /wNgr-l-y/. But the underlying /Ng/
cluster, although the most common one, is not the only source of phonetic [a].
According to Chomsky and Halle (1968 : 234) in some words it is to be derived

'from an underlying nasal plus a velar continuant /x/. This is the solution
offered for words like dinghy, hangar, gingham, Birmingham but its correctness depends upon the recognition of an underlying velar continuant. If the
segment is rejected (cf. Hurford 1970 : 21), then the words would, probably

have to be treated as exceptions".
The presenbe of palatal [rh] and [11] is said to constitute the major difference between the Polish and English inventory of nasals. As was noted in
conjunction with the phonetics of Polish nasals, [rh] cannot occur before [i],
in word-final position and medially before a consonant. Polish phoneticians
have usually described the [rh] sound as a palatal bilabial nasal followed
by a pure vowel and adduced minimal pairs like maxa-miara (Szober
1962
13). It is also admitted that, dialectally, a glide or a diphthong
:

may follow [in] (Doroszewski 1963 : 47, Wierzchowska 1971 : 182). It seems,
however, that in present clay Polish the presence of a front glide after the palatal
i5 In the ease of British English dinghy and hangar would have to be taken out of the
list anyway, as the former requires whilo the latter allows a velar plosive phonetically
(Jones 1967).
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bilabial nasal is prevailing. In fact, the appearance of a glide is much more general as it follows all labial and labio-dental consonants. The glide is recognized
by Biedrzycki (1963, 1972) in his works on Polish pronunciation. In this way,

the palatal quality of the bilabial nasal can be seen as -contingent on -the
palatal character of the following segment. We return to a fuller specification of
that segment below. [n] differs from [M.] in that it occurs in all positions and
also before consonants. Closer inspection reveals, however, that in some contexts it is clearly predictable. One of them is the position before [i] where the
nasal is invariably palatal, e.g.: nikt, nigdy. Also before the adjective forming
suffix- -sk- [n] is excluded at the expence of [ii]. Hence we get frequent alternaNapoleon-napoleonski, mlyn-nariski
tions [n-n], e.g.: pan-panski,

etc. A simple rule palatalizing /n/ before /sk/, or most probably /isk/, would
account for these alternations. The necessary palatal quality of [m] and [n]
before [i], the impossibility of [M] and

[n]

before [q as well as the glide appearing

after [M] suggest that the palatal nasals be derived from underlying plain
ones in the environment before /i/. This /i/ would be deleted when following
[A] and being followed by another vowel. It Would be turned into a glide after
[At] before a vowel. Putting all this into informal rules we have
V

back

L+anter
V

+high

back
0/n

-->

back

+high

[- vocal] /m

V
V

/i/ would also be deleted in other positions by rules needed on independent
grounds (cf. Lightner's rule 44).
A rifle of nasal deletion eliminates a nasal between two consonants and
padlem padlbefore the liquids [1, w] (Schenker 1954: 473), e.g.: padr4
szy, which can be expressed as
C

[±nasal] -3- 0

C
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This way of handling the palatal character of /m1 and /n/ diverges from
earlier treatments (Lightner 1963; Gladney 1968) that take it to be the result of
palatalizing nasals by any front vowel (Lightner's rule 17). But, as correctly
observed by Gladney (1968: 112) "for every Polish word displaying a front
vowel following a consonant which does not show the effects of rule 17 we must
explain why the latter did not apply". The number of words in contemporary
Polish displaying [ii] after a nonpalatal consonant is considerable. This would
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point to the necessity of modifying rule 17 rather than modifying phonological
representations of a great number of words. The attempt, made above, may

again prove in need of revision within a more comprehensive treatment of
Polish phonology.
We shall finally turn to a phenomenon in Polish which has no equivalent
in English, viz. the vocalic alternations (basically alternations in backness)
in the environment before a nasal plus an obstruent. Consider the following
examples: kla6-klal-klgla; legs-kasek-zakaska; golab-golgbie-golabek; stapaO-wstgp-

ny; czgeO-czaatka; blad-blgdny; pamigd-pamigtny etc. An attempt will be made

below to show that the alternations can be predicted with a fair degree of
accuracy. Our question is: under what conditions do the vocalic alternations
take place? The partial answer which follows has been divided into five
descriptive statements.

I. If the nom. sg. mas. nouns end in a back vowel followed by a nasal and
a homorganic voiced obstruent then the back vowel alternates with a front
one in oblique cases, e.g.: atb, dab, jastrzab, golab, klab, zrab, blad, urzad,
mai, kra,g, galai, ksiadz, etc.

Exceptions: /0, sad, poscw, °glad, mosiadz, trail, drag. In other words, back
vowels appear in closed syllables and front in open ones. Alternations never
occur 'otherwise, that is:
a) if a mid vowel appears before a nasal followed by a homorganic obstruent, e.g.: pgd, krawgdi, krgg, orgi, oblgd, labgdi; pale, przekas, .900, was,
bak, brzdac, kat, kablak, pajak; brzglo, eke, skrgt, dzwigk, wstrgt, jgk, lgk, wstgp;
exceptions: tysiac-tysigcy, miesiac-miesigcy;

b) if a mid vowel followed by a nasal and a hornorganic obstruent does
not appear in steam-final syllable, e.g.: bgkart, kraiownik, klgbowisko;

c) in words that are synchronically foreign (Chom.sky and Halle 1968 :
: 373 if), e.g.: anons, lament, inteligent, sens, agent.

II. In diminutives formed by the suffixes -ek, -lea, -ko the stem -final vowel is

invariably back no matter what vowel the basic form may contain, e.g.:
legs-loctsek, gge-gaska, czgad-czetstka, chrzg,46-clbrzastka, grzgda-grzadka, rgka-racz-

Ica, dab.-dabek., galai-galazka, laka-laczka, strak-straczek also in a large group

of nouns denoting small animals that end in

-g in the nom. sg., e.g.:
bydlg-bydlatko, kocirkociatko, oelc-oelatko. Likewise: cielg, jagniQ, kurczg, szczenig, irebig, orlg, pis Clg, prosig, sarn4 etc. The same is true about a certain num-

ber of nouns where the suffixes are added although the nouns need not be
diminutives in the normal sense, e.g.: pamicd-pamiatka, dziewie-dziewiatka,
dziesigo-dziesiatka, pie-plat/6a, ewigty-ewiatek, kgs-zakaska or where the diminutive is the only form in existence, e.g. wrzatek.
Exceptions: dQtka, pigtka.
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III. Before the adjectival suffix -ny the stem-final vowel almost invariably is

front if followed by a nasal and a hornorganie obstruent, no matter what
vowel appears in the basic form, e.g.: bictd-bigdny, majcitek-majgtny, inctoi6-migny, mctz mgzny, iniesicto-miesigczny, zqb-nazg&ny, pojcto-pojgtny, -rzqd-podrzgdny, oglctd-oglgdny, rgka-rgczny, pamigd-pamigtny, wstctpid-wstgpny, pienictdz-pieniginy, and vacuously doszczgtny, chgtny, namigtny, ngdzny, pigkny,
szczgsny, wdzigczny, obojgtny, potginy, tgskny etc.

Exceptions are very infrequent; the following almost exhaust the list: ictczny,
ictdny, poraginy, niervidny, przescginy, rozscginy.

IV. Feminine and neuter nouns that end in a vowel in the nom, sg. change the

stem-final front vowel, followed by a nasal and a hornorganie obstruent,
into back when it appears in a closed syllable, i.e. in gen. pl., e.g.: ,Iwigto-awicg,
jagnigta-jagnicg, wstgga-wstcw, mgka-Tactk, rgka-rctk, niemowlgta-niemowlcg,
dziewczgta- dziewczcg etc.

Exceptions: pgta-pgt, pigta-pigt.

V. In verbs, the stem-final back vowel followed by a nasal and the infinitival
ending -c5 alternates with a front vowel in passive participles in -ty and in
nouns derived from these verbs. The front and back vowels appear, as above,
in open and closed syllables, e.g.: najcto:najgty-najgcie, pojcto-pojgty-pojgcie,
cictd-cigty-cigcie, wyklcto-wyklgty-wyklgcie, tkncto-tknigty-tknigcie, pocato-poczgtyloczgcie, ogarnad-ogarnigty-ogarnigcie.

It must be noted that in some eases the application of a specific rule seems
to depend on semantic features, i.e. it is phonologically unpredictable, e.g.:
pgk-pgczek "bunch" vs. pctk-pcgzek "bud", ratd-rzctdy "government" vs.
ratd-rzgdy "row", sgk-scgzek "knot" vs. scgzek "filter", wictz-wicpy "elm"
vs. wigzy "bonds".
The above survey of the vocalic alternations in the environment before
nasals is anything but complete. A detailed analysis of the problem would
require a separate study set within other rules of TOM phonology that are
not available at the moment. The purpose of the survey was to single out
some recalcitrant problems and to show that what may seem erratic at first
glance is in fact quite regular.
We started our comparison of nasality in Polish and English by noting
that the two languages differ considerably in the degree to which they exploit
the feature /H-nasal/. The analysis has shown that phonological representations in the two languages make use of the same nasal segments: /m/ and /n/
sometimes not even fully Specified, i.e. /N/. The only differences in underlying

representations consist in the possibilities of clustering nasals with other
segments. The considerable surface discrepancies between nasality in Polish
and in English rest then with the phonological rules and the feature inter-
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pretation rules operative in the two languages. The rules, although sometimes
similar in parts, work largely differently. It is this different working of phono-

logical rules that brings heterogeneity into otherwise similar patterns.
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STRESS IN ENGLISH AND POLISH

AN INTRODUCTION TO A

CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS
JANINA OZQA
The Jaye 'Ionian University of Cracow

The aim of this paper is to provide a general theoretical framework for an
exhaustive contrastive analysis of stress patterns in English and Polish. Consequently, the possible pedagogical implications of the analysis in question
will be no more than signalled, which does not mean that the more utilitarian
approach is disregarded on principle. The apparent disregard arose from the
obvious fact that practical conclusions can only be subsequent to a careful
comparison of scientific descriptions of the languages studied, or of selected
areas of their structure, in this case of an aspect of English and Polish sound
structure.
To make this kind of comparison possible it is essential that the general
framework should be uniform, i.e. that it should consist of precisely formulated
principles and processes which will yield as final products parallel scientific
descriptions (of the languages considered) comparable in the sense that they
will be stated in terms of the same or comparable categories, features, and
sets of relations.
It seems that the condition of "uniformity" is most adequately and consistently met by the transformational generative (TG) theory. As a basis for a
contrastive study TG grammar is found superior to alternative models of
language description for two main reasons:
.

(1) as the most ambitious attempt at developing a general "theory or

natural language as such" (Chomsky and Halle 1968 : 4), it seeks to provide
language-independent principles of organization of a grammar and to determine sets of universal elements (classes, categories, features);
(2) as a formalized theory of language description, based on an alphabet of
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unambiguously interpreted symbols and notational devices, it strives to
formulate statements which are not only precise and explicit but which,
through constant verification and modification, may become the simplest
optimal interpretations of linguistic facts (linguistically significant generalizations).

The description of a particular language based on the principles given
above is essentially a formalized grammar constructed on the basis of an
inventory of formal and substantive universals, provided by the general
theory. In this way, although the grammars of, say, English and Polish draw
from this inventory in different, language-specific ways, they are, thanks to
rigorous notational conventions, comparable in so far as it is possible to state
(informally, at this point) that a given element (class, feature, rule) of English
does (not) occur
does (not) function
is (not) (equivalent) (congruent) with a given element

in Polish and vice versa. Moreover, knowing the general principles of linguistic structure, it may be possible to state whether the occurrence (equivalence, congruence) of element X in English and Polish is conditioned by
the fact that X is an essential property of all languages (property of language),
or is accidental, or is due to their common, though remote, origin. Such statements may prove to be of extreme importance for the preparation of teaching
materials.

On the other hand, contrastive analysis and parallel descriptions prior to
it may bring to light hitherto unrevealed "universal principles", or they may
modify and even invalidate some of the proposals of the general theory.
This brings- another dimension into a contrastive study: it does not consist
merely of "putting theory into practice", but also acts as a filter to the theory.
This aspect of contrastive studies will not be considered in this study.
The above statements suggest that the TG approach is the most adequate
basis for inter-language studies. It has, indeed, been found successful in contrastive analyses of syntactic problems (see Marton 1968 and 1971). It remains
to be seen whether it is equally well equipped for a contrastive analysis of
phonological problems.
The argument presented below derives its basic concepts from the phonological theory proposed by Chomsky and Halle (1968), though it has also
been influenced by the other works cited. Against this sophisticated background many links in the reasoning may appear strikingly primitive and indulging in truisms. It is hoped, however, that relating things "ab ovo" may both
add to the clarity of exposition and reveal the importance of some undeservedly obscured factors.
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The major principle underlying the discussion is that of establishing a
general framework (in terms of rules, symbols and conventions) within which
stress contours of any language may be analysed. On the other hand, some

statements will refer directly to English and Polish in order to determine,
even if superficially and tentatively, whether the processes governing stress
placement in the two languages may be compared only in a very general way
or whether they are convergent also at points of detail.
Let-_ us consider a pair of congruent (term used after Marton 1968 : 58)
sentences, one in English.
(1) John knows this house.
one in Polish,
(2) Jan zna ten dom..
Suppose we use the syntactic component of TG grammar (of English and Polish

respectively) to generate syntactic descriptions of (1) and (2) with syntactic
surface structures which are labelled bracketings of strings of formatives
(notation after Chomsky and 'Halle 1968):
(3)
(4)

[s[sp[N,Tohn]Nixp [ve[vknow]v af]v [Np[Dthis]D [Nhouse]N]NP]vP]s
[srxe6JaniNiNs [vp[vzna6]v af]v [Np[nten]n [Ndorn]NiNp]vp]s

The lexical and grammatical formatives, here presented in abbreviatory ortho-

graphic notation, are in fact complexes of syntactic, semantic arid phonological features, provided by the lexicon of the grammar. Phonologically,
each formative is a string of segments, which constitutes its "lexical representa-

tion". Furthermore, each segment is itself a complex of phonetic features
taken from a universal set. Since a lexical representation of a given formative
specifies only its inherent (idiosyncratic) phonological properties, only those
features of its segments are provided which are not determinable by phono-

logical rules. Thus a lexical representation is really an abstract form consisting of incompletely specified "archi" segments. The rules of the phonological component convert such underlying forms into fully-specified phonetic

representations: "directives" for ideal phonetic interpretation of formatives
and larger utterances.
In order to enter the phonological component whose rules assign ideal
phonetic representations to (3) and (4), the latter must first be converted by
certain readjustment rules into "phonological representations"such modifications of syntactic surface structure as are "appropriate for the rules of
phonological interpretation" (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 9). And so certain
readjustment rules will convert the grammatical formative af, introduced
by syntactic rules, into phonological elements, ultimately giving [vknows]v in
(3) and [vzna]v in (4). Otherwise, we can assume that the lexical representations of (3) and (4) are identical with their respective phonological representations,
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Let us now make the following assumption:

(I) From the set of phonetic features universally available for determining
the possible phonetic representations of utterances of any human language,
both English and Polish utilize only segmental non-prosodic features.
In accordance with this assumption the phonological components of the
grammars of English and Polish will ultimately convert (3) and (4) into:
daonnawz5ishaws
janzn.atendorni
i.e., there will be a simple temporal succession of segments bound by silences
(5)
(6)

at both ends for no other reason than that nothing precedes and nothing
follows it. Now in writing, "the secondary medium of language", representations like "Johnkn.owsthishouse" and "Janznatendorn" are possible: there
are no serious physical constraints on typing (or even handwriting) whole
pages in this fashion, though, of course, their intelligibility would be impeded
and ambiguities. would undoubtedly occur, e.g. of the sort used in puns or
calembours (English: aniceman, seethemeat, readjustthis; Polish: czytrzymasz,
cd.studni, kilowaty), at sentence bomidaries, etc. But, to paraphrase Chomsky
and Halle (1968: 10), speakers, unlike writers, do run out of breath; there are
certain universal constraints on the way a sentence can be uttered or joined
with other sentences in any language. Perhaps (5) and (6) could, thanks to

their shortness, be uttered in one breath (though surely not without some
stress and pitch characteristics), but any longer stretch of speech needs pauses.
The question now arises whether these pauses are only features of performance,
i.e., whether they occur whenever a particular speaker happens to run out of

breath. This is certainly not true. Pauses are universal phonetic features,
determined by language-independent physiological factors, but their duration
and distribution are determined by the phonological and syntactic structure of

particular languages (though, of course, "pauses of performance" may cut
across "pauses of competence"). At this point the important questions are
how are pauses realized in English and Polish and whether the two languages
are comparable "pausewise".
The most meticulous scansion possible seems to insert pauses in (5) and (6)

in the following way:
(7)
(8)

//dson/nawz/5is fhaws//
Thaniznalten/dorn//

a longer pause, before and alter (5) and (6)
a shorter pause, "H"
("/"
when pronounced in larger pieces of discourse 2; "longer" and "shorter" are
impressionistic, relative terms, not absolute, physically constant ones).
1 Transcription for both English and Polish is that of Jassom 1971.
2 Possible "machine-made" intersegmental pauses are disregarded here (see Cygan
1971: 17).
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It appears that the congrunce of the sentences extends to pause division.
Also, there is a similarity in the substance and use of the suprasegmental
prosodic characteristics of (7) and (8), which, though denied any existence
in Assumption I, empirically refute its value. Utterances cannot do without
prosodic features any more than than they can do without pauses. In fact,
there exists a close relationship between these phenomena, the nature of which
will be investigated (rather superficially) below. In any case, for all purposes,
Assumption I is untenable; perhaps (5) and (6) could be produced by speechsynthesizers, but it is doubtful whether a longer stretch of such "talk" would
be understood.

Let us put forward another assumption:
(II) Apart from segmental features, both English and Polish make use of
Pauses and prosodic features associated with syllables of their utterances:
pauses occur at syllable boundaries and prosodic features use syllables as the
units over which they function.
Assumption II appears to be correct, at least for (7) and (8). The empirically established pauses (artificial perhaps, but permissible) occur between
groups of segments which in English and Polish are termed syllables.
Since the problem of the syllable is not central to this study, let us mention

only briefly those facts concerning the syllable, which are relevant to the
study of pauses and prosodic features:
(a) phonetically, the division of utterances into syllables is language-.
-independent, determined by the respiratory processes involved in speech-production. The stream of air to be modulated by the speech organs is exhaled from the lungs (or inhaled in some languages) rhytmically, in a series of
chest-pulses (Abercrombie 1965 : 17; Hockett 1958 : 64). Each chest-pulse
correlates with a phonetic syllable which consists of a peak (vowel or sonorant
which renders the chest-pulse audible and so is an indispensable part of a
syllable) and of optional consonantal margins. There are as many phonetic
syllables in an utterance as there are syllable peaks (nuclei). Phonetic syllables
are the smallest units of speech that can be uttered in isolation i.e. between

"f" and " //" pauses (see Note 2);
(b) phonologically, syllable-division and -structure are language-specific.
Each language puts specific constraints (which must be accounted for in its
grammar) on the number of segments and on the way they are combined to
form syllables of that language (i.e. what segments or groups of segments can
constitute peaks and margins).
The syllable division of (7) and (8) is based on the native speakers' knowledge of the constraints mentioned in (b). Thus, the syllable in these representations are phonological syllables of English and Polish respectively.
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Though the segments constituting (7) and (8) are different, the number of
pauses and syllables is the same: their rhythm is identical. It is a syllable:.
-timed rhythm (spondaic), based on the isochronous occurrence of syllable
peaks:
(9)

(10)

ii7-7/-=./74"----7ii

(9) and (10) are not, however, absolutely adequate representations: they do
not account for the fact that the last syllable of (7) and the first of (8) are
more strongly stressed, more prominent than all the others, this prominence
being due to greater energy of articulation (perceived as greater loudness)
and to pitch movement of different nature and direction from. that of the
remaining syllables. (7) and (8) should then be interpreted as follows:
(11)

////--//

(12)

///////

If the grammatical descriptions of English and Polish were based on
(syllabized interpretations of) sentences like (1) and (2), the phonological
component of the grammars would be very uncomplicated indeed. The underlying lexical (phonological) representations (3) and (4) would differ only insignificantly from phonetic representations, readjustment rules would substitute [s...]s brackets by // pauses, erase all labelled bracketing within the
sentences and eliminate the affix. A rule of phonology would insert / pauses
at syllable boundaries, another rule would assign the feature "nuclear (sentence)

stress" to the vowel of the last syllable in English and to the first in Polish.
Stress would then be a redundant phonetic feature, auxiliary (together with
pitch) to the pause determining sentence boundaries.
Though such a phonological component might, perhaps, be adequate for
the Tswana language (cf. Jones 1962 : 136), it would assign correct phonetic
representations only to an extremely limited number of English and Polish
sentence-types (spoken quite unnaturally, at that). As it happens, neither
in English nor in Polish are the stress-, pitch- and pause-assignment rules so
directly determined by the syllable count as would appear from (1) and (2),
though every element to which they apply must consist of integers of syllables. Assumption II will, therefore, have to be modified.
It may be seen from the preceding paragraphs that the features "pause",
"stress" and "pitch" are not assigned to utterances independently of one
another. Since, however, stress is the featme upon which the attention of
this study is to be focused, the other two will not henceforth be considered
suo lege but rather in so far as they are indispensable for elucidating problems
involving stress.
Thus the next assumption to be made will directly refer to stress only:
(III) Both in English and in Polish the degree of stress assigned to particular syllables of an utterance is determined by the surface structure of that
utterance.

1
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Though intuitively felt to be correct, Assumption III, in its present formulation, is too general to provide a deeper insight into the nature of stress in
the two languages or into general principles pertaining to it in the organization
of the phonological component. Our immediate task will then be refining the

assumption so that it may ultimately become a guiding principle for the
analysis of stress.
In the analysis of (1) and (2) only two degrees of stress were mentioned:
the "stronger" stress associated with a specific pitch movement and the
"weaker" stress assigned indiscriminately to the other syllables of the utterances. That was only possible owing to surface structures which allowed

syllabification. Actually, the stress contours of,utterances in both languages
are highly differentiated, though the differentiation is neither haphazard nor
directly determined by physiological or physical factors. Both in English and
Polish four to five degrees of stress are easily perceived (Chomsky and Halle
1968: 116; Dluska 1957 : 104); it is proposed in Assumption III that such
observations reflect (imperfectly though adequately enough) the differentiations imposed by the syntactic organization of utterances and lexical items
appearing in them (as well as some other, hitherto unspecified, factors).
If stress assignment is governed by the surface structure of utterances,.
it seems reasonable to expect that the complexity. of stress contours increases
with the complexity of the surface structure of particular utterances. Let us
then begin with the simplest, monosyllabic utterances, such as English Stop
or Yes and Polish St Oj or Tak3. Here, both for English and for Polish utterances, no matter what their structural description, the following rule is valid:
"In monosyllables, the vowel receives primary stress" (Chomsky and
Halle 1968 : 16).
As there is no other syllable which could bear a "non-primary" stress,
the use of the modifier "primary" does not seem justified. However, the only
stress of monosyllables is comparable to the primary stresses of polysyllabic
utterances in so far as both are associated with a specific pitch movement.
As soon as two-syllable utterances are considered, the rules of the placement

of primary and weaker stresses must depend on the information provided by
the surface structure representations of such utterances, as is best exemplified
by contrastive pairs like the famous English black bird (NP) vs blackbird (N)
or Polish na boj (PP) vs naboj (N) 4.
To account for this dependence (and for some other phonological processes)
3 Actually any syllable (in both languages) can form an utterance; even such ones as
are not ordinarily "stressed" or capable of appearing in isolation in English, e.g., to a question "Did you say 'allusion' or 'illusion'?" it is possible to answer "[a31] ", according
to certain phonological principles which cannot, at this point, be discussed in full.
4 But of. prepositional phrases like Ina wiei where the preposition is stressed; such

and similar forms are historically motivated.
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Chomsky and Halle propose the general principle of a "transformational
cycle" in phonology, according to which some rules of the phonological component (notably the stress assignment rules) are transformational rules "that
apply in a cyclical manner, beginning with the smallest constituents of the

surface structure and proceeding systematically to larger and larger constituents" (1968 : 163). The last rule in each cycle erases the innermost labelled

brackets; the maximal domain of the cyclical rule application is a "phonological phrase" (see p. 131 below). The actual stress assignment rules are
language-specific: only the principle of the transformational cycle is assumed
to be a linguistic universal. Chomsky and Halle have managed to explain a
variety of problems involving stress on the basis of this principle 5; statements
and examples of Dluska (1957: 104 and 1947: 41)" seem to confirm that the
stress contours of Polish are also based on this principle. Thus Assumption

III may be made more precise by the addition of the reservation that the
stress assignment rules of English and of Polish, determined by the surface
structures of utterances in these languages, are rules of the transformational
cycle, as defined by Chomsky and Halle 1968. There seems to be enough justification for accepting Assumption III thus modified as the basis for a detailed
description of stress contours in English and Polish, which does not mean that
all of the Chomsky-Halle principles must be slavishly followed (especially as

they refer to very simple constructions).

Assumption .III requires one more modification: it must be stated explicitly
what kind of "surface structure" it is that determines the stress contours of
utterances. If it is agreed that stress placement rules belong to the phonological component, then it can only be the phonological surface structure (according
to what was said on p. 125). Thus it is imperative that readjustment rules (apart
from other modifications) "prepare" the syntactic structure for the operation
of stress placement rules. These readjustment rules cannot be ommitted from
the "detailed descriptions" to be made because, if it is assumed that they oper-

ate on strings generated by syntax, which for both English and Polish are
analysed in terms of the same lexical and major categories, then their languagespecific "interference" is crucial for understanding how ans why differences and
subsequent difficulties for learners arise. English and Polish share some of their
readjustment rules concerning stress placement. For example, it appears, even
from a superficial analysis, that the demarcation of utterances into phonologi6 In particular, they were able to demonstrate that the stress contours of English
words, commonly held to be extremely irregular and unpredictable, can, in fact, be predicted from the underlying lexical representations of formatives and their organization in
the surface structure if the principlo of the transformational cycle is utilized.
6 She mentions the "many-storeyed" pattern of stress contours and their gradation.
Her statement that the stress contours of longer utterances reflect those of their pants is

strikingly similar to that of Chomsky and Halle (1968: 15).
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cal phrases is on the whole identical in both these languages, i.e. a simple
sentence=1 phonological phrase, compound sentences are divided into phrases
in the same way (e.g. before conjunctions, if present), appositional sentences or

phrases receive the same treatment, etc.' Both in English and in Polish the
phonological phrase is a unit of intonation, i.e., it contains one tone-bearing
(as Catford put it, cf. 1966: 606) syllable, which is at the same time its primary-

stressed syllable (this is in keeping with what has been said about the pitch
characteristics of primary stresses). Hence our examples (1) and (2) are phono-

logical phrases of English and Polish respectively, each having one tonic
(nuclear) stress:
(13) 2341

(14) 1324

(1

2

primary-stressed syllable
secondary-stressed syllable, etc.)

The position of primary stress is different in English and in Polish; also, they
form different patterns with the weaker stresses. Such differences are not only
the result of the fact that the two languages have different cyclical rules of
stress placement in phonology, but also of the specific analysis which readjustment rules provide for their utterances. In order to understand this important
function of readjustment rules in modifying the syntactic surface structure for
purposes of stress assignment within phonological phrases, it is necessary to
introduce certain types of "boundaries", which are connected in a, characteristic
manner with "pauses" discussed earlier. It has been said that apart from segments the phonetic representations of utterances in English and Polish must
contain pauses. It has proved inadequate for most utterances in the two languages to insert the pauses at syllable boundaries (cf. Assumption II). It is,
therefore, reasonable to assume that pauses are not introduced by the phonodifferent for
logical itself, but are realizations of certain sets of features
which are
different pause-types but all including the feature [segment]
already present in the phonological surface structure of utterances. A more
scientific term used to name such sets of features is "boundary" or "juncture";
the terirn `pause" is reserved for the possible phonetic fl,ctualizations of boundaries. The following kinds of boundary are important for stress placement rules 8:

(1) phonological phrase boundary (correlative to our//pause), which is
introduced by readjustment rules;
7 Naturally, the readjustment rules dividing utterances into phonological phrases
have to be carefully formulated, which is beyond the scope and purpose of this paper.
It should be mentioned, however, that these rules will have to account for certain performance factors (e. g. speed, register) and also for free variation.
The formative boundary "+" is disregarded here because it cannot block the application of stress placement rules. It will, nevertheless, have to be conwlered in a detailed
study, where the conversion of 0 into + in certain contexts influence, stress rule application.
9.
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(2,) -word boundary * (correlative, in certain configivations, to our / pause),

which operates within phonological phrases. It is introduced into syntactic
surface structures as a result of a general convention: "The boundary * is
is automatically inserted at the beginning and end of every string dominated
by a major category, i.e. by one of the lexical categories "noun", "verb",

"adjective", or by a category such as "sentence", "noun phrase", "verb
phrase", which dominates a lexical category" (Chomsky and Halle 1968: 366).
It appears from the convention that phonological phrase boundaries correlate with word boundaries associated with certain types of consituents (e.g.
"S "). The function of readjustment rules in the demarcation of utterances into
phonological phrases is the conversion of certain (specified) word boundaries
into phonological phrase boundaries in order to delimit the domain of cyclical

rule application. On the other hand, the readjustment rules have another
important function, signalled above, in connection with the * boundary.
Namely, proper modification of the syntactic structure within the phonological
phrase, which is prerequisite for proper stress assignment in the phonological
component, is to a considerable degree the result of the application of languagespecific readjustment rules which:
(1)
(2)
(3)

delete * in certain positions
substitute * in certain positions
retain * in certain positions, to block undesirable phonological
processes

Likewise, the readjustment rules eliminate, retain, or even shift certain labelled brackets (e.g. in the case of "proclities" and "enclitics" of some lexical
formatives) in order to ensure the correct application of the transformational
cycle and also of other, non-cyclical, phonological rules. The importance of such
modifications may be seen even from a superficial analysis of ad hoc examples;

e.g. the presence of * prevents incorrect stress shift in words with affixes
that are neutral in respect to stress placement: English: teach # ing, happi#ness;
Polish: posz/i* byamy, zabrali
It seems that as far as stress is concerned the readjustment rules of Polish
might eliminate the boundaries and labelled brackets far more radically than
those of English (though this may not-be quite true, as there are other aspects
of phonology to consider). This is connected with the fact'that the transforma-

tional cycle operating within the word (defined tentatively, after Chomsky
and Halle 1968: 13, as a constituent by the configuration ** ...* * with no

internal occulence of * *, with no brackets involved as yet) is probably
"shorter" in Polish than in English. This, in turn, may be caused by the fact
that Polish has a "fixed" word stress, in the sense that primary and weaker
stresses are assigned in the majority of cases automatically to certain syllables

of the word, disregarding its internal structure with respect to both * and

12 ;I;
.
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labelled bracketing (but cf. compounds below). Thus, the transformational
cycle operates on words after pre-cyclical rules within the words have been
applied (if any), yielding ultimately forms with the primary stress on the penultimate syllable, tertiary stress (second strongest. permitted in words) on the
first syllable, if there are four or more syllables, and weaker stresses, unspeci1

3

1

1.

fled at this point, on all the remaining syllables, e.g., spoked, spokojny, zaspokoid.

There are exceptions that must be accounted for in the lexicon or, prefer 3
1
ably, by the readjustment rules, e.g. prezydent, matematyka; also compounds
in which the tertiary stress is assigned to that syllable which received primary
1

1.

3

3

1

stress in the first element of the compound, e.g. szaroniebieski vs. dalekobieiny,
1
1
1
but cf. Wielkanoc, zegarmistrz, Bialystok, compounds in which the second
element is a monosyllable'.
In English, more frequently than in Polish, categorial features of words
and the internal structure of complex forms are indispenSable cues for stress
assignment, Word stress can be assigned properly only when these cues are
present in the phonological, surface structure,: e.g., they must be available to
1

3

1

J.

3

secure correct stress placement in import (N) and import (V) and in photograph
1

3

1

VS. photography vs. photographic, etc. Ohomsky and Halle (1968) provided the
first insight into the system of rules that assign stresses to English words and

also some of the rules that ensure proper stress placement. These must be
included, elaborated and modified in a detailed description of stress patterns
in English. It is quite possible that the "etymological"approachl° to the study
of English stress (largely unnecessary for Polish, it seems) may provide new

insights into the discussion. Even at this point, however, it is possible to state
that the English rules of word stress assignment and the readjustment rules
pertaining to them exceed in number and complexity those of Polish. The phonological surface structure of Polish appears to be shallower than that of

English and as there are no vowel reduction rules in Standard Polish ac-

companying stress assignment rules (as is the case in English), the underlying
lexical representations of formatives may turn out to be less abstract than in
English.
The problems of stress assignment in phonological phrases involving constituents larger than words (as defined tentatively) are relatively simple in
both English and Polish as long as (1) emphatic stress is not involved, (2)
Wierzchowska (1971: 219 ff.) suggests that in present-clay Polish there is a tendency
1

3

to reverse the positions of the stronger and weaker stresses, e.g. jczykoznawstwo.
" This: I believe, is the approach of Keyser and Halle in their "Evolution of Stress
in English".

6-0-

Polish

unmarked for stress

irrelevant
to stress placement
within simple words

stress contours assigned

stress contours assigned in the course of the ,transformational cycle:
at and over word level
within words and over
word level

in lobo

stress plaCement

definition of the maximal domain of transformational cycle (phonological phrase demarcation)
largely
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unmarked for stress
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English
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input to the readjustment
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A section of TG grammar in stress placement
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the phonological, phrase (sentence) is analysed completely into words that
are lexical categories and include no proclitics or enclitics, i.e. non-lexical
formatives, (3) the word order of Polish is "neutral", i.e. comparative to that
of English. These conditions are in fact, met in our examples (1) and (2), on
the basis of which the general statement may be made that in English the tendency is to assign the nuclear stress (i.e. the primary ionic stress of the phonological phrase) to the primary-stressed syllable of the rightmost word of the
phrase, while in Polish the tendency is to assign the nuclear stress to the primary-stressed syllable of the leftmost word (see (13) and (14)).
The more complex phrases, in which the three conditions are not met, have
to be accounted for in the detailed descriptions of these aspects in English and
Polish, It is proposed that such descriptions be made within the framework of
TG theory, on the basis of a principle which is a modification of Assumption III,
as elaborated above.. Diagram on p. 134 summarizes in a systematic way all
the aspects of the principle which have been discussed; moreover, it indicates
the .points at which the grammars of Polish and English are likely to differ/

converge with respect to stress contours.
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INTONATION OF ENGLISH AND POLISH DECLARATIVE
SENTENCES

HALINA MACKIEWICZKRASSOWSKA
Adam, Mid:iv:vice University, Poznan.

In the present paper an attempt will be made to outline briefly the chief
intonational features of English and Polish declarative sentences. It seems reas-

onable enough to begin our discussion by stating in what sense the terms
"intonation" and "declarative sentence" are to be used.
A declarative sentence is sometimes defined as an utterance which reports
the state of affairs, but conveys no emotional involvement on the part of the
speaker, whose attitude to the information expressed in the statement remains
neutral and detached. This definition, if accepted, implies that dgelarative
sentence is characterized by a single intonational pattern only. As a matter
of fact that pattern is similar in both languages: the sentences sound rather
monotonous and a regular fall on the last prominent word of the sequence is
easily perceived. For the purposes of our preent investigation we therefore
suggest a somewhat broader definition which differs from the on mentioned.
,above,in that it takes into account the speaker's attitude to the thought expressed in his statement. The clue to the intepretation of the statement is provided
by intonation. Since there are dialectal variations among intonations and each
may have its own melody, it should be noted that we shall deal only with the
intonation of RP English used by the educated Southern British speakers on
the one hand, and the intonation of standard educated Polish on the other.
As Daniel Jones put it "intonation may be defined as the variations which
take place in the pitch of the voice in connected speech, i.e. the variations in
the pitch of the musical note produced by the vibration of the vocal cords"
(Jones 1964: 275). In other words the rises and falls in pitch level produce
intonation in any language.
When we talk about the intonation of any language, we usually have in
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mind the pitch patterns, the speech times or melodies, the musical features
of the language. But the pitch patterns or tunes of a given language are not
necessarily the same in form as those of other languages. Consequently, the
effects produced also differ, although, in some cases they may be very similar,
if not the same. Moreover, in any language there is a limited number of pitch
patterns used to produce definite meaningful effects. This makes it possible
to describe the most frequently recurring patterns of pitch. It will be noted that
intonation is always systematic and specific. This means that, though languages may, to a certain degree, resemble one another in this respect, there is no

universal` intonation. Intonation also contributes in a great measure to our
understanding of a given sentence, because it provides us with additional information concerning the attitude of the speaker to the idea conveyed in his
statement.
Basically, there are two functions of intonation: accentual and non-accentual. In the first one intonational changes are the best means of rendering
prominent for a listener those parts of an utterance on which the speaker wislie
to concentrate attention. In its non-accentual function, intonation distinguishes
among different types of sentences and, moreover, provides us with some infor-

mation as to the speaker's personality or emotional attitude, either to the listener or to the topic of conversation.
The tunes of language also constitute important active intonational elements. Times, strictly speaking, are the complete pitch patterns of sense groups.
In English they always occur in association with stresses which are used on the
words to which it is desired to give prominence in the sentence, but to which no
particular feeling is attached. Stress is simply the energy of articulation which

is used while uttering a word. It should not be confused with accent which
additionally has a pitch-change. In English we have both accent and stress,
the latter one is free. In Polish we have only fixed accent, falling generally on the

penultimate syllable of a word.
The present author assumes that there are six basic tunes in Polish and in
English. Some of them differ considerably in pitch. All English high tunes are
medium tunes in Polish. The six times are:
1. Low fall, marked [j; appears in Polish and English. The voice falls from a
medium to a very low pitch.
2. High fall, marked [1; typical of English. The voice falls from a high to a
very low pitch.
2a. Medium fall, marked [-.]; typical of Polish. The voice falls from a little
above medium to a very low pitch.
3. Rise-fall, marked n; the voice first rises from a fairly low to a high pitch
in English and less than high in Polish, and then quickly falls to a very
low pitch. To make the expression "less than high" more precise, we may
say that the pitch is here half way between medium and high.
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4.

Low rise, marked [_]; appears both hi Polish and English. The voice rises

6.

Fall-rise, marked [.,]; the voice falls from a fairly high in English and less
than high in Polish to a rather low pitch, and then, still within the word,

during the word from a low pitch to a medium pitch or a little above.
5. High rise, marked rj; typical of English. The voice rises during the word
from a medium pitch to a high pitch.
5a. Medium rise, marked [..-]; typical of Polish. The voice rises from a little
above low to a little above medium pitch.

rises to a medium pitch.
The system of notation used here is the same as used by I. D. O'Connor
and G. F. Arnold, except for the markers of typically Polish tunes, which are
introduced by the present author. Additional symbols used in the present
paper are as follows. Each syllable is marked [---] and 11 vertical line I is used
do divide a sentence into sense groups. Above each sentence a diagram illustrating pitch variations appears.
At this point of our discussion let us go through the different types of
declarative sentences and see which tunes are the most common in both languages. The division into the types of statements is that of Kingdon's, although some modifications have been made.
The most popular type of declarative sentences is a straightforward statement.

John's \smoking.

He's 'coining tomorrow.

\
Jan `pall.

.

marry pia Itego listo\ pada.
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Straightforward statements sound light and airy in English. It is probably due
to the high fall end of the sentence and considerably high beginning. Polish
sentences sound more monotonous, their beginning is a little higher than the
-level tune and the fall at the end is from a medium to a low pitch.
Another type of declarative sentences is a mocking or impatient statement.
Its intonation is different in English and Polish. In English the rise-fall tune
is generally used. In Polish the sentence starts with a medium pitch and falls
to a very low pitch on the most prominent word and stays there.

En\
I

A

know.

They're A there.

INie \znam. tej

0 lhawiam sag, e nie \beck!, po itrzehne.

Occasionally statements are infinished. This results in a different pattern.
Such sentences in both examined languages start with approximately the same
tune, but they end differently. English sentences usually end with a law rise
tune. Polish sentences for the most part have very levelled intonation and the

final tune is the- same as the opening one.

'After /dinner we will have some music.
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If you lwant /this one it'll cost you double,

die 1Zeli Ideszez tbedzie Ipadat zostaniem w donut.

Wtedy IsloAce za tezclo przv to-rzewae
r,

i

ptaki Apiewae.

There are also statements in which the intonation pattern indicates the
,j)eaker's lack of interest in, casual attitude towards, or detachement from the
,ubject matter, They are called perfunctory statements. Their pitch pattern
are different in Polish and English. Thus, for the latter the intonation remains
on a very low level and takes a low rise pitch on the last prominent word of a
sense group. In Polish the last prominent word takes a rise-fall pitch and the
preceding words of an utterance are on a medium pit eh level.

I don't think it matters.

You've got Iplenty of /time.

Alone to i Aprawda.

Nie is4dze IZeby to 'mit& znaAczenie.
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Another type of 'declarative sentences, the implicatory statements; have a
fall-rise pitch in English, where it sometimes suggests an analogy, and a medium.
-fall pitch in Polish. The fall-rise intonation is very rarely used in Polish. In the
implicatory statements the speaker intends his hearer to understand more than

the words themselves convey.

Alre prc./fer 'coffee.

It 'won't be

daluk l)("v

\ezu"l

The implieatory statements Nvit h interrogatiVi.

NVillek"

1.(111.0

Although, they are given the grammatical structure

a statement, they art,

questions.

You

/lilac

Sugar.

hint.

/Lninsz go.

In English

it

high rise pitch isuseil flail in Polish a nu tliu.nt. rise pitch,
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Still another type of declarative sentence is the insinuating statenicnt.
In English such statements take a fall-rise pitch, but it is preceded by an initial rising stress which emphasizes the insinuation contained in the tune. An.
analogous sentence in Polish would have a fall-rise intonation pattern.

They'Ve

arrived.

He's 'coming tOmo vrrow.

To za I latwisz tvsprawe.

Finally, the enumerations. The intonation pattern is the same for both.
languages. When the items in enumeration arc alternative they all have a low
rise pitch except the final one, which takes a high falling tune, in Polish a me-

dium falling one. to indicate that the list is complete.

You can have coffee. 01' ,tea. 01' \cocoa.

...
Ala m.

j

apiei

. /.

/
I

y.

Zel'W011V.

/

_f
Ille leS :I

I

zo y.

As this brief analysis of Polish and English declarative sentences intonation

shows, the falling intonation is used in Polish for the majority of cases. In
Polish more words are uttered on a level tune which evokes the effect of 111.011.0-

-tom- to some non-Polish speakers. Moreover, an average Pole's pitch of voice
does not go as high as that of an English man. This also accounts for the relative
paucity of those characteristic ups and downs heard in an English utterance.

Even Polish women use lower high tunes than Englishwomen. The present
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author is inclined to believe that in Polish the force of articulation combined
with greater loudness of theprominent word gives intonational meaning to the
utterance. Since the accent in Polish is fixed and a pitch is in a way bound to it,
the effect of pitch change is not produced. Sometimes the loudness of the accen-

ted words is such that even the most prominent pitch change in the sentence
could not be possibly perceived.
In both language intonation consists basically of a slowly descending series
of level tunes. The stresses in English and the accents in Polish fall on more important words in an utterance and are interspersed with unstressed or unac-

cented syllables. Both meaning and feeling are added to this framework by
replacing the level tune of the most promAient word by a different tune.
As we have seen from the above examples, the pitch patterns of English
an Polish statements are on the whole different. The only similarity in the intonational pattern can be noticed in straightforward statements and the patterns
used for enumeration. Even then, the similarity is only apparent, as the Polish
tunes, the high fall especially, are lower than those of English.
The study of Polish sentence intonation has, so far, been largely neglected.

Only a handful of scholars took enough interest in the matter to produce
-some rather sketchy and general observations concerning the intonation of
Polish statements and questions. The tentative preliminary analysis undertaken in this essay, short and inexhaustivc as it must needs be, has also been
greatly hampered by the paucity anal inadequacy of reliable scientific material
dealing with the problem of PoliSh sentence intonation. It is to be hoped, howev-

er, that this interesting question will soon receive due scholarly attention.
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INTONATION OF INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES IN
ENGLISH AND POLISH
ALIOJA WOLOSZYK
Adam Mickieuicz University, Poznah

When discussing intonation patterns of any language we must make a distinction between two basic functions of intonation. The accentual function
becomes important when the speaker makes those parts of a sentence prominent on which attention should be concentrated and where the word carrying
primary accent is marked by the pitch change occurring at the beginning of
this word. The other function, the non-accentual function, helps to distinguish
different types of sentences, e.g. the same sequence of words may be used with
one type of intonation and be interpreted as a statement or with another and

be interpreted as a question. Besides this, information as to the speaker's
emotional attitude may be derived from his intonation.
Intonation in its accentual and non-accentual functions, concerned with the
distinction of sequence types, constitutes a linguistic system which has a com-

muniative function within a particular community.
Let us see how both the functions of intonation are realized in English
and Polish in the case of qUestions. There are four degrees of accentuation in an

English utterance:
a) primary (or nuclear) accent the syllable which receives the accent is
the one on which the change in the direction of pitch starts. The nucleuS
is on the syllable on which particular attention is to be concentrated.
There are four types of nucleus: falling, rising, falling-rising and risingfalling.

The falling nucleus.
The glide may start from the highest pitch of the voice range and fall to the

lowest pitch (high fall) or from a mid pitch to the lowest pitch (low fall).
10 Papers and Studies v. II
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When a fall occurs on a syllable containing a short vowel the glide of a low fall
is rapid and not easily perceptible. It may also be realized as low pitch in rela-

tion to a preceding higher pitch.

5

What have you 'got?

What have you got?
The rising nucleus.

The glide may start from a low pitch and go up to mid, or start from mid
pitch and go up to the highest pitch, As with the falling nucleus, it is most easily
perceptible when it occurs On a syllable containing a log wowel or diphthong
or a voiced continuant consonant:

Can yo

see?

When it occurs on a short syllable, in is usually more rapid and not easily
perceitable:

Can she cook?

1Can she cook?

When syllables follow the nucleus

the tail the rise is achieved by means of a
relatively low pitch on the nuclear syllable:
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Is it raining?

'Are you ,comfortable?
The falling-rising nucleus.

The voice falls from a fairly high to a rather low pitch and then, still within

the word, rises to a mid pitch. It never appears with questions.
The rising falling nucleus.

The glide rises from a fairly low to a high pitch and then quickly falls to a
very low pitch. A fall may be reinforced by a rise, especially on a long syllable

containing a voiced continuant consonant:

D'youAreally ,want it?
A short syllable followed by a tail may be relined as a- low accented nuclear

syllable followed by a fall on the tail

OhAwould vou?

b) secondary accent
the pitch level changes on the accented (marked)
syllable in the case of a pitch prominent accent and
c) in the ease of a secondary accent without pitch prominence the 1,ent
is marked by qualitative, quantitative Or rhythmic prominence (mar-ked).

When there arc syllables which precede the nucleus, they may have pitch yrom-

inence which means that they are given a high level pitch when initial, or a_
high level pitch in relation to preceding syllables
10

14
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When do you

want it?

The first prenuclear accented syllable is known as the head. The syllables
occurring between the head and the nucleus constitute the body. Accented
syllables within the body may be given pitch prominence by means of a step
down in pitch or by means of a step up. Prenuclear syllables may also be accented without pitch prominence only for reasons of stress. They may be said on a

relatively low level, especially when they precede a high head:

Can you be 'quite sure?
If these syllables occ-u within the body, they have the same pitch as the preceding pitch prominent syllable:

.

Will you be icoming to Isee us ,off?
After a rising nucleus the syllables given secondary accent continue on a rising
pitch:

Did you see him. iyesterday?
If they are in the final position, they may have additional pitch prominence:

0

Does he like dogs?

14,1
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d) 'Unaccented syllables do not usually have pitch or any other kind of
prominence and they'are unmarked. They are normally relatively low
whether the nucleus is a fall or a rise. Within the body they remain at
almost the same pitch as the preceding accented syllables:

Will you be able to l come to/morrow?
In Polish changes in the pitch of the voice are not connected with partic-

ular grammatical forms but they characterize longer spoken utterances.
Intonation may also have the non-accentual function and inform the listener
about the speaker's emotional attitude.
The last syllable in Polish questions is usually a high one. The tune of the
last or the last two syllables of the utterance plus the stressed syllable has the
most important function. The changes of the pitch on these syllables constitute
the basic tune.
In Polish the following syllables may ne accented:
1. The first syllable of the basic time.
2. In the longer utterance the syllable on which the pitch is the highest,
that is, the tone is higher than at the end of the preceding and the beginning of the following syllable.
3. The syllable which precedes the one with an equally high tune, and the
tune falls down then, but the following syllable is still lower.
4. At the beginning of an utterance the stressed syllable precedes the syllable bearing the lower tune, or
5. Precedes the syllable with an equally high tone after which the tune
falls.

Intonation is closely connected with stress in Polish.
There are six basic tunes characteristic of Polish intonation: low rise,
high rise, low fall, high fall, low level and high level. Low rise is the most
common tune used in questions in Polish:

Czy mam ci pornoc?
The final rise is usually more strongly articulated and the syllable pronounced
with greater strength. The low rise starts with the low tone. The beginning of

this basic tune is at the same time its lowest point.
1 4 C)
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All the falling and rising tunes may have optional variants when there
are two or more syllables in an utterance, e.g. in a two syllable utterance
pronounced with the rising tunes both the syllables may have
a) the low level tone, as in:

Jest tu jakag kreda?
or b) the first one the level and the second one the rising intonation, as in:

Jest tu jakag kreda?

or e) the first the rising and the second the level intonation, as in:

Jest tu jakag kreda?
It may happen that two patterns of tunes may have a common variant.
not lead to ambiauitv, since when the tune is uttered and
perceived, its phonetic value counts, too, and thus helps to decide which of
the patterns is realized even if the melody itself is ambiguous.
For our purpose of discussing the non-accentual function of intonation
we shall divide the questions in Polish into six groups.
This, howevei',

General questions.

General questions in Polish usually end in a rise. These are normal, neutral
and polite questions:

1

interest

Czy- to wielka sztuka?

___J

suggestion, interest

Pojdzieray do kina?
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polite inquiry

Czy dola,6 Cl wina?

They may, however, end in a fall when the attitude is mocking, ironical or
insistent:
mocking, ironical
Jesteg zupehiie pewien?

\

insistent

Chcesz to sam zrobia?

mocking, ironical

I ty mu wicrzysz?
As can be seen from the above examples, normal and neutral questions have
a somewhat diversified pitch pattern, and mocking, ironical or insistent follow
the pattern: low level, rise and fall.
Special questions.

If they express interest or curiosity, they usually end in a rise:
curiosity, interest

-

Co kupilag?

curiosity, interest

Dokad idziesz?

They end with a fall when the speaker wants to express a reproach:

141'
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reproach
Dlaczego to zrobileg?

concern, reproach

Kto za to zaplaci?
If the attitude is hostile, the low fall is used:
hostility

impoliteness
Gdzie ?

impatience

Po co?
Alternative questions.

They are based structurally on the general-question type but the last pair of
alternatives, or sometimes the only pair of alternatives, are separated by the
conjunction czy which helps to identify this type of questions. Alternative
questions always have fall-rise at the end:

Wolisz ciastka czy lody?
g=01.111,

0

Mleko, kakao, herbata czy kawa?
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Interrogative repetitions,

Interrogative repetitions end in a fall if we want to confirm the information

we have got:

Wyszli przed godzina,?

Nie ma go od wczoraj?
If we want, however, to express a great deal of surprise upon hearing a piece of

news, our repetition will end in a rise:

_

J

incredulous, impressed

Wr &II do iony?

impressed, concerned

Ukradli jej calf, pcnsje?
Echo questions.

These questions in Polish do not differ in form from interrogative repetitions but they follow a different intonation pattern. They express a greater
emotional attitude of the speaker than in the previous type. They. are characterized by a high rise:
surprise, horror
Nie wrOci?

/

incredulity

Pieni4dze?

horror
Zrobileg to?

14-)
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Question tags.

Any statement ending

with a word pratala, niepawdai equivalent to
English question tags corresponds to English
question. tag sentence type. The
intonation of any interest to us is eontained in the
word prawda or nieprawdaz'.
the whole rest of the sentence., that is, the part
preceding the tag has nothing
to do with the intonation characteristic for questions.
which is important for our purposes. The attitude It is the time of the tag
expressed may vary:
hope, interest, expectation
for agreement, confirmation

Odwiedzisz nas, prawda?
accusation
insistence

A jednak to zrobileA, niepritivdaZ?

mocking, ironic

Ty wiesz lepiej. prawda?

demanding agreement
Nic AV i OS% .

pra W(lit ?

Questions in English that will be discussed in. the paper are also divided
into six groups.
General questions.

Low falling nucleus.
Are you coining? impatient
Are you \going? impatient

I Have you got the \tickets? uninvolved
High falling nucleus.
,Can we, have it' now?
Rising falling nucleus.
Can you be^ sine?
mocking, suspicious
he?

mocking. incredulous

5
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Low rising nucleus.
Are they coming?
Is he?
'Can you /come?
ICari you come, next week?
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insistent
doubtful, indifferent
polite, interested
bored, uninterested

High rising nucleus.

This tune is essentially associated with questions.
eagerness, brightness
enthusiasm or asking for
repetition

'Coffee?

'Like it?
Monday?

john?
I Can you /come?

eager expectancy
Can we afford it?
concern, apprehension
Multi-nuclear patterns.
Falling nuelens+fall.
\Can she` do the' work?
Falling nucleus+rise.
Are' sure that` George and `Mary/know?
Rising aucleus+fall.

Can you expect them to/ do it
impatience

a` lone?
R is ing nueleus 4- rise.

Will you be,coming to/ see us
unenthusiastic

on/ :Monday?

Special forst ions.

Low falling nucleus.
\When?
'What do you i want to \do?

curt
blunt to strangers
unemotional to intimates

\\ .hat arc we going to do?

bored

High falling nucleus.
surprise, indignation

Why?

How can she?
Rising falling nucleus.

Whit does hisAfather

suspicious, indignant

do2

Low rising nucleus.

Row did you do it?

insistence; the lower, the start of

a rise, the greater insistence
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What's theztime?
What have you been/ doing?

polite inquiry
unsympathetic, threatening
cross-examination

High rising nucleus.
The tune associated with questions:
/ When?
asking for repetition, incredulity
Multinuelear patterns.
Falling nucleus ± fall.
What do you\ think we eau do?.
Falling nucleus + rise.
How many seats were you 'able to ,get?
Rising nucleus + fall.
,What on,, earth do you, think you are doing?
impatience
Rising nucleus -j- rise.

\\lien were you ,thinking of, paying itzhack?
patronizing, sarcastic
Alternative questions.

There are three patterns of intonation of alternative questions.
High rise ;-high fall.
Will you hay" 'this or that one?

insistence on choosing one or the
other

Do you prefer 'plums or 'apples
or 'pears or' cherries?
High rise.

no other fruit available

Would you like 'this or 'that?
Ciln I show you any socks or
'ties or handkerchiefs?

or anything else

or anything else you want to
(the list of alternatives is

see

not full)
Level + high rise.

Can I show you any 'socks or 'ties or /handkerchiefs?
(in rapid speech)
Interrogative repetitions.

Level+ high rise.

Has! Henry !seen them?
Are they in the 'hall?
'Who took the i silk 'shirt?

12
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The speaker wants to confirm his impression.

Has 'Henry seen them?
Are they in the /'hall?
Who took the 'silk 'shirt?
Doubt about some word.

Has "Henry 'seen them?
Level+low rise.
Are they in the; hall?
Who took the, silk 'shirt?

shock, surprise
shock, surprise

Echo questions.
High rising nucleus associated with questions.
It I is?

You 'did?
You actually 'saw him?

surprise, incredulity
indignation, horror, surprise

Question tags.

Low rising nucleus.

doubtful, asking for information

He's' got one, ,hasn't he
Low falling nucleus.

calmly presupposing agreement

He \does, \doesn't he
High falling nucleus.

demanding agreement

She' doesn't," dots she?

As we can see from the above discussion the intonation of questions in
English and Polish has some certain common features. The accentual function of intonation may be quoted as the example, since there are certain
common rules, one of which may be the change of pitch on the stressed syllable. English intonation, however, in its non-accentual function is to a
certain degree fixed. Polish intiation depends largely on the speaker's
emotional attitude and sometimes on his origin.
According to Gimson (1962 : 256ff), there is a special tune characteristic
for EnglA questions. This is the high rising tune, e.g. When John? Coffee?
According to Hat (1964: 114 ff) however, a rising pitch at the end can scarcely
be described as the question signal. Opinions vary here, this is probably due
to the important role of the attitudinal function of intonation.. Many questions end in a fall. The changes may affect even the traditional division into:

15;)
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general questions
falling intonation
versus special questions
rising intonation (examples on the preceding
pages).
In Polish all the types of questions which usually end in a rise may end
in a fall when there is a great emotional load, and vice versa those usually

ending in a fall may end in a rise when the speaker wants to express his
feelings fully. The low rising tune most characteristic for the majority of
neutral questions is rather monotonous. For four levels possible:
4
3

2

Co

bid?

ro
1

only two are used. It may exceptionally happen that the third level is used
when the speaker wants to give a word some extra meaning. Then, the accented syllable of this word may reach the third level:
to

3

2

Co main

raz

bia?

re

1

The pattern of intonation depends to a great extent on the emotional
attitude of the speaker, on the circumstances in which the phrase is uttered
and also on the context. Neutral intonation used by one speaker in a given
situation may become offensive when used by another, or when the utterance
is directed to another hearer, e.g. quoted above: What do you want to do?
There are various means for signalling the attitude of the speaker. The
speed at which the sequence is uttered, all sorts of unarticulated sounds
accompanying the utterance, various sorts of pauses and junctions and sighs
may add some extra meaning to what the speaker wants to convey. There
may also be extreme high and low ranges of intonation, and eontinous level
intonation which in both the languages may change the meaning of an utterance.
It should be stated here that the aim of the paper was to make some
preliminary remarks concerning the intonation of Polish, rather than to
discuss the problem in detail, since the research in this area is in its first stage.
The information. concerning the accentual and non-accentual function of

intonation in English has been based on O'Connor and Arnold (1961 : 7 if)
and Gimson (1962 : 256 ff), and the." part .on the accentual function of intonation in Polish on Jassem (1962 58'ff).
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INTONATION OF IMPERATIVE SENTENCES AND REQUESTS IN
POLISH AND IN ENGLISH1
BOGITSLAW MABEK
Maria Curie-Sklodowska University. Lublin

The system of intonation patterns available in English has been subjected to far more detailed analysis than that of any other language. The
result is that a non-British linguist can probably say more about English
intonation than about contours occurring in his own tongue. The industry of
teaching English, rapidly developing after the Second World War, has shown

that mastering intonation patterns used in every-day speech is far more
important than learning individual sounds. As a response to this discovery
there 'appeared a number of textbooks of intonation. Despite their existence,
a, teacher of English phonetics is certainly aware of the enormous difficulties

that foreign students find in learning .intonation patterns. The reason for
this is obvious. Intonation cannot be learned, or taught, by the same methods

as sounds. It usually takes some time before a student manages to satisfactorily imitate a contour and a number of repetitions is required before he
memorizes it. But this makes things even worse. An intonation pattern once
learned will be used in a number of situations which allow an utterance of
the type on which the pattern was practiced. This may cause some disturbance in communication. The effect of using a particular intonation pattern
with some utterance may someti tries totally differ from the one intended by

the speaker. The same holds true when a student without, or with little
intonation training transfers cont ours from his mother tongue. Polish learners
of English reveal a tendency to use rising or falling-rising intonation7with
1 English intonation patterns d i scussed below are those which are common in a dialect labelled by Wiktor Jassem (195 2) as Educated Southern British. A shorb note on the

intonation of General American is appended to the present study.
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Wh- Questions:
NA. here do you, live?

What's your, name?
Such contours are possible in English but they arc used in special situations
when the expression of some particular attitudinal meaning is desired.
The possibility of there being identical intonation patterns in two different

languages only complicates the matter. Every language makes use of its
intonation contours according to a fixed system of rules 2. The intonation of
an utterance is an immediate consequence of the underlying, intended meaning of that utterance. In other words, intonation is subordinate to the deep.

semantic structure of every sentence 3. A statement that intonation of an.
utterance expresses sonic attitude of the speaker must then be understood
in the way that the deep structure of that utterance requires that one, particular intonation pattern in order to bring out the underlying meaning.
A comparison of English and Polish intonation patterns will provide more

than mere indications for teachers. An analysis of various attitudes and
emotions expressed by means of intonation will allow to discover rules govern-

ing the way in which native speakers of Polish and English use intonation.
contours available in both languages.
Imperative sentences provide perhaps the best material for such an analysis;

as they can range from polite, pleading requests to firm, serious commands
or even threats." A 'description of the ways in which intonation serves to
express a variety of "shades of meanings" will be preceded by a list of most.
commonly used types of imperative sentences and requests, classified according

to their grammatical structures. There are at least three factors to justify
this procedure. First, it will not always be possible to find pairs parallel to.
one another, second, not all -itonation patterns available in both languages
will be possible with some particular imperative sentences and third, one
intonation pattern can express different attitudes with each of the enumerated
types.
Type 1

True Imperatives

In English such imperative sentences are introduced by a verb identical
in form with bare infinitive. In Polish there is a separate form for verbs in.
the Imperative Mood. Examples: Go! Stay! Be careful! Leave it alone! Tell
me the truth! Odejai! Zostan! Uwaiaj! Zostaw to! Powiedz mi prawde!
2 Some attempts to discover such rules have already been made /an early article by
Robert P. Stockwell (1964)/ but the treatment of intonation within the frainework of
Generative Phonology is by no means satisfactory.
3 It has already been shown that the Surface Structure of an utterance does not.
provide a sufficient ground for the rules of the Phonological Component and that some
deeper penetration is necessary (cf. Bresnan: 1971).
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Infinitive

This type appears in Polish but not in English. Examples: WsiadaO!
Wysiadao! Rozejtgo siQ!

Type 3
Prosze (please)+Infinitive
Also found only in Polish. Examples: ProszQ zaczekao! ProszQ odejt56!
Proszc powstao!

Type 4

Please+True Imperative

Such imperatives are very common in English and serve to express a
request. Examples: Please help me! Pass me the salt please! Sit down please!
This construction is found also in Polish but because of its distinct function
it is more convenient to classify it as Type 8a.
Type 5
Sentences other than imperative used as commands
Type 5a
Statements in the future tense. Examples: You will do as I tell
you! You will see the box into the van! Zaniesiesz ten list do pans X.! POjdziesz
po papierosy! Pojdziesz, pojdziesz!
Type 5b

Interrogative sentences used as imperatives

This type is found only in Polish. English sentences beginning with "Will
you...", "Could you..." have been classified as Type 7 a. Examples: POjdziesz
stcid? Dajesz mu to czy the?
Conditional sentences used as imperatives. Examples: Dalbyti mi
wreszcie spok6j! Uspokoilbyt4 siQ wreszcie. You might try and make a little
less noise!
Type 5c

Type 6
Type 6a

Compound imperatives

with a co-ordinating conjunction. Examples: Come and have a look!

Go and hang yourself! Clio& to i popatrz! Zostaw to na stole i odejdi! Pojdziesz do kina i kupisz dwa bilety.
with a subordinating conjunction. Examples: Tell him the truth
and you'll see. Spare the rod and spoil the child. Zjedz obiad to pojdziesz.
Powiedz mu prawdQ to zobaczysz. Zostaw go w spokoju bo dostaniesz.
Type 6b

Requests introduced by an auxiliary. Examples: Will you pass me
the salt? Will you pass me the salt please? Could you help?
The corresponding construction in Polish is made by an interrogative form
of the verb "moc". Examples: Czy moiesz mi podao sol? Czy mOglbym
prosio o sol?
Type 7a

Type 7b

Requests introduced by "won't" and "mote"

Examples: Won't you sit down? Won't you come in? Moie usiadziesz. Mote
pan wejdzie?
11*
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Type 8

Type 8 a

Emphatic Imperatives.

introduced by "do" in English, and "prosze +True Imperative

in Polish. Examples: Do sit down! Do be careful! Do come in! ProszQ CIQ daj
mi spokoj! TJwaAaj, prosz

Imperatives with a Subject. Examples: You shut up! You be
Type 8 b
quiet! You do it! Ty siedi cicho! Ty uwaiaj! Sam uwaiaj! Sam to zrob!
Set phrases used as polite requests. Examples: Would you -kindly tell
Type 9
me the way to the station? Would you be so good as to bring me a cup of tea?
Would you mind saying that again? Moie bQdzie paii-tak uprzejmy i poda mi

ksiaikc. Moie pokaie mi pan z laski swojej jakig plaszcz.
The table on p. 165 presents intonation contours recognized in English and
Polish which may appear with imperative sentences and requests. Each type of
imperative receives the value "+" if a,particular intonation pattern can be

assigned to it, and "" otherwise. "0" indicates that a given type is not
found in one of the two languages.
It can be seen that most of the patterns appear both in Polish and in English.

On the other hand some contours occur only in one of the languages It
must be kept. in mind that the present analysis is concerned 'with a material
limited to imperative. sentences and requests.. The Rise-Fall "i\ ", which does

not appear with commands in Polish may very well appear with other utter,
ances e. g., :Lc&

cril\Eir

(Certainly!)

We arc now in a position to examine various attitudinal meanings of
imperative sentences and requests and the ways they combine with partic7-

ular intonation contours. The type of notation used by David O'Connor
(1961) and Leszek Biedrzycki (1972) will be folloWed in the present article.
Type 1

True Imperative

Low Fall
The attitude carried by such imperatives will differ according to the shape of

the pre-nuclear pattern.
Don't \ do it.
Don't \ show it to him.
\Pass it to him.
With a low pre-nuclear pattern the attitudinal meaning of these sentences
is described by O'Connor and Arnold4 as calm, controlled, unemotional.
In Polish this intonation is used to express similar attitudes.
Labels for other attitudes and also most of the examples illustrating English into.
nation of imperatives have been taken from this source.
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\ Nie rob tego. /Don't do it/

Nie po\kazuj mu tego. /Don't show it to him/
\Podaj mi to. /Pass it to me/
The above examples reveal an interesting property of Polish intonation of
imperatives where the verb receives a kinetic tone unless it is a monosyllabic

word preceded by NEG "nie" onto which then the tone is transferred. In
English, sentences with this intonation would be interpreted as emphatic
e. g., Don't show it to him!
If the pre-nuclear pattern is high, both Polish and English imperative
sentences will sound serious, weighty or even impatient.
Sit , down.

'Don't you \ worry.
Tell me the \truth.
Be quiet for a I minute.
Daj mi ,spok6j. /Leave me in peace/
Powiedz mu. Zeby innie zolstawit w spo,koju. /Tell him to leave me in
peace/

The same intonation may express in Polish a warm or even a pleading
request and is often used when speaking to children. The patronising and
soothing effect is strengthened by a repetition of the verb. An adult would
find this intonation irritating.
No \ chodi, chodi. /Come on/
No ,zjedz jeszcze tro iszeczkc, zjedz. /Rave some more/

The above sentence might be said by a mother encouraging her child
to eat.
High, Fall
English imperative sentences will show more warmth than those discussed
above when said with a high-falling kinetic tone preceded by a low pre-nuelear
pattern.

Don't! /You'll hurt yourself/
Try it a` gain. /This time you may succeed/

In Polish, this intonation !mikes the imperative sentence with which it
occurs ,more insistent. avoiding possible coldness carried by a low fall. It is
usually used when the response should follow immediately.

Situtai tul /Sit clown here/
Za`czekaj! /Wait a minute,/
sprObuj! /Just try it and I'm not going to insist any more/
Tvlko
)
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In some cases intonation may suggest that a given action is the only logical
response to some situation. This is true both in English and in Petsh:

/I wish Aim didn't dislike me so./
Well, I don't -be so 'rude to her in future.

/Janek chce ieby mu potyczyo tc ksiaikc./
No to mu ja \ poiycz.
A high pre-nuclear patterns is used with English imperative sentences of the.

type discussed when it is desired to suggest some course of action. Neither
surprise nor demand can be felt with this intonation.

/The tea is too hot/
'Put some more \ milk in it.
/The lid doesn't fit/
Try turning it the l other way 'round.
This intonation pattern is not normally used in Polish with True Imperatives.
English commands may sound even more intense if a series of High Falls
appears.

/What shall I do with it?/
Give it to `me.
/Which one shall I buy?/
Buy which \ ever you can \ reasonably of \ ford.
Contours consisting of a series of High Falls can appear in Polish when
there is a repetition of the verb and is used as a response to, say, the listener's
hesitating behaviour.

Siadaj, \ siadaj. /Sit down. Don't wait for me./
\Pokai to, \ pokat. /Show it to me. Don't hide it./
Rise-Fail.

This intonation is used in English to disclaim responsibility or when refus-

ing to be involved in some affair.
/Could you help?/
I You fight your^own ,battles!

But 'don't 'say I I didn't^warn you.
A note of hostility is not the only possible interpretation and it depends on
the situational context as well as on the semantic contents of the sentence with
which this intonation occurs. The same contour can be used when refusing
credit for help or to express an insistent and somewhat reasuring invitation.
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/Thank you very much]
Don't^mention it.
/May I borrow your pen?/
"Do!
Low-Rise.

The importance of the pre-nuclear pattern in expressing various attitudinal
meanings is seen most clearly with this kinetic tone.
With low pre-tonic syllables English commands express a calm warning,
exhortation, reproving criticism.

/I'm going to throw it away./
1Don't do, that!
Careful! /You'll drop it./
In Polish this intonation is used to express a number of attitudes which
result from the feeling of expected continuation carried by a rise of the contour.
In imperative sentences containing two commands the first is often said with
rising intonation when it expresses a condition or cause. Such instances, can
also be expressed by a simple True Imperative which then must be said with a
terminal rise. The condition then sounds less definite and is understood as a

suggestion rather than necessity.

Za/ pytaj go. /Ask him and you'll know./
SprObuj. /Try and you'll see./
Simple imperative sentences, expressing an alternative or a cause are interpreted in Polish, when said with rising intonation, as strong,
urgent warnings
...-

or even as threats.
,Dawaj! /Give it to me or you'll be sorry./
fOdejdi! /Go away or ... /

Contours with a high pre-nuclear pattern are found only in English and
are used with imperative sentences to express a soothing and patronising attitude of the speaker. Children are often spoken to with this intonation but an
adult person would find it irritating.
Come / on. Conic to / Daddy.
High, Rise.

This intonation is used with True Imperatives in English (but not in Polish) when querying the listener's command. The presence or absence of surprise depends on the shape of the pre-nuclear pattern.
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/Take it home!/
Take it home ... /...did you say?/
I Take it / home!? /What for ? /

Fall-Rise.
English True Imperatives, when said with this intonation, carry a note of
reproachful. concern or of urgent warning.

/I'm going right to the top./
Bev careful

/I can't do it./
You must'try!
In Polish, depending on the situation, this intonation can express a polite
request, a warning or may simply reveal the speaker's interest,

"Daj! /Give it to me./
UvwaZaj! /Be careful./
"PokaZ! /Show it to me./
Fall -I- Rise.

This intonation is used both in Polish and in English to express a polite
request. In Polish this pattern is preferred to other "polite" contours when there

is a possibility of refusal which the speaker wants to prevent.
\ Try not to be / late.

\ Tell me the truth.

Pozwol mi jeszeze zostaa! /Let me stay here a little longer./
PoZycz mi jeszcze jedrl! /Lend me another one./
This contour is also used in some contexts to avhid a note of impatience or
irritation which might be felt with some other intonation pattern.

Don't make 1 matters any worse than they rare.
Daj nti spokoj! /Leave me in peace./
Type 2

Bare Infinitive.

This type, as mentioned above, is found only in Polish where it can be used
when addressing a group of people. Such commands are either impolite or at
most neutral as for their attitudinal meaning but when used to a single person,
they may contain a note of contempt. The only people who can use this type of

imperatives with impunity arc perhaps ticket collectors, and even then it
would be desirable to precede such commands with an introductory proszg"
/please/.

14
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Possible intonation contours and attitudinal meanings will now be shown

on the example of Wsiadad!" /Get in./
I Wsia,daO! /The train is just about to pull out./
Wsiadao! or Wsiadae,\ wsiada6! /Don't look around

said to somebody at

Wsiadae! or \Wsiada6, \wsiadae! /The same as above

said to some people

a distance./
close by./

Type 3

Prosze + Infinitive.

This type is used in Polish either when addressing a group of people or a
single person, usually an adult, when it is desired to avoid a straightforward
form with an implied "you". The word "proszc" is stressed and may (as will be
shown later) receive a kinetic tone.
Low Fall.

The attitude carried by this intonation can be described as calm and unemotional although sometimes, when preceded by a low pre-nuclear pattern,

cold with a note of impatience or even hostility.
Proszc \usi46e. /Sit down
iProszc \Usi466. /Sit down

a formal invitation./
said by a manager to a clerk who is going to be

dismissed on account of bad behaviour./
Despite their polite form such imperative sentences may be used as urgent,
serious commands.

Proszc AO nal tychmiast \wyjA6! /Leave the room at once./
High Fall.

A number of attitudes can be expressed with this intonation.
iProszc usi4M. /Sit down
if you say you're tired. Don't complain./
'Proszc usiaAd. /Polite, warm and encouraging invitation./
Proszc to' zabrao. /Yes, take it away encouraging and reasuring a person
who hesitates what to do./
Proszc stad wyjA6! /Go out!
an impatient conunand./
LowRise.

This contour is used when there is a series of commands of the type de.scribed. A doctor may use it when speaking to a patient.
Proszc sic poiloiye,, /Please lie down./
Proszc sic odwrOci6 na plecy. /Please turn on your back./
Proszc po,patrzeo na mnie. Dzic kujc. /Now look in my face. Thank you./

X65
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Imperatives of this type will sound more urging with a kinetic tone on
the word "prosze and will express a number of attitudes.
1Proszc iusiz06. /A command rather than an invitation with a note of
impatience./

Proszc lusi466. /More insistent but less hostile than the above example./
a pleading request/
Proszg mi ponuic. /Please help me
Yet in some contexts the same contour can bring out a great degree of hostil-

ity and may reveal the speaker's intention to get rid of some intruder.
Proszc sttld t odej6e. /Please go away./

Several attitutes can be expressed if both "prosze and some other word in
a sentence receive a kinetic tone.
a polite but insistent
request with a note of impatience./
pom6e. /Please help me. A request with a note of impatience
Proszg
that such an idea did not occur to the listener./
iProszc-ini nie prze` rymte. /Please don't interrupt, I was just going to say
that. A note of accusation, /
/Proszc nil nie przerywaa. /More hostile than above, possible reminder of
Prosze mi nie przesz/kadzae. /Please do not disturb

good manners./

Type 4

Please+Trite Imperative.

Such sentences are very common in English. The word "please" can either
be placed before the imperative sentence or follow it. The former instance adds
some degree of emphasis and in the latter ease, "please" has a function identiealwith that of "will you" in the same position. where it softens the command

and ttuns it into a request.
An obvious parallel can be observed between Please±Infinitive in Polish
and Please +True Imperative in English. In Polish "proszc" can also be followed
by a True Imperative yet there are some reasons which justify a rather different
treatment of. such constructions. An inspection of some examples should make

this assumption clear.
/1 / Proszc + Infinitive.
In. Proszc usit0a.
* lb. Proszc eic usia2ge.

lc. Blagam usigg.
ld. Blagam eic usiage.
(2) Proszc + True Imperative.
2a. Proszc
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2b. Prosze cie
2c. Magnin -usiadi.
2d. Blagam ei4 usizidi.

It .seems that there are certain differences in the way the word "prdsze"
behaves in (1) and (2). When followed by a True Imperative it can take an
Object (2b), or can be substituted by some other word, say, "blagam" meaning "I beg..." (2c), or both (2d). This may allow a conclusion that "prosze"
(1) which equals "please" when followed by a True Imperative in Enghslt,
is different from that in (2). This in turn makes it advisable to treat the construction under discussion as of a different type. As for the semantic interpretation
of such imperatives they resemble rather those emphatic English commands
(requests) which are introduced by the auxiliary "do", e.g. "Do be careul!"

"Oh, do shut upr'

As mentioned above, the word "please" in English, when followed by a' rue
Imperative functions approximately in the same way as "prosze" with the
infinitive in Polish. It can be stressed and may, unless following an imperative
receive a kinetic tone. Attitudinal meanings of such sentences are parallel
to those carried by simple True Imperatives and do not require any special
attention.

I Please sit down. (=I Sit \ down.)
!Sit`"down please. (=1 Sit down.)

Type 5a

Statements in The Future Tense.

Some such declarative sentences can function as Imperatives both in Eng-

lish and in Polish. They are used to subordinate persons. In English these
commands are serious and firm and receive an intonation which expresses such

attitudes for other imperatives, that of a Low Fall preceded by a high prenuclear pattern.

You will 'see the 'box into the \van.
You will 'not 'give me \ orders.
You will I do it at once.
When it is desired to express some additional emphasis, say, for contrast,
the main point of attention. will be brought out by a High Fall lowering at the

same time the pre-nuclear pattern.

You will Id° it at \ once. /And not later on./
It seems that such commands are more widely used in Polish. They are
often preceded by an introductory imperative of the type "Listen John!" or
"Look here John".
1 6 "i"'
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Zar niesiesz ten (list do pang \X. /Take this letter to Mr. X,/
1P6jdziesz po papieqosy. /Go and get some cigarettes./
Thijdziesz, Npojdziesz. /Meaning "of course you will"
used for example

if the above command was answered "I will not"!
IPOjdziesz, \pojdziesz. /=But stop nagging./
Type 5b

Interrogative sentences.

Questions, in some situations, can also function as imperatives in Polish'.
Whatever intonation contours accompany such commands they always sound
impolite and are used as serious orders often showing impatience, irritation or
annoyance of the speaker.
,P6jdziesz stqd?! /Clear off!/
`136jdziesz stqd?!

Tojdziesz stqd?!

The above commands are often used to, say, a dog which is making a nui:
sance of itself, the first with a note of hostility and the latter two showing some
degree of inipatience.
With rising intonation such imperatives are understood its threats and cane

be followed by a negative eliptical question "czy nie?" meaning "or not?"
which then receives a falling tone.
Rojdziesz stqd?! /Warning./
,Dajesz inn to czy \nic? /Are you going to give it to him or not? =You'll
be sorry if you, do not give it to him at once./
,Dajesz mu to czy `nie? /The same as above, showing a greater degree of
irritation. /
Type 5c

Conditional sentences.

Such sentences are more widely used hi Polish than in English. They are
used as mild imperatives, requests, suggesting rather than demanding. Such
sentences have the underlying meaning "you might just as well..." and are often
followed by a question meaning more or less "don't you think" or "will you".

\Poszedlbp; ze mnq,,co? /Keep me company, will you?/
xDalbyg mi spok6j,,dobrze? /Leave me alone,. will .you?/
The above sentences can be made more insistent when said with a High Fall,

and sometimes, but not necessarily, they show impatience,
5 English requests beginning with an auxiliary (Will you...?, Could you...?) have
been classified here as of a different type and are dealt with later.

1
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'Dalbys nit, spokoj! /Insistent, with a note of irritation./
\Poszedlby:;, ze mita. /I think it %could be great if you could conic with me./

Similar sentences appear also in English where they are introduced by the
auxiliary "might- following the Subject. Such imperatives function as mild
commands.

You" might , try to ,be a ,little more ,quiet. /A request/
You "might itry to tbe a , little more \ quiet. /A suggestion, more insistent

than that above./
Type 6a

Compound Imperative Sentences with a co-ordinating conjunvion.

A co-ordinating conjunction can combine any two imperative sentences
discussed so far provided they are both of the same type. The intonation and
attitudinal meaning of such commands are parallel to those of the corresponding simple imperative sentences and therefore need not be discussed here in
detail. There is perhaps one problem which deserves mention. When necessary,
intonation can serve to indicate the order which the two actions should follow.
This can be achieved by assigning rising intonation to the first imperative
sentence and falling to the second.

/Podejdi to i ipowiedz jak sic na \zywasz.
'Come over, here and I tell me your \name.
jUsiaN, i za.ezekaj na ,niego.
I Sit' down and wait for him.
Type 6b

Compound Sentences With a subordinating conj wnction.

These commands deserve more attention. They are used when one action
/usually the second/ is a consequence of the other, or, when the first action is a
condition on which the second action can happen. Various attitudinal meanings
and the ways they are brought out will now be shown on the following pairs
of examples:

Tell hint the truth and you'll see.
Powiedz mu prawdc to zobaczysz.

/What will he do if I tell him the truth?/
Tell him the ,truth and you'll \ see. / There is no use trying to guess./
Powiedz mu prawdc to zo\ baczysz. /I wouldn't risk it if I were you. Tell

him the truth and you'll be sorry./
Tell him the truth and you'll" see. /I think you should tell him the truth
in any case./
Powiedz nut,prawdc to zo"baczysz. [Don't ask me what to do. Tell him the

truth and you will know./
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Compound imperatives the first part of which contain a condition are far
more 'widely used in Polish than in English. Sentences like "Spare the rod and
spoil the child" in spite of their similarity to imperatives are used as common

sayings or proverbs rather than commands. It is quite common to address
such orders to subordinate persons in Polish. They can be made more, or less
categoric depending on the intonation of the part expressing condition.
t Zjedz obiad to Npojdziesz. /Eat your dinner first and then you can go./

I Zjedz obiad to pajdziesz. /More warmth than above./
Type 7a

_Requests introduced by an auxiliary.

The grammatical structure of requests, both Polish and English, is normally
the same as that of General /Yes-No/ Questions. This is perhaps due to the fact,

that it depends on the listener's will whether a given action happens or not.
This is also the reason why the number of possible intonation patterns occurring

with requests is limited, although it is not unusual to hear a polite request
with the intonation of a serious command.
In English, requests are introduced by an auxiliary and can have various
attitudinal meanings depending on the intonation assigned to them. In Polish
requests are made by questions with the verb "mac" /can/, or are introduced by

"mote", meaning more or less "maybe", "perhaps".
'Will you 'pass me the / salt? /A polite request./
"Please" is often added in English to avoid possible ambiguity of such
sentences and to indicate that a request is meant and not a question.

twill you 'pass me the ,salt, please?
Czy I mop prosio o sal?
A rather formal request results in Polish when it is introduced by "mote",
.

.
ote int pan po kaze
te Ndrugq iksiatke? /Could you show me the other

book, please? /

Type 7b

Requests introduced by "won't" and "moie".

Some requests arc used as invitations. They are then introduced by "won't"

in English and "mote" in Polish and can express various attitudes.
I Won't you come .in? /A polite invitation./
I Won't you come in?
I Mote pan cwejdzie.

I Mote pan Nwejdzie. /Less formal than above./
Mote pan ,wejdzie. ./With a note of hostility/
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Type 8a

Emphatic Imperatives.

The auxiliary "do" which may introduce an imperative sentence makes
it very insistent and urgent.

'Do be 1careful! /An urgent request./
"Do be /careful! /Showing more warmth than the above sentence./
The same effect can be achieved in Polish hi a rather different way, mainly
by means of "prosze" or "prosze cie" which can be placed in front of a True
Imperative, or follow it. Such sentences can range, with different intonation
patterns, from a pleading request to a very firm. serious or even hostile corn
mand.

a pleading request./
Prosze cie poyez mi to. /Lend it me
impatient
command./
Proszc cie ushidi! /Sit down

Prosze cie vusigdi! /more insistent than above./
,Pr osze Cie \-itshldi! /A warning./

Type 8b

Imperatives with a Subject.

Such commands arc always emphatic and more insistent than imperatives
without a Subject. Possible attitudinal Meanings of such sentences are similar
to those carried by simple True Imperatives if the kinetic tone is placed on the
verb or on some other word. It is also possible to assign the main stress to the
Subject "you" when it is desired to point out that, the listener himself is to
perform some action. In Polish in such eases, the Subject "ty" will change into
a reflexive "sam".

You I shut sup! /Insistent, warning./
You shut I up! /A possible response to the above -command, filwotest.f
Ty siedi cieho! /Insistent, warning/
'Tv siedi, ci eho !
Sam siedi, leicho! /Both meaning `You shut lup!"/
Type '9

Set phrases used as Requests

Such sentences can be made less or more insistent. less or more formal,
depending on the intonation contour assigned to them.

Would you i kindly 'tell me the ' way to. the, station?
Would you be so Igo-od as to I make some \ sandwiches?
/The above example is a possible answer to the question: "Do you need any
help!"/
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/A polite but formal
request./

If a High Fall is placed on the word "mole ", the request will remain polite
but will become more insistent, suggesting a course of action.
/Would you mind waiting
kMoie z 1laski iswojej po,ezeka pan tu

here a minute?/
The High Fall placed on some other word may add a note of reproach to
such requests.
,Mole mi pan z

,swojej pokaie jakig

tpIaszcz. /Would you kindly

show me some other coat. Can't you see that this one doesn't fit?/

The examples presented so far make it possible to answer a pivotal question.

Is English intonation totally different from that of Polish? If the answer is
"yes", then no further discussion is necessary. Yet the fact that it was possible

to analyse various types of Polish and English imperative sentences in relation
to one and the same set of intonation contours suggests that any straightfor-

ward answer would oversimplify the matter.
There are several properties which both Polish and English intonation
patterns accompanying commands have in common. As shown above, certain
contours do not appear with some particular types of imperatives; the shape

of the pre-nuclear pattern affects the so-called attitudinal meaning of a sentence;
some contours add the same emotional colouring to sentences of both languages /for example, polite requests can have a contour containing a fall fol-

lowed by a rise/; emphasis for contrast can be achieved by assigning a High
Fall to the main point of attention; one intonation pattern can be used to express several attitudinal meanings. Yet in most cases two imperative sentences
of a given type said 'with one of the enumerated intonation patterns expressed
different attitudes in both languages.
All these facts seem to suggest that the systems of intonation patterns
available in Polish and in English are similar and the main difference consists
in a different application of those patterns. This can be shown on several
examples.

A contour containing a high pre-nuclear pattern followed by a low fall
makes English commands serious, weighty, insistent.
Sit %down!

-Be quiet!
The same is true about commands in Polish, provided that the pre-nuclear
pattern contains stressed syllables.
I TYlko ksprobuj.

Daj mi spok6j.
1:5
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With unstressed syllables in the life-nuclear pattern, this intonatibtris
used in Polish to express a pleading request addressed to a child.
7Tylko sprobuj

No ,ehocUehodi.
This effect is achieved in English by means of a totally different contour,
mainly that, containing a low rise.
'Come ,on! I Come to/Daddy!
A Low Rise used with a Polish imperative sentence may turn it into a threat.

,Dawaj!
9dejdziesz od tego.' okna?
The same contour is also used to make a suggestion, disclaiming at the same
time responsibility.
Sprcibuj.
Za/ezekaj.

These examples make it now possible to "discover'' one more, and perhicps
most important, property of intonation. Intonation is not an independent system which can modify or change the meaning of a sentence with which it
occurs. It reflects the underlying, intended meaning and is subordinate to it in
the samcLlyf!,y,..ns sentence stress is dependent on the deep structure. There
is no separate "normal" intonation pattern for imperative sentences. Buell command will have that intonation which can bring out the desired ineiniing. A sentence like "Give it to Mary" is a surface structure derived from several underlying representations each of which will require a separate intonation pattern.
The intended underlying meaning of the sentence below can be made clear
only if the main point of attention receives a H igh Fall.

Give it to Mary /and not to someone else./
Gil ;e it to "MARY.
The expression of the same meaning without this intonation would require
an additional information, "Give it to Mary and not to someone else".
The function of intonation in expressing various attitudinal meanings
should now be clear. Some elements of the underlying semantic structure can
be replaced by an appropriate intonation pattern and then deleted. And it is
in this sense that the statement made above. "Polish and English intonation
operates according to a fixed system of rules", should be understood.
The rules of intonation assignment differ not only from language to language
but also dialect to dialect. This can be shown by an inspection of some intona-
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tion patterns occurring with imperative sentence in American English (General American).
American intonation shows certain "deviations" from contours found in
British English. which may lead to different interpretations of the same intonation pattern. In American English for example, contour 2 4° appeares
with sentences to which the rules of British English would assign a Low Fall
3

4/.

G.A. Tell me the truth.

3

2 -4

B.E. Tell me the truth.
3

4

American intonation of the above sentence is used in British English
when it is desired to concentrate the listener's attention on some particular
w.ord, in cases described as emphasis for contrast, e.g.,' Tell me th&TRUTH.
The contour containing a high pre-nuelear pattern followed by a. Low
Rise is used in British English when speaking to. a child, but. as indicated
above. would sound irritating to an adult. The same pattern is described by
Pike as light and cheerful and avoids the brusqueness carried by falling
contours. (cf. Pike; 1945 : 51).
G.A. Come on.,

2

4

3

The pattern which, according to Pike, is used when addressing children
is that containing a High Fall ranging from pitch level 1 to 2 (1 2).
G.A. Come on. Come to Daddy. (ef: Pike. 1945 : O)

3

1

2/3
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It would be interesting to present some such differences found in various
dialects of Polish but the limited material on the subject. does not make a
sufficient ground for such an attempt.
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INTONATION OF COMPOUND SENTENCES

IN ENGLISH AND POLISH
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Adam Miekiewicz University, Poznall

COMPOUND SENTENCES IN ENGLISH

1.1.. A compound sentence may be defined as a group of two or more
principal (independent) clauses (cf. E. Harman 1950: 42). The relation of
parataxis holding between them is primarily based on the structural and
secondarily on the semantic properties of the combined clauses (cf. K. Polan-

ski 1967: 46). Constituent clauses must be "equivalent as to grammatical
function and bound together at the same level of structural hierarchy" (cf.
S. Dick 1968: 25) and they must be homogeneous as to their content.
Taken separately; they may function as independent sentences. Being
constituent Parts of the compound structure, however, they define one another
to such an extent that the proper meaning they convey is fully comprehensible

only in the view of their mutual relations (cf. Z. Klemensiewicz 1961: 70).

The constituent parts of the compound sentence are linked either by
means of connectives (or prepositional phrases) or by characteristic intonation

and tonal junctures.
1.2. Lexical means of connecting the clauses. The relations holding between the clauses of the compound sentence determine its communicative
function. Grammarians distinguish five types of paratactical connection in
respect to English compound sentences:

the contents of all the constituent clauses of
Copulative connection
the compound sentence coesixt in time and space (cf. Z. Klemensiewicz
1961 : 77).

Disjunctive connection. the contents of the combined clauses is mutually
exclusive.
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Adversative connection
co-ordinating clauses.
Consecutive coimection

a contrast is set between some of the items of

the contents of the second clause result from
that of the preceding clause.
the joined clause serves an explanatory function
Causative comiection
in reference to the idea of the preceding clause.

Co-ordinating conjunctions, particles or adverbs, and prepositional phrases
constitute the lexical means of indicating the relations between the clauses of a
compoimd sentence.
and, both ...
Copulative connection is expressed by such connectives as
also,
nor,
neither,
then,
moreover,
besides,
thus,
also, too,
and, not only
or,
either
...
or,
else,
otherwise;
etc. Disjunctive connection is realized by
but, not that, while, whereas, howadversative emmection is denoted by
ever, yet, still, only, etc. Causative and consecutive co-ordinations make use
for, so, so that, accordingly, therefore, then, etc. Since the meaning of
of
the last two types of compomid sentences is similar, they are often described
together.

The prepositional phrases employed in the function of connectives are,
for all that, finally, at least, on the contrary, that is, .. etc. (cf. N. Kobrina
1965).

Not all kinds of compound sentences can be formed without any lexical
link. When there is no danger of mismiderstanding, however, the relations
between the co-ordinate clauses are expressed asyndetically. In such cases
intonation and pauses join the constituent clauses of the sentence, functioning
as indicators of the connection.
1.3: Intonation of the compound sentences. Intonation used with the
compound sentences corresponds with the feelings conveyed by the contents of

the co-ordinate clauses. Besides, its function is to emphasise the contrastive
meaning of the clauses or to stress the character of their mutual. dependence.
Compound sentences of copulative type may take a falling intonation
(Tone II) devoid of emotion, objective and firm, to point out considerable
independence of the principal clauses.

The 'referee blew his `whistle / and the 'game` started.
He 'works in an !office ' all day / and 'spends his ' evening home.
It's 'getting \ dark; / let's go' home. (cf. A. Reszkiewicz 1965: 94).
Words that serve an additive function, can be said with the rising intonation (Tone I). except the closing item, which takes a falling tone.

He inivites his , friends to /tea, /enter/tains them, / and ,tries to be an
I idea.1`. host.
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If the compound sentence consists of more than two clauses, the combina-

tion of tones is applied.

IL /IL /IL
He mine, bite, / and ileft early / and iwouldn't isjienk a ,word (cf. R. Kingdon 1958 : 90).
Tone

IL /

stresses the feeling of disappointment. and complaint.

/ If

..Instead of, waiting.
leo:a and \skirt (ef.

She went to the /wardrobe / and 'took out her 'best
Kingdon 1958 : 92).

/ If / IL
I 'think vou'll \like it

'ask for` more

%Olen vou'ver fried it (cf.

R. Kingdon 1958: 91).

If /IL /[I
the 1rain /fell again.
(ef. R. Kiivlon. 1958: 91).

1:11ondav icame at `last;

and the 'wind \howled

If One of the coordinate clauses coutaiie,
toul other one is
an ordinary statement. they lake different touts. Tone HT (falling-rising)
serves hest the purpose of renderhig some kind of hesitation. \Ngirning., reserve
or suggestion. while Tone
states the fuel- object ividy. The combination of
Tone II.I /Tone
t herefi:re. will. be tised with the described tyjie of a. compound
sentence.

It costs/ more / mai it's

less a\\ 111.11S111.S.r.

'These are "Caine. ; audit hose arc \\ vouirs.

'Flue 'nun were in /time

and so wits \\

(el. R. Kinadon 1958 : 88)

In ease of the (numeration of alternative items. Tone f (risio.;!) is placed on

each of them except the last :me, for which 'haw Ii is reserved to mark the
completion of the list.
In the afterinoon [Igo for a /walk. /

Inv friends. or 'stay at 'home.

Coordinate clauses with adversative connection convey contrastive feelings
or connotations ;ill Tone
may be used either NN Oh both parts or the sentence or may lie applied to one clause only.
She tasked me to "stay / but T Icuufdm't ~pare the\ lime (cf. A, lieszkiowicz
1965 : 10).

I 'thought. I,could / but I 'can't.
It's 1 much more ex/pensive / but it's more " elegant (cf. B. Kingdon
1958 : 88).
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It's very "kind of you / but you must be %/careful (ef. R. Kingdon 1958 : 89).

I'll do it "later / I' can't do it Ynow.
I 'saw it / but didn't "read it (cf. R. Kingdon 1958: 204).
In the first instance, Tone III stresses the reservation implied in the clause;

In the last example, the joined clause contains an insinuation.
Compound sentences containing some consecutive or causative relations
take either Tone II or the combination of Tone I / Tone II.
We'll come % early, /. so that there'll be 'time for a %game.
It was, Saturday, / so they were 'early 'home from` school (cf. R. Kingdon
1958: 203).

Co-ordinating conjunctions do tint usually take a sentence stress, but if
there is need for emphasizing the relation between the clauses they join, the
stress is applied to them.
I must go, out / al though it's raining,
I must go ,out / even if it's% raining.
I' must go ,out / howtever I much it's training (cf. R. Kingdon 1958: 204).

In other cases the conjunctions are not stressed even if they appear in
the initial position.
Whereas 11 was deilighted, / you were a,p palled (cf, R. Kingdon 1958 : 203).
COMPOUND SENTENCES IN POLISH

2.1. The type of connection between the constituent parts of the compound
sentence determines ..its communicative role, which is taken as the criterion of
classification of the paratactical constructions.
Three main types of these constructions are usually distinguished
copulative, adversative, and alternative
admitting a few subtypes for each of
them (cf. K. Polaliski 1967 : 47).
Z. Klemensicwiez. (1961 : 76 - 77) divides Polish compotmd sentences with
respect to the form of link between the constituent principal clauses into two
groups
those which make use of a conjunction and those which lack any
lexical means of caimection; considering the meaning the paratactical constructions convey, he distinguishes five types of compound sentences copulative, adversative, disjunctive, consecutive and inclusive.
Adversative connection
a, ale, leer,, owszem, jednak, natorniast, lzecieL
Disjunctive connection albo, lub-czy, albo -albo, j1.1..? to juZ to, to to.
Consecutive connection
wiec, toteZ, tedi, zatein, dtatego, to, i, a,
Inclusive connection
czyli, mianowieie, to jest, tzn.

2.2. Intonation. No thorough investigation into the intonation of Polish
has been carried out so far. It is a recognised fact, however, that tonal june-
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tures (pauses) and sentence accent, which is the tonal unit, are two important
factors in the prosody of this language (cf. W. Jassem 1959 : 269) As a rule
stressed syllables are .pronotmecd with a rising melody ant those which do
not bear any stress are said with a falling tone. In the final positions even

stressed syllables tend to take a falling tone when the contents of the last

word are of no particular importance for the sentence as a whole (cf. 'VI. Dluska
1947: 24).
The melody of the Polish compound sentences may vary according to
their implied connotations but normally it consists of the combination of

two tones, tone I tone II (rise-fall), the former stressing the anticipation of
some additional thought, the hotter marking the completion of the sentence.
Other possibilities are also acceptable, but then they expose particular relation between the joined clauses or emphasize the insinuation contained in
one of the clauses.

grao na giitarze / Ipicknie ,Apiewa / i komponuje pio`senki.
The pauses following each clause indicate the lack of 'a strong semantic
link between the joined clauses.
If Tone IL is applied to the whole sentence, it creates an impression that
the thought is incomplete and provokes the speaker or it sounds like boasting.

1Bylem we ,Francji, spQidzilem onicsiac w I,talii / imam. doskoinale
/Greek.
Since the clauses with the adversative and disjunctive relations convey
two contrastive or exclusive ideas, the pause which separates them is very
prominent.
Obie'cywa;f duZo / tymczasem

nie

zrobil (cf. Z. Klemensiewicz
1961 : 79).

Nauczylcielka usilo iwala 1dalej prowaidziii ,lekcje / ale raz za razein
zrywal

halas.

Wieczo1rami, iczytain Asiitike / tub 'I gram na forte`pianic.

The connection between the constituent clauses of the consecutive compound sentence is closed and the usual .intonation pattern Tone I /Tone II
is used to render it.
Nie ima pasiterza, / to i lowca glodna (cf. Z. Klemensiewicz 1961: 80).
Nie ,przyszedl, / wobec tego nie czelkamy 'ffluiej (cf. Z. Klemensiewicz
1961 : 81).

ProlsileA `mule, / przy`szedlern.

The joined clause in the inclusive compound sentence gives an explanatory
note on the fact contained in the first part of the sentence and frequently'
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the connective is stressed; if the clauses are not separated by any lexical
means, a longer pause is the phonological indicator of the link. In that case
the item that precedes the juncture will have a falling intonation. In writing,
this pause is marked by a semi-colon or a colon.
Rzecz
kawa: z upadkiem im,perium zmlelnill sic ludzie.
Intereisuje go ikilka zalgadnien jezyko`znawczych, / a mianoiwicie, histtoria,
jc,zyka, / porowinanielstruktur / inne.

The expressive factors may bring about a change in the melody of the
Different items can be accented, according to the degree of importance in the contents of the whole structure; The intonation is closely
connected with the meaning conveyed by the sentence and reflects the emotion-

al aspect of the utterances.

COMPARISON

1) He in lvites his ,friends to ,tea / and ,tries to be an ideal \ host.

Za1prasza swoich przyjaciot na her/bate /

i

istara sic ,bye ideialnym

gospo` darzem.

2) He ,came ,late / and deft/early / and ,wouldn't speak a ,word.
,Przyszedl /poino, / iwyszedi ficze6nie / i nie poiwiedzial ani slowa.
3) Instead of ,waiting / she ,went to the /wardrobe / and 'took out her l best

'coat and skirt.

Zamiast /czeka6, / poideszla do /szafy / i wyljgla swoj najdepszyiplaszez
i spodniee.
4) These are 'mine / and 'those are` yours.
Te s<i ,moje, / a to
twoje.
5) She 'asked me to 'stay / but I 'couldn't spare the' time.
Proisila, Zebym zOstal, / ale nie` moglem poAwiccie ,czasu.

6) I'll do it' later, / I can't do it 'now.
IZrobiQ to` poiniej, / ]lie `nogg iteraz.

(1) Combination of Tune I / Tune II is the usual intonation pattern used
with two clause-compound sentence in Polish and English. The rise expresses
the anticipation of additional information and the fall closes the sentence. In
most eases the sense-group bearing the Tune I is not grammatically complete
(cf. H. Kingdon 1958: 74). Both in English and Polish compound sentences, a
slight pause sets a boundary between the joined clauses.
(2) The rise of the voice at the end of each clause stresses the incomplete
thought, makes the sentences sound like series of complaints, and surikes
disapp lilting note.
(3) The pattern IL / IL / II L is typical for the sentences of both languages
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since it expresses the logical relation between the succesive clauses
tion, incompletness, completion.

187

anticipa-

(4) In English the clause that contains an insinuation takes Tune III
and in Polish Time III convey the same connotation. In Polish the last
word of the first clause is accented and as a consequence, the stressed syllable
is lengthened.

(5) If there is no conjunction to link the clauses, a pause distinguishes
them. Again, Polish makes use of a falling intonation rather than a falling-rising one to express the connotation of the sentence.

CONCLUSIONS

1.1. The intonation of Polish compound sentences differs from the melody of

English ones only in some respects. In Polish, accent and junctures play
an important role. The pauses between the joined parts of the sentence vary
as to their length in accordance with the type of connection. The looser it is,
the more prominent the pause. The last word of the non-final clause is usually
stressed and it reSults in the rising of the voice; the item standing at the end of
the sentence is normally pronounced with a falling intonation, since it is of
no particular significance in the sentence.
Polish compound sentences do not have as much variety of tones at the
English ones do.
In both languages, intonation as well as pauses at the boundaries between
the co-ordinate clauses play an essential role mainly in the asyndetic structures.
Therefore they are the only indicators of the connection whenever the co-ordinating conjunctions are used, the function of intonation is of secondary
importance.
It is evident, however, that various kinds of intonation patterns expose
different feelings and connotations that add considerably to the literal con-

tents of the sentence. Therefore the expressive function of intonation is
relevant in any case.
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GRAMMAR

NUMERALS IN POLISH AND ENGLISH
M.ACIEJ SIENICKI
Univenity of Warsaw

1.0 The fact that the starting point of our syntactic and morphophonological discussion is a part of speech notion will obscure the line of argumentation and divide it into loosely connected topics not all of them being present-

able by means of consistently ordered rules. Thus we did not attempt at
formalizing all the problems discussed in this paper still the rules analyzing
morphophonetic problems of numerals as well as those analyzing their place
in the constituent structure of Polish sentence are ordered.
1.1

The string I

II
where

III

S --->NP+VP is expanded for our purpose as
NP --->-(Det)+N (S)
Nm
N-3 Nf +0 Numb
Nn

Nouns are grouped here according to their grammatical gender since the
declension of numerals depends on the gender of the noun they determine.
Nn
N1
Nom,

okno, samochOd
(non-personal masculine and neuter)
kobieta, droga
chlop, iolnierz
(personal masculine)

IV

Numb --->

Plurj

Sing. co-occurs only with D and Adjn; see below
V

VI

--Nom, Gen, Dat, Acc, Intr, Loc.
Det -->

Quantl
Dn
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By the rule VI we differentiate "jedn-" from numerals. It is generally agreed
upon that "jedn-" should be treated as demonstrative pronoun because of
its declensional similarity to "ten, ta, to ".' What is more if "jedn-" were to
find its place in the category Quant it should not take the Plural morpheme

which it does fiuictioning as a synonyrne of "pewien", "ktoryg", "jakir,
"Ow" etc.

VII

Quant > JNrll
QJ

The formal criterion sanctioning the inclusion of some quantifying words
(see the Lexicon page 200) in the class Quant is the fact that analogically to
numerals as defined hereby they do not take Numb morpheme, they are
inflected according to the gender of the N they quantify and in some instances

they govern the case of the noun (see below rules XIV and XV).

VIII Nrl (Nr lc) + (Nr1B)
(Nrlc)

r11)1

(IN

"

lT,11

The parentheses indicate that the choices are optional but if the symbol Nrl
is chosen in the derivation at least one symbol from the right side of the rule
must be chosen.
Nui

IX Nr1A > INu2.-1-

CI

N
X NAB > fuu:-1-+CCI
1

XI Nr1c > Nu5.-1-C

XII NAB > Nue+C
For the Lexicon see page 200
The grammatical relation between Nu, and the noun it determines is that
of agreement in case.
XIII Nur-I-NH-CH-Numb Nui.-1-C-1-N-1-C-1-Plur

On the other hand Nu,, Nu,, Nu4, Nu5, Nu, and Quantifiers govern the
case of the noun they determine if they are in the Nom, Gen and Acc case.
Nu,
Nu,

XIV

Nom

Nu4 -I- [Acc
Nu5
Gen

+NH-CH-Bur.

Nut
Nu,
Nu, + Acc
Nu5

Nu,

Nu,

Q

Q
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lao

IN U2

Dat

NU3

XV

Nu,
Nu5

Dat
Nu, + Instr
Nu3

+ [Instl+N+C+Plur.
Loc

Nu5

Nu,

Nu,

Q

Q

Loc

Dat

+N+ Instr +Plur
Loc

For historical reasons the problem of case government/agreement captured
the attention of many linguists1. The direct consequence of the above problem
is the problem of agreement in gender and number between the NP in subject
pOsition and the verb
here the acceptability of certain sentences is not
established 2.

+ Nf

In brief: the sequence
Qantifier

in subject position assigns to

N.

the verb the Neut. and Sing. morphemes. The Nu2_, determining a N. in
subject position will have the ending similar to the endings of oblique cases
(see rules XLVI, XLVII).
For example:
1. Dwudziestu iolnierzy 6piewa.

2. Picciu chlopc6w gralo w pat.
3. Wielu chlopc6w gralo w pilkc.

The Nu2_, and the Quantifier determining N. or Nf will have in such sequence an overt Nom inflection. For example:

4. Pico niewiast gralo w brydia.
5. Wiele matek machalo chusteczkami.
6. Dwadziekia sloni pilo ze strumyka.
The inflectional morpheme -u from examples 1 - 3 is analyzed by Graphin
as being a form of Gen/Acc 3. Since the use of this relational regularity between

the subject and the verb was extended on the subject NP containing Nu,.
Therefore the sentence:
7. Dwaj iolnierze szli.
8. Dwu iolnierzy szlo.

is synonymous to the sentence

This does not apply to subject NP containing Nu, and Nf or N. In case of the
complex numerals ending with Nu, the application of this regularity remains
1 For example see,articles by Log and Szober (1928:97 - 119).
Cf. the results of an inquiry by S. Slonski (1935: 6 - 92).
3 For a historical analysis of this form see H. Grappin 1950. Chapter XVIII.
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optional although given two sentences:
9. Trzydziestu dwu mOczyzn szlo.
10. Trzydzieki dwaj nwiczyini szli.
the latter is lower on the scale of acceptability.

1.2 The class of words traditionally known as ordinal numerals will be
analyzed conformely to their evident similarity to adjectives. Such solution
finds its justification in the following observations.
1. The number and the case of both adjectives and ordinal numerals are
governed by the number and the case of the nouns they modify.
2. In contradistinction to numerals derived from the NP ordinal numerals
take the Numb morpheme.
3. The type of declension is identical for adjectives and ordinal numerals.
4. The similarity between the ordinal numerals and adjectives is illustrated
by the trace of comparison in ordinals: "pierwszy" has the superlative
degree "najpiemszy".
5. It is true that the premises 1- 3 point at the possibility of analyzing ordinal
numerals together with D. class ("jeden, pewien, ktory6, jakig, ow, etc.").
The grammar using such assumption would not explain the difference
between sentence 11 and 12 (see below). Consequently we have:

XVI VP ->Vb +NP
{JeV st +Pred}

XVII Vb

(Adv)

Collect.

XV II Pred

{Adjn

The grammatical. morphemes will be assigned by transformation thus:
An
.

XIX Adj

{A

"

innat

Aq:

0 + ( 'An3
XX A-0)

An4 + (An1)

Ant

For the Lexicon see page 200
XXI Adv --> (Prep. --SNP
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jako

Consider the following sentences:

11. Pierwszy uczen zrobil zadanie.
12. Uczen pierwszy zrobil zadanie.
We are in a position to discriminate between the structural descriptions of the

two sentences saying that 12. is synonymous to 13.
13. Uczen zrobil zadanie (jako) pierwszy.
This however could not be done if we decided that An is a constituent of the NP.

Under such assumption it would be impossible to derive transform.ationally
the adverb in question and even if such a possibility existed we could not have

done it without being inconsistent. Consider the sentence:
14. Drugi artysta zaApiewal pierwszy4.

Returning to the rules of formation:
przy

Loc

za
po

Instr

XXIII Prep.

Loc

The rule accounts for sentences of the type:
15. Jan skoczyl za pierwszym razem.
16. Udalo sic przy czwartej probie.
17. Udalo sic po czterech probach.
It is possible to derive adverbials from Avant, Aquae 1, An,,, 2 as in the example:

18 ft Pawla cierpienie jest dwukrotne
b
Pawel cierpi dwukrotnie.
A transformation will acid the morpheme -ie to Avant and the morpheme -o
to Actual

or Actual 2

Although the problem is of great complexity without going into details we may
risk the statement that the restrictions on the formation of adverbs from Avant
and Agi are similar to those imposed on the occurrence of manner adverbials.
4 It is also possible to derive this sentence in the following way: Drugi artysta
opiewa. Constituent: gpiewanie jest pierwsze. In this case, too, our basic assumption
concerning ordinals remains valid.
13
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Judging by the surface structure of a certain type of sentences it may be
doubted whether this analysis accounts for the appearance of cardinal numerals in predicate position as in the sentence:
19. Chlopow jest dwudziestu.

Consider now the sentences
20. ChlopOw jechalo dwudziestu.

21. W domu wodki byl nadmiar.
from which it can be seen that "dwudziestu" and "nadmiar" function as the
subject of the verb in sentences 20, 21 and 19. The specific word order is due
to the presence of Emph. element in the structural description of these sentences. Without this element the sentences will read as follows:
20a Dwudziestu Chlopow jechalo.

21a Nadmiar wodki byl w domu.
This brings us to the problem of numerals functioning as nominals. Three distinct occurences will be considered.

1. The numeral may stand alone in the terminal string the noun it determines/modifies being deleted. For example:
22. Trzech pracowalo a jeden spal.
23. Pierwszy 6mial sic drugi lkal.

2. Cardinal numerals may function as names of abstract notions.
24. Dwa razy dwa jest pie&
3. Collective nouns function as subjects.
25. Cala dziesiittka pckala ze giniechu.
26. CzwOrka, ruszyla do przodu.

In sentence 26 ."czworka" may stand for "a group of four
horses", "a row of four soldiers", "a bus serving the line number

four", or finally "a row-boat manned by four rowers".
1.3.1. The declension of jedn- (Do) is with some exeptions identical to that
of A. (The rules will be presented in a simplified but more legible form. The
Do and Adjo agree in number and case with the determined/modified noun:

XXIV {Ad .jo

+0+Num.b

1

.{Dn

Adjo

C+Numb +Nd-C+Numb
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From the point of view of meaning when the Du takes the plural morpheme it

functions no longer as a numeral.
(Ace

XXV

Du

-ego

'Ace

Pat

Du 1 emu +Nm

Sing+Nm

{Ad. }-1I fLoc
j°

-Yni

LtInstr
Gen

Dat

XXVI {Adj j+[ (Instil] +sing+Ni,{ADa,jj[.-ej
L{Acc}

Loc

XXVII

Adju}

[

-1-Nf

j
-ym

D,

-ego

Adj

'Gen

Dat

+Nu

-emu

XXVIII Adj n+NOrn+Sing+ [Nm
N1

.A.djd- -a
jY

Nu

-e

+

Nf
Nm

Nn

XXIX .Adj,, +Acc +Sing +Nu Adj,, + -e +Nu

N,
XXX Dn+Norn+8ing

[N.11
Nn

.13ond- [1,01,

I + [NNalfi
Nn

-0

XXXI Dn +Acc + Sing d-N .121d- -o + N

XXXII

Du

{Adin}

Nm

+Norn+Phu.+

Adjur

{Genf
Dn
XXXIII {Adjn}

-ych

Nm

iLoci +Phu+
Dat

{Nn}

{Ad }+

.11":1n

Nm

[NI.

Instr
Nm

XXXIV [D".]+A.co+plux_.,_[,Nf
Adju

1N

13*

1 8 Ci
k

[D n ]dAdjn

Nm
SISIf 1

{Nn .11
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In complex numerals D. keeps the uninflected form in Nom and oblique
cases.

NuXXXV [Nu,]
C±D.±N±C±Numb.

[Nu]
Nu,
C±D.±-0\ ±N±C±Plur.
6

as in the sentences:
27. Nie widzialem dwudziestu jeden zolnierzy (okien, kobiet)
28. Przyghtdali sic ,z uwag4 dwudziestu jeclen czolgom, dywizjom.

or

Sonic speakers however use an irregular form dwudziestu jednin" in oblique

cases with N..

3

In complex A. the case agreement remains as indicated in the rules except
for A.5.
An:

Anl

XXXVI An5+

Anz

1. 116+1\ OM+

itn3

Ana_

An4

An4

consider for example the following sentences:

29. Na mete przyjechal setny zawodnik.
30. Na mete przyjechal sto pierwszy zawodnik.
1.3.2. The inflectional system of cardinal numerals is not as regular as that
of ord. numerals. A number of lexical entries have to be treated individually.
dw-

XXXVII

trz-

+

Gen

+

f

Nf

trz-

-ech
-ech

czter-

Loc

.czter-

joemmiu

XXXVIII

trz-

±Dat+ Find
N.

czter-

XXXIX

itdrAzvl

Lczter-

-em

a fly ]

+{tAcc

II

XL

dw-±Nom+N. dw-± -aj +N.

XLI

61+N.
dw-±[Acl+N.dw-±[-u
Lo

XLII

dw- +Instr+ [Nf

.

N.

1:9

-oma

.c.lw-± -iema + N1
N.
-orna

Nf

I\NTn:
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XLIII

[trz- ]+SNom} 1-Nf i rtrz_
Nnil
+Y [N j
czter- lAcc
czter-1
LNni L

XLIV

Ftrz.
d-iNom+Nrn[trz
-ej +Nni
Lezterczter-

trz-

trz-

+

XLV
czter

+ Nf

Nf

Loc

1N112

Gen

Nu,

Dat

Nud

Loc

Nu.,

Instr

czter-

-ech

Nn

Nu,
Nu,

XLVI

Nu, +-u +N
Nth]
Nu,

In Instr. case the above numerals ate said to have an alternative inflection oma.

We will show two restrictions on the occurence of this ending.
In complex numerals the case agreement follows the same regularities as
in the case of simple numerals. The ending -oma however does not appear
with" NU, in complex numerals, as in the sentences:
31. Poslugiwal sig dziewigCdziesigcioma przykladami.
32. Poslugiwal sig stu dziewigedziesigcioma pigcioma przykladami.

This ending cannot be used in complex numerals containing Dn. Consider
the examples:

and not

XLVII

33. Poslugiwal sig dziewigedziesigciu jeden przykladami.
34. Poslugiwal sig dziewicCdziesigciorna jeden przykladami.

Nu,
Nu,
Nu,
Nu,

Nu,

Nom

+

-u

NNiNu41+
[Nu,

Acc

Nu 6

u6

From rules XLVI and XLVII we see- that numerals determining the personal
masculine nouns have the same endings for all cases. The numerals determining Nf and Nn will need a particular treatement in Acc and Nom.
dziesigopig6dziesiATXLVIII szeMdziesiATsiedemdziesiATosieradziasiATdziewigedziesiAT-_

il

-dzicsigO-

Nom N
Acc I

Nn

1 .1

pigodziesiATszeAedziesiATsiederndziesiATosierndziesiATdziewigodziesiAT-

+ -0+
Nn

M.
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jedenaSTdwanaSTtrzynaST-

Sienicki
jedenaSTdwanaSTtrzynaST-

Nom iNfi

N1

-ie{

XL}X
dziewiOn.aSTdwieST-

Acc

[ NJ

dziewictn.aSTdwieST-

rtrzydzieST-l_LINoni1J-Nd jtrzydziesT_
LczterdzieST-]

LczterdzieST-i

tAcc

Nfl

!Ai

sto-±INA°c1c1±[NNfisto-+ -0+[NNd

LI

iNfi

[tdrwzyasdtz_ ieST-

Lczteryst-

Acc

iesT1[Nfl

.1-tdrwzyasdtz_

[NJ

czteryst-

[NJ

1.4 Some readjustment rules are needed in order to give to lexical ,mtries
their final representation.
-i

x+ST+[-iel

LII

.ic-F6c+[-iel4k
-a-

-a

which gives: dwan.aAcie
dwadzieticia

LIII
where

x ST+Y0 =x st+Y0
x=any string
Y=any vowel other than "i" and "a" and any sequence
beginning with other vowel than "i" and "a" "a"
which gives: trzydziestu,
trzydziesty,
trzydziestoma.

LIV

x+AT+Liill x[Cc] +[u]
which gives: osiemdziesigciu, dziewiaci.

LV

x AT+ -oma

gci+-oma
to give: pighlziesigcioma

LVI

x AT+Yxat+Y

IS 2
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where Y=word boundry or any other vowel than i, o
or any string other than beginning with an i or o.
The rule LVI gives: osiemdziesiqt, dziesiqta.

[] + u*.x

u]*

n

LVII

,

-x

c

ClU

which gives: szegciu, siedmiu.

LVIII

x

[g]+-e*x

+-e #
which gives: drugie, trzecie.

LIX

x c+-a*x+ci+-a*
to give: trzecia

LX

red+X

x Cg]+-y+X

where X=any string or word boundry.
The rule gives: drugimi
LXI

x

den

d+0*

[demi*

sm

siem

which gives: siedem, jeden, osiem.

LXII
t dwie x

Gen

Gen

f dwa

Dat

+ instr

dwu

Loc

[DA

x+ Instr
Loc

to give: dwudziestoma, dwustoma.

LXIII

x±K± -y X =x ki+X

where X any

string #

example: dwojakim, dwojaki.

LXIV

x K+ -i #

LXV

x+K-IY*

x cy#

example: dwojacy.

x ki+Y#

where Y= any vowel other than "i" or "y"
a string beginning with other than
"y" a vowel
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Apart from the rules expanding ST, AT symbols we do not pretend to
describe here any phonological regularity which could be valid for a description of Polish language in general.
1.5. The Lexicon
L. 1 Al >jednL. 2 Nu, >dw-, trz-, czter-;
szego-, siedm-, ogm-,
L. 3 Nu,
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.
L.

4

Nu8-->dziesiQ6-.

Nu, -.)-jedenaST-, dwiuiaST -, trzynaST-,
dziewiQtnaST-.
6 Nu, >dwadzieST-, trzydzieST-, czterdzieST-, picOdziesiATszegedziesiATdziewWdziesiAT-.
7 Nu, -.)-sto-, dwieST-, trzyst-, czteryst-.
5

8
9

Q>wielc, kilka, pare, tyle, He._ etc.
k1>pierwsz-, drug-, trzec-, czwart-, piAT-, szoST-, siOdm-,
Osm-, dziewiAT-.

L. 10 A2-adziesiAT-.
dziewiQtnaST-.
L. 11 k,>jedenaST-, dwunaST-, trzynaSTL. 12 An, >dwudzieST-, trzydzieST-, czterdzieST-, piOdziesiAT-,
dziewiOdziesiAT-.

sze6odziesiAT-,

L. 13 A,>setn-, dwusetn-, trzysetn- (trzechsetn -)...
L. 14 Aq,,t >pojedynez-, podwojn-, potrOjn-, poczworn-, poszOstnT.
L. 15 Aqualljednokrotn-,-d-cvnkrotn-, trzykrotn-...
L. 16 A qual2 >dwojaK-, trojaK-, czworaK-, pifeioraKL. 17 Collect. >innostwo, nadmiar, masa, obfitog6 etc.
There is a number of restrictions on the use of certain lexical entries;
for instance there is no such word as "popiatny" and "poszOstny"
is uscd only in reference to a kind of horse team.
2.0. The problem of English numerals lies far from the crucial problems of
TG grammars. In most descriptive works numerals are analyzed as being the

constituents of the noun phrase. This typical approach is presented best by
0. Thomas (in "Transformational Grammar and the Teacher of English",
ch. 4.2).
Art

LXVI

Bet >(Predet) (Preart) Dem (Postdet)
Gen

Art
(Preart) Dem (Postdet)

LXVII

Predet

LXVIII

Postdet > (Ord)

Gen
Nquan

(Card)
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These rules account for a vast variety of determinative constructions such
as for instance: your first two girls; the first of those three bubbles; just the
last two of my first five children.
In the lexicon numerals are listed together with other quantifying and
ordering determir atives:

LXIX

Card > one, two, three ...

several, many, few...

LXX

Ord > first, second

next, last, final ...

Such presentation suggests that complex (phrasal) numerals are listed as
separate lexical entries.
A different analysis sketched by Lakoff (in Irregularity in Syntax appendix F) is based on the fact that the sentence of the type:
35. Everyone in the room knows two languages

requires a description accounting for the ambiguity in "two languages"("any two languages" and "the same two languages"). Analyzing this and
similar examples Lakoff concludes to the necessity of deriving numerals.
from the Predicate. Although such analysis gives a new insight in the problem
of numerals in general and in the problem of question formation in particular
the above mentioned problem can be easily solved by means of the traditional

descriptive procedure. In the case of such presumed ambiguity we have to,
do with two strings:
Def

Indef

two
two

languages
languages

The adverbial use of numerals is limited to prepositional phrases such as:
"in one leap, at first sight..." Numerals can function as noun Substitute as in:

36. He looked for three books and bought only two.
37. Give him one on the nose.

Similarly to Polish jedn- "one" may take the plural .morpheme when it
-functions no longer as a numeral.
In normal use numerals are used as names of abstract notions:

38. Six divided by three is two.
English numerals are used in predicate position only in colloquial expressions.
or sentences in which the noun they determine is deleted.

39. She is twenty (years old).
40. The books are five (in number).
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The English adjectives of the types: "double" and "twofold" which correspond to the Polish adjectives Aquant, Aquta 1,2 are not related transformationally to numerals and are to be considered as base adjectives.
.3. The main differences between Polish and English numerals may be summarized as follows:
1. There are clear and good reasons for analyzing Polish ordinal numerals
as being a VP-constituent. On the contrary such a solution seems to be
superfluous for English numerals.
2. The use of numerals in prepositional adverbial phrases is similar in both
languages. In Polish however ordinals function as adverbs which does not
seem to be the case of English numerals if we consider the fact that "first"
has a particular denumerative function which is different from those
of numerals.

41. Let's investigate our possibilities first. Than we will decide.
where "first" contrasts with "than" (like Polish "najpierw"). with "painiej"
3. Unlike English numerals Polish numerals are inflected according to the
gender of the noun they modify/determine, according to the case and, in
case of ordinals, according to the number of the noun.
4. Polish complex (compound) numerals have their internal case agreement
and form-co-occurence rules. Consequently they must be introduced in
the phrase structure rules in separate groups. English numerals may be
introduced as lexical entries from a common pre-terminal symbol.
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SOME ASPECTS OF DEFINITENESS AND INDEFINITENESS OF
NOUNS IN POLISH

ALEKSANDER SZWEDEK
University of 1,6di

1. Within contrastive studies one of the more difficult problems has always

,Talvalents of the English article which, among
been the problem of Po
others, is used to indicate ccd-eference. Although there is no article in Polish
we seldom have doubts whether a noun in a text is definite or indefinite.
It is obvious that there must exist linguistic mechanisms in Polish which
perform the function parallel to the function of the article in English.. There
would seem to be in Polish three possible ways of showing the definite indefinite
distinction:

(a) pronouns,
(b) stress and intonation,
(c) word order.
The .17...st is obvious, the second has only recently been mentioned in the case of

English. (Akmajian and Jackendoff 1968), the third mightbe -cops' idered

absurd. All three remain uninvestigated, perhaps with the excejtion of
pronouns the article function of which has been denied by Piszirek (1968).
I do not propose to give exhaustive description and ready solutions to
all problems involved here. If only for the simple reason that I do not have
the descriptions and the solutions. My purpose has been to call attention to
some aspects of, what I consider to be, the main issues in the expression of the
definite indefinite distinction in Polish. One of the more particular aims has
been to demonstrate that ward order in Polish is not free as has generally
been assumed, and specifically that it plays a crucial role in anaphoric processes.

2. As has already been said very little can be found in linguistic literature
about pronouns and their relation to the definite /indefinite distinction. The
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only work which mentions pronouns in connection with this problemwas written

by Krystyna Pisarek in 1968. There we find two observations relevant

for the present discussion. One is a description of definiteness and indefiniteness in Polish, the other concerns the demonstrative pronoun ten.
As to the former Pisarek correctly observes that indefiniteness of Polish
pronouns should be understood differently from indefiniteness of pronouns in
those languages in which it appears in opposition to definiteness. This opposition is expressed most fully by pairs of articles. In Polish where there are no
articles nor explicit definiteness or the lack of it realized by morphological features, there are no pronouns which can be called definite. The opposition of
definiteness to indefiniteness is expressed in a specific way: for example, by the
opposition of a given pronoun to the lack of the pronoun. This is how I understand the sense of grammatical definiteness in Polish... (Pisarek 1968: 12).
However, in my opinion, there are clear and well defined cases where the
lack of the pronoun does not mark the noun as indefinite. I shall return to this

problem briefly in section 4.
The remarks on the pronoun ten are more interesting and more detailed.
According to Pisarek, and I fully- agree with her here, it is the only pronoun
that can be thought of as having a definite article function. She distinguishes
several functions of ten, among others article-like usage which is eleareast in
two ,occurrences:

,=a) in the substantivating fimction, as in
(1) Te najporztidniejsze teZ robi4 w lazience balagan where to simply
substantivates the adjective najporatdniejsze.
b) with proper names, as in
(2) Bylikny najpierw ogl4da6 ten Erfurt.
At the end of the discussion of ten Pisarek states that only in such adverbial

phrases as w tych dniach, tej niedzieli, etc. is ten obligatory. Since all other
occurrences of this pronoun are, according to her, optional the suspicion that
ten may have an article function is unjustified. Examples given by Pisarek seem

to support this view:
(3) Wykradl milicjantowi rewolwer. Ten milicjant siedzial za to.

We may omit ten without changing the definiteness of the noun.
(4) Wykradl milicjantowi rewolwer. Milicjant siedzial za, to.
Let us, however, change the word order in the sequence sentence, putting
the noun under consideration in sentence final position, and let us examine the

optimality of ten.
(5) Wykradl milicjantowi rewolwer. Siedzial za, to ten milicjant.
(6) Wykradl milicjantowi rewolwer. Siedzial za to milicjant.
It is clear that (6) is not in anyway equivalent with (3). It means that the
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adverbial mentioned above are not the only structures in which ten is obligatory.

If we want the noun in (6) to have the same definite interpretation as (3) we
have to use ten. The above examples demonstrate also that the obligatoriness
is connected with word order. I shall return to this problem again in section 4.

3. It has been recognized for some time that intonation affects semantic
interpretation. Chomsky (1969: 53) writes: "It has been noted by Akmajian and
Jackendoff (1968) that stress plays a role in determining how the reference of

pronouns is to be interpreted. For example, in sentence (93), "him" refers to
Bill if it is unstressed, but it may refer either to John or to someone other than

John or Bill if it is stressed:
[(7)] (93) John hit Bill and then George hit him .
Chomsky also devotes several pages of his work to the discussion of focus and

presupposition in sentences with normal intonation. He admits, however,
that 'The concept of "normal intonation" is far from clear' and that 'Special
grammatical processes of a poorly understood sort may apply in the generation
of sentences, marking certain items.., as bearing specific expressive or contras-

tive features that will shift the intonation center'. He finally concludes that
`Given the obscure nature of these matters, it is difficult to say anything
more definite'. (Chomsky 1969: 73aff)
The neglect of these problems in Polish is even more acute. We find nothing

about them in grammarSi. Let me, however, consider briefly what happens
with sentences (3) - (6) if contrastive intonation is used. Specifically I want to
see whether contrastive intonation a) changes the meaning of ten: b) changes
the difference hinted at by (5) and (6).
The contrastive stress may fall on any word although such stress on to
seems very awkward at .first glance. What changes in (3) and (5), regardless
of the place of the stress, are impliCations.- So, for example, the stress on ten
emphasizes this particular policeman as opposed to other policemen, the stress.
on milicjant sets the policeman as belonging to the class of policemen against
other classes, for example, civilians. Nothing, however, changes in the coreferenee.
In (4) and (0) we get different interpretations depending on the place of the
stress. If milicjant is stressed the sentence is ambiguous. We get three readings:

(a) this policeman and not the the' mentioned in the initial sentenr.e,
(b) a different policeman,
(c) policeman as a class opposed to, say, the class civilian.

In the first reading milicjant in the sequence sentence is corefcrential
with 'milicjant in the initial sentence. In the second and third it is not. In all
other cases milicjant is coreferential although- I have some. doubts as to (6)
in this respect.
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The conclusions of this very superficial discussion of contrastive stress are
as follows:

(a) the contrastive stress does not affect the definiteness of the noun if
the noun is accompanied by ten.
(b) if the noun stands alone (without ten) and bears the contrastive stress it
possesses three-way ambiguity:
(I) it is definite, opposed to the other noun in the initial sentence.
(II) it is indefinite in that a different referent is Meant,
(III) it is indefinite in that the referent is understood as a class in opposition to some other class.
(c) if the noun stands alone and does not bear the stress it is definite.
The situation described in point (b) seems to be the same as the one discussed for English by Chomsky (1969).
The aims of the above brief survey have been two:
(a) to stress the need of work on these problems,
(b) to make it possible for me to write the next section without having to
explain what the concept normal intonation is. I will only repeat after Chomsky
(1969) that normal intonation is to be 'understood tentatively as referring

to cases in which the intonation contour is determined by rules of the sort
discussed in Chomsky and Halle (1968), with no expressive or contrastive
intonation'.
4. The aim of this section is to demonstrate that, contrary to widespread
and advocated beliefs, word order in Polish is not free and that it plays a crucial
role in anaphoric processes. Very little is found in Polish grammars about word
order and nothing about its participation in definite/indefinite distinction. The

total neglect of these problems is due to the traditional and deeply rooted
assumption that word order in Polish is free because logical functions are un'mistakably indicated by inflexion. Let us, however, consider the initial sentence (8)
(8) W pokoju siedziala dziewczyna.
and two sequence sentences (9) and (10)
(9) Wszedl chlopiec.
(10) Ch. lopiee wszedl.

Accdrding to the traditional view sentences (9) and (10) have the same meaning and thus we would expect that both can follow (8).

And yet we find that only (9) is correct after (8).
Likewise, given the initial sentence (11)
(11) W pokoju siedzial chlopiec.
and two sequence sentences (12) and (13)
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(12) Chlopiec wyszedl.
(13) Wyszedl chlopiec.
we would expect that both (12) and (13) might follow (11) and yet again we
find that only (12) is correct. We would expect that since there was only oneboy in the room and only one boy left, and the two sentences constitute a se-

quence, the boy in both (11) and (13) is the same and word order would not
matter. Instead we find that the sequence (11) - (13) is simply impossible.
The boy in (13) is different from the boy in. (11) and the whole situation becomes absurd.
Let us consider now a more complex example with three nouns. There are
twelve variants which I want to discuss, disregarding the other combinations
on the basis of an at the moment unjustified argument of their infrequency
(especially those with the verb in sentence initial and sentence final position
seem infrequent)
The initial sentences are the following:
(14) Na podworzu bawil sic pilka chlopiec.
(15) Na podworzu bawil sic chlopiec z kotem.
(16) Na podworzu bawil sic kot pilka.
The twelve variants are as follows:
(17) Chlopiec dal kotu pilkc.
(18) Chlopiec dal pilkc kotu.
(19) Chlopiec pilkc dal kotu.
(20) Chlopiec kotu dal
(21) Kotu chlopiec dal
(22) Kotu pilkc dal chlopiec.
(23)' Kotu dal chlopiec
(24) Kotu dal chlopiec pilkc.
(25) Pi lkc dal chlopiec kotu.
(26) Pilkc dal kotu chlopiec.
(27) Pi lkc kotu dal chlopiec.
(28) Pi lkg chlopiec dal kotu.
We will find that (14) can be followed only by (18), (19), (25) and (28), that,
is, by those sequence sentences in which the new noun is in the final position.
The same with (15) which can be followed only by (17), (20), (21) and (24),
and with (16) which can be followed by (22), (23), (26) and (27).
Sentences with adverbs of time or place behave in the same way. With the
initial sentence (29)
(29) Widzialem w oknie kobietc.
only (30) is possible
(30) Kobieta wyszla na ulicg.
(31) cannot follow (29) if we are talking about the same woman.
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(31) Na ulice wyszla kobieta.
Given (32) as the initial sentence
(32) Do domu, ktary obserwowalem, wszedi meiczyzna.
and two sequence sentences (33) and (34)
(33) Meiczyzna -wyszedl o 3 : 00.

(34) 0 3:00 wyszedl meiczyzna.
we will easily discover that only (33) may follow (32).
There are two interesting points here. One is that the shift of the time adverbial in (33) to the front does not change the interpretation of the noun from
definite to indefinite.
A similar change of (34) to
(35) Wyszedl meiczyzna o 3:00.
renders a sentence which must have the contrastive stress on one of its elements. The position of the stress determines the interpretation (see section d).
A second interesting point is that no similar change is possible with time
adverbials of duration, for example
.

(36) Meiczyzna szedl godzine.
(37) Godzine szedl metczyzna.

(37) is possible only if it contains a contrastive stress.
The few examples presented here allow only for two indisputable but rather
trivial conclusions and one interesting but tentative one. The two trivial conclusions are:
(a) contrary to the general belief word order in Polish is not free,
(b) it is used as one of the ways to express coreferentiality or noncoreferentiality which in English are indicated by the definite/idefinite article
distinction.
The more interesting but tentative conclusion can be formulated as follows:
(c) nouns with indefinite interpretation appear in sentence final position
only (unless explicitly marked indefinite in some other way). This is
why the pronoun ten is obligatory with a noun in this position if the
noun is to be interpreted as definite. Nouns with definite interpretation
appear in non-final positions (again, unless explicitly marked otherwise).

There is one somewhat unexpected consequence of the above discussion.
Any Polish linguist would agree that the passive of (38)
(38) Meiczyzna popchnill kobiete.
is (39)
(39) Kobieta zostala popchnieta przez meiczyzne.
Consider, however, (38) and (39) when preceded by (40)
(40) Ulic4 szedl szybko metczyzna.
Only (38) is correct as a sequence sentence of (40). (39) is impossible. Consider
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further (41) followed in succession by (38), (42) and (39) ((38) and (39) are repeated for convenience).

(41) Na ulicy stala kobieta.
(38) MOczyzna popchntl kobiete.
(42) Kobiete popchne meiczyzna.
(39) Kobieta zostala popchnieta przez meiczyzne.
It is immediately clear that (39) is the passive voice of (42) and not, as is
generally assumed, of (38). I do not know what the passive of (38) is but I am
sure it is not (39). This is in perfect agreement with conclusion c) above.
5. To complete the paper let me repeat the most important conclusions.
Definiteness and indefiniteness in Polish may be accomplished in at least
three ways: pronouns, intonation, and word order. It has been shown that in
sentences with normal intonation word order plays a role in anaphoric processes
in that a noun in sentence initial position is marked definite, a noun in sentence

final position is marked indefinite, regardless of the syntactic function.
It has also been demonstrated that contrastive stress determines the interpretation of nouns in terms of definiteness and indefiniteness. It has been found

that whenever the stress falls on the noun the latter becomes ambiguous in
three ways, when the stress does not fall on the noun the latter id definite.
although the influence of word order here is quite possible.
A general conclusion is that word order plays a crucial role in anaphora with

the exception when the noun is accompanied by the demonstrative pronoun
ten. Whether a similar conclusion can be drawn with respect to other pronouns
remains to be investigated.
Let me also indicate a few areas of further research:
(a) other pronouns, their relation to word order and to the definite/indefinite distinction.

(b) genericness., its relation to pronouns, intonation and word order.
(c) word order in other structures, for example, in questions.
(d) the effect of quantifiers on definiteness and indefiniteness in relation to

word order, intonation and pronouns.
(e) relations and dependencies between pronouns, intonation and word
order from the point of view of the definite/indefinite distinction.
Examples

1. Te najporuldniejsze tez robin w lazience balagan.
(These tidiest (fem.) also make in bathroom mess)
2. Bylikny najpierw ogl4dao ten Erfurt.
(We were first to see this Erfurt)
3. Wykradl milicjantowi rewolwer. Ten milicjant siedzial za to.
(He stole policeman (Dat) gun. This policeman was in prison for it)
14 Papers and Studies v. II
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4. Wykradl milicjantowi rewolwer. lvlilicjant siedzial za to.
(He stole policeman (Dat) gun. Policeman was in prison for it)
5. Wykradl milicjantowi rewolwer. Siedzial za to ten milicjant.
(He stole policeman (Dat) gun. Was in prison for it this policeman)
6. Wykr,4140;milicjantowi rewolwer. Siedzial za to milicjant.
(He stole policeman (Dat) gun. Was in prison for it policeman)

7. John.-hit Bill and then George hit him.
8. W pokoju siedziala dziewczyiia.

(In room was stitting girl)
9. Wszedl chiopiec.
(Entered boy),-,
10. Chlopiec wszedl.
(Boy entered)
11. W pokoju siedzial chiopiec.

(In room was sitting boy)
12. Chlopiec wyszedl.

(Boy went out)
13. Wyszedl chiopiec.

(Went out boy)
14. Na podworzu bawil sic pilk4 chiopiec.
(On courtyard was playing ball ( Instr) boy)
15. Na podwOrzu bawil sic chlopiec z kotem.
(On courtyard was playing boy with cat)
16. Na podwOrzu bawil sic kot pilk4.
(On courtyard was playing cat (Nom) ball (Instr))
17. Chlopiec dal kotu
(Boy gave cat (Dat) ball (Acc))
18. Chlopiee dal pilkc kotu.
(Boy gave ball (Acc) cat (Dat))
19. Chlopiec pilkc dal kotu.
(Boy ball (Acc) gave cat (Dat))
20. Chlopiec kotu dal pilkc.
(Boy cat (Dat) gave ball (Ace))
21. Kotu chiopiec dal pilkg.
(Cat (Pat) boy (Nom) gave ball (Acc))
22. Kotu pilkc dal chiopiec.
(Cat (Dat) ball (Ace) gave boy (Nom))
23. Kotu dal chiopiec
(Cat (Dat) gave boy (Nom.) ball (Acc))
24. Kotu dal chiopiec
(Cat (Pat) gave boy (Nom) ball (Ace))
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25. Pi 'kg dal chlopiec kotu.
(Ball (Ace) gave boy (Nom) cat (Dat))
26. Pi !kg dal kotu chlopiec.
(Ball .(Acc) gave cat (Dat) boy (Nom))
27. Pi ikg kotu dtil chlopiec.
(Ball (Ace) cat (Dat) gave boy (Nom))
28. Pi lkg chlopiec dal kotu.
(Ball (Acc) boy (Nom) gave cat (Dat))
29. Widzialem. w oknie kobietg.
(I saw in window woman (Ace))
30. Kobieta wyszla na ulicg.
(Woman (Nom) went out on street)
31. Na ulicg wyszla kobieta.
(On street went out woman (Nom))
32. Do doniu. ktory obserwowalem, wszedl ingLzyzna.
(To house which I was watching went in man (Nom))
33. MgZczyzna wyszedl o 3:00.
34. 0 3:00 wyszedl ingZczyzna.
(At 3:00 went out man (Nom))
35. Wyszedl ingiczyzna o 3:00.
(Went. out man (Nom) at 3:00)
36. MgZczyzna szedl godzing.
(Man (Nom) walked hour)
37. Godzing szedl mgZczyzna.

(Hour walked than (Nom))
38. MgZczyzna popchnql kobietg.
(Man (Nom) pushed woman (Acc))
39. Kobieta zostala popchnigta przez ingZczyzng.
(Woman (Nom.) was pushed by man (Ace))
40. Ulicq szedl szybko mgZczyzna.
(Street (Instr) was walking quickly man (Nom))
41. Na unity stala kobieta.
(On street was standing woman (Nom))
42. Kobietg popchnql rrig±czyzna.
(Woman (Ace) pushed man (Nom))
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A NOTE ON THE RELATION BETWEEN THE ARTICLE
IN ENGLISH AND WORD ORDER IN POLISH

Part 1
ALEKSANDER SZWEDEK
University of

The aims of the following discussion are two. The first, and more general
one, is to show how the English article is related to word order in Polish. The
more particular but no less important, is to demonstrate that, contrary to widespread and advocated beliefs word order in Polish is not free and that it plays
a role in anaphoric processes 1.
The present note is considerably limited in scope. It is impossible in one
short report to describe and explain all problems involved here. An additional
difficulty is the lack of practically any materials discussing the problems of
definiteness and indefiniteness in Polish. The paper is limited in at least three
respects:

a) Almost no theoretical background or explanation is provided.

.

The author fully agrees with Werner Winter (1965) that it is necessary to go

through "the drudgery of painstaking collection of data before developing
theories".
b) Pronouns, genericness and suprasegmental features have been excluded
from the discussion. They require separate studies. The intonation assinned for all sentences here is that of a normal declarative type unless specified otherwise.

c) Only simple sentences are considered.
The description of the article in English will not be given for two reasons:
the available descriptions can be found in Stockwell (1968); in agreement with
1 This work was sponsored by the Center of Applied Linguistics, Washington, D. C.,

and Ford Foundation.
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what has been said in point a) above, out of the available,descriptions we will
choose the one which will best fit the facts. Different solutions are not excluded.
There would seem. to be in Polish three ways in which the defulite/indefinite
distinction is accomplished:
a) pronouns,
b) intonation,
c) word order.

Very little can be found in Polish grammars about word order and its
functions. For example, in Szober (1967, p. 320) we find only a few sentences
about the problem. I will quote his description almost in full as it is closely
connected with the present note (translation into English is my own).
"In the chain of speech.or conversation the natural word order in sentences is
arranged in such a way that first come words pointing to details 'already familiar
to us from the preceding sentences, or from the external situation; last in the
sotence come usually words describing a new detail. A word or a phrase which
describes details binding the thought expressed in the sentence either with the

external situation in which the sentence is uttered, or with the preceding
thoughts of the speech or conversation may be called the identifying.member
of the sentence (...) A word or a phrase which introduces new details is the
differentiating member of the sentence... In the process of mental activities first
comes the process of identification, i.e. the formulation of the received perception or reproduced idea (single or collective) in terms of the already known ideas,

and only then is it followed by a distinction of details individually connected
with the given perception or idea. Since in Polish the word order is free, not

fixed by any established linguistic habit, we move to the front the words
functioning as the identifying part, no matter what their syntactic function is;
the words constituting the differentiating part are moved to the end of the
sentence, again no matter what their syntactic function is. So, for example, the
sentence Mickiewicz byl najwi@kszym poetct polskim [Mickiewicz was the great-

est Polish poet:Lean be uttered in two ways depending on the circumstances.
If we use it in the chain Of speech or conversation whose subject is Mickiewicz,
the word order is: Mickiewicz byl najwiecszym poetq poiskim, since the idea
of Mickiewicz is the starting point here, i.e. the identifying part of the thought
expressed in the sentence. The same sentence used in the course of speech or

conversation whose subject is great poets, sounds: Najwi@kszym pock byl
Mickiewicz, since the starting point here, i.e. the identifying part of the thought
expressed in the sentence is, the notion of great poets, and Mickiewicz is a de-

tail differentiated in the category of that notion".
The only criticism that can be raised against this statement is that it is
based on the example which contains definite noun phrases only. Hence the
change in the word order seems to be merely stylistic.'
To make my presentation simple I will proceed from a description of the
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simplest structures to more complex ones. At the end of this paper I will suggest some points of interest and indicate problems that will have to be solved in

connection with the subject presented here. Word by word translations of
Polish examples are provided. The following abbreviations are used: Nominative =Nom, Dative,-Dat, ACcusative=--Acc.
Let usconsider two sentences (2) and (3) consisting of S(ubject) and V(erb)

!y, one with SV, the other with VS order. The difference can be seen
it if they are preceded by an initial sentence (1).
(1) W pokoju siedziala dziewczyna.

In room was sitting girl (Nom)
.
(2) Chlopiec wzedl.
Boy (Norn) entered
(3) Wszedl chlopiec.
Entered boy (Norn)
Both (2) mid (3) are well-Rimed and grammatical, and yet only (3) can

follow (1) to constitute a sequence. Likewise we cannot have a sequence (4)

(5).

Only (4) (6) is possible here.
(4) W pokoju siedzial chlopiec.

In room was sitting boy (Nom)
(5) Wyszedl chlopiec.

Went out boy (Nom)
(6) Chlopiec wyszedl.

Boy (Nom.) went out
Since (4) says that there was only one boy sitting (we may add the numeral
jedeu tone' to make it clearer) in the room and the word order in (5) makes the
noun indefinite and this noncoreferential with the noun in (4) the whole situation becomes absurd.
The two examples allow for a' formulation of a preliminary and tentative
rule: final and initial sentence positions are reserved for indefinite and definite
interpretations respectively.
It may be claimed that a noun in final position may have a definite inter-

pretation as well, for example:
(6) Zasne chlopiec.
Fell asleep boy (Nom)
There seem to be at least two situations in which (7) can be used. First,
as a sequence sentence to something like (8)
(8) W pokoju siedziala dziewczyna i chlopiec. Dziewczyna
In room was sitting girl (Nom) and boy (Nom): Girl (Nom)
.

zaZyla 6rodek nasenny. ((7) Zasmil chlopiec)
took pill sleeping. Fell asleep boy.

with the implication that it was not the girl who fell asleep but the boy , although he hid not use the sleeping pill.
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Secondly, as an answer to a question (9)
(9) Kto zasne?
Who fell asleep?
In both cases, (8) and (9) we have to do with a contrastive stress on the noun

which, then, has a definite interpretation. Since the problems of intonation
with respect to definiteness and indefiniteness are outside the scope of the pre-

sent paper and are discussed elsewhere (Szwedek, this volume) I will not
discuss them any further.
Let us now proceed to some more complex cases involving two nouns in the

same clause. With a direct object the examples are as follows:
(10) Kobieta wzigla ksia2kg.
(Woman (Nom) took book (Acc))
(11) KsiaZkg wzigla kobieta.
(Book (Acc) took woman (Nom))
The difference between them can be brought out best if they are placed in a
context. (10) can appear only after something like (12)
(12) Do sklepu weszla kobieta.
(Into shop went woman (Nom))
And only (11) can follow (13)
(13) Na stole leZala ksiaika.
(On table was lying book (Nom))
(12) followed by (11) is incorrect if we are talking about the same woman.
Likewise, (13) cannot proceed (10) if the same book is meant.
The elements of (10) and (11) can appear in other arrangements:
(14) Kobieta ksitlZkg wzigla.

(Woman (Nom) book (Acc) took)
(15) KsiaZkg kobieta wzigla.
(Book (Acc) woman (Nom) took)
(16) Wzigla kobieta ksiaZkg.
(Took woman (Nom) book (Acc))
(17) Wzigla ksiaZkg kobieta.
(Took book (Acc) woman (Nom))
Sentences (14 - 17) seem to have three features in common:
(a) They never constitute a single sentence, but enter into larger units,
for example:
(18) Kobieta ksiaag wzigla ale "nie byla zachwycona.
(Woman (Nom) book (Ace) took but not was happy)
(19) KsiaZkg kobieta wzigla ale nie byla zachwycona.
(Book (Acc) woman (Nom) took but not was happy)
(20) Wzigla kobieta ksiaikg i poszla do domu.
(Took woman (Nom) book (Acc) and went to home)
(21) Wzigla ksia2kg kobieta i poszla do domu.
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(Took :60ok (Acc) woman (Nom) and went to home)
(b) They all seem to have contrastive stress on the verb.
(c) Both nouns in (14) (17) are definite. This seems to depend
on (b). An example of a sentence with two objects is
(22) Chlopiec dal kotu
(Boy (Nom) gave cat (Dat) ball (Acc))
Out of the possible combinations of the elements of (22) only those will be
discussed which seem more frequent. Such infrequent structures as
(23) Dal pilkg chiopiec kotu..
(Gave ball (Acc) boy (Nom) cat (Dat))
(24) CMopiec pilkg kotu dal.
(Boy (Nom) ball (Acc) cat (Dat) gave)
will not be considered.
The structures which seem to me more frequent than (23) and (24) are the
following:

(25) Chlopiec dal kotu
(Boy (Nom) gave cat (Dat) ball (Acc))
(26) Chiopiec dal pilkg kotu.
(Boy (Nom) gave ball (Acc) cat (Dat))
(27) Chlopiec pilkg dal kotu.
(Boy (Nom) ball (Acc) gave cat (Dat))
(28) Chlopiec kotu dal pilkg.
(Boy (Nom) cat (Dat) gave ball (Acc))
(29) Kota.' chiopiec dal pi14.
(Cat.(Dat) boy (Nom) gave ball (Acc))
(30) Kotu pilkg dal chiopiec.
(Cat (Dat) ball (Acc) gave boy (Nom))
(31) Kotu dal pilkg chiopiec.
(Cat (Dat) gave ball (Acc) boy (Nom))
(32) Kotu dal chiopiec
(Cat (Dat) gave boy (Nom) ball (Acc))
(33) Pilkg dal chiopiec kotu.
(Ball (Acc) gave boy (Nom) cat (Dat))
(34) Pilkg dal kotu chiopiec.
(Ball (Acc) gave cat (Pat) boy (Acc))
(35) Piikg kotu dal chiopiec.
(Ball (Acc) cat (Dat) gave boy (Nom))
(36) Pilkg chiopiec dal kotu.
(Ball (Acc) boy (Nom) gave cat (Dat))
The frames in which these sentences can be tested for the definiteness orindefiniteness of nouns are the following:
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(37) Na podworzu bawil siQ pilkq chlopiec.

(In courtyard played ball (Instr) boy (Nom))
(38) Na podworzu bawil sie chlopiec z kotein.
(In courtyard played boy (Nom) with cat)
(39) Na podworzu bawil sie kot
(In courtyard played cat (Nom) ball (Instr))
We will find that (37) can be followed only by (26), (27), (33) and (36), that
is by those in which the new (indefinite) noun is in the last position. The same
with (38) which can be followed only by (25), (28), (29) and (32). (39) can be followed by (30), (31), (34) and (35).

Note that sequences like (40)
(40) Na podworzu bawil sie kot pilkDe. chlopiec dal pilkc kotu.

are at least ambigous if not incorrect. First, chlopiec cannot appear in the
first position unless he has been mentioned before. Secondly, kot in the second
sentence is not understood as coreferential with kot in the first sentence. If it

were it would appear in the first position as in (30).
Sentences with adverbials of place or time like (41) and (42)
(41) Kobieta wyszla na ulice.
(Woman went out on street)
(42) Na, ulicQ wyszla kobieta.

(On street went out woman)
behave in a similar way. With (43)
(43) Widzialem w oknie kobiete.
(I saw in window woman(Acc))
only (41) can be used as a sequence sentence.
Given (44)
(44) Do donna, ktory obserwowalem, wszedl meZczyzna,.
(Into house which I was watching went man(Nom))
and two sequence sentences (45) and (46)
(45) MQZczyzna wyszedl o 3 00.
(Man (Nom) went out at 3 : 00)
(46) 0 3 : 00 wyszedl mOczyzna.
(At 3 : 00 went out man(Nom))
we will easily find that only (45) can follow (44); (46) is impossible if we are

talking about the same man.
There are some interesting points here:
(a.) The shift of the time adverbial in (45) to the first position does not
change the interpretation of the noun from definite to indefinite
(47) 0 3 : 00 raQZczyzna wyszedl.
(At 3 : 00 man(Nom) went out)
A change of (46) to (48)
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(48) Wyszedl meiczyzna o 3 : 00.
(Went out man(Nom) at 3 : 00)
renders a sentence which must contain a contrastive stress on one of the die-

ments. The position of the stress determines the interpretation.
(b) The change of word order discussed above does not affect the interpretation of sentences with time adverbials of duration. Li fact such a

change is inconceivable with a simultaneous change of intonation, for example
(49) 34.-2czyzna szedl godzinQ.
(Man(Nom) walked hour)
(50)* Godzin szedl me&zyzna.
(Hour walked man(Nom))
The few facts that I have presented here allow only for two indisputable
but trivial conclusions and one interesting but tentative one. The two trivial
conclusions are the following:

I) contrary to the general belief word order in Polish is not free.

II) it is used as one of the ways to express the definite indefinite distinction (i.e., to some extent, coreferentiality or noncoreferentiality) which
in English is indicated by the article.
.
The interesting but tentative conclusion is that
III) nouns with indefinite interpretation appear in sentence final position
only. Nouns with definite interpretation appear in positions other
than final. This is valid for sequence sentences. In certain circumstances (e.g,contrastive stress) position seems to be irrelevant for
the definite/indefinite distinction.
To conclude this seetchy and superficial description I would like to point to
comparison of the article in
some problems that will have to be solved if a
English with its Polish equivalents is to be complete:
(e.g.questions).
(a) word order shift in other constructions and intonation. I think it would
the
relation
of
word
order
to
pronouns
(b)
be particularly interesting to see which word order arrangements cannot appear without a contrastive stress (as, for example, (14) (17)
above)

(c) the relations between the pronominal and article functions of some
pronoims (e.g. ten 'this', jakia 'a, some').
(d) genericness and its relation to the definite indefinite distinction.
(e) the influence of modifiers, quantifiers, etc. on the definite/indefinite
distinction.
and
(f) the definite/indefinite distinction of nouns in adverbial phrases
its relation to word order shifts.
of a
(g) dependency of the definite/indefinite interpretation on the position
noun in relation to other nouns and to the verb.
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A NOTE ON THE RELATION BETWEEN THE ARTICLE IN ENGLISH
AND WORD ORDER IN POLISH

Part 2 (questions)
ALEKSANDER SZWEDEK
Univerrity of LdU

At the end of the first part of the Note (Szwedek 1972a) I suggested a
few problems fo be investigated within the study of Polish equivalents of
the- nglish article 1. Among others I mentioned word order in questions.
The present paper attempts to describe aAffew facts concerning this problem.

YES-NO questions
According to the traditional point of view we would expect that word
order in the following two questions (read with a normal interrogative intonation)
(1) Czy w pokoju siedziala dziewczyna?
(Whether in room was sitting girl)
(2) Czy dziewczyna Siedziala w pokoju?
(Whether girl was sitting in room?)

is irrelevant, and that they mean the same. We will find, though, that this
is not the case, and that (1) can be used as a sequence sentence to
(3) Wszedlem do du&go pokoju.
(I entered to large room)

but not to
(4) WArod ludzi na korytarzu szukalem dziewczyny.
(Among people on corridor I was looking for girl)
which, in turn, can only be followed by (2).
This work was sponsored by the Center of Applied Linguistics, Washington, D. C.

and Ford Foundation.
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In both (1) and (2) the NP's preceding the verb are coreferential with the
NP's in final position in (4) and (3) respectively.

For (1) (with the same intonation) another reading seems to be possible.
The initial sentence, then, could be something like
(5) Widzisz to dziewczyng i chlopca.
(You see here girl and boy)
It is obvious that the two interpretations have two different meanings
noncoreferential (indefinite) and 'coreferential (contrastive) (both, of course,

are alternative questions). It is only superfluous to say that the choice of
one interpretation or the other depends on the preceding context. It may also
be indirectly connected with whether the two sentences are uttered by the
same speaker
or
which seems to be the case with the sequence (5) (1)
by two different speakers, as it seems to be the case with the sequence (3) (1).
The investigation of such a possibility is beyond the scope of the present paper.
The conclusions of this very short discussion are as follows: in YES-NO
questions

I) the NP preceding the verb in the sequence question is coreferential
with the NP in the initial sentence.
II) the NP in final position in the sequence question has two interpretations:

a) a more general, noncoreferential one.
With (3) as the initial sentence, (1) is, then, paraphrased as
(6) Czy w pokoju siedziala jakag dziewczyna czy ktog irony?

(Whether in room was sitting some girl whether somebody else?)
b) a more specific, coreferential one, with limited choice.
(1) is, then, paraphrased as
(7) Czy w pokoju siedziala dziewczyna czy chlopicc?

(Whether in room was sitting girl or boy?)_.
III) The difference between IIa and IIb depends on the preceding context.

The facts presented above lead to a more general observation explaining
the difference between examples (1) and (2). First we have to note that there

is a NP-alternative in (1) and no such alternative exists for the NP under
consideration in (2) (unless the stress is changed). Thus it is 'quite natural
to hear
(3) Wszedk. Yi do duZego pokoju. (6) Czy w pokoju siedziala dziewczyna
(I went in to large room. Whether in room was sitting girl
czy kto6 inny (or czy chlopiec)?
whether somebody else (whether boy))?
while we cannot have a sequence like
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(4) Wgrod ludzi na korytarzu szukalem dziewczyny. (8) Czy dziewczyna
Whether girl
(Among people on corridor I was looking for girl.
siedziala w pokoju czy chiopiec?
was sitting in room whether boy?).

Instead we expect
(9) Czy dziewczyna siedziala w p?koju czy na schodach?
(Whether girl was sitting in room whether on stairs?),

i.e. we have the last element alternation. This is also valid for verbs, for
example
(10) Czy plakala dziewczyna czy chiopiec?
('Whether was crying girl whether boy?)
but (11) Czy dziewczyna plakala czy SiQ Anxiala?
(Whether girl was crying or laughing?).

It is interesting to see that in all the examples above the intonation structure
remains unchanged, but with the change of the word order the relation of
the intonation to the sentence structure becomes different, rendering different
semantic readings. Notice that if the sentence stress stays with the word the
meaning of the sentence remains the same regardless of word order (see examples (12) and (13) below).
Since alternation in YES-NO questions is connected with the last element
it becomes clear why there can be only one, coreferential interpretation of
the NP preceding the verb.
Since word order shifts are normally impossible in English the distinction
discussed above must be expressed in a different way. It is intonation. In
tonation is available for the same distinction in Polish, too. For example, (2)
with sentence stress on dziewczyna can be paraphrased as
(12) Czy dziewczyna siedziala w pokoju czy ktog inny?

(Whether girl was sitting in room whether somebody else?),
and with the stress on the verb, as
(13) Czy dziewczyna siedziala w pokoju czy stala?
(Whether girl was sitting in room whether standing?),
and (2) with the stress on w pokoju can be paraphrased as (9).

Specific questions
In view of what was said in Szwedek (1972b) and about YES-NO questions
above we would expect the difference between
(14) Kiedy chiopiec wyszedl?
left?)
(When boy
and (15) Kiedy wyszedl chiopiec?
boy?)
(When left
to be the same as between, for example
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(16) Kobieta wyszla z domu.
(Woman went out from house.)
and (17) Z domu wyszla kobieta.
(From house went out woman.) (Cf. Szwedek 1912b)
Analysing (14) and (15) we note that they are not synonymous.
-(14) may be a sequence sentence to, for example
(18) 0 godz. 10°° do domu wszedl chlopiec.
(At 10 : 00 into house went boy.)
and (15) a sequence sentence to, for example
(19) 0 godz. 1000 do doinu wszedl chIopiec i dziewczyna.
(At 10 : 00 into house went boy and girl.)

It is clear that specific questions are similar to YES-NO questions in that
a) the sentence stress falls on the last word (at least in the examples in
this paper),
b) word order expresses a similar difference in that the last NP in the
question implies a choice. Except that (15) has only one, contrastive
(and coreferential) interpretation.

It is worth noting that there are cases in which the last NP can have two
interpretations. Compare
(20) Kiedy chlopca widziale6?
(When boy you saw?)
and (21) Kiedy widziaIeg chlopca?
(Whpn you saw boy?)
(20) is clearly coreferential with the NP in an initial sentence.
(21) seems to_have two interpretations:
a) coreferential (contrastive) with (22) as its initial sentence.
(22) Znam i chlopca i dziewczyne.
(I know and boy --and girl.)
b) noncoreferential which in the case of (21) seems to be generic. Two re-

marks are in order with regard to b). First, genericness seems to depend on
the verb and its forma since a generic reading is inconceivable for (15). Secondly, I suspect that there is a difference in intonation between the two readings

the initial pitch being higher in b).
Leaving interpretation b) aside we may conclude that YES-NO questions and
.specific questions are alike in that
A) The NP preceding the verb always has a coreferential interpretation
(examples (2), (14), (20)) (the various possibilities offered by the
application of contrastive stress are ignored here),
2 I leave this staternens as a mere suggestion here since a paper on genericness in
English and Polish is in preparation and I hope to come to some more definite results.
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B) the NP in the final position always presents an alternative (examples
(1), (10), (15)).
They differ in that the NP in the final position in YES-NO questions has two
readings while in specific question one reading. This is only natural since it is
the nature of specific questionsSto ask about details of some already mentioned
object. Since, as I wrote before, it is the last element that is stressed and connects with the question word, in the case of final NI) in specific questions
(as in (15) and (21)) the only possible interpretation is the coreferential one.
In view,of what was said in my earlier paper (Szwedek 1972b) and above,

an interesting conclusion may be drawn about the nature of the change of
the word order. The significance of the change of the word order does not
consist in the change itself but in that it alters the relations between the segmental and suprasegmental struettes of the sentence 3.
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SOME REMARKS ON GENERIC RELATIVE CONSTRUCTIONS IN
ENGLISH AND POLISH
IRENEUSZ JAKUBCZAK
Polish Academy of Sciences, Poznal.

In the following discussion we are going to employ the term "generic" in a
sense slightly different from that generally employed. The usual meaning of
the term can be found, for instance, in The Shorter Oxford English Dictionary
(1965 : 784): "applied to a large group or class of objects". Rather, we will
follow Jespersen (1928 : 62), with whom "generic" also means "applied to a
group or class of objects" (not necessarily large) with the modification that
it also carries the additional meaning: "indifference of choice". We do that
because Jespersen uses the term with reference to a class of relative clauses
in English.
We will concentrate on relative clauses which, after Polanski (1967 : 76),
we shall call substitutional. These will be relative clauses which can stand
for one of the pronominalizable parts of speech: noun, adjective and adverb.
Substitutional relative clauses can be introduced by independent relative

pronouns (those that lack an antecedent), such as the English what or by
anaphoric relative pronouns (those that can have an antecedent), such as
the English he who. or the Polish ten, kto.
The following constructions will be regarded as generic:
A.

E. If so, please order whatever is appropriate. I am indifferent to these
things(AW-ASA). Don't you regard Stokesay at all. You break your ankle
whenever you come to a country-house party(AW-ASA). ... whoever of us
survives the other should commit the story to paper(AW-ASA).
P. Cokolwiek maj4, nios4 na wymianc (SS-DB). Ktokolwiek wspornni
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o tym, dostanie porzadnie po glowie (SS-DB). Ociziekolwiek nocny krzyk
doktor KO4ailMk0 (SS-DB).
wnet zjawia sit
6wiadczy
B.

E. It's your birthday. You choose what you like(AW-ASA).
P. Rob, co (tylko) chcesz. Moiesz igó, gdzie ci siQ (Zywnie) podoba.
C.

E. I'm past all that or superior to it or whatever you like(AW-ASA).
P. Moesz taficzyo, z kimIcolwiek chcesz.

The above examples show that generic meaning can be achieved in one of
the three ways:
a) by attaching to a relative pronoun the adverb ever in English and the
particle -kolwiek in Polish. The respective rules for the derivation of such
compound relative pronouns will be as follows:
E.

(1) X±Y+(R +Z)

(2) R >what, who, when, where...
(3) R--ever whatever, whoever, whenever, wherever...
P.
(1) X +Y +(R +Z)
(2) R >co, kto, kiedy, gdzie...
(3) Rskolwiek-->ktokolwielc, cokolwiek, kiedykolwiek...

A few remarks should be added at this point. The rules are mechanical
because they do not specify under which conditions the attachment of the generic morphemes is possible. We are not going, however, to elaborate on this
point since the problem needs an extensive treatment.

The rules will not yield a formation such as *as ever in English and
*jakkolwielc in Polish although their simple counterparts as and jak respectively
are used as relative pronouns in substitutional relative clauses. The first (i.e.

*as ever) will be rejected on the grounds that only combinations like as ever
are acceptable, e.g. The wind was as strong as ever in which ever expresses
time relation only, or ever can be used as an intensifier of a verb as in Work
as hard as ever you can.
We reject the Polish * Jakkolwiek for the reason that it is not used as a relative pronoun. Thus the sentence *ZrOb to, Jakkolwiek chcesz is unacceptable at
least in my idiolect. One of the acceptable constructions which Jakkolwiek
can enter would be nie lubi@ go, jalckolwiek nigdy mu Lego nie powiedzialem
(I do not like him although I have never told him that). Jakkolwiek functions
here as a conjunction introducing a concessive clause which acts as a modifier of
the preceding clause.
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The rule yielding compound relatives in English is obligatory for the relative pronoun who, which is now regarded archaic. It is still preserved only in
petrified constructions like proverbs and sayings:
Who breaks pays (prov.).
Whom God will destroy, he first makes mad (prov.).
b) by the introduction of special verbs into relative clauses.
They are:
E. like, choose, please, prefer...
P. chcice, woleo, podobae

Relative clauses in Polish containing one of the verbs named contain
special optional adverbs like: tylko or tywnie. Ty lko can appear with all the
emunerated. 2ywnie seems to appear with podobad s4 only.
c) by combining (a) and (b) together.
The need for setting up the category of generic relative clauses will become
obvious when we trace their distinctive features. First, although t4;6e' verbs
occurring in generic constructions are: the E. like and the P. podobao si@
we cannot, speak in this case about personal feelings of the person concerned.
The English sentence
(a) E. Take what you like.
P. Wei, co (tylko) chcesz.
shows no reference to the feelings of the person concerned. We can prove
that by negativizing the relative clause
(b) E. Take what you do not like.
P. Wei, ezego nie lubisz.
Negativization provides here a completely different. meaning. While (a) means
I allow you to take anything; I don't care what, (b) means that I advise
you to take those things only which you do not like. We may conclude that (b)
is not the negative version of (a) on semantic grounds. Non-equivalence of
(a) and (b) is evidenced in the respective Polish translations. In (b) the Polish
equivalent sentence contains the verb "lubie" Which does express personal
feelings in this case, but it also has specific reference.
Another piece of evidence for a different character of generic relative
clauses will be adduced from the domain of syntax. We will consider the behaviour of independent and anaphoric relative pronmms. Thus E. You may dance with whom you like (allowing for the archaic character
of the construction).
P. Moiesz tanczye, z kim (tylko) chcesz.
would be different in meaning from the respective constructions containing
anaphoric relative pronouns
E. You may dance with the one who(m) you like.
P. Moiesz taficzye z tym, ktorego lubisz.

2 2 1,
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The first pair of sentences implies that the person con'C'erned may dance
with anybody. The second pair implies that the person concerned may dance
only with the person he/she likes. The difference is clearly marked in Polish,

where the verb in the relative clause of the second group is lubio and not
chcieo and the relative pronoun is ktory, which is usually specific in reference
in its singular form while kto is usually non-specific; hence the choice. The
difference is also indicated by the impossibility of introducing tylko or iyumie
into the relative clause.
The general structure of generic relative clauses can be as follows
X71-1--V4R (E. ever
+N. + V+ (V,
P. -kolwiek)
2

Condition: Ni=N,

and

inf.

)]

V1 =V0

As such generic relative clauses are a subset of those substitutional relative
clauses in which the main clause verb is reproduced in the infinitival form in
the relative clause as in
E. I said what I meant (to say)
P. Powiedzialem, co zamierzalem (powiedziee).
Generic relative clauses differ from other relative clauses semantically.
The main clause verb is very often in the imperative
E. Take what you like.
P. Wei, co (tylko) zechcesz.

The imperative construction is synonymous to constructions in which
permission is expressed. Thus E. Take what you like (Wei, co (tylko) chcesz)
is synonymous to E. You may take what you like (McAesz wzi46, co (tylko)
chcesz). We could postulate on the basis of these facts that the two sentences
given have a common semantic structure marked (+permission). It is beyond
the scope of this paper to attempt .a formalism of this hypothesis or to adduce

more evidence in its support. We may only state that we are concerned in
this case with semantic neutralization between the imperative and the infinitive of a verb. Neutralization of this type exists in Polish in sentences
expressing command, e.g. Opmicio statek (Abandon ship).

Although the main clause verb is most usually in the imperative, this is
not a condition sine qua non. In the following construction the pronoun
you in the main clause does not refer to a second person.
E. "Give me the telephone", I said. "It's quicker and you can say what you
like"(JC-HM).
In fact the sentence is synonymous to
One can say what one likes.
In both cases the equivalent Polish sentences would be impersonal constructions
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MoZna powiedziee, co sig (tylko) chce.
The last example shows that generic constructions do not impose restrictions on the class of possible verbs in the main clause. Actually, generic constructions help to disambiguate certain ambiguous verbs. These verbs are

E. say, tell, know...
P. powiedzie6, opowiedziee,
These verbs are ambiguous because they allow embedding of either interrogative or relative clauses though in the majority of cases it is interrogative
clauses which are embedded after them. In the sentence

E. He told me what had happened.
P. Powiedzial mi, co sic wydarzylo.
the subordinate clauses what had happened and co si§ wydarzylo respectively are

ambigous unless we set them against a wider context; though it is probably
true that they would be interpreted as interrogative by most native speakers
of the respective languages. Still, the relative interpretation is possible.
If a verb from the class already exemplified enters a generic construction,
it becomes disambiguated and the subordinate clause is interpreted as relative.
E. Say what you like; he's proud (WG-S). I said ask what you like (WG-S).
P. MOw, co chcesz. To pyszalek (WG-W). Powiedzialem, ie moiecie pytad,
o co chcecie (WG-W).

Disambiguation of these verbs can be explained on the basis of double
co-referentiality: that of the noun and that of the verb from the main clause.
For ask what you like has to be interpreted as the elided form of
You ask what you like to ask.
The conclusion would therefore be that certain verbs require the condition
of being reproduced if the clause embedded after them is to be interpreted as
relative. Such would be the case with the English tell, say, know and the Polish opowiedzied, powieclzieo, wiedzieo... Other verbs do not need this condition.

In the sentence
E. He took what she gave him.
P. Bral (to), co mu dawala.
the only co-referential element is this fragment of reality which is referred to by
.iattpt and (to), co respectively.
Generic constructions can function as concessive adverbial modifiers:

E. Say what you like, women are a sex by themselves (JC-HM).
P. Mow co chcesz, kobiety to odrcbna plea (transl. is mine)'.
E. And say what you like, the epic is bigger than the lyric (JC-HM).
-P. I moiesz .mowie, co chcesz ale epika jest czymg .wickszym niz liryka
(transl. is mine).
E. ... it was a difficult thing, do what he could, to keep the discourse free
from obscurity (Jespersen 1928: 60).
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P.

bylo rzecza trudna, chociaz robil, co magi, utrzyaO rozmowe wolml

od niejasnoki (transl. is mine).
It is difficult to decide whether the generic construction functions here as a

paratactic or a hypotactic modifier. The fact that it may stand alone or
be left out without any syntactic or semantic restrictions would put it in
the categoryAlparatactic modifiers. Its position, on the other hand, would
be in support Cif the view that it is hypotactic. Yet there are more reasons for
treating it as a paratactic construction.
The respective Polish translations show that we are concerned here with
modifiers which are concessive in meaning. The last Polish translaticin shows
this best.
Another example of generic constructions functioning as concessive modifiers is provided by the sentences of the structiue: come what Modal in which

the main clause verb is in the subjunctive.
E. Come what might he would never leave John (AW-ASA).
P. Niech sig dzieje, co chce, on nigdy nie opuki John'a (transl. is mine).
E. Come what may, I must raise the money.
P. Niech SiQ dzieje, co chce, muszg zdobyo to pieniadze (transl. is mine)
The subjunctive mood in Polish is indicated by the particle niech.
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GENERAL

NOMINALIZATION IN ENGLISH AND POLISH
REMARKS

BARBARA LEWANDOWSKA
University of Lodi

The present paper is an introductory part of a more extensive contrastive
study on the problems of nominalizations in English and rash'. The purpose
of this introduction is to present the scope andthe general assumptions concerning the subject, emphasizing the most typical structures in English and
Polish, which will be dealt with in the subsequent parts of the study, and will

appear in the form of separate papers.
All three main types of sentence, namely declaratives, imperatives, and
interrogatives, can be embedded into a matrix clause both in Polish and English.

During the process of embedding the nominaliiation rules map the terminal
strings underlying them onto their surface structures that frequently differ
from the form, they would acquire as the topmost sentences.
Following the UCLA model of transformational-generative grammar
(Stockwell et al. 1968) the modified Chomskyan version with Fillmore's case
analysis will be retained throughout the present study. The following four types

of nominalizations will be examined in the whole work:

1. Factive
2. Infinitival
3. Gerundive

4. Indirect Questions.
propozycja, writing
Derived nouns like: proposal
His proposal made me angry.
(1)
(la) Jego propozycja zezloAcila mnie.

pismo in:

This work is sponsored by Center for Applied Linguistics, Washington D. C., and
Ford Foundation.
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His writing is difficult to read.
Jego pismo trudno odczytaa.
as well as the class labelled "Action Nominals" (Lees 1960) e.g.
(3)
Painting the floor is a hard job.
(3a) Malowanie podlogi to trudne zakeie.
are taken here as lexically derived from the corresponding verbs, so should,
in fact, fall out of the scope of the present investigation. The distinction be(2)

(2a)

tween Action and Gerundive Noinirmls, however, though so vital for English,
does not essentially exist in the Polish language, so in many cases it will be
impossible to transfer these differences into the Polish examples. The Polish
structure basically employs Action Nominals in the place of both Action and
Gerundive ones in English. The relations between the English and Polish Action
and Gerundive Nominal are the subject matter of the next paper of the present
series. Certain tendencies towards gerundialization that can be observed in the
contemporary Polish language nowadays will be signalled further in the pres-

ent paper.
FACTIVE NOMINALS

The parameter of distinction between Factive vs. Non-factive Nominal
assumes (Kiparsky and Kiparsky 1968), that in the case of factive predicate
the speaker presupposes that the object or subject of the predicate is true,
while for non factive ones it is only the matter of assertion or belief, e.g.:
(4)

It is odd. that the door is closed.

(English examples taken from Stockwell et al. 1968, Nominalization: 3)
(4a) To dziwne, Ze drzwi sa zarnkniete.
(5)

It isn't odd that the door is closed.

(5a)

Nie jest dziwne, Ze drzwi sa zamkniete.

vs. non- factive:
(6)

I believe that the door is closed.

Wierze, Ze drzwi sa zamknicte.
I don't believe that the door is closed.
(7a) Nie wierze, Ze drzwi sa zamknkte..
All nominalizations including the so-called Verb-complementation are
assumed to have their deep structure of the form..
(6a)
(7)

(8)

NP
si

The difference between Factive and Non-factive Nominals lies in the higher
part of the branching tree-diagram. The factive predicates do not have sentential objects but the object consisting of the phrase the fact, which itself takes
an object in the fOrm °fa sentence. So their structure may be presented in the
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form of the following P-marker (Stockwell et al. 1968, Nominalization: 3):
Casei

(9)

/\

PREP NI?

D NOM

N NEUT
PREP NP
the fact

The non-factive nominalization may appear in the derivation with any item
except fact:
(10)
NEUT

PREP NP
Non-factive nominals may be of two types:
1. generic:

Writing grammars is not fun.
(11a) Pisanie gramatyk to nie cart.
2. a certain type of verb complements which appear as nominalized elements following a restricted number of verbs both in English and Polish:
. (12) John avoids coming here.
(12a) Jan nitika przychodzenia tutaj.
The differences between Polish and English in this respect are considerable.
(11)

Compare:

The dog started biting the shoe.
vs. ungrammatical or at least different Polish:
(13)

(13a) * Pies za,cz0 gryzienie buta. (Crrzegorczykowa 1967: 129) where the
infinitive gryio
begin in the
bile must obligatorily follow the verb zaacto
Polish sentence:

(13b) Pies zacz41 gryie but.
Both in English and Polish only factive predicates allow that-S or Fact-that-S
nominalization as in the examples below:

The fact that she solved the problem is significant (odd, tragic).
(14a) Fakt, Ze ona rozwivala ten problem jest znamienny (dziwny, tra(14)

giczny).
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5)

* The fact that' lie solved the problem is likely (true, sure).

(15a) * Fakt, ie ona, rozwiazala ten problem jest prawdopodobny (prawdziwy, pewny).
where (15) and (15a) are ungrammatical because of their internal logical contra,diction.

The similar parameter, which keeps valid only for English, however,
states that only the factives allow gerundive construction, e.g.:
(16) Her having solved the problem is significant.
(16a) Rozwiazanie tego problemu przez 111Q jest waine.
Or

(16b) Rozwiazanie tcgo problemu przez nia jest wainym faktem.
or

(16c) Fakt rozwiaza,nia tego problemu przez nia jest wainy.
vs. ungrammatical English:
(17) * Her having solved the problem is likely.
and the corresponding grammatical Polish sentence:
(17a) Rozwiazanie tego problemu przez nia jest prawdopodobne.
Since there is no perfective aspect in Polish that would be expressed similarly as
the English have-en form, sentence (17a) is ambiguous, being either an equivalent of (17) in which sense it will not be grammatical in Polish either or

corresponding to the English:
(17b) Hcr solving of the problem is
where solving functions as an action nominal and may indicate the action to be
performed in future. If one tries to find a semantically identical form in Polish,
that would correspond to (17), there should be suggested a sentence with the
subordinate nominal that-clause:
(17e) * Fakt, ie ona rozwiazala ten problem jest prawdopodobny.
The contradiction between fakt and prawdopodobny again makes this sentence
unacceptable.
Sentential subject of non-factives must obligatorily stand in initial position
both in Polish and English. In the case of sentential subjects of factives, this
position is optional. Let's consider the following examples of factives (ex.
18 19a) vs. non-factives (ex. 20 - 21a)
(18) That he comes early amuses me.
(18a) Fakt, Ze on przychodzi wczegnie bawi mnie.
(19)

It amuses me that he comes early.

(19a) Bawl mnie fakt, ie on przychodzi wczegnie.
but:
(20) * That he comes early seems to me.
(20a) * Fakt, ie on przychodzi wczegnie wyda,je mi sic.
-(21)

It seems to me that he comes early.

(21a) Wydaje mi sic, is on przychodzi wczegnie.
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The fact that neither in English nor a Polish the predicates in (20 - 21a)
allow Fact-that-S nominalizations proves the non-factive status of this type
of predicate in both the languages.
Concluding these remarks on factive nominalizations in .English and Polish
one should notice that the English complementizer that always corresponds
to the Polish ze, which is obligatorily preceded by fakt in Polish, and the fact

in English (optional) if standing in sentence-initial position.
INFINITIVAL NOMINALIZATIONS

The derivation of the infinitival complements does not seem to be a single
substitute of a sentential constituent by an infinitive but involves many intermediate stages reaching the deepest structure of the construction. The distinction between Emotive and Non-emotive predicates which is retained here
following the UCLA model, is expressed for the emotive predicates by the subjective value of the preposition taking for in infinitival nominalizations in English which corresponds to the Dative ending of the Noun in infinitival, or
preposition dla in the gerundive nominalizations in Polish, e.g.:

It's difficult for me to solve the problem.
(22a) Jest mi trudno rozwiazae ten problem.
(22b) Rozwivanie Lego probleMu jest dla mnie trudne.
(22)

The nominal constructions with infinitives in English are supposed to have

their deep structure roughly of the form:
I want to go.
(23) I want (I go)
The corresponding deep structure of the equivalent Polish string underlying
the equivalent Polish sentence would be then:
(23a) Ja chcc (Ja ide)Ja (Alec Ad.
The evidence that would justify such an analysis in Polish is rather scarce.
It seems to some authors (Grzegorezykowa 1967: 129 30), however, that the
constructions with the infinitive in Polish most often connote the narrowing
of the semantic interpretation of the utterance when compared with the gerun-

dive or action nominals. That is why there is no semantic identify between
e,g.:

Staram sic przyjechae.
(24a) I'm trying to come.
and the constructions with the action nominal:
(25) Starani sic o przyjazd.
(25a) I'm trying for somebody (not stated clearly for whom, may be also
for myself) to come.
Such examples of the,ponstructions with infinitives may constitute some evi(24)

dence for the claim that in Polish an infinitive following a verb must have the
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co-referential subject with the preceding verb in the deep structure,
The next type of infinitival nominalization represented in English by:
(26) I want him to go.
requires an object clause in the Polish equivalent structure:
(26a) Clic, (Zeby
aby on poszedl.
by
Equally frequently when the infinitive refers to the action performed not by
the subject but by the object of the verb, i.e. in the case of causal constructions,
the actions expressed by the subject and the object of the verb are expressed
by separate lexical units both in Polish (Grzegorczykowa 1967: 125) and English:
(27)

I must go.

(27a) Muszcl AC.
(28) I made him go.

with the corresponding infinitival construction in Polish:
(28a) Kazalem, mu iSe.

or the subordinate clause:
(28b) Kazalem, aby szedl.
(29)

I can do it.

(29a) Mop to zrobie.
(30) I enabled him to do it.
with the equivalent gerundive nominal in Polish:
(30a) Umoiliwilem mu zrobienie tego.
Sentences (27a) and (28a) are the only instances then, where the English infinitival nominal is equivalent to the identical infinitival structure in Polish.

The last problem worth mentioning at this point refers to the variation
of the infinitive
nomen actions type. In Polish the latter nne is preceded
by a preposition in, the majority of cases. Not all infinitival forms, however,

seem to be accepttble in Diglish:
(31)

Zdecydowal sib powiedzied praw4.

(31a) He decided to tell the truth.
Zdecydowal sib na powiedzenie prawdy.
(32a) He decided on telling the truth.
(32)

but:
(33)

Przywykn41 chodzi6 wcze6nie spite.

(33a) *He got used to go to bed early.
(34)

Przywyknqi do wczesnego chodzenia span.

(34a) He got used to going to bed early.
Some other structures of the same type showing some idiosyncretic qualities
of distribution seem to have equivalent forms in Polish, e.g.:
(35)

He remembers to do it.
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(35a) On pamicta, aby to zrobid (ie ma to zrobio).
with the infinitive in the adverbial clause, or:
(35b) On parnicta o zrobieniu tego.

with the action nominal preceded by a preposition. Both (35a) and (35b)
are equivalent to (35).
(36) He remembers doing it.
(36a) On parnicta robienie tego.
where the. gerundive nominal in. the Polish example is used much less frequently than the equivalent construction with an object clause:
(36b) On parnicta, ie to zrobil.
with the corresponding English version:
(36c) He remembers that he has done it.
GERUNDIVE NOMINALS

Gerundive notninals sensu stricto are rare in Polish. The English gerundives have the corresponding equivalent forms in Polish in the form of the socalled substantivurn verbale (verbal-substantive phrases) that may be also
referred to as action nominals. As a class they will be discussed separately,
while at this point certain tendencies towards their gerundivalization in Polish will be pointed out (Damborskk 1965: 154 - 157).
1. They can be modified by adverbs of manner.
e.g.:
(37)

gpiewanie dobrze
(37a) singing well

2. The introduction of the reflexive pronoun:
(38)

calowanie sic

(38a) kissing each other

3. The usage of subjective Dative:
(39) dostarczanie ksi#ek samemu
[Dat.]

(39a) supplying the books by oneself
4. The usage of Accusative following the comparative conjunction jako preceded by a nominalized item: (Damborsk3; 1967: 227)
(40) traktowanie tego jako warunek rokowan
besides
(41) traktowanie tego jako warunku rokowan
(40a) and (41a) treating it as a condition for negotiation

{Accusative'
Genitive f

2 3,1
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INDIRECT QUESTIONS

Indirect Questions will cover the class of embedded interrogatives in the
present study. The necessity of distinction between true embedded questions
(ex. 42, 42a) and pseudo-embedded questions (ex. 43, 43a) has been already
pointed out in the UCLA grammar, (stockwell 1968, Nominalization: 69), e.g.:
(42) I don't remember what has happened.
(42a) Nie pamigtam co sig stalo.
vs.

I don't like what has happened.
mi sig to co sig stalo.
(43a) Nie

(43)

As can be seen then, both in Polish an English a different verb introducing
the subordinate structure is used to distinguish between the true embedded
interrogative and pseudo-embedded question. The problem of differentiating
between embedded interrogative (ex. 44, 44a) and relative clause (ex. 45, 45a)

seems to be vital in both the languages too.
(44) I don't know. who was in the room.
(44a) Nie wiem kto byl w pokoju.
(45) I don't know the person who was in the room.
(45a) Nie znam osoby, ktora byla w pokoju.
The characteristic feature of the constructions with relative clauses is that
the basic strings of their deep structure must contain an identical element
which will be a subject to relativization. The occurrence of an embedded question in a given position on the other hand seems to be caused by the presence
of some lexical morphemes in the matrix clause which allow the embedding
of the interrogative constructions into the matrix constituent (K. Polanski
1967: 82).

The embedded questions may be subject to infinitivalization under the condition of co-referentiality of NP's in subject position in the matrix clause and
embedded question as well as the constraint on the auxiliary which must be
future in the indirect question (Stockwell 1968, Nominalization: 71). This

results in Equi-NP-Deletion and Infinitive-Intro-fiction. Stockwell in his
paper (1968: 71) postulates the following derivation of the infinitivalized indi-

rect question in English:
(46)

what will I do
a. I don't know
b. I don't know what I will do
c. I don't know what to do

Co bgdg robiC
(46a) a. Nie wiem
b. Nie wimm co bede robi6
c. Nie wiem co robi6.
(47)

a. I didn't take into account
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b. I didn't take into account how I would do it
c. I didn't take into account how to do it
Jak bedQ to robie
(47a) a. Nie wzitgem pod uwagg
b. Nie wzi4lem pod uwag@ jak bedg to robie
c. Nie wzi4lem pod uwap jak to (z)robie.
The infinitival reduction suggested above may, however, raise some objection concerning the postulated paraphrase relations between the constructions
with embedded questions and the corresponding infinitival structures. The
constructions with embedded questions of the type given in (46, 46a) and
(47, 47a) seem to contain both in English and Polish some more evident implication as to the possible completing of the action described in the dependent
question.
(46)

b. I don't know what I will do.

(46a) b. Nie wiem co bedQ robie.

are, according to the tradition in TG, generated from:
I will do WH something
(46) b1. I don't know
Bedg robie Int. cog
(46a) b1. Nie wiem
The clauses with the infinitival reduction, on the other hand, seem also to
contain the possible alternative denial of completing the action in the infinitival structure.
(46)

c. I don't know what to do.

(46a) c. Nie wiem co
seem to contain the possible implication.
(46) c1. It is possible that I won't do anything.
(46a) c1. Moiliwe, Le nic nie bed.Q robid.
The above observation may suggest some closer relation between the infini-

tivalized type of dependent questions and the alternative interrogative constructions.
The other remark I would like to add at this point refers to the infinitivalized embedded questions with some othcr constructions embedded into them.
The embedding of an adverbial clause of the final type into the embedded
question, naturally requires &if:rent constituent strings in the basic structure
of the construction with an embedded question. What is interesting, however,
is the fact that this process seems to be completed apart from the requirement
of the co-referentiality of NP's and the future auxiliary in the dependent question.
Sentences:
(48)

I didn't take into account how to do it to make it work

(48a) Nie wzi4lem pod uwagc jak to zrobio, aby to dzialalo
or

(49) I don't know where to go to get it
18
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(49a) Nie wiem dokad pojgo, aby to dostao
do not necessarily suggest the occurrence of the co-referential I in (48, 49)
and ja in (48a, 49a) in the dependent question. Neither do they seem to obligatorily assign the future marker to the auxiliary in it. The paraphrase relation
holds rather between (48, 48a), (49, 49a) and (48, 48a)1, (49, 49a)1 respectively:
(48)1

or

I didn't take into account how one should do it to make it work
I didn't take into account how it should be done to make it work

(48a)1 Nie wzialem pod uwagc jak Imlay to zrobi6, aby to dzialalo
Nie wZialem pod uwagc jak powinno sic to zrobio, aby to dzialalo

or
or

Nie wzialem pod uwagc,jak to powinno by6 zrobione, aby to dzialalo.

and

I don't know where one should go to get it
(49a)1 Nie wiem dokad naleiy (powinno sic) Mg, aby to zdobyo.
(49)1

The final observation on infinitivalization of embedded questions refers
to the interrogative clauses with why. Both in English (Stockwell, Nominalization: 71) and Polish they disallow infinitival reduction, though in the intuition

of the native speakers the Polish example with the infinitive in perfective
aspect seems to be more acceptable:
(50)*

She knows why to do it.

(50a)* Ona wie dlaczego to robie.
(50b)* Ona wie dlaczego to zrobio.

To conclude these few remarks on nominalization in Polish and English
one further comment will be here added to signal the phenomenon of equivalence between the markers serving to introduce nominalized complements
in both languages. These so-called complcmentizers (Rosenbaum 1965) have,
as could be noticed in the examples above, the following forms in English:
that or the fact that for factive nominalizations, for-to for infinitival, -ing for
gerundives, and the variety of interrogative pronouns marked with the [Whl
feature in their lexical matrices, for indirect questions. The corresponding class
of complementizers in Polish contains the following markers (Rothstein 1966:

23): ie and fakt, ie or to, ie for factives, Inf -6 for infinitival phrases, ieby
(aby, by) for embedded object clauses equivalent to infinitives in meaning,
-enie

Nom {-anie for verbal-substantive phrases, most often corresponding to the
-ecie

English gerundive and action nominals, and the interrogative pronouns for
embedded questions.
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NOUN OBJECTS IN POLISH AND IN ENGLISH
JERZY ADA111KO
Maria Curie-Sktodowska University, Lublin

As a syntactic item in Polish and in English, the object is of sufficient importance to merit separate attention. Therefore, a comparison of objects in
the two languages may prove useful for both pragmatic and theoretical pm.poses. This brings forth. the question of identifying the object in the languages
under consideration. English differentiates the object from other sentence elements by position. A noun phrase that occupies the place immediately after a
transitive verb is considered an object (Thomas 1967: . 34, 121; Zandvoort
1962: 199 and Schonweghs 1961: 11). In Polish it is not position that assigns
noun phrases to the category of object but case. Noun phrases that appear as
objects complementing verbs assume the oblique cases whose choice is determined by a given verb. Contrary to English, a Polish verb that can be complemented by an object can be intransitive as well. Polish and English also differ
in the kinds of objects they recognize. While the former distinguishes only two
objects
the direct and indirect object, the latter, besides recognizing these
two, also distinguishes the prepositional object and the objective complement.
This fact makes it obvious that there cannot be a one-to-one correspondence

between the languages in question with respect to the object. The present
paper will be concerned with a discussion of the kinds of objects in both languages and the relationship between them. As, however, noun phrases in either
language that serve as objects comprise various parts of speech, each having

its syntactic peculiarities, this paper has been confined to signalling certain
problems pertinent to noun objects only.
The relationship between the 'predicate and its noun object cannot be presented adequately by one formula for the two languages. lit English this relationship may be rendered as follows:
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VERB +noun object in the common case

Polish requires a different formula, namely
VERB + noun object in the genitive
VERB+ noun object in the dative
VERB+ noun object in the accusative
VERB-1-noun object in the instrumental

because, as has been said earlier, Polish verbs determine the case of objects
that complement the in. It should be added that the verb-object order of the
formula for Polish does not exclude other positions that the object can occupy.
The present arrangement of the formula has been adopted because the predicate-object order is the neutral order in Polish. The English learner of Polish is
then not likely to have serious difficulties with the position of noun objects in
his target language. A greater problem will arise when it comes to cases. To
make the correct choice of the case, the learner of Polish must learn which cases

are assumed by noun objects with individual verbs. This problem does not
confront the Polish learner of English as such inflection is absent from the structure of English. Still, he may be prone to other mistakes: instead of placing the

object in an English sentence immediately after the verb, he will insert it
into other positions permitted by the Polish word order (e.g. after the adverbial modifier or before the predicate).
What has been said so far has been of a general nature. Problems perttiin-

ing to particular kinds of objects in Polish and English will accordingly be
dealt with under the headings of direct object, indirect object, prepositional
object, and objective complement.
DIRECT OBJECT. Both Polish and English recognize this type of object. To
identify it, English employs the positional criterion. A noun (or a noun-headed

construction) that appears immediately after the verb is considered a direct
object when the noun is by itself, as only the direct object can occur alone in
English (Reszkiewicz 1966: 31). The position immediately after the verb is also

occupied by the direct object when it appears with a verb that requires an
objective complement. Of two nouns corrirlfymenting such a verb, the first is
the direct object, (Francis 1958: 349) the other is the objective complement.
When two nouns complement other verbs, the second will be the direct object
(Kufner 1969: 43; Scheurweghs 1961: 16; see also Jespersen 1965: 257; Francis

1958: 351 and Reszkiewicz 1966:. 33), the first being the indirect object.
Needless to say, only transitive verbs are being considered here. Another criterion that serves to identify the direct object is what may be called a 'subjectconvertibility' test, whereby only that object which becomes the subject of a
given sentence once it has been changed into the passive is counted as the direct object. The application of the test to English is limited because the indi-
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rect object, as will be seen later, reacts positively to this test in a number of
sentences.

If the subject-convertibility test is of secondary importance in English,
in Polish it is considered the major criterion which serves to indicate the direct
object (Szober 1969: 310; Doroszcwski 1964: 194 and sec Wierzbowski 1962:
121). This implies that direct objects can complement only transitive verbs in
Polish as well. Since Polish verbs require their. objects in the oblique cases,

those serve as another criterion of identification. The direct noun object in
Polish may take one of the following three cases, depending on a given verb:
the accusative, the genitive, and the instrumental.
The direct object in the accusative is by far the most common with verbs.
An exhaustive list of these verbs, however, is beyond the scope of this paper.
The genitive is assumed by the direct object when the object is used (Doroszewski 1964: 194 5):

a) partitively or quasi-partitively as in kupilem migsa (genitive), poiycz
mi gumki (genitive).
b) with a verb in the negative
nie mam zastrzeieri (genitive)
Hania nie napisala wypracowania (genitive)
c) with verbs of negative meaning such as przeczyd, zakazywad, zabraniad,
zapomincto, chybiad, ?tnikao, potrzebowad etc.

zakazalem uczniom palenia (genitive)
Piotr zapomnial pi enigdzy (genitive)
d) with impersonal verbs such as przybywao, ubywad, brakowad, wystarczyd.
ludzi (genitive) na ewieoie przybywa
e) with verbs denoting feelings e.g.: zalowad, nienawidzie, bad sig.

bojg sig niediwied.zi (genitive)
f) with perfective verbs beginning with prefixes do- and na- as in najead sig,
nasypao, doczekad sig.

najadlem sig st r klchu (genitive)
g) with some other verbs: chcied, pragne, ittdad, bronid, chronid, pilnowad,
strzec, etc.
bronimy oj c z yz ny (genitive)
i(tdamy praw (genitive)

The direct object in the instrumental appears with such verbs as rvtdzid,
kierowae, wiadad, dowodzi6, powodowad, pogardzad, lekcewaiyo, poniewierad,
ru.szad, trztleo, obracad and the like (Doroszewski 1964 : 195).

rzwbg moim król est w em (instrumental)
chlopi ec rusza nogg (instrumental).
Such intricacies as shown above are absent from English where noun objects have only one case. However, the English direct object may enter constructions that do not seem to have an exact counterpart in Polish.
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The direct object in an English sentence she smiled her joy will hardly
ever appear as one in Polish. She smiled her joy is tantamount to she expressed
her joy by smiling. The English verb here assumes the meaning of "expressing
by ...-ing" (Jespersen 1965 : 234) as for example:

Mary laughed her thanks
he beamed enormous satisfaction
I breathed .my astonishment
-

In Polish the presence of the direct object in such constructions will dep(md on the verb in the Polish rendering: she sang her joy can be rendered as
Wygpiewala swct radodO but she laughed her joy cannot be translated as wyemiala

swct radog (since it would mean she laughed at her joy). A separate study
covering the types, possibly a list, of verbs that admit the direct objcct in
such a construction as well as other ways of rendering the construction into
Polish would be useful for learners of English and Polish.

Sometimes the object repeats the meaning, often the form, of the verb
it complements e.g. he lived a double life. This is termed 'cognate object'
and can be found in Polish and in English but the two languages differ in
this respect. All cognate objects in English belong to the direct object and
complement transitive verbs. A. number of corresponding verbs in Polish,
though, are intransitive and either incapable of entering the cognate-object
construction e.g. the verb in to fight a fight cannot be rendered into Polish
with the intransitive verb walczyo (to fight) but another verb must be used,
thereby reducing the noun in the Polish rendering to the status of an ordinary
direct object: to fight a fight will be toczyj walkg (the cognation being absent);

or if an intransitive verb in Polish appears with a cognate form, the latter is
treated as an adverbial of manner e.g. umrzed gwaltownct emiercict (to die a
violent death), iyó podwOjnym iyciem. Certainly, some transitive verbs in Polish

admit cognate objects which are then regarded as direct objects e.g.: tanczy6
jakie taniec (to dance a dance), pisaO pismo (to write a writ) (Heinz 1961 : 40 41).

A direct-object construction that is lacking in Polish is represented by a
combination of to have±a direct object as in to have a smoke, to have a drink,

to have a swim etc. The combination denotes a single performance of the
action expressed by the noun (Scheurweghs 1961 : 13; Zandvoort 1962 : 201).

The construction will be rendered into Polish by a perfective verb, to have
a ride
zapalio.
przejechao sic, to have a smoke
In certain sentences such as to ask John a question it is necessary to admit a
construction with two direct objects on the grounds that either of the objects

that complement a given verb can be considered a direct object when it
occurs alone with the same verb (Jespersen 1965 : 295

2 3 zj
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strike a boy (dir. obj.)*a heavy blow (dir. obj.)
strike a boy (dir. obj.)
strike a heavy blow (dir. obj.)
ask John (dir. obj.) a question (dir. obj.)
ask John (dir. obj,)
ask a question (dir. obj.)

*see index of abbreviations
In Polish, pairs like to ask John and ask, a question cannot always be rendered

with the same verb. To ask John is pytad Janka but to ask a question will be
zadad pytanie. To ask John a question must be translated as zadaC Jankowi
pytanie, which will be looked upon a mere sequence of an indirect ( Jankowi
ace.) because Polish nouns in the dative
dat.) and a direct object (pytanie
arc not considered direct objects. The form Jankowi may only function as an

indirect object as will be seen below.
It might be of interest to find to what extent the interference of English

operates here, that is, whether the English learner of Polish will tend to
produce Polish sentences like *Pytad pytanie or *.P ft? ao Janka pytanie as the

renderings of English sentences of the type to ask a question or to ask John a
question.

The category of indirect object is present in the
structures of Polish and English. However, there is a significant difference
between the two languages. For one thing, only two objects are usually
distinguished in Polish, the direct object and the indirect object (Szober
1969: 310; Doroszewski 1964: 193 and Wierzbowski 1962: 121). The latter
cannot be made the subject of a passive sentence, though it may assume the
INDIRECT OBJECT.

same cases as the direct object. This does not lead to confusion because when
the indirect object appears in one of the direct.- object cases, it complements
an intransitive verb which cannot take a direct object or it is accompanied by a

preposition, of which the direct object is incapable. For that .matter, the
indirect object in Polish can assume all cases except the nominative and be
accompanied by prepositions.

The indirect object in English appears only in company with the direct
object which it always precedes (Jespersen 1965 : 287; Kufner 1969 : 43 and see
Scheurweglis 1961 : 16; Francis 1958 : 351 and Reszkiewicz 1966 : 33). In this
case the English indirect noun object corresponds to the Polish indirect noun
object in the dative e.g.:
1. he sent the boy (indir. obj.) a book (dir. obj.)
poslal chlopcu (dative, indir. obj.) lcsictilce (dir. obj.)

2. the committee gave the writer (indir. obj.) a reward (dir. obj.)
komitet dal nagrode (dir. obj.) pisarzowi (dative, indir. obj.)
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Example 2 shows that the dative indirect object in Polish does not need to
precede the direct object. Unless the learner of Polish realizes that the case
determines the function of the noun and masters the dative-case endings, he
may face some difficulties in determining which object stands for the indirect
object as the interference of his native language will prompt him to apply the
positional criterion.
The Polish learner of English may also be affected by the interference of
his own language. He may be prone to disregard either the rigidity of the
indirect
direct object sequence in English or fail to use the to-phrase for
the indirect object, which is obligatory after some English verbs (Grzebieniowski 1964 : 53; Scheurweghs 1961 : 17).
The Polish indirect object in the dative does not serve only as a rendering of

the indirect object in English but also appears in the possessive function
(Klemensiewicz 1963 : 42 - 3). Sentences such as koledze (dat.) marl ojciec or
wziglet bratu (dat.) z rcik rewolwer can just as well have the form umarl ojciec
kolegi (gen.) (my friend's father died) and wzictlem z rcile brata (gen.) rewolwer
(I took a gun from my brother's hands). Nouns in the dative in such sentences
can be rendered into English only by means of the Saxon Genitive or of-adjunct.

Some Polish verbs that indicate the physical state or condition not determined by the will of the speaker also require the indirect object in the dative,

for example: rodzicom (dat.) brakuje pienigdzy (my parents lack money),
dzieciom chce sig spat (dat.) (children want to sleep). As such construction is
lacking in English, English learners of Polish may find it difficult to master.
A difference between Polish and English that will strike learners of either
language is that the indirect object in English can be converted into the subject

of a sentence in the passive. This property is absent from Polish.
la. the best student has been granted a reward
subject
retained dir. obj.
2a. a soldier was given a slave-girl
subject
retained dir. obj.
This can be rendered into Polish only with the retension of the indirect object
in the dative:
lb. najlepszentu studentowi zostala przyznana nagroda
dat., indir. obj.
subject
przyznano
le. najlepszentu studentowt<
nagrodg
przyznali
dat., indir. obj.
acc., dir. obj.
2b. Zolnierzowi zostala Jana niewolnica
dat., indir. obj.
subject
dano
2c. zolnierzowi

dat., indir. obj.

dali

niewolnicg

ace., dir. obj.
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It should be noted, though, that sentences lb and 2b may equally be the
renderings of English sentences a reward has been granted to the best student
and a slave-girl was given to a soldier. The direct object in Polish can be retained

if a verb is used in the active voice: lc. przyznali or przyznano, 2c. dali or
dano, the indirect objects in the dative being kept as well because the grammatical subject is either contained in the verbal form (dali, przyznali) or
absent altogether if the impersonal form of a given verb is used (dano, przymano). If the English learner of Polish attempted to transfer into his target
language the property of the English indirect object whereby it can appear
as the subject in the passive, the sentences he would produce e.g. *iolnierz
zostal dairy niewolniq or najlepszy student zostal przyznany nagrock would be
ungrammatical.

As has been stated earlier, the indirect noun object in Polish can also
assume cases other than the dative and be accompanied by prepositions. The
cases are determined by prepositions which in turn are required by verbs.
Thus the Polish indirect object partially falls outside the domain of the indirect object in English and corresponds either to the English prepositional
object or to the prepositional phrase.
PREPOSITIONAL OBJECT. The prepositional object can be spoken of
when a verb followed by a preposition and a noun is equivalent to a single
transitive verb with its direct object. The prepositional object is then treated as a kind of direct object (Thomas 1967: 125 - 7; Scheurweghs 1961 : 18 - 19

and Zandvoort 1962 : 201), capable of being changed into the subject in the
passive.
He applied for a licence.
A licence was applied for by him.
We sent for a doctor.
A doctor was sent for by us.
She turned on the light.
The light was turned on by her.

English prepositional objects will correspond to Polish indirect objects with
prepositions which determine the case of the object, sometimes to direct objects
if the corresponding verb in Polish is a single transitive verb, e.g.:

jezioro obfituje w ryby (acc.)
prep.+indir. obj.
they approved of t he idea zaaprobowali pomysl (acc.)
dir. obj.
prep. obj.

the lake abounds in fish

prep. obj.

Combinations of a-preposition with a noun that do not comply with the
definition of the prepositional object are regarded as prepositional phrases
in English (Thomas 1967 : 127; Scheurweghs 1961: 14, 19 and Zandvoort
1962: 204). These include phrases as in I came with John or helpas followed
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by the police. Corresponding Polish phrases (przyszedlem z Jankiem, byl
ecigany przez policje) are included into the category of indirect object.
OBJECTIVE COMPLEMENT. Certain transitive verbs in Polish and English
such as nazywad, mianowae, oglaszad, Itznad, wybrao, zastad, and to consider,
to feel, to find, to make to appoint, to elect can be complemented by

both a direct object and another object which shares the same structural
referent with the direct object. In English the other object is called the
objective complement (Zandvoort 1962 : 203; Scheurweghs 1961 : 27) and occupies the position after the direct object (Reszkiewicz 1966 : 37 and Francis
1958 : 353). Nouns that are used as objective complements can appear either

without a preposition or may be introduced by as.
We consider Mr. Brown a good doctor.
They elected his brother president.
He appointed the teacher secretary.

We chose Dick as our leader.
What is represented by the objective complement in English, is regarded.
in Polish as belonging to the indirect object (Szober 1969: 310; Doroszewski
1964: 193) or as a separate object (Klemensiewicz 1963: 47 where the term
`dopelnienie orzekajgces or predicative object is used). M. Pisarkowa contends
that the Polish counterpart of the English objective complement should be
considered a subtype of what she calls `okre6lenie predykatywne' or predicative
modifier (Pisarkowa 1965 : 21, 26 - 7). Nouns that are considered predicative
modifiers assume the instrumental case without a preposition or are introduced
by the prepositions jako, za, na, w after which they assume the accusative.
This can be represented by the following formula (Pisarkowa 19.65 : 102 3):
predicate+ accusative direct object +predicative modifier

prediate=transitive verb
predicative modifier= a) noun in the instrumental
b) jako+noun in the accusative
c) za+noim in the accusative
d) na+noun in the accusative
e) w+noun in the accusative
clyrektor mianowal Kowalskiego swoim zastepak (instr.)
pred. modifier
na komendanta (prep. +ace.) wybraliemy Janka
prcd. modifier
cenie Cezanne'a jako artyste (prep.+acc.)
pred. modifier

koledzy uwaiali Piotra za maniaka (prep. race.)
pred. modifier
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The predicative modifier should not present any difficulties to learners of
.Polish. Once they have mastered the cases assumed by nouns in this construction and the prepositions introducing the nouns, they will recognize a
predicative modifier, no matter what its position in a sentence may be, as
seen in the above examples.
*

The present discussion, which was meant to signal rather than exhaust
some problems pertaining to noun objects in Polish and in English, has shown
that there is no one-to-one correspondence between the languages under
consideration with respect to the noun object, which has been summed up
in the figure below.
Polish

English

prod.
modifier

indirect object

direct object

propositional
Ipred. modifier' direct object prep. object, indirect object phrase
INDEX OF ABBREVIATIONS

ace. = accusative; dat. =dative; dir.=--direct
gen.=genitive; indir.=indirect; instr.=--instrumental
obj. = object; pred. = predicative;
prep.=preposition, prepositional.
.
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AN ENGLISH-POLISH
ADJECTIVES IN NOMINAL PHRASES
CONTRASTIVE STUDY
BARBARA FEDORONVICZ-BACZ
The. Jag& Ionian University of Cracow

1.1. The aim of this paper is to offer a highly tentative discussion of some
problems involved in the contrastive English-Polish analysis of adjectives in
NP's and to suggest some possible solutions, as well as mapping out areas for
further investigation.
1.1.1. In order to produce a complete contrastive description that would
firstly, account for and convey some insights into the nature of differences

and similarities between the two languages in the area investigated, and
secondly, prove pedagogically helpful, adjectives in nominal phrases in English
and Polish should be considered in the light of their (a) syntactic derivation,

(b) morphological structure, and (c) semantic load, in both languages.
1.1.2. In view of the ultimate practical goal of this study, those aspects of
the phenomenon investigated whose contrastive description may be of some
pedagogical value should be discussed first, Consequently, instances of contrast observed, e.g., in the position and order of adjectives in equivalent
English and Polish NP's should be investigated, since the probability of making a

language error in this area is comparatively high due, to the operation of
the native language interference, the native language being Polish if the goal
language is English, and vice versa. The question of morphological inflectional

paradigms of adjectives in English and Polish NP's may temporarily be disregarded, since this is an instance of a difference between the two languages
that has no essential pedagogical bearing. (For the distinction between contrast and difference introduced for the purpose of practical application in the
contrastive studies, see Rivers 1970 : 8).
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1.2. The. problem of the most effective method to be adopted for tho
contrastive description of adjectives in NP's in English and Polish is of fundamental importance. To my knowledge, most of the English-Polish contrastive
analyses so far completed have been based on TO grammar (consider Marton

1968; Marton' 1970; the papers by Zabroeki, Lipinska, Morel presented at
the Second Conference of Polish-English Contrastive Studies at Karpacz,
December 1971), and the. general notions of' equivalence Watford 1965 : 28;
'-'rzeszowski 1967: 33 39) and congruence (Krzeszowski 1967) have been cle-

aned for the purposes of the transformational contrastive studies of English
and Polish (Marten 1968 : 53 - 02). At the present stage of investigation,
however, I am in no position to state that the TG approach will ensure the
best method of dealing with all aspects of Adjectives in NP's in English and
Polish. It will be adopted, however, in the sample analyses of' adjective syntactic derivation to be presented in this paper, and some working '1'- roles
generating adjectives in NP's in English and Polish will be postulated. It
is hoped that a comparison of corresponding strings, generated by corresponding transformations in the two languages, At ill make it possible to establish if,
and at which point of their derivational histories, two equivalent Adj-N struetttres in. English and Polish can be described as congruent. The results of such a
comparison should prove pedagogically useful.
1.3. The subject matter of this study is English and Polish nominal phrases

containing adjectives. It is necessary to establish some formal criteria by
which the language data for the contrastive analyses to be carried out here
can be identified in both languages.
1.3.1. Nominal phrases in English are sentence constituents that can be
recognized in the surface structure by the application of a series of NP ideatifying tests in the form of (a) cleft sentence transformation, (b) passive transformation, (e) interrogative transformation (Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968 : 38
- 40). It is possible to devise a series of similar tests to identify NP's in Polish
surface structures, but this question will not be taken up in the present paper.
By a NP in Polish I shall understand the nominal group known under the name

of "syntaktyczna grupa nominalna" in Polish linguistic literature. (For the
definition of "grupa syntaktyezna" see Kurylowicz 1948 and Misz 1963 in
Lewieki 1971; Klemensiewiez uses the term "skupionie" in this sense).
1.3,2. NP's with adjective modifier(s) should be clearly distinguished
front other nominal complexes, especially from nominal compounds, since
these two nominal groups are most likely to be confused.
1.3.2.1. In English the main criterion for the differentiation between NP's
with adjective modifier and nominal compounds is the stress superfix. Namely,
the {'±` } stress superfix characterizes English nominal compounds, whereas
the
stress superfix is typical of surface structure NP's with an adjective
modifier (e.g. a/blackbird; is a nominal compoimd as opposed to a black/bird a
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nominal phrase). This traditional distinction has been adopted by Lees in
his classic work on English nominalizations (1960), though the author observes that the criterion is not absolute and should he modified as far as English

nominal compounds are concerned (Lees 1.960 : ISO - 182). NP's with adjective modifier, however. "result phonetically in only the
} stress
.superfix" (Lees 19(i0 : 1.81), so this phonetic reflex of the syntactic status can
safely be considered a characteristic surface structure feature of the English
adjectives in NP's examined in this paper. Other typical features of English
.adjectives Ill NP's as different from. English nominal compounds (and nominal
complexes of the form N-N 1 may be enumerated as follows (see Lees 1960 : 180):
(a) Adjectives in NP's can be separated from their head, nouns by an inter.veiling element X (which may be another attributive adjective) whereas the
elements of nominal compounds cannot he so separated, e.g. a blue woollen
jacket Adj-X-N is possible but *a blue drunken jacket of the nominal compound a bluejacket is ungrammatical and by no means does it carry the meaning of a drunken bluejacket
X-Nom. Comp.

(b) Attributive adjectives can he jireeeded by intensifiers but nominal compounds cannot, e.g. a very black board
Adj-N, is grammatical but *a very
blackboard
Nom. Comp., is unacceptable.
(e) Attributive adjectives in English NP's may be geminated whereas gemination is inconceivable in the ease of nominal compounds, e.g. a red, red skin
Adj-Adj-N. is possible but *a cediYeakin Nom. Comp., is ungrammatical.
The feature of attributive adjectives specified in (b) has been distinguished
by the structural school (see e.g. Francis 1958 : 268); feature (c) has been
pointed out by Chow's). (1957 : 19) and is listed in Lees together with features
(a) and (b) (Lees 1960 : 180).
It should be remembered that the above list of featuies of English modifying

adjectives is treated as a working and very general solution which will have
to be modified and further specified in the course of closer investigation.
It can be observed that many lexical words in English generally considered
adjectives do not comply with all items of this characterization, e.g. such
3.ecognized adjectives as woo(1Pqz, in NP a wooden leg or left in NP my left howl

do not admit of intensification (feature b) and gemination (feature e), and the
validity of these two features for the adjective identifying characteristics may
be questioned.
1.3.2.2. In Polish, a classification of nominal complexes into "adjectivo-nominal compounds'' (corresponding to English nominal compounds) and
"NP's consisting of a head noun and adjective modifier" has been introduced
by Marton (1970 : 62) on syntactic grounds'. The distinction has been estab1 The term "adjectivo-nominal compound", introduced by Marton; does not strictly
correspond to the Polish term "zloi,enie" understood in its traditional sense and NP's of
17 Papers and Studies v. II
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"adjectival
lished on the basis of the following criteria: (a) word-order
modifiers usually take a pronominal position whereas in adjectivo-nominal
compounds they are post-nominally placed" (Marton 1970: 62), e.g. brunatny
Adj.-Nom. Comniediwiedi is Adj-N as opposed to niediwiedi brunatny
"while
pound, (b) possibility of modification by an adverb or intensifier
most adjectives fimetioning as modifiers in NP's may be modified by intensifiers:or adverbs, none of the adjectives within the compounds can be so
Adj:-N, is
modified" (Marton 1970 : 62), e.g. bardzo mioda dziewczyna
grammatical, but * statek, bardzo parowy

a modified Adj.-Nom. .Compound,

is migrammatical. Marton has also observed that (c) adjectives in nominal
compounds cannot be separated from their head nouns by an intervening
element whereas modifying adjectives can, e.g. the NP komiczny aktor will be
classified as Adj-N, since bardzo komiczny aktor and ten komiczny podstarzaly
aktor are grammatical, but the nominal complex aktor komediowy will make up
an adjectivo-nominal compound, since the syntactic groups *aktor bardzo
komediowy and *ak,tor dobry komediowy are ungrammatical. It seems to me,
as a native speaker of Polish, that one more feature of Polish adjectival
modifiers may be added to those outlined by Marton, namely (d) their potential
ability to be geminated, e.g. an Adj-N phrase czarny, czarny las occurs and is
grammatical in stylistically marked Polish (consider the line from a popular
tale for children: "A w tym, czarnym, czarnym lesie stal taki czarny, czarny door"
"And in this black, black forest there stood such a black, black house"), whereas
the unit * prqd elektryczny, elektryczny is unacceptable.

The distinctions given above will be . adopted in the present paper as a..
starting point for further study.
1.3.3. A.tentative juxtaposition, however crude and informal, of the characteristic features of attributive adjectives in the surface structure NP's in English

and Polish that have been established here in opposition to English nominal
compounds and Polish adjectivo-nominal compounds respectively, may prove
useful in collecting the data for further investigation. Consider,
the type niediwie,cM brunatny should not be treated as subtypes of Polish "zloionie".
Though the term "compotuid" may be found terminologically confusing I have adopted
it in this paper after Marton Since Polish linguistic nomenclature does not have, to my
knowledge, a separate term for the type of N-.Adj combination considered hero. Combina-

tion N-Adj is not a typical compound (zloienie) since its elements are independent
morphemic words but in Polish the elements of the combination N-Adj are definitely
more connected with each other than the same elements in the combination Adj-N (zestawienie). When considered in opposition to typical Adj-N phrases, the term "compound"

for NP's of the type N-Adj seems justified. Terminological difficulties connected with
rendering the English term "compound" in Polish have been pointed out and described
by Grzebieniowski (1962: 164 n.3)
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ENGLISH
Nom. Compound

Adj-N

-- /very/ quite__ N/

4,

a blue woollen jacket :
*a blue-drunken-jacket

/

I gemination/

NI

I

--iverY! quiteX

--X

a Hack
: a "Mack Bird
a very black board :
*a very blackboard
a red, red skin :
* a .redredskin

POLISH

Adj -Nom. Compound

Adj-N
Nr

brunatity

bardzo

N/

:

brunatity

/N bardzo

bardzo mloda dziewczyna :

_I N X

komiczny podstarzaly aktor :
*aktor dobry I:ontediowy

*stat el: bardzo parowy

XN

czarn-. zarny Ins :
*prnd elel:trczny. elel:tryczny

N

Note: X

an intervening element.

Even this tentative and informal juxtaposition shows that modifying adjeeti \Ts in. English and Polish NP's arc comparable and that they exhibit

many similar features. It goes without saying that a thorough contrastive
discussion and further specification of these features are needed. In this place
it may he noticed that the feature concerning order and position of adjectives

in relation to their head nouns in Polish NP's will be the most important
point in English-Polish contrastive analysis of NP's containing adjectives.
The features of gemination and intensification, which are not present in ninny
generally recognized adjectives in either language, seem to be of a semantic
rather thou typically syntactic character. and thus, being universal in a sense,
they may have little value for the praetical purposes in a contrastive analysis.
This supposition. however. remains to he tested.
It must be remembered that the features specified here describe mainly
the vast class of what may be called "bona fide adjectives". Lees uses the term
in reference to English attributive adjectives syntactically derived front "N is

Adj' underlying structures (Lees 1960: 180). The characteristic features of
these adjectives and their Polish equivalents are practically the sante in both
languages. The corresponding equivalent Aclj -N phrases containing these
adjectives are nearly always congruent, having been yielded by identical
17
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transformations'. Sometimes, however, the distribution of the features listed
here is different in Polish-and in English. For instance, the adjective drewniany
in the NP drewniany most has prenominal position, accepts, though not readily
an intervening element
ten drewniany, z Zelaznymi podporami most (Marton
1970: 62), but does not admit of an intensifier
ten bardzo drewniany most
is ungrammatical in neutral Polish. The adjective wooden in the equivalent
English NP a wooden bridge has prenominal position, but it does not admit of an
intervening element this wooden with iron props bridge is ungrammatical, and
does not accept an intensifier this very wooden bridge is also ungrammatical.

1.4. Attempting to define sonic basic notions for this contrastive study,
a few remarks on the syntactic function of adjectives in English and Polish
NP's will now be made. It is assumed that adjectives in English and Polish
nominal phrases are modifiers of the main noun of these phrases. Modification is understood. here as the relation of the subordination of adjectives
(attributes) to the main noun (centre or head) in an endocentrie surface NP
structure (see Bloomfield 1933: 196 - 200). Kurylowiez calls this type of relation "attribution" (stosunek atrybutywny w szerokim znaczeniu tego terminu" Kurylowicz 1948 in Lewicki 1971: 37) and considers it a typical feature
of a syntactic group (grupa") as opposed to a sentence ("zdanie"). He observes
that the same as the syntactic function of the element that is being defined
in the group ("gupy tj. kompleksy, ktOre w caloki zdania
sarnq funkcje syntaktyczn4, co ich ezion okreglany"
in Lewicki 1971: 38).
The linguistic material under consideration here shows that the functions
of NP's in English and Polish sentences are the same, irrespective of whether a
given NP is represented by Det-N or by Det-Adj... Adj-N combination. Consider the basic syntactic functions in the following equivalent examples:

NP as a subject
big
yellow
This
Det
Adj
Adj
This book is mine.
Det
N

book is mine.
N

NP as an object
I have this big yellow
Dot

Adj

Adj

book.

N

I have this book.
Dot

(luta Zolta ksictZka jest moja.
Ta
Adj = N
Det
Adj
Ta ksictZka jest moja.
Det
N
Mam tg

duict

Det Adj

ioltct ksictik.

Adj N

Mam k ksictikg.
Det
N

N

2 The term "identical transformations" has been introduced by Marton to denote
transformations that operate on two congruent strings in V.-, ens me way and result in two
congruent transforms (Marton 1968 : 59)
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Chomsky's [B,A] general representation of function (Chomsky 1965: 71)
may be adopted here to describe the function of adjectives NP's in English
and Polish, and the following general definition of adjectival modification in
nominal phrases is suggested for both languages:
Modifier-of: [Adj, NP]
1.5. The views on the status of Adjective in current linguistic theory arc
highly controversial (cf. e.g. Chomsky 1965, Lees 1960, C. Smith 1961; Marchand 1966, Winter 1965; Jacobs and Rosenbaum 1968). Chomsky recognizes
Adjective as a grammatical category but his TG considers only the simplest
cases of adjectives derived from imdcrlying constituent sentences of the "N is
Adj" type (Chomsky 1965: 107). Many of the existing TG grammars of English
follow his general treatment, accounting for only a small number of the traditional members of the class of adjectives. A complete description of 'adjectives in NP's in English and Polish should reveal the contrastive details of the
nature of Adjective as fully as possible. Consequently, those adjectives that

appear in surface NP's but are not or may not be derived from underlying
"N is Adj" copulative sentences should be considered in this study. Accordingly, the adjectives to be investigated here will be divided into two main groups

from the point of view of their transformational derivation: (a) copulative
adjectives, i.e. those adjectives that are transforms of "N is Adj" underlying
sentences, (b) non-copulative adjectives, i.e. those adjectives that cannot or
may not be syntactically derived from "N is Adj" sentences. An attempt to
account for their transformational origin will be made in the pages to come.
2.1. A technical description.

In the following section of the paper a working description of TG derivation of attributive adjectives in English and Polish will be attempted. Since
the aim of this paper is only to point out the possibilities and indicate directions for fluffier research, the working T-rules postulated here should, by and
large, be treated as temporary and highly tentative. Strict formalization is
consciously avoided at this stage, so consequently the selectional features and
the morphological featiues of gender and number are not specified, and the
category of Determiner is not considered. The notation used is also greatly
simplified. Categories are denoted by their conventional abbreviations: Adj
for Adjective, N, N', N"
for successive, different Nouns, V
for Verb,
Pro
for Pronolm. Some additional features of these categories, when necessary, are given in parentheses ( ), e.g. Pro (Indefinite), N (Genitive); otherwise
parentheses indicate optional elements. Slants // denote the categories from
which the elements that are followed by these slants have been derived, e.g.

Adj/N/ means "adjective derived from N". Braces { } indicate choice; the
hyphen // is used as a concatenation mark and the arrow
--> means

--
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"goes to". The following order of presentation will be observed: 'first, appro-

priate T-rules with illustrative examples will be given for English and for
Polish respectively (marked ET for English, and PT for Polish, and numbered consecutively), then two lists of exeiuplificatory NP's with their respective equivalents will follow with consecutively numbered examples, and finally
some contrastive observations will be made.
2.2. Copulative adjectives.

Adj---)-AdjN
2.2.1. ET1 N is
e.g., the girl is nice,a nice girl
PT1 N jest Adj---)-Adj N
e.g., dziewczyna jest mila

imila dziewczyna

Examples:
pickna dziewczyna
a beautiful girl
aktywna osoba
an active person
waina decyzja
a significant decision
zielony ogorek
4. a green cucumber
1.

2.
3.

5.
6.
7.
8.

stary czlowiek

an old man

tolta kredka

a yellow pencil
a quiet evening
spokojny wieczor
a colourful kite
kolorowy latawiec

It may be observed that the adjectives resulting from these transformations
have the same prenominal position in both languages. Semantically, they can
be described as directly denoting qualities of the noun. In the standard Pol-

ish grammars attributive adjectives of this type are called "descriptive
adjectival modifiers" ("przydawki przymiotne charakteryzujace" or "w1a6ciwo6ciowe") (see: Szober 1959: 312, Jodlowski 1957: 321, Klemensiewicz 1969: 56).

Their prenominal position has been attested as basic in neutral Polish. (Many
examples to this effect are quoted by Jodlowski 1957: 321, and Kurkowska
1959: 213 - 216). In marked English, copulative attributive adjectives when
single, are placed after the head noun very seldom, and the stylistic effect of

this device is strongly poetical. Consider, ..." my native shore fades o'er
the waters blue" (Byron).
2.2.2. The rules suggested above do not account for postnominally placed
adjectives that modify indefinite pronouns3. The necessity of this modification will be signalled here in the form of tentative amendment rules ET1-A
and PT1-A:
3 For a TO description of English post-nominal adjectives of this typo see C. Smith
(1961).
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e.g., somebody is big, somebody big
Adj
Adj--.Pro(Indefinite) - {Adj (G)f.
jest
PT] -A Pro(Indefinite
e.g., ktog jest duty
cog jest due

>ktog dui!'
cog duiego

Examples:
ktog odwainy
9. someone bold
ktokolwiek chQtn310, anyone willing
nic nadzwyczajnego
11. nothing extraordinary
.cog ola.aglego
12, something round

nobody important
somebody tall
something beautiful
15. cog piQkriego
anything dark
16. cokolwiek ciemnego

13, nikt .waZny
14. ktog wysoki

In the resulting transforms, and inflectional [+ Genitive] feature can be
observed in Polish adjectives modifying [ human] pronouns in the Nominative and Accusative cases. Consider,
Przydarzylo mi sig cog dziwnego

Something strange happened to me.

Pro(Nom.)-Adj (G.)
I noticed something interesting.
Zauwaiylem cog interesujcoego
Pro(Acc.)-Adj (G.)
Some interesting observations on this type of pronoun modification in
Polish are to be found in two articles by Pisarkowa (1967: 36, and 1968: 25 - 26).
Following Klemensiewicz, Pisarkowa suggests that Polish adjectives in the
Genitive case attain a clearly substantival function in the structure discussed
(Pisarkowa 1968: 26).
As far as their morphological structure is concerned copulative adjectives
are either "base" or "derived" and at the present moment it is difficult to state
which type prevails either in English or in Polish. (For the distinction between
"base" and "derived" adjectives see Francis 1958: 270 ff. for English, and Szober 1959: 128 ff. for Polish). A contrastive morphological study of adjective
derivation in both languages is a separate subject that might illuminate many
points in the discussion of transformational derivation of attributiVe adjectives..

2.3. Non-copulative adjectives.
Of the group of non-copulative adjectives, derived adjectives will be discuss-
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ed first. Describing English word- formation Marchand introduces the term
"transpositional" (i.e. syntactic) adjective (1960: 229), which he further specifies

in a later article (Marchand 1966), as denoting those modifying adjectives in
NP's which are mere renderings of grammatical relations transposed from their
underlying sentences. Marchand views Adj-N phrases as "morphologic combinations which go back to ultimate kernefsentences". In his opinion "a morphologic syntagma is nothing but an explicit syntagma
the sentence" (1966:
133). In Polish, a similar approach is advocated by Doroszewski who put forward the conception of syntactic interpretation of lexicology in Polish (his
sidadniowa interpretacja slowotworstwa") (Doroszewski 1952: 282; for some
interpretations of Polish derived adjectives see Bartnicka 1961: 212 219).
In the present discussion the term "transpositional adjective" will be used to
denote adjectives syntactically derived from other parts of speech in both
languages. The most frequent transpositional adjectives in English NP's are:
(a) adjectives derived from nouns, (b) adjectives derived from adverbs. These
two groups will be discussed in the following sections.
2.3,1. Transpositional denominal adjectives.

In NP's that contain denominal non-copulative adjectives, at least four
transposed syntactic functions of the nouns from which these adjectives have
been derived can be descerned. These functions will be indicated before the
transformational rules accounting for the transpositional adjectives in English

and the corresponding rules for such adjectives in Polish are given.
2.3.1.1. SUBJECT

ET2 N

V

OBJECT
(preposition

N'

f Adj /N/

lAdj /N'/ Nf
e.g., the sun gives energy
solar energy
the court deals with crime -->a criminal court
PT2 N
V
Adj/N/
N
Adj/N7f
e.g., slarice dajc energi§ --energia sloneczna

Examples:
17,
18,

musical comedy /music accompanies comedy/
komedia muzyczna
atomic number /atom has a number/
liczba atomowa4

It .may bo observed that in combination with the noun bomb in NP atomic bomb
the adjective atomic acquires a specific meaning, typical for this Adj -N combination only,
and it loses its non-copulative status. (The sentence this bomb is atomic is grammatical).
The same phenomenon could bo observed in other examples of tho group of denominal

adjectives. In the classification of adjectives into copulative and non-copulative the
meaning of their head nouns has to be taken into consideration in each case since it
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19.

educational officer /an officer deals with education/

pracownik cAlvia-

ty /cf. also ogwiatowy" in kulturalno-ogwiatowy"/
20.
21.
22,

a vocational school
szkola zawodowa /szkola uczy zawodu/
a historical novels
powiego historyczna /powiega opisuje historic/
a jazz-band
orkiestra jazzowa /orkiestra gra jazz/
2.3.1.2. SUBJECT

ET3 N

VERB

V---*Adj/N/

N'/V/

e.g., the sun radiates solar radiation
j IN/
V --*N'/V/
PT3 N
e.g., sloAce promieniuje--*promieniowanie sloneczne

Examples:
apel Papiekt /papieski/
Papal appeal /the Pope appeals/
odwrot Niemcow
24: German retreat /the Germans retreat/
zachowanie ludzkie
25. human behaviour /human beings behave/
a mouser /Bartnicka 1969: 213/
26. lowny kot /kot lowi myszy/
animal roars
27. ryki zwierzcce /zwierzc ryczy/
parental care
28. opieka rodzicielska /rodzice opiekuja sic/
23.

2.3.1.3. VERB

PREPOSITION OBJECT

N"/V/
N'--*.A.dj/N7
Prep
V
ET4 N
e.g., they elect the president- +presidential election'
Adj /N'/
N'--+N"/V/
V
PT4 N
e.g., oni wybierajck prezydenta--wybory prezydenckie
usually determines the typo of structure underlying the NP considered, consequently
determining copulative or non-copulative type of the adjective. In this section of the
paper only non-copulative denominal adjectives are considered which in the underlying
sentences functioned as nominal objects, subjects and adverbials.
5 Tho example powie.46 historyczna may also have another interpretation of "powie66
o znaczoniu historycznym; powieg6, ktora stain sic /jest historyczna" (a novel important
in the history of literature), similar in meaning to wydarzenie historyczna (a historical
event) or postacl historyczna (a historical character). In this meaning the adjective histo-

ryczny can be described as copulative.
6 It may be interesting to note that in the case of the transpositional denominal
adjectives which are non-copulative in this group, the position after the copula in the
underlying English sentences can be occupied by their corresponding nouns in the structures with the main verb in the Passive Voice, e.g. in the case of they elect the president -4'
presidential election, the structure *the election was presidential is ungrammatical but
the corresponding noun president can occupy the position after the copula in the structure:
it was president, who was being (to be) elected.
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Examples:
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

presidential adviser /he advises the president/
doradca prezydenta
spinal operation /they operate on the spine/
operacja kregoshipa
manual worker /he works with his hands/
pracownik fizyczny
studia medyczne /oni studiuja medycyne/
medical studies
koiiski pastuch /on pasie konie/
a herdsman for horses /Bartnicka

34.

reiyser filmowy /on reiyseruje filmy/

1969: 217/

2.3.1.4. VERB

PREPOSITION

a film director
NOUN /adverbial phrase/

ET5 N
V
Prep
N',4Adj/N7 N
e.g., the bear lives near the Pole --+a polar bear
PT5 N
V
Prep
Adj /N'/
e.g., niediwiedi iyje za krQgiem polarnym---miediwiedi polarny

Examples:
35.

an industrial worker /a worker works in industry/

pracownik prze-

myslu
36.

a Canadian pine /the pine grows in Canada/

sosna kanadyjska

a nocturnal flower /the flower blooms at night/
kwiat, ktOry zakwita
noc4 /e.g. krOlowa nocy/
38. kursy wieczorowe /kusy odbywaj4 sie wieczorem/
evening courses
39. kwiat ogrodowy /kwiat roAnie w ogrodzie/
a garden flower
40. kawa brazylijska /kawa roAnie w Brazylii/
Brazilian coffee
37.

2.3.1.5. Even this tentative survey of some English and Polish denominal
transpositional adjectives considered from the point of View-of their syntactic
deriavation makes it posible to observe that adjectives of this group are very
closely related to English nominal compounds and Polish adjectivo-nominal
compounds respectively. Polish equivalents of the English transforms resulting from the application of ET2
ET5 are either adjectivo- noniinal compounds (example 17, 18, 31, 36) or nominal complexes with the second element in the Genitive case (examples 19, 23, 24, 29, 30, 35). English equivalents
of the Polish transforms resulting from the .application of PT2
PT5 are

NP's with a modifying denominal adjective (examples 20, 21, 28, 32, 40),
regular nouns (example 26), NP's consisting of a head noun and a nominal
modifier (examples 22, 34, 38, 39 and possibly 27), NP's of the form N-Prep-N'

(example 33), relative clauses (example 37). Lees (1960: 180) has observed
that English NP's of the structure N-aff -N' (where N-aff corresponds to our
Adj/N/) are similar to English nominal compounds in terms of their transformational derivation. The evidence of this contrastive analysis confirms this
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observation. In view of what has been concluded it seems advisable to treat
English NP's containing denominal transpositional adjectives as a subtype
of nominal compounds in the contrastive study of English and Polish NP's.
A relative clause structure in the Polish equivalent in example 37 suggests
that the final PT5 transformation does not apply to the Polish string kwiat
zakwita noce7. In this example the derivation stopped at the relative clause
string, an obligatory stage in a detailed derivational history of every example
discussed here. More examples of this kind may be found in Polish and English,
and a more extensive investigation should show in which of the two languages
the transformations of the above series apply more frequently.

2.3.2. Transpositional adjectives derived from adverbs.
Jespersen accounted for the transformational character of English adjectives derived from adverbs by describing them as "shifted subjunet adjuncts"
( Jespersen MEG, II: 285 ff.). The following rules attempt to account for the
presence of transpositional -adjectives derived from adverbs in English and
Polish NP's:
Ni/V/
Adv--,Adj/Adv/
V
2,3.2.1. ET6 N
e.g., he rises early -4 an early riser
N' /V/
Adv *Adj /Adv/
V
PT6 N
nagly
pow&
e.g., on wrocil nayle

Examples:
41.
42.

ten, ktOry duzo Pali
a heavy smoker /he smokes heavily/
ten,
ktory
duo sig uczy (Fries 1952:
a hard student /he studies hard/
222)

szybkie wykoa rapid performance /somebody performed it rapidly/
nanie (Fries 1952: 222)
a great bore
44. wielki nudziarz /on bardzo nudzi/
immediate help
45. natychmiastowa pomoe /to pomoglo natyehmiast/
a
heavy
bombardment
46. silne bombardowanie /oni silnie bombardujai
43.

In both languages the head nouns modified by transpositional adjectives
derived from adverbs belong to the group of nouns morphologically derived
from the class of verbs. NP's resulting from the application of ET6 and PT6
may be divided into those containing [- }-human] agent nouns (examples 41,
42, 44), and those whose head noun is [ human]. Marchand (1966) observes
whereas those of the latter group refer to non-habitual actions. The distinction
7 The term "kwiat nocny" though theoretically possible, is not used in the botanical
vocabulary of Polish, the exact name of the flower (e.g. krolowa nocy) being used instead.
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is also apparent in the morphological structure of the modified nouns in these
transforms. The {-er } morpheme is typical of [+ human] nouns. In Pciish,
rule PT6 seems to result mainly in NP's with [ human] head nouns (examples
45, 46 and the Polish equivalent in 43). In examples 41 and 42 Polish equivalents of English NP's with [+ human] head nouns are relative clauses which
suggests that rule PT6 does not apply to them. English equivalents of Polish
transforms of PT6 that would not be transforms of ET6 are very difficult to
find and it seems that in respect to transformations ET6 and PT6 Polish might
prove a "deeper" language, but of course much more linguistic material has
to be considered before this assumption is propounded.
It is interesting to note that in some cases single "suppletive" nouns may
be used in Polish to describe [+ human] agent nouns in a derogatory manner.
Consider such pejorative expressions as "kujon" or "pracug" which may be
interpreted as stylistically marked transforms of "somebody studies hard" and
"somebody works continually". Jodlowski (1964) discusses similar instances
of norninalized adjectives in Polish. Consider e.g. his example pospieszny
(a fast train) which may be interpreted as derived from poeictg jedzie szybko

(the train runs fast).

2.3.2.2. A group of transpositional adjectives derived from adverbs of degree will only be signalled here by way of some representative contrastive
examples. Consider,
47.
48.
49.

absolute necessity
absolutna koniecznog6
perfect regularity
doskonala regularnogo
utter darkness
zupelna ciemnogo

50.
51.
52.

kompletna ruina
utter ruin
doskonala prostota
perfect simplicity
ogromna proLiog6
enormous vanity

NP's listed here are morphologically derived from adjectives as far as their
head nouns are concerned. Consider, regular -4regularity; prosty
prostota.
In English, NP's of this group may be interpreted as transforms of underlying
structures of the type: "Something is Adv Degree
Adj, e.g. something
is absolutely necessary hsomething is 1of 1 absolute necessity. In Polish, two

interpretations of examples 50 52 can be furnished. Consider, in the NP
absolutna ciemnoed the head noun ciemnood may have been derived from:
(a) the adverb ciemno (Jest absolutnie ciemno), or (b) the adjective ciemne
(cog jest absolutnie ciemne). It should be remarked that the adjectives of these
examples do not properly belong to the non-copulative group discussed here,
since some of them can enter "N is Adj" pattern in bOth languages. Consider
e.g. his simplicity is perfect and jego prostota jest doskonala (example 51)
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2.3.3. In the preceding discussion only some types of non-copulative attributive adjectives in English and Polish NP's have been considered. Some
other types, which stem to require a semantically based description, will only
be signalled in this place by way of illustrative examples. Consider the following groups which should be accounted for in further investigations:
1. A group of adjectives that form two-element sets in reference to their
head noun /the type of: my left hand my right hand, lewa r@ka prawa r@kal.

2. A group of adjectives denoting materials /a wooden house

drewniany

dom /.

3. Adj-N phrases which can be interpreted as the transforms of noun
deletion transformation a. plied to the strings of the form: Adj-N-N
/the type of: general store ,general goods store, sekretarz powiatowy <-<-- sekretarz kom itetu powiatowego .

4. Adj-N phrases with figurative meaning /e.g. his bounden duty

jego

psi *ley' obowictiek.
ADJECTIVE SEQUENCES IN MULTI-ADJECTIVAL NP'S

3.1. In our discussion only NP's with one modifying adjective have so fax
been considered. The questions of interrelation and order of adjectives in multi-

40

adjectival NP's in English and Polish are of equal if not greater significance
in the present study because of their unquestionable importance in the teaching of both languages. Modifying adjectives in English and Polish NP's can
occur in sequences, theoretically composed of an unlimited number of elements.
In practice, sequences of more than four adjectives in one NP seem unnatural
in neutral. English or Polish. Adjective sequences occupy the position before

or after the noun in both languages. Consider,
an attractive, triangular, green stamp (Hornby 1962: 174)
atrakcyjny, trojkqtny, zielony znaczek
mOj
pierwszy prawdziwy bal (Wiemhicke. 197(: 129)
54.
my first real ball
53.

the mountains, tall and majestic, rose above the valley (Pit Corder 1965: 51)
gory, wysokie i majestatyczne, wznosily si@ nad claim
56. pami@tam twarz m@iczyzny, szczuplq, o skodnych oczach (Pisarkowa 1965:
55.

27)

I remember the man's face, lean, with slanting eyes.

It should be remarked at this point that postnominal position of a string of
adjectives, especially when they are joined by coordinating conjunctions, is a
feature of the literary rather than colloquial style in Polish as well as in English
(consider examples 55 and 56).
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3.2.. Adjectives in sequences may be parallel or successive in their relation
to the head noun, a distinction indicated in both spoken and written English
and Polish. Consider the following examples:

57. a nasty, irritable, selfish man

:

wstreny, irytujetcy samolub

:

5 8.

a nice little old man
may staruszek, (Strang 1970:
137)

59. piekny, stary, srebrny lichtarz

:

60.

wspaniale wielkie czerwone jablka

a beautiful old silver candle-

magnificent big red apples
(Wierzbicka 1970: 129)

stick:

In examples 57, 59 adjectives arc parallel in their relation to the head noun,
in examples 58, 60 they are successive. In speech, parallel adjectives are separated from each other by clearly noticeable plus junctures, in writing by commas.

Typically parallel adjectives all equally define the head noun, and it may
be suggested that they have been incorporated into their surface NP's through
a series of conjunction transformations. Thus, examples 57 and 59 might be
described as derived in the following way:

the man is nasty
AND the man is irritable --the man is nasty and irritable and
nasty, irritable, selfish man
AND the man is selfish
selfish
57.

59.
lichtarz jest piekny
I lichtarz jest stary
I lichtarz jest srebrny

---41ichtarz jest pickily i stary i srebrny
stary, srebrny lichtarz

In some cases coordinating conjunctions are retained in the surface structure, which may be treated as an argument in favour of the basic approach to
sequences of parallel adjectives in NP's through the conjunction transformation.
Consider some sequences with coordinatin.g conjunctions retained:
61.
62.

a rainy and stormy afternoon
a brilliant though lengthy novel

deszczowe, burzowe popoluclnie
blysk-otliwa choj przydluga powiegC

The problem of the ordering of conjunction transformations remains to be
soled in both languages. It seems that the resulting order of parallel modifying
adjectives in NP's depends, to a great extent, on extralinguistic factors such
as context of situation and the psychological disposition of the speaker. It is
less rigid than the order of adjectives successive in their relation to the head
noun.

3.3. it can be observed that adjectives successive in their relation to the
head noun all belong to different "semantic groups" (from the point of view of
meaning adjectives are usually divided into groups denoting age, colour, size,
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le. gth, shape, quality, etc.). It may be suggested that "successive" adjeck.1 v es are introduced into NP's through a series- od successively applied_ rela-

tive clause transformations. In view of this assumption, examples 58 and 60
could be analysed in the following way:
58.

a man who is old, who is little, is nice
a man is old
a man is little --a a nice little old man
a 'man is nice

60.

jablka sa ezerwone
jablka sq wielkie
jablka sa wspaniale

jablka, ktoresa ezerwone, ktore sq
wspaniale wielkie
wielkie, sa wspaniale
ezerwone jablka

(This analysis has been suggested to me by Jacobs and Rosenbaum's TG
description of relative clause embedding

1964: 261)

From the preceding description it follows that the last-introduced adAdj-N group introduced before.
jective element modifies the whole Adj
Consider,

a sick little girl is poor
a poor sick little girl
biedna, chora dziewezynka:
64. a sick poor little girl 4-- a poor little girl is sick
chora uboga dziewczynka
3.4. The question of adjective order is considered by the standard English
63.

gramthar books but is treated as a marginal problem. Some directions to
the student are usually given in the form of a general "table of adjective
place in sequences" which classifies adjectives into semantic groups (see e.g.
Hornby 1962: 174, Pit Corder 1965: 49, Strang 1968: 138), but it is always

remarked that the rules given are not inviolable. The problem of adjective
order in Polish is not considered' by the standard grammars at all and the
phenomen on is thought to belong to the province of stylistics. (Some remarks
on the order of adjectives in Polish NP's can be found in Kurkowska 1959 : 213,
and Wierzbicka 1970 : 129).

In this paper only a few contrastive observations can be made on some
aspects of adjective order in English and Polish. It is believed, however,
that an English Polish contrastive study of the phenomenon may ellucidate
some of the points connected with the elusive question of adjective order in
English and thus the investigation may prove helpful in the task of finding a
good method of teaching English adjective order to Polish students. -In the
following list of equivalent examples a striking regularity can be observed.
Consider,

piQkna panienka
a beautiful Young lady
bogaty
starzec
(also: bogaty stary czlowiek)
66. a rich old man

65.
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a nice French girl
rink Francuzka
a naughty little boy nicgrzeczny chlopczyk

In these equivalent structures three-word English phrases of the form
Adj-Adj-N are matched by two-word Polish phrases of the form Adj-N. It
seems that for certain Polish adjectives our rule PT1 (N is Adj .-->Adj-N)
results in a single noun, not an Adj-N phrase. This regularity may be observed
to hold for: (a) adjectives denoting age, (b) adjectives denoting nationality
when they modify [- -human] nouns, (c) adjectives carrying the meaning of a
diminutive, e.g. the adjective little. The fact that these adjectives can be
incorporated into head nouns in Polish throws some light on their close-to-noun
position in English. This observation may also facilitate further investigation
on the problem. of ordering relative transformations accounting for sequences of
successive adjectives in English, and to some extent also Polish NP's.
The problem of adjective order is far from being solved, and needs further
thorough investigation. The main types of derivation proposed have partially
accounted for the semantic difference between a sick young boy (chory mlody
chlopak) and a young sick boy (mlody chory chlopak

or mlody chory i.e. mlody

pacjent), but they do not explain the contrast observedin the order of modifying adjectives in e.g. the following English-Polish equiyalent pairs:
69.
70.

good old days
dawne dobre czasy
a good old friend
stary dobry przyjaciel
As has been often indicated in this paper, the solutions proposed here should

be viewed as no more than suggestions. It is hoped that some of them at
least will prove useful for further research.
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ENGLISH PARTICIPIAL COMPOUNDS AND THEIR
CORRESPONDING FORMS IN POLISH : A TRANSFORMATIONAL
CONTRASTIVE STUDY

MARIA GRALA
Adam Mickienicz University, Poznag

1.0. The present paper is a part of the author's doctoral dissertation devoted to active participles in Polish and English and aims at contrasting
English participial compounds with their corresponding forms in Polish. The
transformational model selected for the following contrastive analysis is based

on the TG framework developed by Polanski (1967), as well as methods
developed by Lees (1963), and Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968).
The starting and working hypothesis is that participial compounds in
English and their Polish equivalents have the same derivation and that the
surface differences are caused by the differentitapplication of the shift transformations.

1.1. By a compound is meant a construction consisting of two or more
independent words which are understood as one lexical unit. Syntactically
the constituents of a compound may be of two kinds: copulative (paratactic

relation) and attributive (hypotactic relation). When the modifing word
precedes the modified one the compound is called regressive (characteristic of
all Indo-European languages). When the modifing word follows the modified
one the compound is called progressive. The most important feature of a com-

pound is that the word order is fixed (Golqb 1970: 645).
1.2. English participial compounds belong to the attributive, regressive
types. In spelling they are joined by a hyphen, and although there is no rule
stating with what conipounds the hyphen shold be used, it seems it is always
used with participial compounds. A present participle forming a compound
functions as a head-word to the whole construction (Hathaway 1967 : 267).
It may form a compound with different parts of speech, with nouns, adjectives
18
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and adverbs being the most numerous (Scheurweghs 1966 : 155). The whole
compound functions than as a modifier to a nominal unless it is in appositionwhich rarely occurs.

Certain compounds are known both in Polish and English although in
English they are far more common. Nominal compounds, for example, are
known to both languages (Marton 1970), while participial compounds are a
peculiar syntactic property of English.
2.0. Although we can find 1 : 1 equivalence in Polish and English, at least
in the case of a participle being modified by an adverb, the position of the
Polish adverb is not fixed as it is in English; and such a construction offers
no syntactic peculiarity. Nevertheless, it is interesting to compare English
participial compounds with their corresponding forms in Polish from the point
of view of the shift transformations employed in their derivation.
2.1. Diagram I shows the difference in pattern between English compounds
and their nearest equivalents. in Polish. As will be observed later the Polish
pattern as shown in the diagram is not the only possibility.
The 1 : 1 equivalence appears only in the case of adverbial modifiers
though the position of the constituents in Polish equivalents is not fixed, and
they do not form compounds. In the discussion that follows only the position of

Polish constituents that directly corresponds to English pattern will be
discussed.
ENGLISH
1

adverb

2

I

1

far
adjective
good
sweet
innocent
noun
honey
peace
sky

I

I

reaching
participle
tasting

1

I

adverb

I

dobrze
dlugo

people
flowers

2

I

participle
Zyczacy

influence
I

nominal
food
flowers

i

creature
nominal
bees
nations

I

explosions

3

I
I

nominal
ludzie

trzymajace
sic

smelling
looking

participle
gathering
loving
brightening

3

nominal

participle
wishing
lasting

well
long

POLISH

I

kwiaty

wplywy
siegajace
participle I nominal
jedzenie
smakujace
kwiaty
pachnace
wygladajace stworzenie
nominal
noun
pszczoly
mi6d

daleko
adverb
dobrze
slodko
niewinnie
participle
zbierajace
*pok6j
milujace
rozAwietlajace niebo

narody
eksplozje

Diagram 1
In the case of English adjectival modifiers, though the Polish pattern remains
unchanged, the place of the adjectival modifier to a participle (position 1 in
the diagram) is occupied by the corresponding adverbial modifier. Adjectives
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in Polish cannot modify participles and that is why they are converted into
adverbs in our diagram. The patterns with nouns are different in the two
languages. In English they may modify participles, and in this function they
may occupy position 1. In Polish nouns are participle complements, and in
this function they always follow the participle; and none of the constituents of
a participial phrase may be moved separately.
3.0. As pointed out by Lees (1963: 121) it is possible to construct on the
basis of compound-transformations an indefinitely large number of compounds
which do not occin. in English. At present, however, attention is focused on
the mechanism responsible for creating participial compounds while disregard-

ing the problem of which compounds do and do not occur in English.
3.1. Participial compounds mirror two grammatical relations, Ariz., verbobject and verb-adverbial. The following phrase structure rules are necessary
for the present analysis:

E and P
E and P

PS 1. S --NP VP
PS 2. VP --Aux MV

E and P

1
PS 3. MV -)-VSN°11/
lAdvblf

E and P

PS 4. Advbl - Place

Manner
Time

E and P

PS 5.

Adverb
Advbl Manner -4- Prep.Phr
Adjective

(only in English)

3.2. When discussing the derivation of English participial compounds and

their corresponding Polish constructions it is assumed that the participial
transformation has already been applied to relative clauses thereby generating
constructions of the following form:

a) E and P NP Partattr M>obJect
b) E and P NP Partattr Advbl
where Partattr=an active participle in the attributive function
a) bees gathering honey
pszczoly zbieraj4ce mind

b) food tasting good
jedzenie smakujpe dobrze
Thee above constructions are generated from restrictive relative clauses.
Nonrestrictive relative clauses may also be a source of participial compounds

when in apposition, but since appositive compounds are rare and do not
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represent any syntactic pecularity, they are not included in the present
analysis.

In English the compound transformation shifts the participle modifier or
complement to the front position (position 1 in the diagram) and the participle
to the position immediately following its complement or modifier (position 2),
thus yielding

E Ti. NP Partattr NP'

Partattr NP

E T2. NP Partattr Advbl Advb1 Partattr NP
The participial compound transformatiqn introduces a hyphen between
the constituents of the compound which is assumed to be a necessary property
of the compounds in question.
In Polish the Shift rules generating equivalent constructions are as follows:

P Ti. NP, Partattr NP' Partattr NP', NP
P T2. NP Partattr AdvblAdvb1. Partattr NP
P T3. NP Par%tt Advbl Partattr Advbl NP
(There arc still more possibilities which, however, being beyond the present
discussion are not included in this study).

P T2. looks much the ,same as E T2., but P T2. exist concomitantly with
P T3., and there is an optional choice as to which of the two rules (P T2.
or P T3.) will apply. The examples that follow illustrate our analysis. The
structures underlying relative clause constructions look as follows:
E 1 bees which are gathering honey...
P 1 pszczoly, ktore zbierajti mind...

E2
P2
E3
P3

food which is tasting good...
jedzenie, ktore smakuje dobrze...
influence that is reaching far...
wplywy, ktore siQgajti daleko...

After the participial transformation is applied we have:
E 11 bees gathering honey...
P 13 pszczoly zbierajtice mind...
E 21 food tasting good...
P 21 jedzenie smakujtice dobrze.
E 31 influence reaching far...
P 31 wplywy siegajtice daleko...
The shift transformation then generates:
E 12 honey gathering bees...(E T1)
P 12 zbierajtice mind pszczoly...(P T1)
E 22 good
tasting fodd...(E T2)
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P 2, dobrze smakujace jedzenie...(P T2)
E 3, far reaching influence... (E T3)
P 3, daleko shgajgce wply Wry
(P T2)
P 3, Sicgajace daleko wplywy... (P T3).
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NEGATED ADVERBIAL PARTICIPLES IN POLISH AND THEIR
CORRESPONDING FORMS IN ENGLISH

MARIA GRALA
Adam Mickietoicz University, Poznatt

1.0 The present paper aims at contrasting negated Polish adverbial
participles with their corresponding forms in English.
We assume that participles functioning adverbially are, both in Polish
and English, derived from either paratactic or hypotactic non-relative constructions. The differences between negated adverbial participles in Polish
and the corresponding forms in English seem to be caused by the different
transformations that apply in English at the sentence level. We extend the
discussion on the derivation of participial and other equivalent constructions
in paragraph (3).
In paragraph (2) we discuss eight types of English forms which are found
to correspond to Polish negated adverbial partibiples.
Our analysis is based on Polish material which includes:
a) examples from contemporary Polish fiction (novels, and short stories),
translated by professional translators,
b) examples found in the KoAciuszko and Stanislawski dictionaries,
c) examples from Polish grammars, e.g. Klemensiewicz's and Szober's
grammars,
d) our own examples.
First we divide Polish negated adverbial participles according to the way
they are translated into English. Forty-two typical Polish examples denoting
various adverbial relations were given to English and American students
who study Polish at Poznan University in the advanced course. They were
asked to translate the given sentences into English. If they found more than
one way of translating these sentences into English, they translated them in
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several ways, marking the one which they would preferably use in the given
context. The students' translations were compared with the original translations. The results obtained confirmed our observations; namely, that English
tends to avoid negated participial constructions. Furthermore, the comparison
of various translations of the same sentences has enlarged the scope of English
forms corresponding to Polish negated adverbial participles.
We trace the differences and similarities between the Polish constructions
under discussion and their English corresponding forms according to the
methods introduced by Catford (1965), Di Pietro (1968), and James (1969).
For our analysis we adopt the TG framework developed by Polataki (1967),
as well as methods developed by Jacobs and Rosenbaum (1968). In dealing
with various ways of denoting negation in English we follow Klima (1964).
2.0 In comparing all occurrences of negated Polish adverbial participles
preceded by the negative particle "nie" with their corresponding English
forms, we observe that English tends to avoid negated participial constructions preceded by "not".
The following examples illustrate the variety of English forms corresponding to "nie "+ adverbial participle in Polish.
(1)

Cofneem SiQ ?tie opuszczanc strzelby
a) not lowering my gun
b) without lowering my gun

I stepped back

c)

failing to lower my gun

d) keeping my gun at the level
e) and/but didn't lower my gun
(2)

Nie lubiac ludzi nie znajdziesz przyjaciOl

Not liking people
Without liking people

a)
b)
you won't find friends
c)
d)

Disliking people

If you don't like people
(3)

Janek byl bardzo zinartwiony nie zdawszy egzaminu
a) not having passed the exam
b) at not having passed the exam
c)

at failing the exam

John was very upset d) not to have passed the exam
because he didn't pass the exam
as he failed the exam
to
have failed the exam
g)
e)

f)
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Nie mOwiqc ani slowa opugcil pokoj

Not saying a word
Without saying a word

a)
b)

Failing to say a word

c) he left the room

Saying no word

d)

He didn't say a word and

e)

We compile all the English forms rendering Polish negated adverbial
participles in eight types, namely:
Type

Type

Type

I negative clauses:
a) paratactic
b) hypotactic adverbial (extensional) and intensional,

II not +present/perfect participle,

III negated gerunds:
a) without+gerund

b) (at, by)+not+gerund
Type
Type
Type

IV negated infinitives,

V present participles with inherent negative meaning,
VI forms with negative prefixes:
a) dis- +present participle,
participle
+ {past
b)
adjective j '

Type VII present participles+no (-body, -thing etc.),
Type VIII present participles in the affirmative, with a meaning opposite
to the Polish original.
2.1 Type I includes paratactic, as well as hypotactic constructions. English

negative paratactic clauses usually correspond to Polish negated adverbial
participles denoting attendant circumstances. ILseems that their appearance
depends on the neutralization between paratactic and hypotactic constructions, e.g.,
(1) Nie patrzqc na nikogo wybiegla.
She didn't look at anybody, and ran out.
(2) Poszeill spat, nie przebrawszy sig nawet w paame.
He didn't even change into his pyjamas, and went to bed.
(3) Poszedlem w kierunku wyjgcia szybko, nie oglgdajctc sie.
I went quickly toward the exit, and didn't look back.
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Negated participial and gerundial constructions may be derived from
hypothetic constructions, which are unrestricted in English and are frequent
equivalents to the Polish forms under discussion, e.g.,
(4) Nie wydobywszy od niego itulnego wyjagnienia, wybral sic do lekarza.(JD)

As he didn't get any explanation from him, he went to see a doctor.
(5) Stara sic jr1 przekona6, nie proszqc jednak o przebaczenie.
He tried to convince her, though he didn't ask her forgiveness.

2.2 Type II, "not "-}-present participle is directly equivalent to "nie"+
present adverbial participle. This construction, though avoided in many
instances, may always appear in English, unless the whole ing- construction

functions as a complement to a verb or predicate adjective, or as a direct
object in passive constructions. In these functions it is replaced by a gerund
or infinitive. The following examples illustrate Type II equivalents:
(6) Trzasnal stuchawka nie czekajgc na slowa poiegnania ze strony Kiesla.
(JD)
He banged down the receiver, not waiting for Kiesel to bid him good
night.
(7)

Ha, ha, ha!
Amial sic nie wiedzqc, jak ma potraktowae jej (Apowiedi. (JD)
"Ha, ha, ha!" he laughed, not knowing how to react to her answer.

2.3 Type III (a) is the most frequent among the corresponding English
forms. Gerunds in this type are preceded by the preposition, "without".
(8) Chcial jak najpredzej ubra6 sic i wyjgo nie spotykajcle Ksigiaka. (SD)
He wanted to dress as quickly as possible and leave without meeting
KsiQz:ak.

(9) Nie merwia,c nic nikomu przebrala sic i poszla na bal do A:S.P. (SD)
She had dressed up and gone to the Academy dance without telling
anybody.

When the gerundial construction denotes cause or reason the gerund either
appears without a preposition, or is preceded by "at", "by" (subtype (b)).
The most frequently met verbs and predicate adjectives in this group are:
surprise, please, delight, annoy, upset used in a passive sense; Where a gerund
functions as a direct object; and glad, angry, happy where a gerund functions
as a complement.
Byli6my zdumieni nie widato Janka.
We were surprised at not seeing John.
(11) Rozgniewaligmy Sare nie wpuszczajqc jej do grodka.
We annoyed Sara by not letting her in.
(10)
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2.4 Y:ype IV are negated infinitival constructions often interehangable
with the gerundial equivalents in Type III (b), e.g.,
w niedziek.
Byli6my bardzo zmartwieni nie spotkawszy
We were very upset not to meet you on Sunday.
(13) Prawdc mow*, ucieszylem sic nie otrzymawszy od niej Zadnej odpo(12)

wiedzi.

As a matter of fact, I was glad not to hear from her.

2.5 Type V comprises English active participles with an inherent negative
meaning. The most frequent form within this type is "failing to", which has
no direct equivalent form in Polish and under certain restrictions conveys
the meaning of "not". The remaining forms have their direct equivalents in
Polish, namely:
avoiding
ignoring
refusing

unikaj4c
unikajgc, lekcewai4c
odmawiaj4c

Nevertheless, "failing to" and the remaining three forms appear also as
equivalents to Polish participles preceded by "nie", provided that the Polish
forms convey a similar meaning, or more precisely they act synonymously
in the given context. There are, however, certain restrictions czir the usage of
these forms:
"avoiding" may be equivalent to "nie patrzie, "nie widzqc", and "nie chcqe"
+infinitive or gerund denoting perception, if it is followed by an action
nominal, e .g. ,

Siedzial przed lustrem nie patrate ?DM. (SM)
He sat facing the mirror avoiding his own reflexion.
(IS) Skrccil za rog nie chcqc spotkad chlopaka.
lie turned the corner avoiding meeting the boy.

(14)

"ignoring" followed by a complement (for the most part, nominal one in the
genitive case) may be equivalent to (jakby) "nie slysz4c", "nie widz4c",
and "nie cheqe"+infinitive denoting perception.
(JD)
Jakby nie slyszqc jej slow, zapytal:
As if ignoring her remark he asked: ...
(17) Nie widatc jej rosnvego gniewu eiggn41 dalej.
Ignoring her growing anger he went on.
(16)

"refusing "-{-infinitive may be equivalent to "nie che4c", although it conveys a
slightly different meaning:
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(18)

Nie chew.; ied za nim udalem. choregO.

Refusing to follow him, I pretended to be sick.

It may also correspond to "nie biorac", ```nie przyjmujic" which, when put
in the same context with "odmawiaj4c", seem to be synonymous with this
form, e.g.,
(19)

Postcpowal uczciwie nie biorco pienigdzy.
By refusing to accept money, he acted honestly.

As already mentioned, the most frequent form of this type is "failing to"
followed by the appropriate verb in the infinitive. Usually "fail to" replaces
"not" when the whole negated construction implies that there is no intention
involved on the agent nominal. Syntactically, "failing to" functions as an
ad-yerbial participle; whereas the English verb equivalent to the Polish
participle functions as an infinitival complement to "failing", e.g.,
(20)
(21)
(22)

Nie znajdujctc odpowiednich slow uhniechncla sic.
Failing to find the right words she smiled.
Nie zdajv sobie sprawy z niebezpieczoistwa zapalil zapalkc.
Failing to realize the danger, he lit a match.
Nie rozumiejcp o co chodzi stal bez ruchu.
Failing to understand what was going on, he stood motionless.

2.6 Type VI comprises (a) present participles with the negative prefix
"dis-" and (b) past participles and adjectives with the negative prefix "un ".
In subtype (a) we do not discuss English participles with negative prefixes
other than "dis-", like "un -" and "ir-" (unwilling, irresponding), as they
are not numerous. "im -" and "ir-" seem to be neither productive nor typical
with present participles. The negative prefix "dis-", however, is found in
many present participles. The most frequent participles of that type are
disagreeing
disallowing
disapproving
disbelieving
disliking

distrusting

for
for
for
for
for
for

nie zgadzajac sic
the pozwalajac, odrzucajac, odmawiajac
the pochwalajic, potcpiajac, ganiac
nie wierzac, nie dowierzajac

the tub*
the ufajac, nie dowierzajac

(23)

Nie zgadzajcc sic na nasze propozycje postanowili zebras sic jeszcze
raz.
Disagreeing with our suggestions they decided to meet again.
(24) Nikomu nie dowierzajv czul sic samotny i nieszczcgliwy.
Distrusting everybody he felt lonely and miserable.
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Past participles and adjectives of the subtype (b) appear whenever the corresponding English verb does not form the present participle, e.g:,
(25)

Nie wzruszywszy sig jej sytuacjct odm.owil pomocy.

(26)

Unmoved by her situation, he refused to help.
Nie obawiajqc sig niebezpieczenstwa ruszyl w kierunku wyjkia.
Unafraid of the danger he moved towards the exit.

2.7. Whenever Polish has participial constructions with double negation,
a common English equivalent is that of Type VII, namely, a participle followed

by so-called "special negatives" (Klima's terminology) like "no", "nobody",
"nothing", etc., that is, "not" in the form of "no" /no-/ is shifted to a complement, for example,
Nie patrzqc na nikogo wybiegla.
She rushed out, looking at nobody.
(28) Spal nic nie czujq,c.
He slept, feeling nothing.
(29) Nie m6wictc ani slowa opugeil pok6j.
He left the room, saying no word.
(27)

2.8. The last Type, namely Type VIII is represented by converted participial phrases, i.e., in the affirmative, with a meaning opposite to the Polish
original, e.g.,
(30) Poiniej szostka koni od karawanu, nie czujqc cigiaru, co chwila ponosila. (SM)

Lvter, the six horses harnessed to the hearse, feeling the lightness
of their load, kept on running away.
(31)

Stali, nie zwracajqc na nas uwagi wigkszej, nii zwracajct na podroZnych

przydroine slupy. (SM)

They were standing, paying as much attention to us as road signs
(32)

do to passing travellers.
Nie chow; mi zrobid przykraci dobrala salatki.

Trying to please me, she helped herself to more salad.
3.0 Negated adverbial participles in both languages' are constructions derived transformationally from negative sentences embedded into, (in case of
hypotactic constructions) or adjoined to, (in case of paratactic constructions)
another sentence. (Polaiiski 1967: 17)
Negation is a very complicated issue in TG. Should it for instance be treated
as an element which acts on the whole sentence like some quantifiers or should
it be treated as a part of verbal modality? The definite solution to these (Ines-
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tions has not yet been worked out. In dealing with participles, essentially verb
forms, we find it useful to treat negation as part of the auxiliary. (Polanski,
1969; 93)

Negated sentences, as a source of negated participles and some other
derived forms have been embedded or conjoined to other sentences according to
one of the following rewriting rules responsible for recursivencss of S (Jacobs
and Rosenabun1 1968: 44 - 50, 192 - 198, 253 - 263),

paratactic constructions
hypotactic constructions
S -+NP VP
f V NP
VP
1 S MV
3.1. Using Type I (a) as a starting point we reach the conclusions illustrated.
below:

P: (ja) poszedlem
szybko w kierunku

(ja) nie oglq.dalem sic

wyjk..ia

E: I went quickly
towards the exit

(I) didn't look back

Type I (b) may be derived in the following way: (Pohuiski, 1967: 141)
S

NP

VP

PP
P:

(o 1)

(on) nie wydobyl od niego

poszedl

do lekarza

went

to the doctor

Zadnego Wyjagnienia
.E:

Ile

he didn't get any explanation from him
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In the above examples we assume that a Conj(unction) has already been

inserted, as a part of modality (Polanski, 1969: 94 - 95). After the generation of a participle it may be optionally deleted.
In Polish both occurrences of NP, if they are personal pronouns, may be
deleted because the ending of the main verb indicates which personal pronoun
is missing in the surface. structure.

3.2. Type II equivalents, namely "not" + present participle, are derived
through. a set of participial transformations which apply to negative clauses
.illustrated in the above paragraph.

In English they accoimt for:
the deletion of NP constituent identical to NP matrix, the deletion of Tense
and BE in the progressive forms, the deletion of Tense and the insertion of the
participial suffix -ing in so-called "non-activity" verbs:
Tense+Vsonst

Suf
---ptc

Via
where Vso,t= constituent verb
Sufpts=participial suffix
Vint. -=infinitive, basic form

In English the form of a participle, namely, present or perfect depends on

the tense form of the constituent verb, e.g.,
is/are/was/were writing -*writing
have/has/had been writing -*having written
love/s, ed/ - gloving
have /has /had loved -*having loved

In Polish they account for:
the deletion of NP constituent identical to NP matrix, the deletion of Tense
and the separation. of the constituent verb stem, Vs, and the insertion of the
participial suffix
Tense -1- V const

In Polish, the participial suffix depends on the features of the constituent
verb. Polish Present Adverbial Participles are formed from imperfective verbs,
while Pastr-Adverbial Participles are formed from perfective verbs.
Thus the aspectual feature < +perfective> must be placed on the verb in

order to specify the proper suffix.

When the feature is < perfective>, the suffix is -ac,
when the feature is <-1- perfective>, the suffix is -lszy/-wszy.

The next in the set of participial transformations is the affix transformation
which accounts for the proper order of elements in Polish, -and in English
19
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when the constituent verb belongs to the "non

activity" category,

yielding:
P: Sufptc

Sufptc

E: Sufi:4c +Vinf

+Sufpw

The last is an optional shift transformation which may move the generated
participial phrase to any position appropriate for an adverbial modifier.
3.3 The surface differences between negated adverbial participles in Polish and Type III (a) constructions in English, namely, those in which we have

the preposition "without" + gerund is accounted for by a different set of
transformations that may apply in English at the sentence level. It seems that
in English at the sentence level, there is a choice between several transformations, among others, the participial and the gerundial transformation. The
gerundial transformation generating "without" + gerund may apply to negative adverbial Clauses, unless the clause denotes reason.
The gerundial transformation under discussion accounts for: the deletion
of NP constituent identical to NP matrix, the deletion of Tense and, in ease

of the progressive form, the deletion of the participial suffix -ing (INGi).
Next the transformation changes "not" into the inherent negative preposition
"without". Whenever "without" is present in the generated construction, the
gerundial transformation applies and inserts. the gerundial suffix -ing
in the place of Tense, yielding:
Tense +Vinf

The affix transformation accounts for the proper order of elements.
3.4 In comieetion with the generation of the main representative of Type V,
namely, "failing to" we suggest that the vast majority of negated verb's, i.e.,

not + verb is ambiguous, e.g.,
(33) Not making a decision, he reached for the next documents.
may mean:

(a) He didn't intend to make a decision or,
(b) He didn't make a decision, without however, any intention on
his part, Le., he was unable to make a decision, he might have
wanted to but he did not succeed.
At this point we would like to offer one of several possible hypotheses to
account for the above sort of ambiguity. In order to solve the problem of ambiguity as shown in (33) (a) and (b) we divide English verbs into two groups:

Group I comprises unambiguous verbs, namely those, that are either
unspecified as to intention, that is, denoting an action or state that cannot be
affected by our will, or specified positively, that is, having the feature <+
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tention>. The verbs of Group T are not numerous. The most frequent are:
grow, have, know, be born, and want which has the feature <-1- intention>.
Group II contains the remaining verbs, i.e., those which when preceded
by "not" may denote intention or lack of intention. Sometimes the surrounding
context, in which the negated verb appears, resolves the ambiguity as is the
case in the following sentences:

Not speaking English fluently you cannot work here.
(i.e., not knowing the language)
(35) Not cooking dinners she has a lot of spare time.
(34)

If the context does not specify the negated verbs as to intention or lack of
intention, the construction may be understood in two ways, for example:
(36)
(a)
(b)
(37)
(a)
(b)

(38)
(a)
(b)

Not lowering his rifle he stepped back.
he did not lower his rifle on phrpose,
he did not lower his rifle unintentionally, for example, he did not
think to lower it.
Not looking at anyone, she ran out.
she did not want to look at anybody,
she did not look at anybody without any intention on her part, not
realizing what she was doing.
Not taking part in the conversation, he satin- the corner.
he didn't take part in the conversation because he did not intend to,
he didn't take part in the conversation because he could not follow
or did not know the topic.

We find that, in the majority of cases, "fail to" as a participial construe=
Lion, that is "failing to". may replace "not" followed by a participle derived
from verbs of the second group whenever the lack of intention is meant, as is
the case in (33) (h), (36) (b), (37) (b), (38) (b).
(33) (b1) Failing to make a decision, he reached for the next document.
(36) (b1) Failing to lower his rifle he stepped back.
(37) (b1) Failing to look at anyone, she ran out.
(38) (b1) Failing to take part in the conversation, he sat in the corner.
"Fail to" or "failing to" cannot replace "not" irrespective of the fact whether
it is followed by verbs or participles of the first group or those of Group II
where the context implies intention, e.g.,

* Failing to know the situation he couldn't help his friend.
* Failing to cook dinners she has much spare time.
We suggest that the ambiguous constructions of the type illustrated in
examples (33), (36), (37), and (38) are derived from two structures, namely,
19$
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those denoting the meaning, of (33) (a), (36) (a), (37) (a), and (38) (a) as .kvell
as all the verbs of Group I and those of Group If illustrated in (34) and (35)
are derived front negative clauses with "not". Constructions of the type il-

lustrated in (33) (b), (36) (b), (37) (b), and -(38) (b) are derived from the
following struct ore:

NP V it 8
-where V==fail

The following tree illuStrates this construction:

He failed to go
S

VP

NP

NP

V

it

lie

lie goes

fail

An optional transformation may change this construction into one with "not",
namely, "he does not go", which, as already stated, is ambiguous, that is. it
could also be derived from "he goes" by the insertion of' "not." from an aux-

iliary. Fielding "he does not go".
Sometimes, however, we find find a construction with "fail to" corresponds to a "not" construe-HOU, where "not" is generated from an auxiliary.
In such it Case WC are probably dealing with a. neutralization of the contrast
between the semantic value of "not" followed by a verb and "fail to" followed
by an infinitive. "Fail to" in this fund ion is frequently met whenever the wholeconstruction implies that the person did-trot..do what he was expected to do

and \\ hat he should have done, as in the following examples:
(39)
(40)

He failed to utilize his talents.
Ile failed to respond.

"Fail to" is also met in this function when followed by "take" in the sense
"to avail oneself of something". When the given context points to intention
'jail to" followed by "take" in the above sense has only one reading, e.g.,
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Failing to take a position in the Reformation controversy he was
ostracised by both sides.

When the given context clues not specify the construction as to intention,
it may be understood in two ways, e.g.:(42)
(a)
(b)

Failing to take the opportunity he lost his chance.
He didn't want (intend) to take the opportunity.
He didn't manage to take the opportunity.

In the sense of (41) and (42) (a) "failing to" is interchangeable with "refus-

ing to".
Whenever "fail-to" is used with the verbs of Group I, the verbs are used
in the tneanigs different from the basic ones, like in the following sentences:
(43)

He failed to know his adversary (where "know" means "get to

(44)

know").
He failed to know the potential involved in the atom (where "know"

means "understand").
Sentences like (43), and (44) seem to support our considerations, as they are
used whenever the speaker does not specifically want to imply intention on the

part of the agent.

The remaining types of English corresponding forms, namely, Type III (b),

IV, VII. and VIII will be the subject of a separate paper.
4.0 The material examined in the previous paragraphs (2 and 3) seems to
confirm our observations that the construction "not participle" in the adverbial function tends to be avoided in English.
A possible explanation for the avoidance of "not + participle" in English is,
that typically, "not" is fused with the auxiliary. It receives support from the
auxiliary, whereas in the "not +participle" construction, the "not" appears
exposed, too prominent, and therefore this construction tends to be avoided.
For instance, "to +not+infinitive", e.g., "to not go" is considered ungrammatical, and yet this construction is used, because "not" fused with the -infinitive is less exposed than when preceding the whole infinitival construction,
namely, in front of ''to". As a common mistake with native speakers, "to +not +
+infinitive" represents how they feel about their language, despite the norms
of prescriptive grammar, and may serve to strengthen any hypothesis that the

negative particle "not" before a verb tends to be avoided.
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NEGATION IN ENGLISH AND POLISH*
JAN' CYGAN
Wroclaw University

I. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Definitions of negation are not plentiful in linguistic literature. About
the only attempt at defining negation that was found by the present author
was by Marouzeau (1951), and is quoted here in the original French:
"Negation. Expression propre soit a constanter (negation proprement dite) soit a
pr4tendre (dentation) que telle chose n'est pas ou n'est pas ee qu'on dit".

The above statement is not, however, of much help in a formal study. Much
more helpful in this respect is the rest of the entry, where various kinds of
negation are enumerated. Thus Marouzeau distinguishes absolute negation
from one related to a statement, which is termed syntactic. The latter, in its
turn, can bear upon'a word (word negation) or a sentence (sentence negation).
This division is a reliable one, since it is based on formal lichotomy. The other
division that Marouzeau gives, that into simple negation (containing only the
negative idea) vs. compound negation or negative word (negation attached
to an idea of time, person, object, etc.) does not appear to be so clear-cut.
The dichotomy should rather be continued by saying that within the word
negation group a special group of words can be distinguished, often termed
quantitative negatives (most of which are 'compound' negations). Marouzeau
* This work was carried out within the Polish-English Contrastive Analysis Project sponsored by the Ford Foundation and the Center for Applied Linguistics, and
co-ordinated by the Institute of English Philology of the Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznaii, Poland. Most of the examples were taken from A. A. Milne's Winnie-

-the-Pooh and The House at Pooh Corner and their Polish translation by Miss
Irena Tuwim.
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words serving to lessen an affirmation, which
have to be considered as well, since they display sonic of the formal features
of the negatives.

also mentions semi- negatives

1.2. Arranged in a systematic manner the different kinds of negation could

be represented in the following diagram:
Semi-negation

Negation
Absolute

Affirmation

Syntactic

Sentence Word
Quantitative Other

The existent terminology is by no means consistent. Thus corresponding to
`sentence' and 'w or d ' negation, Jespersen (1917) introduced `nexal ' and `spe-

cial' negation respectively. 'Grammatical' vs. lexical' are another pair of
terms covering the same distinction. 'Quantitative' negatives (as distinguished
from all the rest which were 'qualitative', both terms introduced by Gebauer

and Mourek in 1902), were termed 'words of negative totality' by Palmer
(1924). In this paper the term special will, for the sake of convenience, be used

for that group of lexical negations which are not quantitative negatives and
are denoted as 'other' in the diagram above.
1.3. The order of dealing with the different kinds of negation in this paper
will be as follows.
(1) Absolute negation,
(2) Sentence negation,
(3) Quantitative negation,
(4) Special lexical negation,
(5) Semi-negatives, and
(6) Implied negation in affirmative form.
Other aspects, such as negative 'attraction', strengthening of negatives,
double negation, etc. will be dealt with at the most convenient places within
that general scheme. But first the formal exponents (marks) of the category
both in English and Polish have to be reviewed.
II. EXPONENTS OF NEGATION

2.1. Exponents (marks, signals) of negation, like those of other grammatical.

categories, can be found at various levels of linguistic Lnalysis. In English
they are the following:
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1. Negative words
(a) simple: no, not;
(b) compound: none, nobody, nothing, nowhere, never, neither, nor;
2. The negative particle -n 't (or -not, as in cannot), always joined to a special
finite;

3. Negative affixes
(a) prefixes: un-, dis -, in-, a-, non-;
(b) suffix: -less.

Other exponents taken into consideration were the words hardly and scarcely (semi-negatives) and nearly (because of its negative Polish equivalent),

as well as the negative preposition without. The determinative any (and its
compounds) which might be termed a secondary exponent of negation, since
it signals it only when accompanying another negatiVe element in the sentence,
has been automatically included with the negative sentences. The above list
is probably incomplete, since such words as e.g. lest might also be included..

2,2. Some of the above exponents (no, not, neither, any) may be ambiguous if taken at their face (dictionary) value, and it is only at other levels
that one can distinguish between various kinds of no, not, etc.
Thus at the phonological level some nOt's have a strong stress, and some a
weak one. The same is true of any. The any we are concerned with (the one
accompanying a negative word) is always unemphatic and weakly stressed;:
but there is alSo a strongly stressed any which is not negative. Cf.

Nie pej4 do iadnej kawiarni
Nie pej4 do byle jakiej kawiarni.
vs. I won't go to any cafe
The phonological level is, in its turn, of some help for the analysis at the
I won't go to Any cafe

grammatical level, where it is already possible to discern most of the exponents,
and to classify them according to their function. Thus it is seen, on the one hand,
that there is actually no difference in function between -n't and the unstressed

not, the two forms often alternating and always negativing verbs

(verbal'

negator). On the other hand, we can distinguish between two kinds of stressed not, one negativing the following word (lexical negator), the other replacing a

whole negative clause. There are also two kinds of no, one functioning as an
absolute negation (`prosentence'), the other as a determiner or adverb of quantitative negation.
There are other phenomena to be observed in syntax. A verbal negator
(-n't or not) is a form bound to its place after its special finite (-n't having almost
become an inflexional element, not admitting only of insertion of a pronoun
subject, including there). A general lexical negator (not) is free to be placed at
any point in the sentence in front of the word that is to be negatived. Occasionally inversion takes place after front-positioning of negatives like never, etc.

2.80
4
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There arc also exponents to be found at the lexical (semantic) level (the
negative 'import' of a word, etc.).

2.3. In Polish the exponents of negation are:
1. nie, often spelt together with the word negatived;
2. ni-, found only in compounds, e.g. nikt, nix (both in their various
case forms), nigdzie, nigdy, and ani;
3. iaden (in _various case forms of its three genders).
The list can be completed by prefixes such as bez-, and the preposition bez.
At the phonological level one might contrast nie having its own stress with
nie, depending for its stress on the immediately following word it qualifies.
This latter nie will appear now as stressed, now as unstressed, the mechanism
of this phenomenon being as follows. Stress in Polish regularly falls on the
penultimate syllable of a. word, or rather stress-group, so if the word qualified
by nie happens to be a monosyllable, the stress will of necessity have to be
automatically transferred to nie, cf.

nie b'ylo

vs..

nie ma

with stresses mechanically superimposed on the penultimate syllable in each
group. This system in Polish helps to understand why there is the possibility
for the negative particle to be linked together with the following word in spelling: a proclitic word within a stress group has the same status as a syllable

has within a word.
The stress-system differences tie up with grammatical distinctions, the
absolute negation ?tie being always stressed, while the sentence negation nie
is proclitic. At the syntactical level it may be observed that a ni- word appearing in a sentence is always accompanied by nie (verbal negator). Objects
of negative sentences appear in the genitive case (instead of the normal accusa-

tive), etc.

2.4. A tentative tabulation of the two sets cf formal exponents against one
another taken at their face value and arranged- according to their functions
would yield the following scheme.

Function

English

Absolute negation
Sentence negation
Quantitative negation

no

not (-0)
no

none

no one
nobody
nothing

'
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Polish
nie
nic
2aden
2aden

nikt
nikt
nic
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nigdzie

nowhere
never

Special negation

neither

nigdy
ani

nor

ani

not

nie

unin-less

bezbez

without

The above comparison is by no means absolute. It is only meant to show,
at a first approximation, that there is no 1 : 1 correspondence between theexponents of negation in the two languages, the Polish exponents being fewer

(in form) than the English. Thus
and none are both rendered by iaden,
no
nobody
neither

un-

nikt,
ani,

no one
nor

nie-, etc.

13

Further complications will appear presently.
III. ABSOLUTE NEGATION

3.0. The absolute negation in English is no (contrasted with yes). This no,
marked no (1)' by Palmer (1938), together with yes constitute a special group
of function words in Fries's (1952: 102) classification: they are the two alternative answers to general questions.
3.1. No sometimes constitutes the whole of a response utterance (hence the
name `absolute' negative), but mostly only introduces a response utterance.
The standard Polish equivalent is nie, best seen in citation form as in the following example:

Fie had been saying "Yes" and "No" in turn
mOwil tylko "tak" i "nie".
Genuinely absolute occurrences are not very numerous. Their domain apvears to be in situations where the negative answer is hasty, abrupt, or decisive and final, e.g.

Are we at the top? No.
Are we going to the top? No!
(The second speaker is obviously annoyed by the first speaker's questions.)
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3.2. But in most cases no serves only to introduce a fuller response. This

may be in the form of
a full separate sentence, often expressing a contrast:
Hallo, Piglet! he said. I thought you were out.
No, said Piglet, it's you who were out.
Could you stop turning round for a moment?
No, said Eeyore. I like turning round.
or (b) a formally negative sentence; extending and supporting the absolute
(a)

negative:

No, said Pooh. That would not be a good plan.
3.3. A typical negative answer in English, however, consists of the absolute

negative no followed by a negative special finite with its pronoun subject.
There being no auxiliaries of that kind in Polish (except for the auxiliary of the
imperfective future tense bA, etc.) the full (negatived) verb has to be used
here:

Do you know what A means, little Piglet?
No, Eeyore, I don't.
Nie, Klapouszku, nie wiem.
I can see mine! cried Roo.
No, I can't, it's something else.
Nie, nie wid,z, to co innego.
3.4. In all the above instances no was rendered by nie. or `nie plus' in Polish,

i.e. by a negative. There are, however, instances where it has to be rendered
by an affirmative:

That's no good.

No, said Pooh, I thought it wasn't.
To niedobrze.
Tak
zgodzil sie Puchatek

i

ja tak myAle.

What was Pooh saying? Any good?
No, said Pooh sadly. No good.
Co Puchatek powicdzial? Zdaje sie, Ze nic madrego.
Talc,
westchnQl Puchatek
nic madrego.

These result from different systems operating in the two languages. In
English the comment or answer addresses itself to the fact, irrespective of the
form of the preceding statement or question; in Polish it depends on the form
of the question as well, or rather on the relationship between that form and
the actual situation. The two systems can be represented as follows.

2 g'
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Form of Question
(1)
(2)

(3)
(4)

-----7-7

or Statement

Situation

positive
positive
negative
negative

positive
negative
positive
negative

Answer or Comment
Polish
English
yes
no
yes
no

tak
nie
nie

tak

The disagreement shown above for cases (3) and (4) is important, the more
so, that it is not a peculiarity of the Polish-English contrast only. As stated by
Catford (in Quirk and Smith 1959: 176): "There are many languages in which
affirmation and 'denial of the eyes' or 'no' type consists in acceptance or rejection of the form of the question, and not, as in English, of the facts. It so
happens that ... languages, although in other respects very different from each

other, agree in this point in disagreeing with English". Or, more precisely
Watford 1965: 40): "In English, selection of yes or no in response to a question

(or statement) depends on what we may call the polarity of the situation':
situation positive, answer eyes'; situation negative, answer 'no' (irrespective
of the polarity of the preceding utterance). In many other languages, selection
of the appropriate response depends on the polarity-relationship between
question (or statement) and situation: same polarity - answer X; different
answer Y".
polarity
As pointed out by Blackstone (1954: 15), "It is most important to note that
agreement with negative questions is expressed in English by no. Much confusion is caused by failure to observe this rule, and Englishmen living abroad
learn by bitter experience to follow a rule of their own: Never use a negative
question when addressing a foreigner".
IV. SENTENCE NEGATION

4.1. Negative Sentences.
Traditional grammar textbooks often establish the tripartition of sentences
into affirmative, interrogative, and negative. Such a tripartition should be looked upon with criticism, since one can easily find sentences which are equally
well classifiable with both interrogative and negative types, the divisions not
being mutually exclusive. Upon a closer inspection the tripartition turns out
actually to be a combination of two binary oppositions intersecting each other
and yielding a total of four (not three) different kinds of sentences. The two

contrasts are
(a) Affirmative vs. Interrogative,
(b) Positive vs. Negative,
and the four types of sentences are
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1. Affirmative positive (traditional Affirmative),
2. Interrogative positive (traditional Interrogative),
3. Affirmative negative (traditional Negative),
4. Interrogative negative.

The marked members of the oppositions are Interrogative and Negative
respectively, wherefrom it follows that type (1) is unmarked and type (4)
doubly marked, as observed in the traditional terminology, the term 'interrogative-negative' (or negative-interrogative) being actually used in spite of
the tripartite division.

4.2. The negative sentences, which are our concern in this chapter are
the marked member of the above opposition (b). The marker is (in writing)
not placed after one of the 24 special finites, or -n't written jointly with them.
In spoken English the latter exponent is used almost exclusively, the negative
-n't having in some instances so amalgamated with the special finite as to
become inseparable from it except by the eye (trying to subtract the negative
clement from don't, won't, shan't or can't one is left with what sound like
`dough', `woe', 'Shah' or `car'!
in RP).
One .absolute exception to the rule is the case of am: there is not a form
like *amn't. According to Jespersen (1917 : 20) it would be `unpronounceable'. The form I'm not is used instead, with the reduction of am; to 'm,, the
weak form of either not or the special finite being imperative (Palmer 1939:124).

The two tendencies are found to compete in the case of are, where both
're not and aren't can be found, although Palmer (1939 : 261) asserts that the
form aren't seems to be avoided by educated speakers. On the other hand,
1,9 not is rather isolated. The full paradigm. of the Present Negative of the
auxiliary verb to be would then seem to be (Palmer .1939 : 138):

I'm not
you're not
he isn't

we're not
you're not
they're not.

In the Interrogative-n8.gative Isn't and Aren't are general.
Extreme reduction of the negative don't is sometimes shown by the spelling
dunno for 'don't know'.
The full (written) forms of both the special finite and not are found only
in the following instances:
purely graphical representation:
PLEZ CNOKE IF AN RNSR IS NOT RE QID
(Owl's illuminating notice on his door),
(b) formal style:
My remarks do not, of course, apply to ...
(a)
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Tie act, of emphasizing the global negative special finite form as it is,
instead of decomposing it into the (positive) special finite plus emphasized
negative not is important, because it helps to establish, parallel to the opposition

`negative particle

the opposition

zero'

.

`negative special finite

special finite',

where the special finites aquire the affirmative value of the logical contrary of

the negative not.
4.3. Special finites are distinguished from all the rest of finites by their
functions as syntactical operators (Firth 1957 : 13, Cygan 1969). The most
striking formal difference, however, is their use joined to the contracted form
-n't. (Hornby 1954: 3 even proposed for beginners the term "the 24
friends of not"). A special position among them is held by the auxiliary do.
This, unlike the rest, has no independent meaning, but serves purely as
carrier of the exponents of various grammatical categories normally expressed
with the help of special finites. Thu forms don't, doesn't, and didn't are pure
negatives (cf. Sweet 1898 : 91).
The negative special finites constitute the greatest part of the bulk of
the negative exponents in an English text. They are the negatives par excellence. This follows from the fact that the category of negation is in a definite

and rather special relationship to the category of verb. For the negative
accompanying the verb makes the whole utterance negative, whereas a negative
standing by any other part of the sentence may not affect the general positive

sense of the utterance. By far the most frequent among the negative special
finites are the empty negation carriers, since all non-auxiliary finite verbs

are made negative with the help of the auxiliary verb do.
4.4. From the point of view of their Polish equivalents it is convenient to
divide the negative special finites into two groups.
Group 1 would include those special finites that actually function as
auxiliaries in conjugation, viz. do (carrier of negation), be (Continuous and
Passive auxiliary), have (Perfect auxiliary), shall and will (when markingpure futurity and in Conditional). To this group should also be added can
when used with verbs of perception (cf. I can't see being equivalent to I don't
see).

Group 2 will include the special finites used as verbs with meanings of
their own, thus be denoting existence or used as copula, have denoting possession, and all the modals retaining their modal meanings (can, must, need, etc.).
The negative finites of the first group are rendered in Polish by nie only
.
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(immediately followed by a finite form of the corresponding full verb to be
negatived).
The negative finites of the second group are rendered by nie+an equivalent
of the special finite (in the ease of modals followed by the infinitive of the full
verb).

Examples of the first group:
nie lubiq
Tiggers don't like honey
I'm not throwing it
nie rzucarn
I haven't seen Roo for a long time
nie widzialem
Perhaps he won't notice you nie zauwaiy
I shouldn't be surprised
nie zdziwilbym
Can't you see?
nie widzisz?

Examples of the second group:
Oh, you're not Piglet
nie jester Prosiaczek
I haven't another balloon
nie mama drugiego balonika
Tiggers can't climb downwards
nie mogg zlazio
One mustn't complain
nie mogQ narzekao
I needn't be face downwards
nie MIUSZQ leZe6...

4.5. Apart from this general scheme, individual special finites of Group 2
call for some more remarks.
Thus with the verb to be, the equivalents are:
(a)
(b)

nie jestern, etc. (Present), nie bylem, .etc. (Past);

nie alone, in case of omission of the copula in Polish (Present only;
the Past form is regularly nie bylem, etc.);
(c) there isn't, there aren't are rendered by nie ma (Present only; the Past
is regularly nie bylo.) The subject of the sentence is in the genitive case here
(supplementary exponent of negation).

Examples:
it isn't a sponge
to nie jest gqbka
but spelling isn't everything
nie wszystko
It wasn't Pooh's fault nie byla wina
Pooh isn't there
nie ma Puchatka
The more he looked inside, the more Piglet wasn't there
Prosiaczka tam nie bylo
The standard equivalent of haven't is nie ma, etc.,- with the 3rd person
Singular identical in form with nit ma above. The two used to be kept apart

in the old system of Polish orthography, where nie ma (`hasn't') was contrasted with nie ma (`there isn't'), but that purely graphical differentiation was
abolished in the last spelling reform in 1936 (Jodlowski and Taszycki 1936 :
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37). The new spelling system specified that both cases should be spelt discon-

nectedly in accordance with a more general rule of spelling nie disjointly
with all verbs (except for the cases where the verb did not exist without the
negative particle, e.g. nienawidzio to hate').
The subject of nie mtt has not' is in the nominative case. As a transitive
verb, however, vie ma can take an object, and this like all objects of negative
is put in the genitive (corresponding to the accusative of
verbs in Polish
the positive forms). An exception to this rule is the form nic, which will be
commented on later (5.2.4).
Of the modals, can't is rendered by nie mogQ, nie umiem, nie potrafiQ, etc.,
all of these expressing incapacity to do some thing or ignorance how to do it.
The impersonal you can't is rendered by nie moina. Can't help by (1) nie
moina, etc. with negative infinitive, or (2) nilitSZQ with positive infmitive.
Illustn't is rendered by nie mote, nie powinien, nie wolno indicating prohibition (opposite of may); needn't by nie musq (opposite of must), expressing
absence of obligation or necessity.
4.6. One of the peculiarities of the special finites is that they can function
as `propredicates' (Joos 1964: 65) or 'code finites' (Firth 1957 : 13), or, as
traditional grammo.' "P.-i3; it, are used to avoid repetition of verb. There being
no device of that kind in Polish, there are two kinds of possible equivalents
with negatives:

either (1) the full verb form is repeated with negative
nie preceding,

or (2) the negative nie alone is used, the verb being 'understood'.

Examples:
(1)

but instead of coming back the other way, as expected, he hadn't
nie wrdcil

I think

began Piglet nervously.
nie mya/
Don't, said Eeyore
(2) sometimes the Place was Pooh's nose and sometimes it wasn't
a czasem nie
whether you want him or whether you don't
czy siQ go potrzebuje czy nie
In some instances nie alone may be ambiguous, being identical in form with
the absolute nie (`no'). To avoid ambiguity the full verb is added:

Can't you see them? No, said Pooh.
Czyz ich nie widzisz? Nie, odpowiedzial Puchatek, nie widzQ.

(For the same reason an absolute no has sometimes to be replaced by a
negatived verb in Polish, since nie alone would mean eyes', see above 3.4).
20 Papers and Studies v. II
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Example:
But, Pooh, cried Piglet, all excited, do you know the way? No, said Pooh.
Ale.2 Puchatku, zawolal Prosiaczek mocno wzburzony, przecieZ ty nie znasz
drogi! Nie znam, rzekl Puchatek.

The same problem occurs in the so called short answers to questions in
apposition to an absolute negative. In this case, however, only the full repetition of verb is possible in Polish (or entire omission of the apposition). The
reason again is the rendering of both the absolute no and -n't in Polish by nie,
whereby the retention of nie alone after the absolute nie would result in an
awkward repetition of two stressed nie's side by side.

4.7. Another important peculiarity of the special finites is their use in

Disjunctive or Tag Questions. These consist ofthe statement and the comment

in the same utterance. The tags are either negative or positive, depending
on whether they are attached to a positive or a negative sentence respectively.
In Polish the difference is lost entirely, There are formally two equivalents:
the seemingly negative nieprawda (niepraWdai) and the positive prawda, but
they seem to be used quite freely in translation, irrespective of the English
tag form. Cf.
Seventeen, isn't it?
nieprawda?
Fourteen, wasn't it?
prawda?
I'm not Roo, am I?
nieprawda?,
They didn't catch it, did they?
prawda?
Occasionally other equivalents are found, negative (my nie? chyba nie?) or
positive (co? talc?, etc.).

4.8. Sometimes English verbal negation is not rendered in Polish by
negativing the verb. Instead of a negative sentence (negative verb) we have
the negative element placed next to some other part of the sentence, the
result being a positive sentence with only part of it negatived. This phenomenon has been called negative attraction (Jespersen) and explained by the
power of some words of attracting the negative particle to themselves. The
following are typical examples of this kind of substitution of word negation
for sentence negation.
But it isn't everyone who could do it
ale nie kai:dy to potrafi
but it isn't quite a full jar ale garnek jest niezupelnie pelen
Pooh (who was n't going to be there)

Puchatek (ktory mial by6 nieobecny)
You don't often get seven verses in a Hum Nieczoto bywa siedem zwrotek w mruczance
This didn't help Pooh much
iNriewiele to powiedzialo Puchatkowi
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to mu sic nie bardzo uAmiechalo

nie wszyscy mon
Zreszt4, nie kaidy mote mie6

After all, we can't all have houses.

snag ehatkc.

Nie ciebie -man na myAli, Krzysiu.

I don't mean you, Christopher Robin.

4.9. One more point needs-to- be mentioned in connection with sentence
negation. This is the case of don't think (suppose, expect, etc.) with a subordinate clause, which can be rendered in Polish in several ways:
(1) sometimes exactly corresp6nding to the English version:

I don't expect we shall get very far.
Nie sgdzc, iebyAmy poszli bardzo daleko.
(2)

but more often by the positive in the main clause, the negative

being shifted to the subordinate clause:
I don't think we'd better eat them just yet.
MySlc, Zeby6my ich jcszcze nie jedli.

(3) A third possibility is the use of chyba nie, which is perhaps the best
idiomatic tendering:

But I don't think he meant to
Tylko, ie on chyba nienaumyglnie
The second of the above types (the most logical one) seems to be in favour
in Polish while in English the preference is for type (1), cf. Palmer (1939 : 263):
"When either the main clause or the subordinate clause may be made negative

without materially changing the meaning of the whole statement it is usual
to introduce the negative into the main clause (i.e. the clause that precedes)."
4.10. A construction corresponding to 'he Polish type (2) does, however,
exist in English, and may conveniently be mentioned here. It is found in
sentences of the type I thought not where not does not negative the preceding
verb (which is not a, special finite), but is equal to a negative clause beginning
with that. Palmer (1938 : 121) calls it not III' (contrasted with so), and states
that constructions of that type are less usual and more formal than those of

the "I-don't-think-so" type.
V. QUANTITATIVE NEGATION

5.1. The second' biggest group of negative exponents are quantitative
negatives.

Although sentences containing this kind of negation may be equivalent
20
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in meaning to sentences with verbal negation, they are not formally negative.
One has to distinguish here between two 'different bases of classification:

(a) a formal basis, according to which a sentence is either negative or
positive, depending on whether it does or does not contain a negative special
finite, and
(b) a functional (semantic) basis, according to which it either asserts or
denies a fact.
Combining the two aspects we arrive at the following diagram.
Function
Form

Assertion

Denial

Positive

(1) I go somewhere

(2) I go nowhere

Negative

(4) I don't go nowhere

(3) I don't go anywhere

The interesting thing is that the two singly marked members (2) and (3)
mean the same thing, thus
I don't go anywhere=I go nowhere,
while the doubly marked member I don't go nowhere in English comes to mean
the same as the unmarked I go somewhere.
The above diagram, however, does not apply to Polish, for at least two
reasons.

(1) First, the top right sentence type (2) is quite impossible since a quantitative negation in Polish is mutually expectant of a negative verb form (negative sentence). For the same reason the other sentence on the right hand side
(3) is also impossible. The only type of sentence with a quantitative negative
in Polish is the double negation type (4).
(2) Second, that double negation type form in Polish is, at the semantic
level, exactly the opposite of the formally equivalent English sentence, i.e. a

regular negative (as in substandard English, cf. I ain't done nothin).
The Polish system is thus much simpler, having instead of the four English
sentence types a straightforward extremal opposition (both formal and functional at the same time) of a positive vs. negative sentence, corresponding in
form to the two left hand side sentences in the English diagram, (1) and (4),
respectively, viz.
Form

Function

Positive = Assertion
Negative = Denial

(Id@ gdzieg)

(Nie id@ nigdzie)

The important conclusions following from the above discrepancy of the
English and the Polish systems that are already predictable at this stage
are that:
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English sentences containing a quantitative negative will have to

be rendered in Polish by negative sentences.
(2) In any such sentence there will normally beat least two exponents of
negation.
(3) The English negative sentences (described in the preceding chapter),
when containing a word like any, ever, etc. (secondary negative) will equally
appear in Polish as sentences of double (or multiple) negation, mtdistinguish-

able from those under (1).
5.2. The quantitative negatives in English are:
no (both determinative and adverb; Palmer's (1938 : 118) no 2), contrasted
with all; and its absolute form none;
2. noun-pronouns formed from no: no one, nobody, nothing;
1.

3.

Negative adverbs (formed by prefixing no- or n- to the interrogative
form: nowhere, never;

4.

negative conjunctions: neither, nor.

Peculiarities to be noticed are:
(1) at the phonological level: nothing with / A /;
(2) at the graphical level: no one. A spelling like *noone' would inevitably
be associated with an /u:/ sound in pronunciation. The spellings no one and

none are two alternatives to avoid that difficulty. Other solutions would
have to .make use of hyphens or diacritics (no-one, noone?). The parallel
compotmds someone and anyone present no such problems.
The Polish equivalents of the individual words of quantitative negation
will now be reviewed one by one.
5.2.1. No

1. The regular Polish equivalent of the determinative no is zaden (in any of
the case and gender forms of its full adjectival declension), e.g.
i nie ma iadnego powodu
and there was no need
dokqd zaden statek jeszcze nie przyplynal
where no ships came
iadnej wymiany
no exchange of thought

2. In most cases, however, iaden is omitted altogether, since it would
often sound emphatic and superfluous, or else reminiscent of a calque from the
German kein. This most English sentences containing no (det.) are rendered

in Polish as simple negatiVe sentences with the verb only negatived, e.g.
There was no wind
Nie bylo wiatru (not: Zadnego wiatru)
Eeyore took no notice of them
Klapouch3r nie zwrocil na nich uwagi
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No blame can be attached to him
Nie mina rzucao na niego oskarenia
3. No (det) is sometimes rendered by means of the preposition bez, always
governing the genitive:
Well, it's a very nice pot, even if there's

no honey in it . nawet bez miodu
No brain at all, some of them
Bez gladu merzgu
4. No (adverb) is translated by nie, e.g.
No better from this side -7. Wcale nie lepsze z tej strong
5.2.2. None is rendered by nikt and ani jeden, but iaden is equally admissible. In spite of being held to be singular (as equivalent to not one) in English,

it is often used as plural in the spoken language, e.g.
I suppose none of you are sitting on a thistle
by any chance?
Czy nikt z was ...
He hummed in his throat a little, so that none of
2eby ani jedno 8/0w0
the words should stick
5.2.3. Nobody

The standard Polish equivalent is nikt, and its ease forms nikogo (gen.-acc.),
nikomu (dat.), nikim (instr.-loc.), e.g.
There must be somebody there, because somebody must
have said "Nobody"
Tam musi ktog by6, jegi powiedzial, ie nie ma
nikogo

so there's really nobody but Me
slowem nie ma nikogo prOcz Mnie
5.2.4. Nothing

Nothing is rendered by nic (nom.-acc.) and its other case forms: niczemu
(dat.), niczym (instr.-loc.). It is interesting that the genitive form niczego is
not used as object of a negative verb or subject of the nie ma construction,
and the form nic (acc.) is used instead. The phenomenon is explained by
Szober (1957 : 227) in the following way (my translation, J.C.): "The form

nic is, in its origin, also a genitive form. Traces of that origin have been
preserved to this day in those expressions, unusual for the present-day feeling
of language, where after negatived verbs we use as object the form nic which
has today the meaning of accusative. Alongside with the forms "nie widzialem
pana, nie slyszalem ani slowa" we say "nic nie widzialem, nic nie slyszalem",
and not "niczego nie widzialem, niczego nie slyszalem."
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The above explanation may be supplemented by the following. The replacing of niczego by nic might well be due to the mechanical tendency in
the language to bring closer the two parallel paradigms, cf.
Nom.

nikt

Acc.
Gen.

nikogo
nikogo
nikomu
nikim

Dat.
Instr.-Loc.

nic
nic

niczego>nic
niczemu
niczym

where the relationship (gen.) niczego : (ace.) nic is changed to nic : nic parallel

to the relationship (gen.) nikogo : (aec.) nikogo. Whatever the explanation,
the form niczego sounds pathetic and artificial. The normal examples are:
nic nie mOwil
Christopher Robin said nothing
nic z tego nie wyszlo
nothing came out
Tyle chlapaniny na nic.
All that wet for nothing

5.2.5. Nowhere

The dictionary equivalent is nigdzie. With verbs of motion one might get
donikqd; in prepositional phrases do niczego, etc.:
Donikqd.
Where are we going? said Pooh. Nowhere
do niczego nie prowadzi
I mean,.it gets you nowhere
5.2.6. Never

1. Never with reference to time (contrasted with always) is regularly
translated by nigdy, e.g.
They're funny things, Accidents.
You never have them till you're having them.
Nigdy go nie ma, clop:Ski sic nie wydarzy.
A frequent phenomenon here is the inversion in English:
Never had Henry Pootel Piglet run so fast as he ran then.
... never had he seen so much rain.

2. Never is also used as emphatic verbal negator in English. In this case
it is not rendered in Polish by nigdy, but by nie, often strengthened by some
emphatic word (wcale, etc.) e.g. You never told me

wca/eg mi nie powiedzialo

3. Never mind (if translated by a negative at all) will have nic, not nigdy, e.g.
Nic me szkodzi, to nic, etc.

5.3. Quantitative negatives are also rendered by positive forms of the
corresponding Polish pronoun,
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(a)

in the nie ma construction with following infinitive
gdzie, etc., e.g.,

by kto, co,

so it's no good
wits nie ma o czym inowie
poor Eeyore has nowhere to live
nie ma gdzie mieszkao
(b) in questions (direct or indirect)
by Icto(e), co(a), etc. e.g.

To see that nobody interrupted it
ezy ktog tego przypadkiem nie wyjadl
Nobody can be uncheered with a balloon.
---- Bo kogo nie ucieszylby balonik?

They can also stand by themselves (absolute function), as laconic answers
to questions, e.g.

Isn't there anybody here at all? Nobody.
Why, what's the matter? Nothing.
You don't often get seven verses in a Hum, do you, Pooh?
Never, said Pooh.

5.4. Quantitative negation in English can also be expressed in another
way, namely by a group-negative made up of not+a word of the anything
type. In other words, it is possible (as has been already mentioned) to set
up the ;:ollowing equations:

= not any
no one
= not anyone
nobody = not anybody
nothing = not anythingt
nowhere = not anywhere
never
= not ever
= not either, etc.
neither
no/none

There is a theory of the distribution of the two types (Palmer 1939 : 291),
based on the assumption that the negative element should be placed as near
to the beginning of the sentence as possible. Thus the forms on the left would
usually be found
(a)
(b)

in laconic answers,
when the subject itself is negative,

and the compound type forms in most other cases. Never, being already in
pre-verbal position, is used in preference to not ever.
Sweet (1891: 85) contrasts the use of spoken (not any type) and literary
(no- type) forms.
When two (or more) expressions of quantitative negation are used in
English in the same sentence, the negative element is used only once, with
the first word capable of having it, e.g.
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nobody has taken any notice
nobody said anything
nothing ever happens
never before had anyone sung ho for Piglet
you've never been to see any of us
lie never comes to any harm
he never understands anything

also: I suppose that isn't any good either.

5.5. Polish, of course, as might be expected, follows the opposite trend
here. The negative exponents are discontinuous, scattered throughout the
sentence, being attached to every word capable of receiving them. Jespersen
(1933 : 302) pointed to it as "the tendency to spread a thin layer of negative
colouring over the whole of the sentence."
All the Polish quantitative negatives, except Zaden, contain the negative
prefixed to the word. This particle is felt to be more emphatic
particle
than the verbal negator nie, and is often put earlier in the sentence, before
the verbal negation, cf. the following example (with an accumulation of
four negative elements):
Nikt mnie nigdy o niczym nie zawiadamia.
(The English original was: Nobody keeps me informed).

5.6. The tendency in Polish to multiply the exponents of negation is
also conspicuous. with negative intensifiers. By negative intensifiers are meant
such intensifiers only as would rarely if ever be used in a non-negative sen-

tence. It is a matter of common knowledge that exponents of negation in
English may be intensified by at all. This is rendered in Polish by weak,
w ogdle, bynajmniej, ani krzty, etc.

5.7. One more point still needs to be mentioned in connection with the
pleonastic exponents of negation in Polish: negative conjunctions. The English
negative conjunctions neither and nor both have their regular equivalent in
Polish ani.
1. The negative conjunction ani must be repeated when joining any
element to something negatived, e.g.
nic nie bylo slychao.. ani widaC
Nie biore to oczywi§cie pod uwagg Maleristwa ani Prosiaczka
Nic jest to warczenie, ani numezenie, ani szczekanie, ani tei chrz4kanie

2. Ani is often put before the first element as well. The resulting combina-
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tion ani
ani (with the same connective repeated) is of a type unknown in
English where there are two different conjunctions only (either ... or). E.g.
ani ty, ani Puchatek nie macie pojQcia
nigdy juZ nie zobaczy ani Krzysia, iron Puchatka, ani Klapouchego
VI. SPECIAL NEGATION

6.1. The quadripartite system shown at the beginning of the preceding
chapter for English is not entirely absent from Polish. It is found there in the
case of special (lexical) negation, and the correspondence of the two languages
is in this instance a perfect one, both formally and semantically, cf.
Form
Positive
Negative

Meaning
Assertion

Denial

She is happy
She is unhappy
(1) Jest szczOliwa
(2) Jest nieszczOliwa
She isn't unhappy
She isn't happy
(4) Nie jest nieszczOliwa (3) Nie jest szezOliwa

This is "the case where double negation in Polish (as usually in English)
expresses affirmation, though a little self-restrained (cf. Wackernagel 1924:
: 298). The distinction between types (2) and (3) is that the former is somewhat
stronger, this being appreciated when an intensifier like very is added to each
of the two sentences (Jespersen 1917: 43), cf.
She is very unhappy vs. She isn't very happy.

In Polish, unlike in the case of quantitative negation, where the negative
element was the emphatic ni- contrasted with the usual nie, there are here
two negative elements of the same (unemphatic) form nie, suggesting the same

order of prominence. The negative power of both is thus equally ball'nced,
each nie being independent and capable of standing alone in a sentence. The
negative particle and the word it negatives are felt strongly to belong to each
other, and can in fact as a whole always be replaced by another word of synonymous meaning but positive in form. This is reflected in Polish orthography

where nie is as a rule spelt jointly with nouns, adjectives, and adjectival
adverbs (Jodlowski & Taszycki 1936: 36).
Special negation is formally expressed in English in two ways:
(a) by prefixing a negative not to the word (this not, termed not II by Palmer, (1938) is a lexical 'legator, always stressed and never weakened to n't),
(b) by changing the word into its complementary negative word (this is
done with the help of negative prefixes or suffixes).
The two methods are essentially of the same ,rank. As Sweet (1891: 26)
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puts it, "Such a derivative element as 11.71,- is an ultimate sense-unit with a very
definite meaning, being so fax on a level with the word not. But it is not inde-

pendent: for while not can stand alone, and can be put before any word with
which the general rules of English grammar allow it to be associated, un-

cannot stand alone, and can be used only with certain words".
What Sweet meant here would, in present-day linguistic terminology, be
the difference between a bound morpheme (un-) and a free morpheme (not),
the latter being capable of functioning as linguistic unit of a higher rank
(a word).
At the semantic level a word of negative 'import' (Jesperser 's term) may

be used (see chapter VIII).
6.2. Not

Not is used to form the negative of words other than finites and of parts
of sentences. It is regularly rendered in Polish by nie (sometimes, e.g. with
gerunds, spelt together). Nie preceding the negatived word is so universal
here that even a change in construction of the sentence in translation (e.g.
the rendering of a participle by a gerund or an infinitive, etc.) makes no difference as far as negation is concerned. The sentences are formally positive

(affirmative), the finite verb not being negatived.

Examples:
1. With non-finite verb groups
Pooh wal so busy not looking where he was going
byl zajety niepatrzeniem
So he got into a comfortable position for not listening
Wiec usadowil sie w ten sposob, aby rnoc nie shicha6
Oh, said Piglet, and tried not to look disappointed
i usilowal nie wygligla6 na rozezarowanego
2. With nominal groups
(To show the contrast clearly an adversative conjunction, like a or ale is
often used preceding the negative.)
and the conversation would go better,
if he and not Pooh were doing one side of it
gdyby on, Prosiaczek, a nie Puchatek
Ale nie z tych wielkich
Not the big ones

(Not a with a noim is a stronger no):
We are going for a Short Walk, he said, not a Jostle
a nie na iadnct wyprawe calf band
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3. With adverbial groups

Not at this time of year
nie o tej porze roku
Not round and round
ale nie w Mk() i w kolko
4. With clauses
not so as to be uncomfortable
not that it's easy, mind you
6.2.2. The use of not in lieu of a subordinate clause (not III) has been mentioned earlier (4.10).

6.2.3. In what-not not has lost its negative meaning, and especially in
enumerations comes to mean 'everything' by way of double negation (Jespersen 1917: 24). The Polish translation is always positive, e.g.
Pencils and what-not.
016wki i cog tam jeszcze.
6.3. Negative Affixes.

There are several of those (mostly prefixes) of various origin: Germanic
-less), Romance (in-, non-, dis-), Greek (ai).
6.3.1. The most important of these is un- which is also by far the most
frequent. Historically it goes back to two different source (Sweet 1891: 454 f.,
Jespersen 1942: 464, 476), the fact being of importance for the comparison
(un -,

with Polish, where the original distinction of meaning is clearly reflected in the

translation equivalents. It is useful, then, for our purpose to distinguish between

1. un-. I, the negative prefix added to adjectives in the broadest sense,
simple and derived, and adverbs, and
2. un- II, the privative prefix added to verbs.
The former is always rendered in Polish by vie, while the latter is never
translated by nie, but some prefix like od-, -z-, roz1. Examples of un- I Nominal-prefix words:
uncertain
niepewny
undoubtably, undoubtedly
niewqtpliwie
unexpected
nieoczekiwany
unfavourable
niesprz3rjajacy
unhappy
nieszczegliwy
unprecedented
nie notowany dotychczas

2. Examples of un- II Verbal-prefix words:
odpiela
unbuttoned
odczepil
unhooked
unlocked
otwieral
untied
odwi4zal sic
unwound itself
rozkrecil sic
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This use of un- with verbal roots is quite puzzling to the Polish learner.
6.3.2. The meaning of reversal or undoing of the verbal action is also carTied by the Romance prefix dis-; which is more readily accepted and normally

translatable into Polish by nie-, e.g.
nie shicha6 (siQ)
disobey
nie wierzy6
disbelieve
nie zgadza6 siQ
disagree
nie lubie, etc.
dislike

6.3.3. Also regularly rendered by nie- is the negative Romance prefix
in-, which is used with Romance words, and rivals with the Germanic un- I.
It is prefixed in accordance with Latin rules, i.e. in- is assimilated to imbefore labial consonants, to il- before the lateral, and to ir- before r (in spelling),

.

of. impossible, immortal, illegal, irrational. In the pronunciation of the last
three examples, as well as that of the normal form in- before n as in innoxious
there appears of course the same allomorph, simple /il, according to the rules
of English phonology, which prohibit double consonants, though variants
with -double consonant may be heard, no doubt due to the clear-cut morphemic boundary (cf. Francis 1958: 211).
The difference in usage of the two rivalling prefixes, the Romance inand the native un-, has been specified by Marchand (1960: 121) as follows.
"On the whole the difference between in- and un- is that the latter is the regular
prefix with adjectives belonging to the common vocabulary of the language and

accordingly stresses more strongly the derivative character of the negatived
adjective. The prefix in-, however, can only claim a restricted sphere: it forms
learned, chiefly scientific words and therefore has morphemic value with those
speakers only who are acquainted with Latin and French."
6.3.4. Even more restricted to terms belonging to science is the Greek pre-

fix a- (alpha pivativum), with its allomorph an- occurring before a vowel
(also aspirated) according to the linguistic laws of Greek, e.g.
amorphous
asymmetric
anhydride

bezksztaltny, nieksztaltny
niesymetryczny
bezwodnik

6.3.5. The most universal prefix, attached chiefly to nouns, even those
modifying other nouns, is the always hyphenated, unchangeable prefix non-.
The regular Polish equivalent is nie. E.g. non-intervention, non-existence,
non-conductor, non-metal, bid non-party member (bezpartyjny).

6.3.6. The privative suffix -less has to be rendered by some prefix, there
being no negative suffixes in Polish. There is, again, a choice of two prefixes:
nie- and bez-, e.g.
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careless
hopeless

beztrosko, niedbale
beznadziejnie

6.4. Negative prepositions.
The frequent rendering of the negative affixes by bez- leads us to the question of the negative preposition without. This is used in English with (a) nomi-

nals, and (b) gerundials, and rendered in Polish by:
preposition bez preceding a nominal form. e.g.
without Pooh
bez Puchatka
without thinking
bez namysta
without its meaning something
bez powodu
2. nie preceding a non-finite verbal form, e.g.
without waiting
nie ezekajac
without falling in
aby nie wpaA6
3. a negative relative clause governed by bez (with a necessary antecedent pronoun tego), e.g.
1.

without getting up again almost at once
bez tego, zeby po chwili nie trzeba bylo wstae
without something having been sneezed
bez tego, ieby ktog nie kichnal
As has already been. mentioned, bez governs the genitive (like the negative
verb).
Looking from the other side, we shall find the following equivalents of the

Polish preposition bez in English:
(a). without
(b)

with no, e.g. bez prezentow i torcika
with no presents and no cake
VII. SEMI-NEGATIVES

7.1. Hardly and scarcely are the words usually referred to by the above term.

It is also convenient to discuss nearly under this heading, in view of both its
semantic interrelation with hardly and the Polish equivalent.
Semantically hardly is equal to nearly (or almost) + a-negative word, and
combinations like nearly nothing, nearly never are usually replaced by hardly
anything, hardly ever (Palmer 1939: 262), there being a preference for negating the first word (see above 5.4). Formally, then, hardly has here a function
like that of not in combinations of the not anything type. Like full negatives,

it can also be strengthened by at all.
The Polish equivalent of hardly is ledwo (or ledwie), while hardly ever is
rendered by rzadko. The sentence in Polish is positive, cf.
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he could hardly speak
ledwo mdgl mOwi6
which hardly ever happened
co rzadko sib zdarzalo
On the contrary, nearly, which is positive in English, is translated in Polish by o malo co, the sentence being negative, e.g.

7.v;

and nearly catch a woozle
i o malo co nie lapin lasicy
he nearly fell down
o malo co nie przewrocil sib
Not nearly is also rendered by a negative sentence, e.g.

It wouldn't sound nearly so well
Zreszta to nawet nie brzmialoby ladnie
In isolated cases hardly is translated by a negative, and nearly by a positive, i.e. in formal agreement with English, e.g.

Hardly at all
raczej nie
When they had all nearly eaten enough

.

Gdy wszysey ju2 sobie dobrze podjedli
VIII. IMPLIED NEGATION

8.1. So far we have been dealing with such instances of negation in English
only as had the negative idea expressed clearly by means of clear-cut exponents, formally describable at the grammatical, phonological and graphical
levels.

But it has been mentioned already (6.1) that a particular negatived word
is actually equivalent to a positive word of synonymous meaning. Thus substituting the formally positive word miserable for the negative unhappy in the
diagram in section 6.1, we obtain the following scheme:
Meaning

Form
Positive
Negative

(Assertion)

She is happy.
She isn't miserable.

(Denial)

She is miserable.

She isn't happy.

This system, however, is different from the previous one in two major
respects:
(1) There are only two formal types represented here (instead of four),
the left hand side formally exactly corresponding to the right hand side.
(2)

The difference between the two sides is entirely at the lexical (semantic)

level, i.e. in the inherent negative meaning of the positive form miserable.
But the most important point is that, though miserable in this pair is naturally
looked upon as negative (miserable.---snot happy'), the order could be logically

inverted (happy= not miserable'). The headings 'Assertion' and 'Denial'
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would then have to be interchanged to agree with the new way of viewing the
situation (hence the brackets).

8.2. The problem of mutual relationship between words of positive and
negative import in English (or Polish) is not, however, our concern in the present grammatical study. Besides, the study was based on the formal exponent
of negation, in at least one of the languages under consideration. This chapter,

therefore, purports to review only those formally positive English words,
the negative import of which is explicitly reflected in their Polish equivalents
by means of a formal negative element. The words can be divided into several
groups, according to their Polish equivalents.

1. Negative element is the only possible equivalent, e.g.
niespokojny
anxious
niezgrabny
awkward
danger
niebezpieczeiistwo
dowdy
zaniedbany
extremely
niezmiernie
nienawidzie
hate
niespodzianka
surprise
upset
niepokoie

2. There are two possibilities, but
(a) The negative element is more colloquial, e.g.
hostile
shyly

wrogi

bojailiwie

nieprzyjacielski
niegruialo, etc.

(b) The negative equivalent is milder, e.g.
bad
foolish

little
miss

near
often
silly
slight
soon
wrong

zly
glupi
malo
chybi6L,
blisko
czcsto
glupi

drobny
wkratce
zly

niedobry
niem4clry
niewiele

nie trafio
niedaleko
nieraz
niera4dry
nieznaczny
niediugo
nieshiszny

(c) The negative equivalent expresses a self-restrained approval, e.g.
good
nice
well

niezia

niebrzydka
nieile
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3. The negative equivalent uscd does not correspond truly to the original
word, since

(a) It is rather exaggerated, e.g.
fancy
grand
very
wonderful

nie do Aviary
nieslychane
nicslychanie
niezwykly

(b) It is not exactly synonymous, e.g.
accidentally
crossly
different
excited
fierce
meekly
miserable

niechcacy
z niezadowoleniem
niepodobny
niespokojny
niebezpieczny

niarnialo
nieszczeAliwy

The choice in groups 2 and 3 may, to a large extent, be dependent on style,
and falls outside the scope of the present study.

8.3. Indirect expression of a negative idea can also be effected by various
syntactical means. We are now passing on to such cases where various types
of formally positive English sentences become negative in the Polish rendering.

1. The first big group is Questions.
(a) A number of English positive general questions appear in Polish as
negative questions. The positive "form would be quite unobjectionable in
Polish, but it is more usual to use the negative. Jespersen's (1917: 97) explanation of the fact is that there is scarcely any difference between the two forms of
questions, the real question being a disjunctive one (of the Will-you-or-willyou-not? type). The particular way of simplifying that complex construction
depends on the language: in English a 'negative question might sound rude,
while in Polish it is just the more polite way of asking (Would-you-mind' type),
e.g.

Have you seen him between eleven and twelve?
Czy nie widziale6 go ...
Czy sobie czego nie zrobil?
Are you hmt?
Could you ask your friend to do his exercises somewhere else?
Czy nie moglbyg

Would you write 'A Happy Birthday' on it for me?
Wiee czy nie zechcialbya napisad
21 Papers and Studley V. II
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Owl looked at him, and wondered whether to push him off the tree
czy go nie straci6
The disjunctive pattern of the deep structure postulated by Jespersen
appears in:
and wondered if it would rain
i myglal, czy bcdzie deszcz, czy nie bcdzie.
(b) Questions implying negative statement are often translated simply
by negative sentences (affirinative or interrogative), e.g.
Any good?
Zdaje sic,ie nic madrego

do you know the way?
przeciei ty nie znasz drogi!
What about me?
A o mnie nic?
(c) Also sentences implying uncertainty (asking, wondering, etc.), i.e.
question-like in meaning, are made into negatives in Polish, e.g.

I've been wondering about him
Nie wiem, co sic z nine dzieje
Correct me if I am wrong
Nie jest wykluezone, ie sic mylc
2. Negative is also found regularly in Polish in. subordinate clauses after
(a) verbs expressing anxiety, doubt, uncertainty, etc., e.g.
wishing that he had gone in for swimming instead
ialuj4e z duszy serca, Ze zainiast tego nie zaczal plywae
(b) the conjunctions peolci, dopOki, and frequently with other conjunctions
such as zanim, ocactd, etc., e.g.

until he had learned it off by heart
dopoki nie nauczyl sic jej na pa-Lige
before it was too late
zanim -nie bgdzie za pOino

I make it seventeen days come Friday since anybody spoke to me
odk4d nie zamienilem z nikim ani plowa
3. A large group of sentences are made negative by
(a) the use of an opposite concept, e.g.
But the noise went on
Ale rumor nie ustawal
Ile was out
Nie bylo go w donna
You'll be all right
Nic ci sic nie stanie
(b)

Negation is also implied in expressions with too, and some comparisons

of the as ... as type, e.g.
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This was too much for Pooh
--Togo juz Puchatek nie mOgl zniek
as happy as could be
szczgAliwy, jak jeszcze nigdy w
(c) Words like other (otherwise., else, different, etc), only, difficult are used

as implied negative terms, e.g.

There are lots of noises in the Forest,
but this is a different one
ale tego jeszcze nigdy ?Vie slyszalem

I thought I was the only one of them.
A myglalem, Ze wigcej takich nie ma.
4. Gone is often rendered by nie ma, there being no Present Perfect tense
in. Polish, cf.

but, after all, what are birthdays?
Here to-day and gone to-morrow.
.Dzig
jutro ich nie ma.
But the Extract of Malt had gone.
Ale Tranu juz nie bylo.

But positive equivalents are also possible, e.g.
they are gone
znikaj4
Cf. also: He's been there

Byl, ale go nie ma, where the negative makes ex-

plicit in Polish the idea implicit in the English Present Perfect.

8.4. The same phenomena are found to occur in the reverse direction,
i.e., English negative sentences become positive in Polish. Cf.

1. The use of an opposite concept, e.g.
no doubt
napewno, z pewnoki4
said nothing
milczal
nobody's business
moja, sprawa
weren't there
bvli daleko
won't have more
mial dosya
wouldn't stop
krgcil sic dalej
without saying
w milczeniu

2. The use of words meaning 'different, else, only, difficult', instead of negation, e.g.

you couldn't deny
trudno bylo zaprzeeza6
didn't think
byl innego zdania
21
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3. The use of rhetorical questions, obviously implying a negative, e.g.
no hurry po co SiQ 6pieszy6?
co on ino:e zrobia?
he can't help
and vice versa, e.g.
aren't we high?

jestegmy wysoko.

A negative question as in the last example in English always implies a
positiVe statement. Cf. Fries (1952 : 167), "The question don't you like to
dance assumes an affirmative situation, in contrast with the question without
the negative, do you like to dance, which is entirely without commitment
concerning any expected situation." Also Sweet (1891 : 173): "Negative
(general) interrogative sentences imply the expectation of an affirmative
answer".

IX. CONCLUSION

9.1: General conclusion to be drawn from the above comparison of the
English and Polish systems of negation can be summed up under three headings, corresponding to the three main functions of negation, viz.
(1) absolute (contextual, situational) negation (comments on statements
and answers to general questions, chapter 3),
(2) grammatical negation (negative sentences and quantitative negatives,

chapters 4 and 5),
(3) lexical negation (explicit formal negation and implied semantic nega-

tion, chapters 6 and 8).
The systems operative in the individual types differ between the two
languages as well as among themselves in each language, and are as follows.
,xtv

1. Absolute Negation

In answers to general questions (and in comments on statements) in the
English system the form of the question (or statement) does not count, the
answer (comment) being entirely dependent on the actual fact (extra-linguistic situation). In Polish two factors, viz. both the form of the question
(statement) and the situation are interrelated and bear upon the form of
the answer (comment).
If the two systems are thought of in mathematical terms, the English
system is reminiscent of addition of a relative (positive or negative) number
to a number which is indifferent as to its sign, i.e. 0 (since only 0 =+0 or 0).
Thus we get for English
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(System I)
Mathematically
(addition to nought)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

0+ (-I- 1)=4.1

0+(-1)=---1

0+(+1)=-1-1

0+(-1)=---1

Linguistically
Fact
Form of Question
positive
(positive)
negative
(positive)
positive
(negative)
negative
(negative)

Answer
yes
no

yes
no

The Polish system, which involves two factors, resembles mathematically.
multiplication of relative numbers, where two identical signs yield a positive
result, while two opposite signs,result in the negative meaning of the product.

Thus for Polish we have
(System II)
Mathematically
(multiplication)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

(+1) (+1)=+1

(+1) (-1)=-1
(-1) (+1)=-1
(-1) (-1)=+1

Linguistically
Fact
Form of Question
positive
positive
negative
positive
positive
negative
negative
negative

Answer

tak
nie
nie

tak

The two systems agree only in two out of four cases, viz. when the form of
question is positive (unmarked), cases (1) and (2).

2. Grammatical Negation

Systems operative in sentences containing a quantitative expression are
even more different in the two languages. In English the system is one of
the already familiar multiplication type (System II), the verb and the quantitative expression both bearing upon the meaning of the sentence. The meanings of the individual combinations are:
Verb
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

positive
positive
negative
negative

Quantitative
Expression
positive
negative
positive
negative

Moaning

positive
negative
negative
positive

(`nothing' type)
(`not anything' type)
(double negation type)

In Polish the ,markers do not influence each other in this way, but are
cumulative, again resembling addition, but this time addition of two unities of

equal importance (thus different from that in System I). The system is:
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(System III)
Mathematically
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Linguistically

(+1)+(+1)=±2
(+1)+( -1)= 0 I
(-1)+(+1).= 0

(non-existent forms)

( 1)-H 1)= 2

negative moaning

Instead of the usual '1' of the other systems, the results here are either
`0' or '2', thus indicating a different nature of the system. '0' means that
some constructions have no meaning (and no form), '2' shows the cumulative
meaning of some forms. In point of fact, the Polish positive here syncretizes
both positive form with asserting function, while the Polish negative combines
denying function with negative form. Thus to the English 4-term (two-dimensional) system corresponds in Polish a 2-term (one-dimensional) system.
Agreement is found between the two languages only in type (1) sentences,
i.e. when no negation is involved.

3. Lexical Negation

In this case the two languages have systems identical both in form and
meaning. The systems are of the 'multiplication' type (System II). Agreement is complete in all cases.
The distribution of the above systems in the two languages is then as
follows.

English

Polish

I

II
III

Absolute negation
Grammatical negation
Lexical negation

II
II

II

The only system common to both languages is system II. System I is
absent from Polish, while system III is absent from English, so those two
would present most difficulty. System III does, however, exist in substandard
English
(cf. Conner 1968 : 202:
I ain't never got nothin from nobody),

which may thus help to bridge the gap between English and Polish, while
the systems of absolute negation are totally incomparable, and result in
frequent confusion of type (3) and (4) sentences.

9.2. Apart from the fundamental systemic differences discussed above,
there are a number of specific points likely to create difficulty for Polish
learners of English, which will now briefly be enumerated.
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1. Unlike in English, the absolute negation and sentence negation in
Polish both have the same form nie. Poles may therefore find it difficult,
especially in the beginning stages of learning English, to use no and not in
their proper places.
2. The use of negative special finites in short answers in apposition to
no may present difficulty. Poles are inclined to say either more or less than is
necessary,' i.e. they would either repeat the full verb or drop the special finite
altogether.
3. The special finites in question tags present a diffiCiilt problem of choosing

the right one out of a large number of possible forms, where Polish offers
practically no choice. Isn't it is often misused here.
4. Of the two types of hypotaxis, viz. I don't think+positive clause vs.
I think +negative clause, the latter is much more popular in Polish and tends
to be used for the former in English.
5. With expressions of quantitative negation there is EL tendency to use
the (structurally closer to Polish) not anything' type in preference to the
compact 'nothing' type. Of course, the principle of a single negative exponent
in English has first to be acquired.
6. The difficulty in the use of no vs. none (both corresponding to Polish
Zaden) is probably of the same order as that of distinguishing my from nine, etc.

7. :Neither ... nor for ani
ani can be learnt easily. Poles find it more
difficult to remember that in joining anything to a negairvrilliVish positive
conjunctions (and, or, etc.) must be used for the Polish universal negative ani.
On the other hand, even and why alone are often misused for not even and
why not.
8. The different negative prefixes (un-, in-, etc.) equivalent to the uniform

Polish prefix nie- have to be learnt rather as lexical items. Quite puzzling
for the Polish feeling of language is the use of un- with verbs. There is no
negative suffix like -less in Polish, but adjectives of this type are readily
negatived by means of an equivalent negative prefix (bez-, nie-).
9. Semi-negatives are usually encountered at EL more advanced stage when
the student is already familiar with the chief peculiarities of English negation

and can fit them in the appropriate pattern.
30. There is a strong tendency to use Negative-interrogative where Inter-

rogative is normally used in English. The former type is probably more
polite in Polish, contrary to the English usage.
11. Negative verb is de rigeur in Polish in subordinate clauses with Oki,
dopolci, etc., but these also come up at a later stage. The learner had meanwhile been put on his guard here in connection with another peculiarity of

such clauses (the use of the Present for the Future tense.).
12. Likely to cause confusion at the semantic level is the case of mustn't
which, on analogy to Polish, is mistaken to mean the negative of must.
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13. The way of negativing all may present problems. Poles are most
likely to say (logically) Not all is lost, etc.
14. On the other hand, some other obvious discrepancies seem to be of no

consequence for the interference of the mother tongue. E.g. the use of the
genitive with Polish negatives does not interfere with the English system. It
will probably present a difficulty for an English learner of Polish, but not
more difficulty than any other use of Polish case. forms.

15. It may also be pointed out that the peculiar English use of do in
negative sentences, difficult as it is in written English (where the full forms of
negatives are used), in spoken English corresponds very neatly with the Polish

system, the global form don't (purely negative in meaning) fitting readily
into the bilingual proportion:

I don't go : I go = Nie ids :
Apart from the obvious differences (changes occurring in the auxiliary rather
than in the main verb) the general pattern of the negative preceding the verb
is much more natural to the Polish learner than the postpoSition (as in German)

or negative entourage (as in French).
Incidentally, the empty auxiliary do in the interrogative also fits in the
Polish structural pattern with the empty general question marker czy, cf.
Do they think : They think = Czy (oni) myglq : (Oni) my6lEt.
This is worth noting, since negatives (and interrogatives) with do are more

numerous than those with any other special finite.
16, In connection with structural differences one more point might be
worth mentioning. English very often makes use of the determinative no
in nominal phrases. As has been pointed out in 5.2.1, the Polish equivalent
iaden does not fit very well in the Polish system. Therefore everyday notices of
the type No smoking, No entry, etc. are never rendered by iaden, but always
changed in such a way as to make it possible to use some other, more suitable
negative exponent, e.g. Nie palid, Przejecia nie ma, etc., or Palenie wzbronione,
Droga zamknigta, etc.

Whibh once again proves that there is more than one way of expressing
negation in language, and the present limited study does by no means pretend

to have done justice to all their interesting variety.
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PRONOMINAL OBJECT IN ENGLISH AND POLISH

TERESA OLSZEWSKA
Maria Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin

Contrastive analysis concerned with drawing implications of structural
,similarities arid dissimilarities between two languages must involve both
formal and semantic criteria. No relevant relationships between two systems
can be established on the basis of semantic equivalence alone, although perfect
formal-semantic or even formal correspondences are rare. Equivalence, which
is the most crucial criterion of selecting particular constructions for comparison,
should concern "meaning, shape and distribution". (Whitman 1970 : 193).
The notion of equivalence of grammatical structures such as "pronominal

objects" in English and Polish presupposes the existence of basically corresponding forms, i.e. "pronouns" and "objects" in the two languages. The
difficulties met in establishing such correspondences are obvious: no form has
been more confusingly defined than the pronoun, both in English and Polish
grammars', since the definitions and classifications offered there are usually
based on various admixtures of semantic and formal grounds. For the purpose
of the present analysis 2 the pronouns will be treated as primarily a syntactic
category, closed in membership and occurring in noun position (the so-called
"substantive" or "'faunal" pronouns) (sce Long 1961 : 45; Klem.ensiewicz
1962 : 53). However, a few traditional subclassifications will be kept, since
in both English and Polish grammars the corresponding pronouns can be
For detailed reviews of characteristic treatment of the pronoun see: R. Crymes,
(1968) and K. Pisarkowa, (1969).
2 The analysis to be produced is essentially neutral with respect to various theories
concerning the "nature" of pronouns, alternative ways of presenting pronominalization
in the generative grammar, etc.
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found under the same labels, e.g. personal, indefinite, reflexive, demonstrative,

relative, interrogative, etc.
The notion of object and its subcategorization based, again, on a variety of
criteria involve a lot of problems in a contrastive study. Here attention will
be drawn primarily, to formal contrasts, although, occasionally, more traditional lines will be followed.
A contrastive analysis should proceed through four steps: description,
selection, contrast and rrediction (Whitman 1970: 191). First, separate

parallel descriptions of the pronominal object constructions in English and
Polish will be presented before they are juxtaposed in order to establish the
basic correspondences and contrasts, with the aim of localizing possible
sources of interference.
1.., THE PRONOMINAL OBJECT IN ENGLISH

1.1. Both traditional and structural grammars have recognized and
provided terms for several kinds of objects, the occurrences of which being
dependent on the types of verbs they accompany. The well-established sentence patterns containing a single object or two objects expressible by pronouns are idle following (see Jespersen 1969b : chapt. 11; Zandvoort 1969 : 200-

201; Francis 1958: 348 - 355; Roberts 1962: 37 - 39):
(a)

Subject+verb+direct object
She saw John there.
She saw me there.

(b)

Subject+verb+indirect object+direct object 3
We gave him money.
We gave him something.

(c)

Subject+verb+direct object +objective complement
They call him a fool.
They call him that.

(d)

Subject =, verb+prepositional object

They looked at John.
They looked at him.
3 There is by no means a uniformy of solutions as to some double object sentences,
RS in:

They taught me Latin,
where Jespersen (1969a: 141) suggests a combination of two direct objects.

3
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It must be emphasized that Modern English makes no distinctions in form
with respect to the various kinds of pronominal objects (as seen in the examples below).
cf.

He called her.
He called her a taxi.
He called on her.

(direct object)
(indirect object)
(prepositional object).

1.2. A single object to a transitive verb is known as direct object. It may
be expressed by all kinds of "substantive" pronouns. The syntactic function of
an object is usually signalled by its position, immediately following the verb

(including composite predicates, as "have taken" etc.). It is worth noting
that in the case of the so-called "separable" verbs (verb+adverbial particle),
for which the nominal object may optionally intervene between the verb
and the particle, a pronoun object obligatorily intervenes:
cf.

Look the word up in the dictionary.
Look up the word in the dictionary.
Look it up!

1.3. The presence of two (pro)nominals after a verb is familiar under the
names of indirect object and direct object. The slot indirect object is typically
limited to pronouns denoting some sort of animate being, while direct object

is typically limited to nouns or pronouns denoting some sort of inanimate
object (that is, something expressible by it).
The rule which is almost universal is to place the indirect object before
the direct object, this combination being obligatory when the indirect object
is a pronoun and the direct object a noun:
The men can give you that information.
They can give you that.

Exceptions to the general rule are only found in the case of weakly stressed
pronominal direct objects, chiefly it, occasionally them, which can be placed
bcfore another pronoun (indirect object):
Mother told it
The English forms prefer the order of
Give it me,
whereas Americans

Give me it.

It is nearly always possible to substitute a group wi

3
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for the indirect object'', the construction being a more emphatic expression of
the relation otherwise indicated by the indirect object:

Give it to me.
Sometimes the to-phrase is preferable to the indirect object or even obligatory when the pronoun is shifted to the initial position 5:

To him they showed everything, to me nothing.

1.4. In the case of object+objective complement construction it is usual,
though not universal rule, that only the first of the forms can be expressed
by a personal pronoun /Hill 1958: 296/:

I call John a fool.
I call him a fool.
The only exceptions are the pronouns this and that which can occur as objective
complements regardless the form of the direct object:

Don't call John that.
Don't call him that.

1.5. A number of transitive verbs are used with prepositional objects.
English makes a free use of substantive pronouns in this function, e.g.
He looked at her.
I never thought of that.
etc.

1.6. Summing up, it should be stated that pronouns in English can occur
as all the basic kinds of objects, sometimes as forms preferable to nouns (e.g.
the indirect object) or, as will be-shown later, even as grammatically imperative aims (the reflexive and reciprocal objects). The distinctions between the
types of objects are not signalled by the case forms of the pronouns, but they
are indicated by other significant structural signals: position, correlation of

forms, type of substitutability.
1.7. Among the pronominal objects, some of them occurring exclusively
in a pronominal form deserve special attention. When the object of a transitive verb has the same referent as the subject, strict constraints are placed on
For exceptions see 0. Jesporsen (1969: 115).
5 There are also a certain number of verbs and set phrases nearly always combined
with to (e.g, "ascribe, attribute, dedicate, introduce, otc"), cf. 0. Jesperson (1969b: 116).
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the object form and the use of a reflexive pronoun in the object function is
obligatory:

Direct object:
Indirect object:
Prepositional object 6:

He defended himself.
She made herself some tea.

She looked at herself in the glass.

The reflexive forms in English are usually restricted to the literal meaning
of the reflexive. There is a tendency, however, to dispense with these forms
whenever no ambiguity seems likely:

I washed and dressed and went out.
Some reflexive objects cannot be left out:
The teacher introduced himself,
but frequently, reflexive pronouns are unexpressed after many verbs, otherwise transitive:
cf.

Don't bother!

but

Don't bother me (him, anybody, etc.)
Sometimes the occurrence of the reflexive is optional, but its presence adds

the feeling of "effort or achievement or responsibility" (Long 1961: 352):
cf.

She is starving to death.
She is starving herself to death.

English has a number of verbs which are always used reflexively (the socalled absolute reflexives, e.g. absent, avail, perjure, bestir, pride, etc.). Their
only possible objects are reflexive forms:
e.g.

John absented himself from all classes.
1.8. The reciprocal object (expressed by the pronominal forms each other and

one another) is related semantically to the reflexive object, but it occurs only
when the subject and the object are in the plural, having the same reference,
and there is a crossing of relationships between the agents and the objects
of action:
e.g.

They congratulated each other (=X congratulated Y and Y congratulated X).
° If the preposition has a purely local meaning the simple pronouns are used:
He looked behind him to see if anyone was watching.
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As in the case of reflexives the reciprocal is often implied rather than expressed:

They meet occasionally.
They kissed.
1.9. The specific object function of the pronoun it should not escape attention. As other personal pronouns of the 3 pers. sg. and pl., it is used chiefly
anaphorically (in the deictic function, given a strong stress, it must be substituted for by that). However, as an object, it can signal anticipatory reference
as well, representing subordinate clauses and infinitival phrases, used as delayed appositions to it in constructions which permit postponement of these
structures:
e.g.

I know it for sure that she might be ill.
I think it wrong to lie.

In this unction it is called a "provisional object" (Zandvoort 1969: 135), or
"preparatory it" (Jespersen 1969b: 154).
Sometimes it has no clear semantic content and yet formally functions as an
object [`formal object" (Zandvoort 1969: 136) or "unspecified it" ( Jespersen
1969b: 156)]:

Rough it!

He likes to lord it over people.
2. WYE PRONOMINAL OBJECT IN POLISH

2.1. Investigations in Polish descriptive grammar have usually been concentrated on studies of case systems with the objective of finding syntactic
meanings for each case'. As regards objects, the definitions and classifications
found in grammars are usually based on strictly semantic grounds, or on case
distinctions. However the formal criterion of the possibility of passivization
with respect to the verb has served as the basis for distinguishing between the
direct and indirect. objects (Szober 1962: 310 - 311; Klemensiewicz 1969: 41).
The correspondences between these two types and the case distinctions can be
presented as follows:
7 A results of this approach is for instance, double and overlapping classification of
objects, as that presented by Z. Klemensiewicz (1969: 40 - 48). Objects are classified
pr;marily on the basis of their semantic relationships with the verb (e.g. "the receiver
of the action", "the instrument" etc.). Parallel classification is based on caso distinctions
and an attempt is made to associate particular case functions with respective meanings
of objects. In view of the very heterogeneous relations between verb and object this
classification cannot serve as the basis for any contrastive analysis.
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Genitive 0.
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Instrumental 0.

Genitive 0.
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Dative 0.
Accusative 0.
Instrumental 0.
Prepositional 0. (prepositions-Fall dependent cases)

2.2. The direct object may be expressed by a variety of substantive pronouns, the personal; indefinite and demonstrative pronouns having the most
frequent occurrence (Pisarkowa 1968: 188). The cases typical of the direct
pronominal object are the accusative and genitive, the instrumental being less
common.

Examples:
ace. D. 0.
gen. D. 0.
instr. D. 0.

Znam. j4 (I know her).
Nienawidze jej (I hate her).
Pogardzam. niQ (I despise her).

The lexical meanings expressed by verbs governing each particular case are
so heterogeneous that it is hardly possible to classify these verbs into any semantic subcategories. However, it is worth noting that the genitive case has a
tendency to combine with negated verbs, as well as verbs of negative quality
with no phonological reflex of negation [e.g. zapomnie6 (forget), odm.awia6
(refuse), etc.]; it also occurs in structures implying quantitative restrictions
(the so-called partitive genitives), and with many. other verbs.

Examples:
Znam.

/acc./ (I know her),

but, if negated:

Nie znam jej /gen./ (I don't know her)
Partitive gen.: Probowalem tego (I have tried that).
An exception to the general rule that the direct object following a negated
verb must be in the genitive is met in the ease of the indefinite pronoun ?tic
(nothing). After a negated verb both nic (ace.) and niczego (gen.) occur',
a The apparent contrast seen in Polish between accusative and genitive (partitive)
direct objects, e.g.
Daj mi chleb (Give me the broad).
Daj mi chleba (Give me some bread).
is not a difference in the syntactic function of the object (pro)nominal relative to the verb,
but is rather a difference which in English falls into that area of syntax that deals with the
effect of the choice of article on the semantic content of the associated noun.
22 Papers and Studies v. II
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although the latter form usually requires some complementation (an accompanying adjective or adverb):
Nie widze 'lie.
Nie widze niezego tutaj.
Nie wick@ nic godnego uwagi.
Nie widze Meng() godnego uwagi.

The instrumental is not affected by negation:
Interesujc sic tym.
Nie interesujc sic tym.
2.3. As can be shown the term indirect object in Polish refers to a much
wider range of constructions than the corresponding term in English. It covers
the grammatical meaning of the English indirect object together with some relationships which in the equivalent English constructions are expressed by direct
or prepositional objects:
e.g.

(Ind. dat. 0.) Przynioslam mu ksiaikc.
(Ind. dat. 0.) Pomoglam mu.
(Ind. instr. 0.) Nie martw sic tym.
(Ind. prep. 0.) Zaczekaj na niego.

I brought him a book (Ind. 0.)
I helped him. (Dir. 0.)
Don't worry about this. (Prep. 0.).

Wait for him. (Prep. 0.).

The dative pronominal object (partly c .wresponding to the English indirect object) is a very common structure in Polish (Pisarkowa 1968: 194).
As a rule it is expressed by an animate personal pronoun and accompanied by
another object, direct or: indirect=- prepositional. In the case of two pronominal
indirect is signalled by their case fok:ms, the
objects the distinction direct
ordering of the two elements being nondistinctive and syntactically irrelevant.
Some regularities observed in the placing of pronominal objects are largely
dependent on the means cf expressing emphasis, as will be shown below(see
2.5.).

In the prepositional object the pronoun may occur in all dependent
.... cases.
The case governed by the preposition is part Of the basic information about it
and must be learned along with its lexical meaning.
2.4. The reflexive expressed by a reflexive pronoun occurs when the subject
and object have an identical referent. A reflexive pronoun functions both as the
There is no necessity of signalling the case oppositions, since tho pronoun nic does

not occur in a positive sentence.
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direct and indirect objects, and can, consequently, assume all the dependent
case forms (gen. sobielsidat. sobie, ace. siebiels4, instr. sok, loc. sobie).

Examples:
Direct ace. 0. Skalet4ylarn sic. (I tut myself).
Indirect dat. 0. Zrobaa sobie herbaty. (She made herself some tea).
Indirect instr. 0. Zaehwyeala sic soba. (She admired herself).
Indirect prep. 0. Mowila do siebie.- (She talked to herself).
It is worth mentioning that the reflexive forms are identical for all perions,
all gender and number distinction being lost:
cf.

Skaleczylam sic (I cut myself)
On skaleczyl sic (He cut himself).

A distinction should be made between the occurrences of the reflexive
pronouns in the accusative or genitive (84), functioning as the direct object,
and the uses of the enclitic particle 84, accompanying a number of intransitive
-verbs, e.g. amiad sic (laugh), bauri6 s4 (play), etc.
A formally reflexive constr ion is frequently used with inanimate subjects
,

when no mention is given to the "performer" of the action:
Waza sic stfulda (The vase got broken).
Samochod sic zatrzymal (The car stopped).
The reflexive particle 84 is also found in impersonal "subjectless" sentences

indicating an action with no regard to the performer:
Tu mowi sic po polsku (Polish is spoken here).
(Note that with the subject expressed the verb would not take the particle
The reflexive pronoun siebiels4 may imply reflexive meaning or, sometimes,

with the subject in the plural, a reciprocal meaning:
Oni oszukujq sic.
cf. English:

1) They cheat themselves.
2) They cheat each other.

2.5. Some of the. personal pronouns occurring in the object functions have

alternative forms in the dative and accusative, the so-called longer or full
forms, and shorter or enclitic forms1°:
Nominative:

ja (I)
ty (you)

Dative:
mnie/mi

Accusative:

tobie/ci

ciebie/eig

mnie/nuc

,0 Actually there is also the third form in the 3rd person sg. and pl. (e.g. niego,-ni:ej,

memo etc.) used only and always after propositions.
22'
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on (he)
ono (it)

jemuirriu
jemu/mu
sobie

jegoigo
je
siebie/si

Generally speaking, with respect to the accusative case, the shorter forms
are the common ones, with the exception of the 1st person sg. (Pisarkowa
1968: 188). The full pronominal forms are used in the initial position in a sentence, or after prepositions, or when given extra stress (Klemensiewicz 1962:
84 - 89):
ef.

Widzielimy go (We saw him).
Jego widzieligmy na -alloy (We saw him in the street).
Widzieli6my jego a nie jq (We saw him and not her).

In dative case objects the use of the longer and shorter forms is optional to
some extent in positions other than the initial one. The longer forms are oblig-

atory in initial positions and after prepositions governing the dative case:
Jemu nikt nie mole pomOc (Nobody can help him.).
Walczyli przeciwko niemu (They fought against him).

3. CONTRASTIVE ANALYSIS

In the following section an attempt will be made to bring out some correspondences and dissimilarities between the pronominal object structures in
English and Polish, together with a few suggestions concerning the possibility
of interference.
3.1. A detailed examination of the lexical equivalence of pronouns occurring in object positions in English and Polish falls outside the domain of the
preSbnt study. It seems, however, that the choice of corresponding pronouns
in each of the two languages offers little difficulty, since the uses of these pronouns appear to be fairly parallel.
An apparent contrast, however, occurs with respect to the selection of
substitutes with relation to gender. Gender in. English is mainly a matter of the
choice of one of the three personal (or possessive) pronouns in the 3rd person
he, animate fem.,
sg., dependent on the type of reference: animate msc.
it (the principle sometimes being crossed by other conshe, and inanimate

siderations). In Polish, where gender is a grammatical category applying
to a number of pronouns, the pronoun must show agreement in. grammatical
gender with its referent. For instance, the equivalence of 3rd person pronouns
in the object forms is as follows:
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MSc.

jenutimu, jegoigo. etc.
jenutimu. je,

him, it
it

Fem.

jej. ja. etc.

her, it

3.2. As regards formal equivalence of the object constructions in the two
languages it has been shown that the basic distinction between direct
indirect objects is recognized both in English and Polish grammars. It should be
emphasized. IloWeNT.F. that there is by no Basalts it one to one correspondence
between the respective I Vpes in the two languages. if passivization isemployed
as the basic test fur identitying the direct object it can be observed, for instance.

that the English direct object may follow a preposition, which does not hold
true for .Polish:
el,

They sent for hint.
fle was sent for.

Poslali po Meg°,

A nonowr of English verbs, transitive and followed by a direct object,
correspond to intransitive verbs in Polish:
cf.

She belated inn (V- I-Dir. 0.) = (Ma ini pontogla
was hello by her..

dat. 0.)

Some English prepositional objects correpond to Polish indirect non-prepositional instrumental objects (see 2.3.1.
fit view of such discrepancies :V4 presented above, it May be assumed that a
learner of each of the two language:- is apt to have some difficulties- with the
identification of equivalent but .forindily different ohject constructions.

3.3. As has boon pointed out.
highly inflectional language. di,iinguislies bet ween objects also accordin.,, to case, 11 hereas 1;',nglish has no such
distinctions. 'rbooretieally, one object eaSe f01111 in English corresponds to live
case forms iii Polish:
Polish

English,

gen. Object

dat Object
. eh*/ case form

ace.

Object
nista.. Object

Locative Object
Since all substantive pronouns are declinable, all English learner of Polish.
may face immense difficulties in making a correct choice in regard to the case
in which the pronoun object should appear.
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3.4. The same concerns the prepositional object, since various prepositions
govern all dependent case forms. some of them taking objects in more than one

case with different meanings:
Polish

English

cf.

on

against
at
behind
on

him

bd (do, z, dla) niego .(gen)
przeciwko niemu (cit)
na (o) niego (ace)
za. nim (instr)
lla (o, przy) nun (ha')

3.5. As is well known. English differentiates between various (pro)nominal sentence structures mainly by position, whereas Polish prhaarily by case
distinctions. An important contrast. then, is the significance of word order in
signalling the syntactic functions of the pronominal objects. English structures displacing rigid ordering patterns, Polish, on the other hand. showing
greater freedom of disposing of the pronominal objects (cf. 1.3. and 2.3.,
respe('tively). In English the pronoun usually follows the verb. almost always
diretly. fn Polish the position typical of' the pronominal objeet appears to he
also that after the verb. yet the possibility of extensive free variation is Commonly recognized. For example. the pronominal direct object in Polish is

quite likely to be shifted to the initial position:
of,

ur

Poiem ei wszystko. (f will tell von ever,vtlling)
WSZytitkO ri pOIM,

:I a English such departure from the fundamental ordering is significant and
requires a special phrase-separation by means of intonation. whereas in Polish
it is not relevant syntactically.
It should he reinembered that the positioning of the Polish pronouns, commonly enelitie in the object functions. is subject to stress requirements, Consequentl a pronoun may even intervene between the two "arts of the com.posite predicate. which is impossible in English.
e.g.

.Tutro bc,dzisz to mial (You will have that tomorrow').
As regards the double object sentence types it can he noticed that the English constructions usually follow well-established ordering patterns. whereas
Polish constructions reveal great flexibility in the disposing of pronominal
objects (see 1,3, and 2,3,1.
Considering all this. it seems that in English errors are likely to be made in

word-ordering with respect to the positions of pronominal objects.

I
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3.6. Attention should be drawn to the use of some dative pronominal object
structures in Polish, which correspond to non-object constructions in English.
The personal pronoun often occurs in the so-called "subjectless" sentences,

where, formally, it performs the function of the dative object:
Gal mi go bylo
Bylo mu zimno
Chce mi sib spat

(I was sorry for him).
(He was cold).
(I am sleepy).
etc.

As can be seen, this dative object finds a subject equivalent in English.
Another, extremely common type of the dative object is the so-called
"dative of interest" (Klemensiewicz 1968: 42 - 43). With intransitive verbs
this structure occurs only in Polish, being no longer found in Modern English.
It usually corresponds to English possessive structures:

Umarla mu matka
Zginl mi zegarek

(His mother died).
(My watch has been lost).

With some verbs this construction is occasionally found also in English although

..the possessive form is more regular:
cf.

Patrzyl jej w oczy

He looked her in the eyes.
but: The occulist looked in her eyes.

It seems that English learners of Polish might tend to extend the distribution of possessive pronouns to contexts usually employing the "dative
of interest ".

3.7. Some points should be raised with respect to the reflexive object and
the use of reflexive forms in the two languages. In both languages the same constraints are placed upon the identity of the subject and object forms, requiring

that the reflexive pronoun is used in the object function (cf. 1.7. and 2.4.). It
must be observed, however, that in English the reflexive pronoun is frequently
dispensed with, whereas in Polish its occurrence is obligatory:
cf.

He washed and dressed.
Umyl siQ i ubral.

In view of the fact that Polish makes an abundant use of the reflexive
foi ms also with intransitive verbs, the Polish learner of English may tend to use
the reflexive pronouns with a typical frequency, whereas the English, learner

of Polish may tend to omit the reflexive pronouns that are not parallelled in
comparable English expressions.
It should also be noted that the two languages differ in the use of pronouns
expressing the reciprocal relationships. English differentiates between the

3,2
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reflexive and reciprocal formally (by means of different pronouns), whereas
Polish uses one common pronominal form to denote both relationships (cf.
1.8. and 2.4.).
It is worth noting that the reflexive pronoun will occur in Polish also in the
contexts where English uses a simple pronoun, namely, in prepositional phrases

with an adverbial function:
Patrzyla prosto przed siebie.
She looked straight in front of her.

cf.

3,8. Summing up the results of the analysis it should be stated that the
pronominal object constructions in English and Polish are basically comparable, frequently equivalent with respect to lexical meaning and formal similarities. The most essential contrasts brought out in the analysis concern the
means of expressing various object relationships (case distinctions, positioning,
correlation of forms), essentially different in the two languages. A few points

have been raised with regard to pronominal object structures not parallelled

formally in the corresponding structures of the other language. It seems,
however that the formulation of a prediction of difficulty or error should be
supported by some more direct applications of psycholinguistic theory.
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ATTITUDINAL ADJECTIVES IN ENGLISH AND POLISH
ALICJA WOLOSZYX
Adam Alickieiviez University, Poznaii

The task of the present paper is to classify attitudinal. adjectives in English
and Polish, present their syntactic features, and compare the relations between

attitudinal adjectives of these two languages. The model which will be followed in the paper is that of Fillmore's as described in the article "The Case
for Case" (cf. Fillmore 1968) and modified by D. Terrence angendoen (1969)
and Ekkehard Ktinig (1970). The cases which have been found useful in the
deseription of these languages and which will be most often used here are the
following:

the animate perceived instigator of the action identified
by the verb.

Agent (A)

the semantically most neutral role, the ease of any noun
whose role in the action or state identified by the verb is identified
by the semantic interpretation of the verb itself.

Objective (0)

Experiences (E)

the entity which receives. accepts, experiences or under -

goes the effect of an. action.
the immediate cause.
Instrument (I)
(cf. Koii.ig 1070: 61)

The formations taken. into consideration here are the following:
which deletes the NP in the embedded sentence
1) Equi NP Deletion
identical to the Np of the matrix sentence.
which raises the subject NP of the
2) Subject Raising Transformation
embedded into the matrix sentence an.d makes it the derived subject of the
whole complex structure.
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3) Extraposition Transformation
which copies a clause at the end of a
clause in which it is contained and deletes the original clause or replaces it by a

pronoun "it" (in English).
Let us analyse English attitudinal adjectives to show their syntactic and
semantic peculiarities. We shall adopt Ekkehard Konig's manner of presentation from his description of English and German attitudinal adjectives. in
"Adjectival Constructions in English and German. A Contrastive Analysis."
(1970).

The class of English attitudinal adjectives consists of such items as following: careless, clever, crazy, absurd, foolish, -mean, silly, (un)wise, rude, polite,

sensible, mad, stupid, noble, naive, rash, perceptive, bold, civil, ungrateful,
honest, just; all of them judging or describing human behaviour. Two more could

be added: false and splendid but the imperatives of these are very odd.

Attitudinal adjectives may occur in imperatives:

Et. Be honest!
E2. Don't be stupid!
They can also co-occur with the progressive aspect of the present tense:
E3. John is being ungrateful.

The above examples show that attitudinal adjectives have Agent as one of
their arguments. This argument is realized as John in the series of the examples

below. These, at the same time, are the constructions which define the class
of attitudinal adjectives in English.
E4a. It was rude of John for him to insult me in front of all these people.
E4b. It was rude of John that he insulted me in front of all these people.
E4e. It was rude of John to insult me in front of all these people.
E4d. Insulting me in front of all these people was rude of John.
E4e. It was rude for John to insult me in front of all these people.
E4f. John was rude to insult me in front of all these people.

E4g. John rudely insulted me in front of all these people.
Attitudinal adjectives have certain selectional properties. They may choose
Agent as one of their arguments. The embedded clause in the above sentences
may be analysed as Objectives. Experiencer may be another argument that

can be selected by attitudinal adjectives.
E5.

She was very unkind to me.

Two subgroups of attitudinal adjectives may be distinguished. Adjectives
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like wise or bold are two place predicates and may combine with Agents and
Objectives. Their argument structure is represented as follows:

Win 1 (Aa0)]

(cf. .Kiinig 1970: 78)

Whether or not A is optional depends on the choice of ETU NP Deletion or
Subject Raising in the deep analysis of. let us say. E4f. The interlocking parentheses mean that at least one element in the parentheses must be selected
though both may be. Noun phrases with the function Objective must be rewritten as S. as is the ease in the embedded sentences in E 4.
According to Konig adjectives which involve a certain "moral" component
such as mean. nasr y could be analysed as three-place predicates. In his opinion
however. they cannot combine with three arguments. On the other hand examples 51101 as

John was mean to me to insult Inc in front of all those people.
show that there are grammatical sentences in which adjectives like mean or
lusty can combine with three arguments their order being as follows: AEO.
The sentences listed. under E4 have undergone certain transformations.
In 1434a, h. e. d and e the Objective has been subjectivalized; E4a, b, c and e
have undergone Extraposition: in E4a and b the second NP John has been prominalized. E4c and d are the result of the &in NP deletion. In E4a and E4c
to complementizer has been introduced. We may assume that no
the For
Agent has been selected for the matrix sentence hi the underlying structure of
E4f.

Ped
be

rude
Prep

John insult me
Elf could also be derived from this underlying structure by means of Subject
It;ii,ing transformation. where the subject Xi) John of the embedded sentence

becomes the subject of the whole complex sentence.
If we assume that in V.4f the Agent has been chosen as subject instead of
a. rniinr that the A.gent is unspecified. we shall avoid the possible difference
in ni,,aning between E4f and the preceding sentences. Otherwise we can assume

E4f implied that John was unaware of his rude action or that he did not

int,lid it.

.
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If subjects are chosen from the set of cases associated with a particular
predicate a certain order of priority should be observed. In most cases the order

is A, E, I, 0, etc... For most adjectives, however, attitudinal adjectives in
particular the order of priority for subjectivalization is 0, A.
In E4f the Agent was chosen as subject, for reasons explained above.
The following transformations are thus applied to A in the course of derivation of E4f: first, Agent John is subjectivalized, then the NP John of the embedded sentence is deleted by the application of Equi NP deletion. This transformation is obligatory when the Agent is chosen as subject. For-to complementizer

is also automatically deleted from the personal construction.
Sentences such as E4g differ in communicative function from the rest of the

examples. One could assume that E4g is deleted from:
EG. John insulted me in front of all these people and that was rude of him,

where that is the result of prosententialization.
E4g includes information and comment; it can also be relativized:
E7. John insulted me in front of all these people which was rude of him,
E4g includes an adverb. In English only a subset of the list of attitudinal adjectives can form constructions like E4g and permit adverb formation: courteous,
kind, polite, rude, generous. (un)u'ise. optimistic, sensible, selfish, naive, right.
ridiculous. bold, ambitious. clever.
An adjective in initial position, not necessarily an attitudinal one. may be

semantically equivalent to an attitudinal disjunct or the same adjective zui
base. They may be analysed as superordinate clauses to which t he related
clauses are subordinated. They differ from disjuncts in that they are immobile.

(i) It is ADJECTIVE BASE (that) CLAUSE
ESa.

Strange, it was him, Den, who t:,..11 alwrys wanted to go 111,-1.o.

Strange how he always W-tuted to go there.
E8c. *Strangely how he always wanted to go there.
EBB.

The above example are verbless clauses with zero it
clause with zero 'What is.

The next example i a

(ii) What is ADJECTIVE, CLAUSE
E9a.

Strange, it was him. Don, who had always wanted to go there.

E9b. What is strange. it was him, Don, who had always wanted to
there.

This clause corresponds to the following one:

(iii) What is ADJECTIVE' is (that) CLAUSE

g(itj

go
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E10. What is strange is (that) it was hint, Don, who had always wanted
to go there.
What here corresponds to which in:
Ell. It was him, Don, who had always wanted to go there which is strange.
Adjective groups with comparatives more or most also may be semantically
eqUivalent to attitudinal disjuncts that have the same adjective bases and are
similarly modified.

E12. Even more important, he may have reached the place by now.
Attitudinal adjectives in Polish have the same semantic function as they
have in English. They describe contemporary human behaviour. The following items belong to the class of attitudinal adjectives in Polish:
P1.

uprzejmy, grzeczny, wraZliwy, rozstylny, szalony, glupi, nierozwaZny,

ordynarny, m4dry, szlachetny, niewdziQczny, naiwny, odwaZny,
podly, uczciwy.
Attitudinal adjectives may occur in the following constructions:

To bylo bardzo ordynarne ze strony Piotra, ie nas obrazil.
obrazie nas.
To bylo bardzo ordynarne ze strony Piotra
Obra2enie nas bylo bardzo ordynarne ze strony Piotra.
Piotr byl bardzo ordynarny, 2e nas obrazil.
Piotr byl bardzo ordynarny obraiaj4e nas.
Piotr ordynarnie obrazil nas.
Let us test Polish attitudinal adjectives in the same way as we tested English.
All attitudinal adjectives can occur in imperatives:
P2a.
P2b.
P2c.
P2d.
P2e.
P2f.

P3.
P4.

Badi grzeczny!
Nie badi naiwny!

This suggests that one of the arguments has the role of an Agent, which is
realized as Piotr in all the P2 examples. The embedded clauses can also be
analysed as Objectives.
Attitudinal adjectives may also select another argument
P5.

Experiencer.

Ola byla dla mine bardzo wyrozumiala.

In many instances the word order in Polish is a matter of topicalization. We
could also say:

Ola byla bardzo wyrozumiala dla mnie.
or: P7. Ola dla mnie byla bardzo wyrozumiala.
P6.

3.3
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Word order, hoNi;ever, is a matter of secondary importance since it is a surface
structure, phenomenon.
As in English or German, there are three-place predicate attitudinal adjectives in Polish. They may co-occur with Agents, Experiencers and, Objectives.
In Polish, as in English, there is a specific construction in which all the three
arguments may be selected:
P8. Piotr byl ordynarny wobec mnie obraiajfle mnie przy nich wszystkich.

In both the languages, however, adjectives like wise and bold or rozscddny are
restricted from realizing three arguments:
P9.

rozsadny [(40)]

All the examples of the constructions in which the attitudinal adjectives
may occur in Polish are similar or even equivalent as far as meaning is concerned. The only minor difference that can be noticed in conveying information is that between P2f. and...the rest of P2.. Examples P2a, b, c, d, and e
could hardly serve as a means of informing somebody that Piotr was rude
to us. This is assumed beforehand. Only sentence P2f. conveys this as something new.
Since all these examples are paraphrases of a certain -underlying structure
it might be worthwhile to derive them from one structure. The underlying
structure for sentences like P2a, b, c, d, e may be represented as follows:

Ph I.
VP
I

Pred

bylo ordynarne

Objective

prep

Xv.p
S

Agent

Z\

._Fep

ze strony

NP

Piotra

Piotr obrazil nas
The question may arise as to whether the impersonal or personal construction

should be taken AS basic and what is the direction of the derivation. P.S.
Rosenbaum's theory would be best applicable to Polish since in Polish, as
well as in German, attitudinal adjectives can be nominalized in impersonal
constructions but not in personal ones:
PlOa.
PlOb.

Bylo niegrzeczne z jej strony spoinia6 sic tak bardzo.
Bylo brakiem-grzecznoAci z jej strony spOinia6 sic tak bardzo.
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In Polish sentences 1'2a, b and the Agent has been subjectivalized and
the sentences have undergone Extraposition.
In a Polish sentence with an emotive predicate like P2. there is a possibility of substituting a participle for the construction .i.e+S (i.e. that+S) with

no change in the meaning of such a sentence. Both solutions are possible
because the sentences are derived from the same construction, cf. examples
P2d and e.
In E4b the second occurrence of the noun phrase John, has been pronominalized, whereas in Polish it is impossible for reasons of style.
If the phrase marker Ph I undergoes Equi NP Deletion we will get sentences like P2b and G.

Ph II.
S

VP

Pred
bye

'''.,,,_
ordynarny

S

,.______----------

Piotr °brazil nas,
If we apply Subject-Raising Transformation to this underlying structure we
may get sentences like P2e. Subject-Raising Transformation raises the subject NP of the embedded sentence into the matrix sentence and makes it the
derived subject of the whole complex structure. This transformation occurs

fairly often in Polish. This might, however, change the meaning of P2e.
since the NP Piotr is moved out of an underlying Objective, and there is no
Agent in the matrix sentence. One would expect Piotr to be unaware of the
fact that he was rude. But there is no difference in. meaning between e and
the rest of the examples, so we can assume that Agent in this sentence has
been chosen as subject. The other solution would be to assume that no Agent
has been selected for the matrix in the underlying structure. The first possibil-

ity. however, is preferable and the transformations applied to Agent in the
course of derivation are: Subjeetivalization and Equi NP Deletion.
In Polish the order of priority for subjectivalization is A, 0 since impersonal

constructions are much rarer in Polish than in English.
Sentences like P2f. are derived from coordinated structures like the following:

P11.

Piotr ()brazil nas i to bylo ordynarne z jego strony.

to is the result of a prosententialization and corresponds to English that.
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Containing information Piotr ()brazil 'acts and a comment to bylo orclynarne
z jego strony, the sentence is a paraphrase of P2f.. If it undergoes relativization, we will get:
P12.

Piotr °brazil nas, co bylo orclynarne z jego strony.

The Polish examples P2 from a to e show that there is a great deal of
correspondence between English and Polish as far as these constructions are
concerned. It is, however, not always possible when considering a construction of this type with a certain adjective in one language to predict that the
respective construction with the lexical equivalent of that adjective will be
acceptable in the other language. In both the languages there are irregularities

in the distribution of the lexical items that occur in these constructions.
Some adjectives may occur only in personal constructions (ay, oszukany)
other only in impersonal ones (nieprawclopoclobny, niewytlumaczalny), Incon-

gruity may exist between structural correspondence and lexical correspondence between two languages even in case of two formally very similar constructions. Sentences P2f and E4g may serve as the example. They are formally similar but in English attitudinal adverbs precede the verb, and in this
respect differ from adverbs of manner which usually follow intransitive verbs.
E13a.
E13b.

John generously contributed.
John contributed generously.

In Polish, however, since the word order is less strict than in English, the
corresponding adverbs follow the main verb and the indirect object, or they
may occupy the initial position. They also resemble sentence adverbs and
may cause structural ambiguity, e.g.
P13a.
P13b.
P13c.

Jan szczodrze zaplacil robotnikom.
Jan zaplacil robotnikom. szczodrze.
Szczodrze zaplacil Jan robotnikom.

This may either be interpreted as manner or attitudinal adverbs. If there is
only one interpretation possible in such cases this will probably be due to
certain selectiona,1 restrictions between verbs and those two types of adverbs
which arc not understood adequately at present.
In Polish almost all attitudinal adjectives can form adverbs, and what
follows, almost all of them are permissible in constructions Like P7. The only
exception is a small group of adjectives expressing the state of mind: szalony,
(as opposed to "szalenczy"), postrzelony, wrazliwy, rozeilony, rozwadeczony.
In Polish as well as in English we can find adjectives in the initial position
equivalent semantically to attitudinal disjuncts.
P14.

Dziwne to wIaAnie on marzyl, zeby tam pojecha67
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Three groups may be distinguished here:
(i) It is ADJECTIVE BASE (that) CLAUSE
P1 4a. Dziwne, ze on zawsze marzyl, zeby tam pojechaa.
P14b. Dziwnie, Ze on zawsze marzyl, Zeby tam pojechae.

but
On dziwnie zawsze marzyl, ieby tam pojeehae.
(ii) What is ADJECTIVE, CLAUSE
may be represented in Polish- by
P14d. Co dziwne, to with-lie on marzyl
which may come from
P14e. Co wydaje sic dziwne, to wlagnie on marzyl
with wydaje sif deleted.
(iii) What is ADJECTIVE is (that) CLAUSE
P14f. Co (jest) dziwne to to, Ze marzyl aby tam pojechae.
P14c.

Co jest dziwne may also appear in the final position and correspond to English
which is strange:
{est
j
P14g. To wlagnie on marzyl, eby tam pojechac co wydaje sic dziwne.

Adjectives in the comparative degrees may also occur in clauses as groups
equivalent to attitudinal disjuncts:
P14h. Co dziwniejsze, marzyl, Zeby tam pojechae.
Let us now sum up the similarities and differences between English and
Polish attitudinal adjectives.
1. English attitudinal adjectives co-occur with the Progressive Aspect of the
Present Tense. There is no Progressive Aspect in Polish.
2. In both the languages attitudinal adjectives may occur in imperatives.
3. Both English and Polish attitudinal adjectives have certain selectional properties. They may choose Agents, Objectives and Experieneers as their
arguments.
4. In Polish and in English attitudinal adjectives may be two- or three-place
predicates.
5. As far as the term "subject" referring to underlying structures is concerned,
there are two theories discussing the direction of the derivation of persoila

and impersonal constructions in English. In Polish P. S. Rosenbaum%
theory is more applicable: personal constructions are derived from impersonal ones.
23 Papers and Studies v. II
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6. In both, the languages constructions resulting from the application of
Subject Raising transformation are fairly common.
7. The order of priority for subjectivalization in the case of attitudinal adjectives is 0, A in English. In Polish it is A, 0 since the impersonal constructions are not so commonly used, as they are in English.
8. In both the languages attitudinal adjectives form two groups of which one
can occur in personal constructions while the other occurs Only in impersonal
constructions.

9. There are only subsets of the set of attitudinal adjectives which permit
the formation of adverbs in both the languages.
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ENGLISH AND POLISH VERB PHRASES
OF THE STRUCTURE V+ADJ
MONIKA OSTASZEWSKA
Warsaw University

Both in English and in Polish adjectives1 can be used either attributively
or predicatively, for instance:

Eng. a big table, The table is big.
Pol. duiy st01, Stcil jest duiy.2
Among sentences of the structure

NP+V+Adj
the verbal element is the appropriate form of BE in most cases. However,
there are many instances of such sentences in which VOBE.
In this paper, a tentative analysis of certain types of such sentences is
attempted, along with a suggested classification of these types into several
groups. Since more types of Verb Phrases of this structure appear in English,
the division would apply to English sentences in all cases, whereas in Polish
in some instances equivalents must be looked for among other sentence structures. For the same reason the English language will be given first here, since
no Polish sentence type not having an equivalent in an English adjectival
that is, a sentence in which the adjective is used predicatively
sentence
has been observed.3
For our purposes an adjective can be very informally defined as a word symbolizing "some attribute or quality possessed by the person or thing that a particular noun
symbolizes" (Thomas 1965: 151). Sec also S. Jodlowski (1971 : 153). No better definition serving our purposes has been found.
2 Discussion of the problem: which adjectives in both languages can be used only in
one of these positions has been omitted here. See Bolinger (1967) and also Smolska (1969).

3 In this paper, English phrases with preparatory it as well as English and Polish
sentences with passive verb forms have been omitted. Only adjectives in the positive
degree have been considered.
23
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1. Grammarians do not agree on what syntactic value should be attached
to the constituents of VPs in such sentences, nor according to what criteria
such VPs should be classified.
As far as the English language is concerned, a variety of terms, suggesting
various approaches, have been used.

0. Jespersen (1927: 355-404) distinguishes two basic kinds of predicatives (in our discussion we shall only consider predicative combinations
consisting of a verb and an adjective, not for instance a noun etc.): predicatives of being and predicatives of becoming. Each of these groups can in
turn be divided into quasi-predicatives and (real) predicatives, the basis
such division being the fact that sentences with real predicatives are wholly
or nearly complete without the quasi-predicatives, whereas sentences with real

predicatives are not complete without the predicatives, for instance: Predicatives of Being a) quasi-predicative: She married young; b) predicative:
She looks pale; Predicatives of Becoming a) quasi-predicative: She would grow
up pretty: b) predicative: She turned pale..]
T. Grzebieniowski (1964: 189 190) in a way follows Jespersen in his

description, this time dividing VPs into three categories on the basis of the
function played by the verbs: 1) VPs with linking verbs with their original
meaning preserved: He fell silent (?); 2) VPs in which the predicate is both
complemented and expanded: He looks healthy; 3) VPs in which the predicate
is expanded: He lived poor and he died poor.
A. Reszkiewicz (1963: 7, 34, and 38) in defining Main Sentence Elements
in Modern English makes use of two basic concepts: connotation and determination. Among twelve main sentence elements he discusses two particular
types of adjectival PVs and applies the terms Secondary Subject Complement
(P2) to Adjs in sentences like He seems /looks happy, and Secondary Predicative
Appositive (A2) to Adjs in sentences like She married young.
S. Hornby (1956: 68 - 69 and 119 - 124) only discusses the so-called
Subject x Verb x Subject Complement combinations (Tie seemed much older)

and he distinguishes an entire group of VPs in which V=Inchoative Verb
(The leaves are turning brown).
N. W. Francis (1958: 343 - 346 and 318) distinguishes VPs in which Adjectives complement verbs (referred to as Linking Verbs), as in The man seemed
hungry, The weather turned cold, and VPs in which Adjs modify verbs, as in
The show fell flat, The children ran wild.
R. H. Zandvoort (1962: 197 - 198) talks only about predicative adjectives:
She kept very quiet, The dog went mad.
M. Ganshina and N. Vasilevskaya (1953: 278 - 281) divide the whole bulk
4 In Analytic Syntax prodicativos of becoming are called Prodicatives of Result,
i. e., treated like "objects of result" (Jospersen 1937:38 - 39).
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of such VPs into two major groups: VPs with linking verbs and VPs with
Double Predicates. In the first group there are three subgroups, i.e., linking
verbs of being, as in He looked pale, linking verbs of remaining (in a certain
state), as in He remained pale, and modal linking verbs, as in He seemed pale.
Double Predicatives can be found in sentences such as The moon rose red.
0. Thomas (1965: 123 125) dibcusses only VPs with Copulative Verbs as

one of the four possible types of verbs, i.e., transitive, intransitive, BE and
copulative distinguishing in turn five possible groups: 1) verbs of the senses
(smell, taste-; feel, ...), 2) verbs of appearance (appear, look, seem, ...), 3) verbs
of action (grow, turn, ...), 4) become and 5) stay and re:main.

This short survey is representative in that all grammarians (among those
who consider English VPs of the structure V+Adj) notice the difference
between VPs such as in (1) She seemed young and in (2) She married young.
Yet they fail to differentiate among the various phrase types within (1). If a
classification is attempted, it is only a simple grouping of VPs according to

verbs appearing in those VPs.
As far as the Polish language is concerned, the traditional approach seems
to be favored by Z. Klemensiewicz (1939: 34 and 65) who in sentences such
as Pogoda zrobila sig ladna claims the presence of kcznik (copula) and orzecznik (predicative), and in sentences such as Wracam do dome ponury the
presence of verb and przydawka arzekajq,ca (predicative attribute), or, using
somewhat different terminology, przydawka okolicznikowa (adverbal attribute)
(Doroszewski and Wieczorkiewicz 1961: 200).

K. Pisarkowa (1965) represents a totally different point of view, namely
that the function of Adjs in VPs of the type discussed here has never been
correctly defined and understood, since all the grammarians so far have
failed to notice the completely unique internal structure of such clauses, in
which Adjs do not function as any of the traditionally accepted sentence
parts, i.e., subject, verb, object, modifier or. adverbial. She distinguishes three
main types of copula in such sentences: koznik klasyczny (classical copula),
as stawae si4, koznik nieklasyczny (non-classical copula), as wydawad s4, and
pseudo-lctcznik (pseudo-copula), as wracao, leie6. Iesentences with copulas
other than classical copulas adjectives do not function as predicate adjectives.
K. Pisarkowa invents the term okrealenie predykatywne (predicative modifier)

to account for adjectives (or NPs which may occupy the same syntactic
position) appearings in such VPs and she claims the existence ora predicative
non-clause-producing relationship, as secondary to the main clause-producing relationship of Subject and Verb, in sentences of the structure NP+V+
Adj, where V is different from any classical copula.

Although this study reveals many interesting points about predicative
constructions in Polish, it does not discuss in greater detail the differences
among the various types of adjectival VPs with pseudo-copulas.
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2. In this paper several general assumptions have been made to allow for
the tentative classification of English and Polish sentences of the structure
NP+V+Adj, where V is different from BE:
(1) Sentences of the structure NP+BE+Adj can be perceived as "neutral"
or "unmarked ", since they only carry the information that there is an NP
such that this NP can be modified by an Adj. Any sentence of the structure
NP±V±Adj, where V=BE is "coloured" or "marked" in that it carries some
additional information concerning semantic and syntactic relations among
these three elements in a sentence.
(2) Among all sentences of the structure discussed here two major types
can be distinguished:
A. sentences which are basically one-predicate sentences.
B. sentences which in fact are two predicate sentences. They can always
be paraphrased as sentences consisting of two clauses, one of them

of the structure NP+BE+Adj or NP±BECOME±Adj.
Any new information mentioned in (1) can be best accounted for in
terms of the ways in which either sentences of (2) A are related to some contextual point of reference or clauses of (2) B are related to each other.
Since different sets of criteria have to be employed to account for onepredicate sentences and two-predicate sentences these two major groups will
be discussed separately.
(3)

2.1.

Group I

One-predicate sentences

Type: Eng. She grew suspicious.
Pol. (Ona) zrobila siQ podejrzliwa.

The only additional information

that is, different from the information

that there is an NP such that this NP can be modified by an Adj - to be
found in such sentences is that at some point in the past, present or future,

referred to in the context, NP±BECOME±Adj, and that in the period
prior to this point of reference NP+NOT BE+Adj. To J. Lyons. (1968: 397)
such sentences are instances of "a more general aspectual opposition which
might be called static and dynamic". Thus, BE sentences are rendered as
static and BECOME sentences as dynamic.

Examples both in English and in Polish are numerous. What is more
interesting iethe fact that while in both languages in some cases the choice
either of the construction Vb..eAdj (for instance Eng. to grow become red,
Pol. zrobio sig czerwonyni) or V.(BECOME±Adj) (for instance Eng. to
redden, Pol. poczerwienied) is possible, the English language prefers the adjectival construction, and the Polish language chooses its verbal counterpart. The choice often depends on style, for instance: Pol. Posmutnial but
Zrobil sie (jakia) smulny zdenerwowany.
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The variety of verbs to be used in such sentences is also much greater
in English (grow, become. turn, get, come, go, fall, run, wear) whereas in Polish
only a few verbs are available (stawad sic, robid sic, and stag sic). It must be

remembered that selectional restrictions play an important part in these
sentences. That applies mainly to English VPs, but even in English in some
instances there is the possible choice of two or more verbs:
Eng. She became (grew, got) suspicious.
Summing up, we may say that the following list of equivalents in both
languages can be suggested:
(1)

Vbecomo +Adi Only

Eng. She grew suspicious.
Pol. (Ona) zrobila sic podejrzliwa.
(2)

(3)

Vbecorrus+Adi/V(BECOME-1-Adj)

Eng. The ink turns black when it dries.
The ink blackens when it dries.
Pol. Atrament robi sic czarny, gdy schnie.
Atrament czernieje, gdy schnie.
V=(BECOME-I-Adj) only

Eng. Fruit goes rotten/rots in hot weather.
Pol. Owoce psuja sic w czasie upalu.
Type: Eng. He remains poor.
Group II
Pol. (Jak byl glupi, tak i) pozostal glupi.
The only additional information to be found in sentences of this type is
that at some point in the past, present or future, referred to in the context,
NP+CONTINUE TO BE-1-Adj, and that in the period prior to this moment
of reference NP- {- BE- {-Adj.

Perphas some additional information can be obtained here, namely that

from the speaker's point of view there are reasons to believe that at the
moment of reference NP+MIGHT NOT BE -{-Adj for instance: Everything
changed but she remained poor (although there were reasons to believe that
since all the other things, changed, her condition would change as well).
Otherwise, if not for this underlying assumption, why not use the "neutral"
or "unmarked" construction NP- {- BE- {-Adj?

Examples are far less numerous than in the previous group. In English
only four verbs fit the pattern: remain, stay, keep and perhaps continue. In
Polish only two such verbs have been well studied, i.e. pozostawadipozosta6;
however, a different construction is generally preferred: NP-1-BE+Adverb+
Adj, where Adverb: nadal, cictgle, for instance:

Eng. He (still) remains poor.
Pol. (On) jest nadal biedny /ubogi.
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Other Polish equivalents of such English sentences are also possible. Some

English sentences of the structure NP±BE+Adj have as their most frequent
equivalents Polish sentences of the structure NP+V and the same applies
to corresponding constructions with stay and remain, for instance:
Eng. She remained silent.
Pol. (Ona) naclal milezala.

Summing up we may say that these two types of sentences differ from
BE sentences only in one respect: ATTRIBUTE is perceived as a feature of
marked duration, i.e. it can either start being an NP's feature, or it can con-

tinue being an NP's feature. Although syntactically the sentence pattern
remains unchanged, a different set of verbs has to be used. Actually, these
verbs are only dynamic variants of BE.
In all such sentences the presence of an adjective is obligatory.5
2.2. Two-predicate sentences

Such sentences must be analysed in terms of the relationship between two
clauses' appearing in the deep structure;
(1)

all such sentences must be analysed as consisting in fact of two

clauses: VERB clauses: VERB clause and ADJECTIVE clause.
(2) the VERB clause can have either the structure:

A. NP+V+NP/IT or
B. NP+V
the ADJECTIVE clause can have either the structure:
A. NP+BE +Adj or
B. NP+BECOME+Adj
(4) in some sentences analysed into verb clause of the structure NP+
V+NP/IT and ADJECTIVE clause different NPs appear as subjects of
the two clauses. In other sentences the same NP appears as subjects.
(5) in all sentences with two different NPs as subjects of the clauses,
(3)

VE.R.B clause verbs differ from verbs appearing in the surface structure of the
sentences.
(6) in all sentences analysed into VERB clause of the structure NP+
+V+NP/IT and ADJECTIVE clause the VERB clause NP must be marked

as "human "/`:animal ".
5 Because of the limited scope of the paper discussion of the problem which of the
traditional parts of speech can occupy this syntactic position has been omitted.
As for optional as opposed to obligatory appearance of the third sentence element
(besides NP and V) in such sentences, see O. Jespersen (1927 : 358), A. Reszkiewiez
(1963: 34 and 38) and K. Pisarkowa (1965 : 98).
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(7) all the sentences of (6) have the obligatory structure NPH-V+Adj;
in other sentences the presence of Adj is optional.

Group III

Type: Eng. lie plays dead.
Pol. (On) udaje nieZywego.

Structure:
Description:

In both clauses, the same NP appears as subjects.
The NP must he marked as "human"ranimal."
Botlt clauses have the same temporal conditions.
`The same verb appears in the VERB clause, as in the surface structure of the sentence:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

lie plays ( "IT'') that he is dead.
On udaje ("TO"), 2e jest nicZywy.

In order to account for the surface structure of the sentence, one of the
identical NPs is deleted, "IT" is deleted, and any function that can be played
by BE is taken over by the V: Therefore, we get:

NP, + V + IT

:

+ BE + Adj.

He

plays

dead

On

udaje

nieZywego

English verbs to appear in such sentences are play, sham and feel, while
in Polish we find. for instance, Maim', pozoivai (no). itia±at' (sic) (.:a.). r:itc"
(sic) etc., in such construetions,
But another problem arises: Polish..Ric ;nay suggest that these sentences
are actually equal to sentences of quite a different surface structure. i.e.,
NI-3,4--V+N-P.,-1-Adj where the second NP is a reflexive pronoun corresponding to the -first NP. as in Eng. He considers,'coants himself unlucky.

Therefore. the only Polish sentences in which there is no trace of the
deleted NP in the surface structure are sentences with udawao and pozoiroo:
Pol. On udaje 'nicszczcgliwego/pozuje ma naiwnego.
Since Polish examples seem more numerous here, the English equivalents .
must be looked for. On the whole, in English we either get equivalent adjectival
constructions, for instance:

Pol. (On) czuje siv nieszezcAliwy.
He feels miserable.
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or the already mentioned constructions with reflexive pronoun preserved in
the surface structure, for instance:

Pol. (On) uwaia sic za bogatego.
Eng. He considers himself rich.

or sentences of the structure of the paraphrase, for instance:
Pol. (On) udaje niewinnego.
Eng. He pretends (that) he is innocent/He pretends to be innocent.

Two other interesting points should be noted:
(1) It has already been decided that in such sentences the presence of
Adj is obligatory
and yet it is possible to say in Polish: (On) udaje. But
then, it seems, the verb udawad is used in a slightly different meaning (something like "He is not serious, lie does not mean it"), which corresponds exactly
to the English verb pretend, as in You are only pretending (but compare
Eng. *He feels:, Pol. *(On) czuje sib.).
(2) One special type of English sentences with feel, i.e., certain sentences
referring to someone's physical experiences or emotions, such as I fell cold,
I feel sad (although the last sentence might also be translated as Ozu,k siQ
smutny) always have as their Polish equivalents so-called impersonal sentences 6 Jest. mi zimno, jest mi smutno.7
Group IV

Type A. Eng. The man looked hungry.
He seemed pale.
Pol. Me&zyzna wyglEidal na glodnego.
(On) wydawal SiQ blady.

Structure:

NPi+PERCEIVE+IT

:

NP2+BE+Adj

Description:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Each clause has a diffcroni, NP as a subject.
The VERB clause NP must be marked as "human".
Both clauses have the same temporal conditions.
The verb in the VERB clause is different from the one appearing in

For the concept of subjectless impersonal sentences see Z. Klemensiewicz (1969:
37).

All such sentences, i.e. I feel cold etc., can be derived from I feel ; I am cold, and
sentences of the I am cold type are always rendered as the already mentioned impersonal
sentences. Since this paper is devoted to VPs with Vs other than BE only, the typo I am
cold will not be discussed here.
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the surface structure of the sentence: the surface structure verb must in fact
be treated as a merger of PERCEIVE and BE.s
In order to account for.the surface structure of the seutence, the NP of
the VERB clause is deleted, "IT' is deleted and PERCEIVE and BE merge
together to give the surface structure verb. Therefore we get:

- PERCEIVE

Adj

NP.2

seeins
On

pale

wydaje sic blady

English verbs to ajijwa in such sentences are seem, look, appear. In
Polish we 1111(1 wydama:

Type -B:

wyril1da6 na, uchodzie za in such sentences,

Eng.. The prophecy proved true,
Pol. Przejanviednia okazala sic jwawdziwajprawda.

Sentences with Eng. prove, (appear), Pol, ohyr.ae sic, also belong to Group
IV, since all the points discussed in connection with sentences of Group IV,
Type A hold trite fur sentences of Type B, with one exception: another verb
.1,,ppears in the VERB clans', i.e., not PERCEIVE, but STA.1'E9:

+ STATE

.NP.,

BE + Adj

The prophecy proved true
Przepowiednia okazala sic prawdziwa

'Group V

Type: Eng. Roses smell sweet.
You look beautiful.
Yalu question sounds interesting.
Silk feels smooth.
Sugar tastes sweet.
(no Polish Adjectival sentences of this structure
Pol.
in this group)

Structure:
NP1+V-1-NP,

:

NP,,-1-BE-1-Adj

These aro semantic approximations which ate not entirely adequate,
' See 8.
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Description:

Each clause has a different NP as a subject.
The NP, of the VERB clause must be marked as "human"ranimal"..
Both clauses have the same temporal conditions.
The verb in the VERB clause is different from the verb appearing
in the surface structure of the sentence in that it is the transitive counterpart
of the corresponding intransitive verb of the senses:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

smell, (intransitive)
look 10

sound
feel,

taste,

smell, (transitive)
-÷ see

hear
-4- feel,
taste 2

33

In order to account for the surface structure of these sentences, the NP
of the VERB clause is deleted; one of the two identical NPs is deleted and
the remaining NP becomes the surface subject of the sentence. Any function

that can be played by BE is taken over by the transitive V of the senses,
which then becomes the intransitive V of the senses. Therefore, we get:

*1 Vs tr NP2
Roses

BE

Adj
I

smell sweet

When compared to BE sentences, they differ in that the additional infor-

mation they convey is which of the five human/animal senses has been employed
to obtain the knowledge of NP- {- BE- {-Adj. This should not be taken literally,
since for instance The sentence sounds interesting does not necessarily mean that

the sentence has actually been uttered or heard.
In Polish, whenever a corresponding intransitive verb of the senses is
available .(i.e. pachnie, wygictdad, brzmied) English sentences are rendered as

sentences of the structure .NP-I-V+Adverb, for instance:
Pol. Role pachnq slodko.
Wyglqdasz pitknie.
Panskie pytanie brzmi interesujqco.

Those adverbs are probably those manner adverbials which can be traced
back to descriptive adjectives in a derivation (cf. Thomas 1965: 169 and 174).
Otherwise, when no equivalent intransitive verb of the senses is available,
1° Feel and look of this group are different from feel and look of Groups /II and IV
respectively.
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equivalent Polish sentences have the surface structure NP+BE+Adj+w-4-X,
for instance:

Pol. Jedwah jest glaclhi w dotvku.
Cukier jest siodki 1% smaku.

NS must be treated as Nouns generated front corresponding transitive
verbs of the senses.
Ending our discussion of sentences of Groups Iii. IV. and V. we must again.
point Out that the presence of adjectives in all these sentences is obligatory..
In the remaining Groups VriiTtErVII, the presence of adjectives is optional.

Group VI

Type: Eng. He came (home) sick.
Pol. (On) wroeil chory,

Structure:
(and)

NPi+BE+Adj

Description:

(1) The same NP appears as subjects of these two clauses.
(:2) Both clauses have the same temporal conditions.
(3) The same verb appears in the VERB clause as in the surface structure
of the sentence: it can be practically any verb of action or state.
In order to account for the surface structure of the sentence, one of the two
identical NPs is deleted and the remaining NP becomes the surface structure
of the sentence. And` function that can be played by BE is taken over by the V.
Therefore, we . get:

BE

V

Adj

He

came (home)

sick

(On)

wrocil

chory.

Such sentences differ greatly from BE sentences in that apart from informing that NP+BE+Adj, they also supply information as to what NP is doing or

what is happening to NP.
In Polish, some sentences of this type are rendered by sentences with adjectives only:

Eng. He came (home) sick.
Pol. (On) wrOcil (do domu) chory.

some by sentences with either adjectives or adverbs:
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Eng: He sat motionless.
Pol. (On) siedzial niernehomyjnieruchomo (or even bez malt);

and some by sentences with adverbs only:
Eng. She died young.
Pol. (Ona) umarla inlodo.
[t seems that any adverb appearing here may be traced back to a descriptive adjective in a derivation1t.

Group VII

Structure:

Type:

Eng. The fire has burnt low.
She will grow up pretty.
(no Polish adjectival sentence of this strucPol.
ture in t his group)

.

NP, -+ V

(so that) NP,+BECOME+Adj

Description:
(1)
(2)

The same. NI' appears as subjects of these two clauses.
The time factor is important here: the VERB clause action begins at a.

moment earlier than that at which NP+BECOME+Adj. Thus, the VERB
clauses are "causative" in that such sentences mean as much as: NP+BECOME+Adj+by+V-ing, for instance The fire has become low by burtiinif
(cf. Jespersen 1927: 388).
(3) The same verb appears in the VERB clause as in the surface structure

of the sentence. It is one of the limited number of verbs naming processes
capable of producing changes in ATTRIBUTE of the subject., for instance
but she is not pretty now, she is plain.
She will grow up :pretty
In order to account for the surface structure of such sentences, one of the
identical NPs is deleted and the remaining NP becomes the surface subject
of the sentence. Any function that can be played.by BECOME is taken over
by the V. Therefore, we get:
BEC tl ME

Adj

pretty

She will grow

" R. Grzegorczykowa (1970 : 211) distinguishes two kinds of the so-called przydawka predykatywna (predicative attribute) and claims that whenever this predicative
attribute modifies both the subject and the verb, it can also appear as an adverb (mieszka
bezpietZny
mieszka bezpiecznie), but cc-hen it modifies the subject only, it can never
appear as an adverb (wrOcil
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In Polish, such sentences are usually translated as sentences of the surface

structure NP+V(=BECOME+Adj) +Pr. Participle (of the V equivalent
to the Eng. V), for instance:
Eng. The fire has burnt low.
Pol. Ogien obniiyi sicizmniejszyl sie plonqc.
But there are cases in which a Polish adjectival equivalent of the English
adjective appears in the translation, namely when the Polish adjective is one of
the constituents of an NP occupying the corresponding position in the Polish
sentence, as Adjective alone does in the English sentence, for instance:

Eng. She will grow up pretty.
Pol. /Ona/ wyroFinie na ladnEt dziewczync.

3. Concluding remarks
Among English and Polish sentences of the structure NP-I-V-I-Adj, where
V OBE, two Major groups of sentences can be distinguished on the basis of these

sentences being analysed either as one- or two-predicate sentences.
The one-predicate sentences can in turn be analysed in terms of the relationship between the sentences themselves and some contextual point of reference. On the other hand the two-predicate sentences can be analysed in
terms of the way in which the two embedded clauses are related.
Altogether, seven different types of sentences have been distinguished.
Sentences of Group V and Group VI appear only in English. The remaining
five sentence types appear in both languages, although equivalents must some-

times be looked for among other constructions different from the V-I-Adj
pattern. Since these equivalents are to be found among adverbs and verbs as
well (and perhaps also among nouns), it seems that the feature ATTRIBUTE
must be considered not as an inherent feature of adjectives only, but of those
other parts of speech as well.
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SYNTACTIC AMBIGUITY AND THE TEACHING OF WRITTEN
ENGLISH TO ADVANCED POLISH LEARNERS
ELiBIBTA MUSRAT-TABAROWSRA
The Jagdlanian University of Cracow

Beading maketh a full man, conference a ready
man, and writing an exact man.
(Francis Bacon)

I. STATING THE PROBLEM

1. Definition and approach. The term 'ambiguity' with reference to natural languages can be generally defined as the property of sentences that they
may be interpreted in more than one way and that insufficient clues are available for the intended or the optimal interpretation' (Kooij 1971: 1). The two
parts of this definition clearly correspond to the two aspects of the problem:
ambiguity in a natural language can be considered either an inherent property
of the system or a shortcoming of language users. Taken in this first sense,
ambiguity occupies a legitimate position in theoretical considerations concerning linguistic description. For example, it has become the subject of ample discussion, providing an argument for the superiority of transformational approach over Phrase Structure Grammars: certain types of ambiguous sentences
whose interpretation shows that the principle of linear constituent-structure
is inadequate as a means of linguistic description, are adequately explained
in the framework of TG. Such a theoretical approach, i.e. the consideration of
ambiguity in respect of its consequences for a linguistic description, involves
several methodological assumptions. Thus, communicative (or pragmatic)
aspects, such as, fur instance, the effects of ambiguity on the recipients or the
sender's intentions are left out of consideration and the context, if considered,
is usually restricted to what is at present moment generally taken to be the maxi24 Papers end. Studies v. It
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mum unit of linguistic description, i.e. the sentence (irrespective of which of the
many definitions of this concept a given author might wish to accept). Consequently, what is considered is potential ambiguity, and the purpose of the investigation is toindicate the conditions under which a sentence is potentially
ambiguous insofar as its grammatical structure is involved' (Kooij 1971: 115).
The obvious validity of such an approach for the development of linguistic

investigation can hardly be questioned. Yet it proves at a closer inspection
that ambiguity is such a pervasive characteristic of natural languages tlu
there is no way in which words can be selected and constructed into
tomes that will automatically assure a single unambiguous meaning' (Gleason
1965: 461). On the other hand, however, in most cases certain features of the
linguistic and extralinguistic context of a Sentence (some of them already subjects of investigation, others as yet completely unknown) make one meaning
prevail so decidedly over others that the ambiguity is practically resolved
and successful communication ensured. Therefore, though it is an inherent
property of a natural language, ambiguity should not be valued too highly as
an actual obstacle in . the communication process.
But still, everyday contact with language, especially in the written medium
(we shall discuss this point at some length further in this paper), provides at
least some evidence that the consequence of various types of ambiguity for
successful conninmication is not an altogether negligible question. Moreover,
ambiguity is not always necessarily regarded as a deficiency of language use.
A recognized artistic device, one of the basic tools of a true poet, it is believed
to enrich the text and its possible interpretations. Simultaneous presence of
alternative meanings in an utterance is the chief source of paranomasia one
of the resources of creative writing. This type of ambiguity differs from potential ambiguity discussed above it is actually effective in a given message, either
in positive or non-positive sense. Here, investigation will clearly require a different method. Pragmatics being the chief concern, one would only consider those
cases in which features of the context actually fail to provide' adequate clues
for a univocal interpretation. In consequence, the investigation of the context
(broad or narrow, as the need might be) would provide most crucial information
and the supra-sentence level will necessarily become the natural level of analysis. Even though the linguistic unit to which the discussion of a given ease
will be ultimatlely reduced might prove to constitute a single sentence, dis-

eom.se analysis will serve to single this unit out. As opposed to the case of
theoretical approach, the purpose of investigation will be to find out the function of ambiguity in the process of language communication, i.e. to answer
the question whether a sentence that is potentially ambiguous does or does
not actually have a multiple meaning for a language user in a given context.
Thus it becomes a question of stylistics, in the sense that it 'concerns all these
relations among linguistic entities which are statable, or may be statablc, in
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terms of wider spans than those which fall within the units of the sentence
(Hill 1958: 406).
Such a practical approach implies going back to old considerations of ambiguity in a pragmatic context, either as u source of fallacious reasoning in logic
or as a fault of rhetoric (for a detailed discussion, see Kooij 1971: 1ff), or else --

in the positive sense
as a characteristic of a true literary achievement.
In the non-positive sense (`insufficient clues that are available for the intended
or the optimal interpretation', to quote again the second part of our definition)
it will be also the approach of a language teacher.
Before we develop this point any farther, however, it might be useful to
consider the possible ways in which ambiguity in a natural language is manifested.

2. Types of ambiguity in natural languages. From the linguistic point of
view, ambiguity is traditionally divided into two types: lexical and grammatical. Lexical ambiguity (which most writers carefully restrict to that
present within what is actually said, as different from what is only implied
by the sender or the recipient of the message) concerns these cases in which a
syntactically unambiguous sentence becomes semantically ambiguous, due

to the presence in it of at least one lexical item which has more than one
sense, cf.

He enjoys wearing a light suit in the summer (Quoted in Katz, Postal,
1964: 15).

This last concept has been causing serious trouble, since preserving a
precise distinction between homonymy and polysemy on the one hand and
a rule-rather than a: exception in natural lanmere vagueness or generality
on the other, proved extremely difficult. Also, more than with other
guages
types of ambiguity, finding reasons for the impossibility of unanimous interpretation in such cases seems to belong to the domain of philosophical rather
than purely linguistic investigation. Possible explanations would be of intersemiotic nature, more directly concerning the problem of substantive
versals, and they might suffer rather than gain frOm any attempts to reduce the

problem down to the scope of a chosen single language or to a contrastive
analysis of a pair of languages only
It is for such reasons that lexical ambiguity has not been amply discussed
in theoretical works on the subject and that authors of language textbooks
do not consider it a significant teaching problem.
To grammatiqal ambiguity, on the other hand, both theoreticians of language and applied linguists have paid much more attention. Structuralists
considered it to be chiefly the result of difference of constituent structure (cf.
the classical example 'Old men and women'); after the concept of a non-linear
constituent-structure has been developed, also the consequence of multiple
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distributional classification of elements for grammatical ambiguity were recognized (cf., also classical They can fish' Lyons 1969: 212). The development
of Generative Transformational Grammars accounts for the explanation of
grammatical ambiguity as a possible result of transformational derivation of a
given surface structure (cf. another classic, `Flying planes can be dangerous').
Further in this paper, I use the term syntactic ambiguity, as all types of grammatical ambiguity are a property of syntax. A more detailed discussion of these,

as well as of the problem of interrelations between syntactic ambiguity and
semantics, will be presented in further sections of this paper.
Most of the theoretical discussions of syntactic ambiguity have so far
served the purposes of linguistic description, and as such they concerned the
theory of linguistic competence rather than performance. Chornsky, for example, did not/ seem to, c..onsider any possibility of its practical significance for
language users: In bringing to consciousness the triple ambiguity... we present no new information to the hearer and teach him nothing new about his
language but simply arrange matters in such a way that his linguistic intuition,
previously observed, becomes evident to him' (Chomsky 1965: 22). In discuss-

ing cases of ambiguity, the type/token differentiation (i.e. abstraction from
unique cases of language use) is usually carefully observed and though the
fact that many ambiguities go unnoticed is generally recognized the main
factor of disambiguation is considered to be the linguistic context.
This position seems no longer tenable when it comes to the consideration
of any linguistic phenomenon in the context of communication process (one
of such considerations being clearly the foreign-language teaching situation).
The recognition of this is found even in some of those works which are otherwise mainly theory-orientated. In this respect, Lyons' claim that sentences that
are grammatically ambiguous can be semantically non-ambiguous, chiefly
for pragmatic reasons, is of great importance (Lyons 1969: 214).
Recognition of the function of prosodic features in disambiguation of sentences can be considered another step on the way towards bridging the gap
between the theory of language and the theory of language use, or in Chorrtcompetence and performance. A. Hill's 'phonological
sky's classical terms
syntax' (1958), a detailed analysis of linguistic structures of American English,
provides numerous examples of disambiguation by means* of prosody: Like

other writers, Hill admits that signals present in the sound system (such as
pitch or junctures) are imperfectly represented in writing by punctuation
marks. The obvious consequence is that ambiguity is more frequent in the writ-

ten medium than in speech, the phenomenon that is due also to some wellknown factors that are traditionally enumerated as differences between spoken
and written language (for a discussion, see, e.g. Rainsbury 1967). Thus, any
pragmatically-orientated discussion of syntactic ambiguity should carefully

observe the differentiation between the written and spoken medium.
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Before we discusS:' the problem. of syntactic ambiguity in the context of
foreign-language teaching, a short summary-of the assumptions so far accepted may help to clarify mu. position. Thus ambiguity, an inherent property of
any natural language, can be manifested, roughly, as multiplicity of meanings
of single words or larger structures. It is the second type which is more naturally

dealt with inside the fameliFork of linguistic sciences, Further, linguistic
ambiguity can be defined in terms of either language theory or language use.
The consequence of this duality is the double possibility of approach, illustrat-

ed by means of the following diagram:
1. Purpose of investigation

2. Relation to context and
situation
3. Level of analysis

4. Level of linguistic representation of data

Theoretical approach
Contribution towards the
theory of language
type-approach
sentence
phonological

Practical approach
Contribution towards the

theory of language use
token-approach
supra- sentence
phonological and/or
graphic

-3. Syntactic ambiguity, contrastive analysis and the language teacher.
The assumptions stated on the right side of the above table are more readily
required in the context of foreign-language teaching. Further, it seems possible
the investigation of
as in the case of other linguistic phenomena
that
syntactic ambiguity could gain form a contrastive approach, though it is a
common agreement that its first concern should be theoretical rather than
pedagogical implications. Grammars are expected to provide formal explanations of idealized competenees, i.e. 'each grammar represents a model of speaker
and hearer of the language it seeks to explain' and an analysis of such idealized

competences must 7onstitute 'the very foundation of all applied studies in
language teaching' (Di Pietro 1971: 21). However, there is as yet no grammatical

description that would fulfil all requirements cited in the literature on TG
(i.e. completeness, accuracy, expliciteness and simplicity). While there have
been some attempts at postulating larger units of discourse, it is still the sentence which remains the maximum workable unit. Linguistics has begun to
describe the sentence generating rules of languages but has not yet told us much
about context or the structure of the entire speech act. All this does not mean,

however, that the applied linguist can well afford to wait till theoretical investigation provides the complete background for the development of a performance theory.
There seems to be no reason why the present findings of linguistic theory
could not be used to work out some principles of practical application. Investigation directed towards such an end could provide both the necessary
confirmation of the theory.and some valuable insights that might promote its
further development.
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The starting point must be the assumption, now generally accepted, that
the main purpose of language is communication. Consequently the purpose
of all foreign-language teaching must be considered communication in the
language taught, irrespective of the particular language skill that happens to be
the focus of instruction. Among these skills, the skill of writing has perhaps
been the subject of most heated discussion, as far as its place in instructional
programs is concerned. The moot point of traditional (grammar-translation)
method, in audiolingual teaching which emphasized the ability of understand-

ing and producing utterances, it was left till the more advanced levels of
teaching or was altogether underrated. As a result, some of these programs were

duly criticized in their lack of concern to produce literate students of foreign
languages who hold their own in reading or writing scientific or literary prose'
(Di Pietro 1971: 165). Any full' language course must state among its objectives that the students acquire some, however restricted, competence in the writ-

ten medium of the lauguage,taught; some immediate consequences, relevant
for the present discussion, can be summarized as follows:
1. the ability to recognize and appreciate variations of style, such as are
involved in writing with an implicit purpose' (i.e. literature) must be developed,

2. the ability to write with an explicit purpose' (i.e. expository prose)
must be taught.
In such a context, the relevance of the problem of syntactic ambiguity for
teaching language becomes immediately apparent. Expository prose is in
fact the only kind of writing used for university purposes, its goal being report,
explanation and evaluation of facts. In this type of writing the basic requirement on the form, as different from contents, is that it is understood not in the
process of laborious study but through simple reading. Even though in spite
of ambiguity the correct interpretation in most cases ultimately proves possible, the reader becomes painfully aware of the writer's incompetence.
While lexical ambiguity is Seemingly less relevant, ambiguity as a property
of syntax will be legitiinately viewed as a teching problem of par excellence
linguistic nature. Syntactic relationships being clearly meaningful, inadeqate
competence in manipulating linguistic elements or lack of awareness of potential meaning of linguistic structures can significantly lessen the effectiveness
of communication. Mastery of written language is an important matter and we
need to know much more about how to teach it than we do now. But, in order

to be able to clue the disease, one must first investigate the symptoms.
In respect to ambiguity, learners' receptive competence' is usually larger
than 'productive competence' (for further discussion of this distinction, see
Di Pietro 1971: 20): ambiguity may exist only for the recipient of the message,

since the person who formulated it presumably knew which of the possible
meanings he intended to convey. Thus, though grammatically correct, a text
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will be considered stylistically erroneous and the need for remedial procedures
will become apparent. Yet, though similar to error analysis, investigation will
not in general involve analysing sentences which are ungrammatical. As syntactic ambiguity is shown to belong among the problems of stylistic rather than
among those of grammaticality, the concept of acceptability will often. prove

more useful. These distintions will become clear after the sample analysis
has been presented; at this point we would like to state the hypothesis that the
reasons for acual syntactic ambiguity in written English of Polish students
might be much the same as those for standard linguistic errors: interference
and overgeneralization and such factors as memory retention or type of
instruction. Therefore, it seems profitable to carry the analysis within the
frammork of a contrastive study. Such an analysis, apart from its possible
predictive values, can provide hypothetical explanation of three kinds:
1. syntactic ambiguity can prove to be due to interference: disambiguating
factors that,exist in Polish might be shown to be absent from English. Transfer
from Polish to English can result-in ambiguity. Teaching stylistics will use such

contrasts as its starting point,
the
2. syntactic ambiguity in Polish and English can prove to occur
same level of derivational history of an utterance. With languages a,similar
as Polish and English this can often be the case: contrasting relevant linguistic
structure?will provide an index of features which are actually shared. Even so,
contrastive analysis will still prove instructive: clarity of style will in such cases
be taught as it is taught to native speakers (in native-language teaching syntactic ambiguity; in expository prose is classified as an error of style and remedial
procedures involve. sets of normative rules, cf., e.g., Saloni 1971, ch. V),
3. the reason for syntactic ambiguity can prove to be a combination of the
two factors listed above: some features accounting for ambiguity of. a given
utterance will be due to transfer, others will be a shared property of the two
systems. Discrimination between the two will be of obvious value for the foreign-language teacher.

AN INTRODUCTION TO SAMPLE ANALYSIS

As a verification of the validity of the approach postulated above for the
.investigation of syntactic ambiguity in written English of advanced Polish
learners, I would like to present an informal analysis of an example which
seems illustrative of the principles suggested. The following extract comes.
from a composition produced by a first year university student of English
(i.e. after four years of learning the language):
(As George walked out of the school one early evening, he met his cousin
Henry from Manchester.) Mlle, was very surprised to see him, because
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he, thought he, was in Wales and in his, last letter he, had not written
about his, journey to London.
The remaining part of the text is irrelevant for the present discussion. I propose that the analysis concentrate on the sentence P. It is postulated that its
surface realization can be reduced to the following seven sentences (the PRO
forms correspond to consecutive occurrences of the [+Pron] forms in I. The

integers in I. correspond to these in I.1 - 1.7):
I.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

SOMETHING
SOMEBODY,
SOMEBODY,
SOMEBODY,
SOMEBODY,
SOMEBODY,
SOMEBODY,

(+S=I.2) surprised SOMEBODY]. very much
saw SOMEBODY,

thought SOMETHING (+S=I.4)
was in Wales
wrote a letter
wrote SOMETHING (+S=1.7)
planned a journey to London2

In view of multiple pronominalization3, I. is syntactically many ways ambiguous. Yet, in the context of the previous sentence (quoted in brackets), it can
be partially disambiguated, clue to the information provided by syntactic and
semantic projection rules of English. Thus, though all [+Pron] forms in I.
`comprise features like [+Animate, +Human, +Male and so on] but lack full
semantic specification underlying Nouns' (Di Pietro 1971: 97), SOMEBODY,
in 1.1 and 1.2 is identical with George through ea semantic feature specification

of the name element' (Di Pietro 1971: 97), being anaphoric to the referent
mentioned in the,bracketed sentence (cf. Gleason 1968: 57). This we get

I.la SOMETHING (+S=L.2) surprised George very much
I.2a George saw SOMEBODY,
SOMEBODY, in I.2a is not identical with George, as sameness of reference would

require reflexivization of the second NP:

I.2b * George saw George (if NP,=NP,)
I.2c George saw himself (if NP,=NP,)
1 For the sake of the present discussion, I follow the working definition of sentence
quotecl in Kooij (1971 : 5): 'any sequence of linguistic elements to which at least one gram-

matical structure can be assigned and which has at least one meaning'.
2 The ambiguity inherent in the expressions 'his letter' and 'his journey' is resolved
by the context. The Genitive Determiner his is considered by the present author to be
derived by pronominalizing the sentences 'Henry wrote a letter' and 'Henry planned a
journey', with subsequent nominalization. (cf. Thomas 1965: 199). Though different
from some analyses of genitival constructions (cf., o.g. Nagucka 1971), such an explanation seems more in accordance with the data discussed.
3 In view of earlier assumptions, (Cf. Note 2), the categorial distinction between
pronouns and genitives is not observed in the following discussion.
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Hence, SOMEBODY, in .1.2a must be identified as the second participant in the

discourse (for definitions of terms, see Gleason 1968), i.e., Henry:

I.2d George saw Henry
SOMEBODY, in 1.3 is specified as George, as the rules of semantic projection
exclude other possibilities, permitted by syntax. Various operations transform

1.1a, I.2d and 1.3 into
1.8 (George saw Henry) surprised George very much because George
thought SOMETHING,
cf.

I.8a *(George saw Henry) surprised George very much because Henry
thought SOMETHING'
Similar rules require sameness of reference of SOMEBODY, in 1.5 and SOME-

BODY, in 1.6, as
1.9 In Henry's last letter Henry had not written SOMETHING
is grammatical, while

I.9a * In Henry's last letter George had not written SOMETHING
is not. Yet, apart form 'common sense' which 'might cover any combination
of linguistic and non-linguistic clues' (Gleason 1968: 57), no grammatical
rules prevent the interpretation
I.9b In George's last letter George had not written SOMETHING
Semantic specification of SOMEBODY, in 1.4 and SOMEBODY, in 1.7
cannot be settled either: though improbable, the embedding of 1.4 in 1.3
I.10 George thought George was in Wales
is still grammatical, cf., eg.:

George was surprised to see himself still there as he thought he was in Wales
Similarly, semantic specification of the result of embedding 1.7 in I.
can produce
I.11a Henry had not written about George's journey to London
I.11b George had not written about Henry's journey to London
I.11e Henry had not written about Henry's journey to London
I.11d George had not written about George's journey to London,

which are all grammatical.
Thus, grammatical rules permit the following interpretations of I:
Ia George, was very siuprised to see Henry, because George, thought.
4 For simplicity, I ignore the character of semantic features of verbs surprise and
think that account for sameness of NP's in I.B.
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Henry
1George4

was in Wales and in (Henry's

1George's,

not written about (Henry's

1George's,

I

last letter (Henry

1George,3

had

journey to London,

with NP5=NP,.
In consequence, I. is theoretically 8 ways ambiguous and some
still unspecfeatures of the context, as well as the reader's 'common sense', are the
only disambiguating factors. However, though finally successful, this disambiguation is a tiresome process, and
in spite of its grammaticalness
I.
is considered unacceptable. Accordingly, it will be classified as a case of an
error of style which calls for remedial procedures. It is the conviction of the
present author that in cases like I. contrastive analysis might provide some
insights that will prove helpful at finding solutions more instructive that the
traditional normative rules of the type 'don't use too many pronouns in one
sentence'.
ified

To illustrate this point, let us consider the Polish equivalent of I. A congruent translation will give the following result:
II. * On1 byl bardzo zdziwiony gdy only go, zobaczyl", poniewai on, sadzil,

ie on jest w Wa lii, a w swoim, ostatnim ligeie on nie pisal o swojej,

podrOiy do Londynu.
II. is clearly ungrammatical, as transformational rules in Polish require
that anaphoric pronouns in subject position preceding finite verb forms are
deletedin the surface realization. The zero anaphora (for further explanation
of this term, see Gleason 1968) in such cases may be explained by the fact that
the [-}-Verb] forms comprise the same features ([-}-Animate, +Human, +Male,
+HI etc.]) as those comprised in anaphoric pronouns, making the surface
realization of the latter over-redundant".
Thus we get
III. Byl bardzo zdziwiony gdy go zobaczyl, poniewnZ sadzil, ie jest w Walii,
a w swoim ostatniin liAcie nie pisal o swojej podroiy do Londynu

The constituent sentences that comprise III. correspond (i.e. are equivalent)
to I.1 - 1.7 above (a possible confirmation of tacitly postulated identity of deep

structures of I, and III.). We list them below for the purpose of further ref-

erence:

,

M.1 CO g (+8=I11.2) bardzo zdziwilo KOG081
M.2 KT081 zobaczyl KOG082
5 The departure from congruence at this point is not considered immediately relevant
for the presont discussion.
For an illuminating and detailed discussion on pronominal subjects, see Pisarkowa 1969, ch. II.
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111:3 Krro8, sadzil COS (+S=III.4)
111.4 KT084 jest w Walii
111.5 KTOS, napisal list

III. i Krro 8n pisal CO
111.7 KTOS7 planowal podraZ do Londynu7

As syntactic and semantic projection rules of Polish provide the reader with
information equivalent to that provided by rules that had generated I., we get
the following interpretations 8:
111.1a CO 8 (+S=---M.2) bardzo zdziwilo Jerzego (cf. 1.1a)

M.2a Jerzy zobaczyl KOGOS, (cf. I.2a)
III.2b *Jerzy zobaczyl Jerzego (If

, cf. I.2b)
IU.2c Jerzy zobaczyl sic (If N131 -=-NP2, of. I.2c)
111.2d Jerzy zobaczyl Henryka (cf. I.2d)
111.8 (Jerzy zobaczyl Henryka) bardzo zdziwilo Jerzego, poniewai Jerzy
sadzil CO8 (cf. 1.8)

II1.8a * (Jerzy zobaczyl Henryka) bardzo zdziwilo Jerzego, poniewaz
Henryk sqdzil COS (cf. I.8a)
III.9 W ostatnim liscie Henryka Henryk nie pisal CZEGO8 (of. 111.9)
III.9a *W ostatnim liScie Henryka Jerzy nie pisal CZEGO8 (cf. III.9a)
While 111.9 is grammatical and III.9a is not, like in English, no rules (apart
from 'common sense') prevent the interpretation
III.9a W ostatnim liAcie Jerzego Jerzy nie pisal CZEGO8 (cf. I. 9b)
Semantic specification of Krro84 in 111.4 cannot be settled either. Though
somewhat improbable
I11.10 Jerzy st-idzil, ie Jerzy jest w Wa lii (cf. I.10)
is still grammatical, cf., e.g.:
Jerzy byl bardzo zdziwiony, gdy ujrzal sic jeszcze w Londynie,
poniewaZ mys7al, ie jest jwi w Walii
Contrary to English, however, transformational rules of Polish require that
semantic specification of KVA, in 111.7 is realized unambiguously in relation

to the author of the letter. Thus the interpretations
Hilla Henry': nie pisal o podrOZY Jerzego do Londynu (of. I.11a)
III.11b Jerzy nie pisal o podroZy Henryka do Londynu (cf. I.11b)
are ruled out, as non-identity of reference would require the demonstrative
pronoun [-F-Male. +sing. -1-III+Gen] OM in surface realization:
Cf. Notes 2. and 3. above.
To avoid repetition, We only list components of III., equivalent and congruent to
the constituent sentences of I.
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MTh Illen/31
1Jerzy

nic pisal o jego podroZy do Londynu°

Sameness of reference requires the possesive pronoun swop°. Thus the only

possible interpretations of the auace realization of III.11 are:
III.11d Henryk nie pisal o podroZy Hemka do Londynu (cf. I.11c)
III.11e Jerzy nie pisal o pOdroZy Jerzego do Londynu (cf. I,11d)
In consequence, grammatical rules of Polish permit the following interpretations of

Ina Jerzy, byl bardzo zdziwiony, gdy Jerzy,a zobaczyl Henrykaa, potHenryk}
niewaZ Jerzya sqdzil, ie
jest w Walii, a w ostatnim
Jerzy
{Henrykal fHenryk
tHenryka
e pisal o podroiy
do
Jerzego fa 'Jerzy
Jerzego
Londynu,

with NP5=NPG=NP7. Consequently. III,
even if only theoretically
is
four ways ambiguous. The disambiguating factors operate on the same principles as those discussed above in relation to I. Though simpler, the process
of disambiguation is still quite complicated and the sentence is felt to be

stylistically 'muddled'. It must be remembered, however, that III. is au
equivalent of I. which is unacceptable in English. In my search for an explanation of multiple syntactic ambiguity of I. I carried out the following
experiment. I. was given to a group of 20 Polish advanced students of English
(after seven years of learning) who were not previously acquainted with the
original message, intended in I. The students were asked to translate the text

into Polish, attempting both at a congruent rendering of the text and at
exactness of expression. Out of the 20, only 2 produced versions congruent
to n-f.ii In the remaining 18 cases, syntactic ambiguity of reference of unspecified proform in III. 4 was resolved by introducing an additional element
in surface structure. The following renderings were attested:
M.b Byl bardzo zdziwiony, gdy go zobaczyl, poniewaZ sidzil Ze

a jest on
b ten jest
c kuzyn jest w Walii, a w swoim ostatnim liAcie nie pisal
d Henry jest
o swojcj podro±y do Londynu.
' For the sake of simplicity, I ignore the rules of agreement.
" For a discussion, see Pisarkowa, 1969, ch. V, also pp. 143ff.

" Lack of total identity was caused by irrelevant stylistic differentiation between
synonyms, e.g., myalat v. stFizil.
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4 times),

other elements (i.e. repetition of name or its contextual synonyms), respectively, 2 and 4 times each. It may be postulated that the form most frequently attested, i.e. probably most natural for the respondents, appeared
as a restriction on anaphora deletion in case of non-identical NP's. Thus
III.10a Jerzy sadzil, ie Henryk jest w Walii
undergoes pronominalization to produce

III.10b On sadzil, ie on jest w Walii.
The rule of anaphora deletion deletes the first pronoun to produce
III.10c Sadzil, ie on jest w Walii.
The second anaphora is retained in surface structure to serve as the disambiguating factor.12 As this is its only function, it is permuted to the post-Predicate
position:
III.10d. Sadzil, ie jest on w Walii.
Z. Klemensiewicz gives the following explanation for this transformation in
Polish: `Jeieli mianowicie podmiot jest wyraiony zaimkiem osobowym ja, ty,
my, wy lub wskazujacym on itd.,' to, a nie ma na sobie wyrainego przycisku
trekiowego, zajmuje miejsce po orzeczeniu. Jest to zrozumiale, poniewa2

orientacje co do podmiotu daje pod wzgledem formalnym osobowa forma
czasownika, pod wzgledem faktYczny,m sytuacja towarzyszaca wypowiedzeniu.' (Klemensiewicz 1969: 224).

Thus, the only actual syntactic ambiguity in Mb is that involved in
establishing which of the two participants had written the letter, without
mentioning his plans to visit London. However, it was immediately resolved
by another group of respondents (20 native speakers of Polish, selected at
random) who, given IIIb (hi the context of the preceding sentence) judged
it to be 'correct' 13. If we consider the fact that I. was classified as unacceptable
(by a group of 5 native speakers and 20 Polish students), we can postulate
the hypothesis that the crucial difference may involve the disambiguating
factors, present in Mb and absent from I. These comprise:
1. All operations that transform III.10a into III10.d and result in retaining the second anaphora (with the shift of older),
2. Selection of interpretations III. 1 ld and 'Mlle (cf. p. 16 above) with
subsequent selection of lexical items in pronominalization.
Their absence in English is due to, respectively:
1. The general requirement of surface realization on anaphoric pronouns,
2. Lexical neutralization in surface realization:
13 Cf. the example `vie, ie on cierpi' in Pisarkowa (1969: 96), with the comment that
`tosamogo osoby wyklucza zwi&szenie wyrazistogci znaku od postaci zerowej do zaimkowej' (97).
13 Some respondents suggested minor changes in wording, irrelevant in view of our
chief interest.
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I. 1 la - I. 1 ld are all realized as
{Henry
I.11
had not written about his journey to London,
George

with the [+Pron] form copying the nonspecific features of either
George or Henry (i.e. [+Human, +Male, +sing. +III etc.]), while
in Polish
a. III.11a and III.11b are realized as
III.11

tHemyll
Jerzy

Me pisal o jego podroZy do Londynu,

with the [+Pron] form copying the nonspecific features of Jerzy
(in III.11a) or Henryk (in ULM) (i.e. [ +Human, +Male, +sing.

+III etc.),
b. III.11d and III.11e are realized as
Henryk
nie pisal o swojej podroky do Londynu,
Jerzy
with the [+Pron] form copying the nonspecific features of the Noun
which it determines (i.e. number, gender, case)."

III.11f

Apart from any attempt at formulization (taxonomic or operational) of
these rules, production of I. by a Polish learner can be hypothetically explained
as due to interlingual transfer: factors of syntactic disambiguation in Polish,
rendered by their English surface structure equivalents, simply do not work,

which the learner probably just does not realize.
Obviously, ample research is needed before such an assumption acquires
any general value, but the discussion presented above seems to justify the
.

following postulates:

1. syntactic ambiguity, as a possible source of stylistic errors, can be
considered a legitimate part of error analysis. It is classified as an error when
it becomes an obstacle in language communication, and as language communication involYes the supra-sentence level, it will often be manifested only
in the supra-sentence context. Therefore, analysis of syntactic ambiguity will
often imply the need for discourse analysis.
2. In foreign-language teaching, syntactic ambiguity as an eior of style
can be investigated in the context of error analysis in general, i.e. explanation can be looked for among phenomena which concern transfer and other
generally recognized factors. But a stylistic error is by definition different
from what is usually calldd linguistic errors'
it occurs in, sentences which
are unacceptable but not ungrammatical. Therefore, the analysis will concern
performance rather than competence and would use the actual surface struc14 Any attempt at formulizing this rule would largely exceed the scope of the
present discussion.
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tune as the starting point for investigation. As shown in the above sample,
a theory of language (`grammar') will be found the necessary preliminary for
explanation, but the 'level of delicacy', to use M. A. K. Halliday's term, will
be dictated by practical needs. In other words, theoretical investigation would
reach as 'deep' as actually required in a particular case. It is perphaps for
this reason that contrastive analysis, aimed at providing pedagogical implications for language -teaching, finds it difficult to establish universal procedures
to evaluate methods imposed by particular language theories.
3. In view of the necessity to ,colcsider the (linguistic) context in which a
syntactically ambiguous sentence operates, the analysis will be rather tokenthan type-orientated. Thus, in relation to I. above, the ambiguity is also due
to the coincidental neutralization of non-specific features: the participants in

the discourse analysed are both [+Human, +Male, +sing., +III etc.].
When rules of syntactic relationship of reference, or discourse coherence, are
taught, such coincidents dust be paid particular attention.
4. Discussions like the one presented above can supply both the linguist
and the teacher with some valuable insights concerning the two languages

that are being compared. For instance, in respect to I. contrastive analysis
shows that such intuitive feelings as that a higher extent of syntactic ambiguity in English, w en compared to Polish, is due to the reduced inflectional
system of the forme' xanguage, can often prove misleading or at least unsatisfactory. In view of\such hypotheses as the one presented above, it is
difficult to apply to foreigri-language teaching situations Chomsky's statement

that realization of ambiguity presents no information to the hearer and
teaches him nothing new about his language' (cf. p. 355 above). The learner
will'obviously gain from being shown the relevant contrast; moreover, teaching stylistics should _cover such phenomena as disambiguating factors in

English. To relate this to our sample text, it might be useful to quote the
correction of I., provided by a native speaker:
I.a He was very surprised to see Henry who, he thought, was in Wales
because in his last letter he had not written about coming to London
The disambiguation comprises the following factors15:
1. Restoring the semantically specified [+Noun
Pron] form (cf. I.2d),

2. Replacing the nominalization (cf. 1.3) with relativization, plus an
appositive inserted sentence,
3. Change of lexical elements, i.e. replacing the Noun journey with the
Action Nominal coming,
4. Deletion of Genitival Determiner (cf. 1.7) to imply sameness of reference.
It is realized that both formulization and generalization of the above rules

will require a great amount of thorough research; the only purpose of the
Is Listed informally.
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informal analysis as it was presented in this paper was to signal the problem
and to suggest some possible implications concerning the search for a solution,
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VERB INFLECTION IN POLISH AND ENGLISH
MAGDALENA JA.K.O.BCZYK
Attain

Univer.rity, Ponuni

1.1. Inflection is differently understood by various scholars, so to compare
the category in the two languages the author will adopt the following meaning: the role of inflection is to cumulate grammatical functions, e.g. in Polish
robi -1, "1" indicates tense, person. number and gender. According to Heinz
(1961) inflectional categories are regular and systematic sets, given apriori.
In English a verbal inflection has to cover one function, namely tense.
Thus we can say that an English verb consists of two constituents: STEM-{

TENSE AFFIX (cf. Stockwell 1965). A Polish one. however, consists of
more constituents, namely: STEM+TENSE+ASPECT+PERSON+NUMBER±(GENDER). These constituents are. to be more precise, functions to
be expressed either inflectionally or by other means, e.g. prefix denoting
Aspect.
POLISH VERB INFLECTION

2.1. If we chose present tense we have following inflections:
sg.

1.
2.
3.

pl.

-t, -in

-my

-sz

-cie

-e, -i. -a

-al

Their variety (in 3rd sg. for instance) depends on so-called conjugations which
are, in burn, based on distinction of the theme vowel in 2nd sg., e.g. pisz-e-sz,
mygl-i-sz, czyt-a-sz. Let us consider the fmictions performed by the endings:
25 Papers and Studies v. II
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ENDING

TENSE

present

c
sz
e

,
,.

my

,,

eie
4

r,

,

PERSON

NUMBER

1st
2nd
3rd
1st
2nd
3rd

sg

sg
so.
,

pl
p1

pl

They do not express either gender or aspect. We cannot predict or define
the aspect considering the ending only. If the aspect is perfective the verb
with present tense ending (formally present) has the function of future perfective. There is no present perfective in- Pap.
2.2. In the pat tense Polish verb has the following inflectional endings:
sg.
fern.
1.
2.
3.

-era
-eh

-0

-am
-as
-a

p1.

non-m.

11.

(-01n)
(-oh)
-o

-manly

-igeie
-i

-yhmy
-ygeie
-y

Few remarks should be made here:

a. theoretically existing separate forms for neuter gender in past tense
in 1st and 2nd sg are extremely rarely used and in literature only.
b. traditionally, in plural there are two genders only: masculine, taking
suffix in past tense and non-masculine taking -I- as a past tense suffix.
c. the endings are added to so-called past tense theme (as opposed to
present tense theme).
An inflectional verb ending of a verb in past tense then, expresses one
more function ;' namely gender.

2.3. In future tense there are no inflectional verb endings employed, since
it is- formed by means of the future tense of the verb TO BE (bye) and an
infinitive or past participle of a given verb. As I have already indicated there
may be functionally future perfective tense with formal characteristics
(inflectional endings) of present.

2.4. A very important feature of Polish verbs has not been mentioned yet,
there is consonant and vowel changes in different verb roots. Sometimes they
-waif be considered part of inflection. The first consonants in the pairs given
below occur in:the theme of 1st sg and 3rd pl. (present tense) and the second
in other persons:
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a.

CONSONANTAL .CHANGE (qualitative)

n -n, 1-1, r-rz, g-dz, i; k-c, cz,
b-b', p-p', m-m', w-w', f-f', d-di, t-e, s-4,
ch-sz, 4, h-i, k, g-k, g'.
wleczesz etc.
bicrzesz, wloke
e.g. nose = niesiesz, biore
VOCALIC (qualitative)
e-o, e-a, o-O,
jade, niosla
nose, jedziesz
e.g. niesiesz
b.

Dias', wzigla

ENGLISH VERB INFLECTION

3.1. The English verb system is complicated by the fact that the full
verbs have inflected forms which are constructed in part by stem changes.
"Regular verbs in English have their inflected forms which are constructed
exclusively by the addition of suffixes to a single stem which is the base form".
(Stockwell 1965: 124). In present tense, however, there is DO difference as to

regular and irregular verbs. Base form, unmarked by any suffix is used for
all persons and both numbers in present tense, except for 3rd sg. This genderhe, she, it) consists
marked form (used with pron6uns marked for gender
of a stem plus -s ending. The inflection -s cumulates three functions: person,
number and tense, whereas gender has to be marked by a pronoun. The base
form itself with its zero inflection may serve as non-past form and-it is only
the pronoun that cumulates the functions of denoting person and number
(not even always so, e.g. you).
3.2. In past tense the function of expressing tense is performed by -ed
suffix, added to base form of regular verbs:
1

2

3

verb stein ending

phonemic shape
gf suffix

example

/-t, -c1/

/-id/

voiceless consonant
others

/-t/
/-d/

-wanted
cooked

bathed

Past tense forms of irregular verbs are also marked inflectionally, although it

is different inflection, namely modification of the stem of base form. The
modifications may be of the following type:
a. VOWEL CHANGE ONLY:
lead
shoot

led

shot

25'
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b. CONSONANT CHANGE ONLY:
build
built
make
c.

made

VOWEL AND CONSONANT CHANGE:
sell

sold

bring

brought, etc.

3.3 The future tense is not marked inflectionally thus it will not be dealt
with in my work.
3.4. Summing up the first part we should note the following:
a. the category which is essential in Polish, namely the aspect, is not

important in English, thus we have:
English:
Polish:

Aux --)- t+mod
Aux .7->- mod+ asp +t

b. English verb-inflection expresses tense Only, except -s which also
marks the category of person and number.

c. Polish verb-inflection expresses simultaneously: tense, person,
number and in the past tense even gender.
d. in either language the future tense is expressed inflectionally.
4.1. The verb TO BE is the one that has retained most of its inflectional
forms and is to be treated separately. According to Stockwell (1965) there are
the following forms of the verb in English:
1)

Base

BE

la) Non-past 1st sg
lb) Non-past pl and 2nd sg
2,)
Gender marked

AM

ARE
IS

3rd sg IS requires the subject with gender clearly stated and it is the reason
for calling it gender marked. The above forms have their equivalents in
Polish, namely:
Base

1)

BYi

(BE)

Non-past 1st sg

la) JESTEM
lb) JESTER
2)
JEST

(AM)

NON-past 2nd sg

Gender marked

(ARE)
(IS)

The forms that do not occur in English as separate entities arc:

Non-past 1st pl
Non-past 2nd 1)l
Non-past _3rd pl
with suppletive stem.

3 ~1 ti

JESTERMY
JESTERCIE
SA
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4.2. Other forms given by Stockwell are:

3) a) Past sg
WAS
b) Past pl and 2nd sg WERE
4) Perfective participle
BEEN
5) Imperfective participle BEING
Polish forms 'roughly corresponding to them are:
3) a) BYL-EM, -AM
BYL-E8,

1st sg
2nd sg
3rd sg all corresponding

BYL-0, -A, -0
to English WAS.

b) BYLI8CIE, BYLY8CIE in plural, corresponding to,English WERE
4) (BYLY)

5) BEIM°, -Y, -A, -E.
4.3. There is no inflectional form of the verb in the future tense in English
whereas it does exist in Polish. Inflectional endings of the present tense are
added to imperfective participle stems,- giving:
1.

2.
3.

sg

pl

BEDS
BEDZIESZ
BEDZIE

BEDZIEMY
BEDZIECIE
BEDA

4.4. The most striking differences in both conjugations are:
a. inflectionally marked gender distinction in the Polish past tense: three
in singular (masculine, feminine, neuter) and two in plural (masculine and
non-masculine).
b. occurance of the inflectional future tense of the verb in Polish, whereas

it does not exist in English. Having considered the distinctions and similarities we can say that the conjugations of the verb TO BE are the most similar
ones in both languages although in case of English conjugation of the verb
some functions are performed by pronouns, not only inflectionally. This verb
may be of some significance in teaching either English or Polish more than
any other verb, once having accounted for gender distinction. Also the variety
of stems here resembles Polish one, making it thus more understandable to
English students.
5.1. English participles, as other verbal forms, consist of two constituents:
STEM + TENSE. If the tense is present the ending is -ING added to base
form (see-ing, work-ing), whereas in the past tense we find -ED or -EN end-
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ings with regular verbs or modification of the stern of the base form with
irregular ones (according to the pattern described in 3.2). It must be stressed,
however, that they never appear as MV alone. It is always the Aux symbol
that accounts for the appropriate form of BE together with the present participle and HAVE with the past participle:
VP > Aux +MY
Aux > Tn (Modal) (have-ken) (be-king)
(Thomas 1965: 149)
5.2. Polish contains a larger number of participles but I shall concentrate
on those similar to English ones.

The first participle to be discussed is the present active participle (e.g.
myjqcy). The endings are added to the present tense stem:
pl

sg

n

m

non-m

-ACE

-ACY

-ACE

fem

111

-40Y

-ACA

Similarly, as in English, it may function attributively or as a predicate with
present or past tense of BYO which is not very frequent. The participle itself
then, does not inform us as to the tense, person (even number, since -ACY
and -ACE forms are homonymes) and aspect. There is, however, no active
present participle in Polish which is perfective. Polish past participle is passive

and may be formed from both the perfective and imperfective verbs. The
nflectional endings are added to the past tense stein:inflectional
pl

sg

m
-TY

fem
-TA

n

IR

-TE

-CI

non-m
-TE

The participle may occur, as the previous one, 9ither attributively or predicatively with present, past or future of BYO (to be) or future or past of ZOSTAO
(become).

The above mentioned participles are not pure inflectional forms: most of
the grammatical functions are performed here by the inflections of auxiliaries
(in Polish) and auxiliaries plus pronouns in English.
0.1: Some conclusions arising from a comparison between the two systems
beconie obvious:
(1)
(2)

The only category marked inflectionally in both languages is tense
(present and past).
The :category which is obligatory in Polish (unlike English) is aspect
'but: not marked inflectionally.

3'7

Verb inflection in Polish and English
(3)
(4)
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The categories of person, number or gender, existing in deep structures of both languages are expressed inflectionally only in Polish.
The only inflectional ending expressing simultaneously: tense, person
and number in English is -S, which may be of some help in explaining Polish inflection to English students.
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TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF IMPERSONAL SENTENCES
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This paper is concerned with impersonal sentences; such sentences cause
a lot of confusion as it is difficult to say precisely what their nature is and
how they should be defined. Indeed, very few linguists use this term, but
describe these and other sentences in various other terms, for example, in
terms of subjectless sentences, generic pronouns, impersonal verbs, etc. What
follows is irk the first place an examination, of these different approaches with

the consideration of some of the objections to them. Then an attempt to
find additional criteria will be undertaken.
The range of sentences recognized as impersonal varies from one linguist
to another and different definitions even contradict one another. The same
4-true of.the. characteristics, number, and range of potential subgroups that
can be differentiated within the whole class of impersonal sentences. Thus,
Golab, Heinz and Polaiiski (1968: 90) seem to identify an impersonal sentence
with a subjectless one and describe it as:
A sentence the predicate of which is an in ,ersonal verb or an impersonal
form of a verb, for instance Nad miastem owitalo; Naletalo sic pa6pieszy6; Dyskutowano

do pOina w noc. An identical function to that of impersonal verbs and impersonal
forms of verbs can be fulfilled by expressions symbolizing states, and to a certain
extent by infinitives, e.g., .gal mi go bylo; Nie wida6 nikogo; Nie slycha6 niczego.
[translation mine 9,
1 The original is:
Zdanie, w ktorym w funkcji orzeczenia zostal uZyty czasownik bezosobowy lub
bezosobowa forma czasownika, np. Nad .miaetem iwitalo; Naleicdo sic papieszy6;
Dyskutowano do poina w noc. Identyczna funkcje jak czasownik bezosobowy wzgl.
bezosobowe formy czasownika mop pelnie powne wyraienia symbolizujace stany
i w pewnym zakresie bezokoliczniki, np. 2al mi go bylo; Nie wida6 nikogo; Nie slychao
niczego.

3 7ti
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where sentences such as "Chodzi do gimnazjurn (np. moj brat)" are not considered subjectless.
Further on (Gob lb, Heinz, and Polanski 1968: 80), an impersonal verb is
defined as one
functioning as a predicate and expressing tense, aspect, mood, etc., without
indicating a definite porson in the grammatical subject, as in Polish hwita, grzmi,
trzeba. In general Indo-European languages employ the third person sg. (neuter)
for such cases, although it is also possible to use other forms, such as MOtvici, ie
zima bcdzie ostra, and the like. In most cases impersonal verbs denote certain phenom-

ena of nature the ontological subject of which cannot be specified, for example,
dnieje, and such psychophysical states of the body that do not depend on our will,
such as Mdli mic, as well as moral states, like trzeba, nalay." [translation mine'].

The objections to this description are,two:
1. Both Chodzi do girnnazjum (np. mdj brat) and Mdli mit have equal rights

to be qualified as subjectless (or impersonal) as only the surface structures
of these sentences have been taken into account.
2. Psychophysical states of the body which are independent of will cannot
be employed as a criterion for they can be expressed both in subjectless
sentences and in sentences which have subjects, cf. Mdli mit and Rejent
pobladnee, where neither I, nor Rejent could help being sick or pale.
Szober (1953: 308) has used several different criteria to describe this kind
of sentences:
Subjectless sentences are used:
(1) With verbs denoting all kinds of phenomena of nature, such as: chmurzy,
blyska sic, grzmi, didiy, miy, marznie, taje, awita, dnieje, rozwidnia sic, zmierzcha
Bozwidnia sic
coraz bardziej.
(2) With verbs denoting various states of mind or body: boll, ktuje, pali, mdli,
swcdzi, e.g., TV ()mach mu sic omit°.
(3) With impersonal expressions consisting of the auxiliary verb: jest, byto, bcdzie,

sic, ciemni sic, and the like, e.g., Od =au do czasu blyskalo.

staje sic, robi sic, czyni sic, and a noun or a prepositional phrase, infinitive or
adverbial; the auxiliary jest usually being omitted, e.g., Poloneza cza8 zaczqd.
TV wielu miejseach male widad laki.
Nie do imiechu bylo heroinie naszej.
Bylo mi i smutno i milo.

Czasownik uzyty w funkcji predykatywnej (zob.
2 Bezosobowy czasownikPredykacja) z uwzglcdnieniem czasu ewent. aspektu, trybu itd., ale bez wyraicnia
okreAlonoj osoby podmiotu gramatycznego, np. poi. 3wila, grzmi, trzeba. W jczykach
typu ie. uZywa SIQ to w zasadzio 3 os. sg. (neutr.), ale moZliwo S11 to sekundarnie
rowniei inne formy, por. Mowict, ie zima bcdzie ostra itp. Znaczeniowo czasowniki

bezosobowe wyraiaj§ najczOciej pewne zjawiska natury, kt6rych podmiotu ontologicznego nie da sic sprecyzowae, np. dnieje, stony psychofizyczne naszego organizmu
niezaleino od naszej woli, np. mdli mig, oraz og6Ine stony moraine, np. trzeba, naleiy.
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(4) With any verb, provided that no subject is expressed by means of a separate

word or a personal ending, o.g., Dzie nam szlachectwa przeczcl. [translation mine 3].

In this analysis, however, criteria (1) and (2) belong to semantics, and
(3) And (4) are suface structure descriptions. It is not surprising, therefore
that Nie do dmieehu bylo heroinie naszej and By lo mi smutno i milo enumerated under (3) in the above description can also serve as perfect_ examples
for (2).
Furthermore (4) sounds contradictory, as Szober requires that one of the
conditions for a sentence to be subjectless is that no personal ending be present
in it, giving at the same time an example in which such an ending, namely

-a, is present.
Klemensiewicz (1968: 36) says that both personal and impersonal sentences
should be distinguished within the class of subjectless sentences t ;le difference between them being that only for personal subjectless sentences is it
possible to deduce what the missing subject is and name it with the help of a
suitable noun or pronoun, whereas impersonal sentences give no such possibil[..,]
Mylisz sic.
ity. Thus, the following are said to be personal: Czytaj!
By
lo.
Bcdzie
slyeha
muzykc.
Uprasza sic.
Myriam°.
Powiadajq.
nie
zlowin.
These
on
the
other
widad WarszawC. [...] Na plewy starego wrObla
Przestanie grzmied.
hand he classifies as impersonal: Zaezclo pada.
Zebra lo sic jej[...]
&untie
mnie
na
przechadzke.
Szarpnclo drzwiami.
nareszcie
ujrzed toZapragnclo
mu
sic
niecierpliwie
napotkad
i
nch piacz.
Do
miasta
bylo
daleko.
[...1
mityezne wojsko polskie. (St). [.. .1 Jest .116no. [...]
Trzeba
(potrzeba)
ied
(.potrzeitd.).
motesz
Mina isc. (=Mop
Powinno sic idd (=powinienem, powinienegitd.).
buje, potrzebujesz
iti6, itd.).
Again it is evident that the above classification contradicts the principle
according to which it has been made, Although the principle demands that
Zdania bezpodmiotowe uiywane bywaja w nastepujacych wypadkach:
(1) Przy czasownikach oznaczajacych najrozmaitsze zjawiska zachodzace w przyrodzie:.

chmurzy sic, blyska aik, grzmi, *city, miy, marznie, taje, awiata, dnieje, rozwidnia sic,
Rozwidnia sic coraz
zmierzcha sig, ciemni sic itp. Np. Od czasu do czasu blyskalo.
bardziej.

(2) Przy czasownikach oznaczajacych rozmaito stany duszy lub ciala: boli, klwje,
pall, mdli, nudzi, swgdzi. Np. W oczach mu sic dmilo.
jest,
(3) Przy wyraieniach nieosobowych skladajacych sik) ze slowa posilkowego:
przyimkiem
lub
bez,
bozobylo, bcdzie, staje sic, robi sic, czyni sie i rzeczownika z
kolicznika, lub przysl6wka, przy czym kaido slow° posilkowe jest w czasie teraiNie do .4miechu
niejszym bywa zazwyczaj opuszczane. Np. Poloneza czar zaczqd.
bylo heroinie naszej.

W wielu miijscach male widad laki.

Bylo mi i smutno i

(4) Przy kaidym w og6le czasowniku, jeieli tylko nie oznaczamy wyrainie podmiotu
za pomoca oddzielnego wyrazu 1ub ko6e6wki osobowej: Np. Dzii nam szlachectwa
przeczci.
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the group of impersonal sentences be such that there is no way of specifying
.or naming their subjects, and that the group of personal sentences offer such a
possibility
neither: Mowiono.
Uprasza sie.
Bedzie slycha6 muzyke.
[...] t1Ta pleunj starego wrobla nie zlowisz, classified as personal, nor: Mona
iad.
moiesz iS6, itd.).
Trzeba (potrzeba) isd. (.---potrzebujQ,
potrzebujesz i c, itd.).
Powinno stilt ied (,--powinienem, powinieneti 166, itd.),
classified as impersonal make it possible to supply them, with subjects. On
the whole it seems a much better solution to recognize only Czytaj! and
Mylisz sic, as personal, since it is only with respect to these two sentences
that one can really tell what the missing subject is.
Yet another approach contradicting those of Polanski, Szober, and Klemensiewicz is represented by Wierzbicka (1966: 177 - 195), who maintains
that there is no such thing as a subjectless sentence; for each sentence contains a slot to be filled by a subject, no matter whether this slot is actually
filled or not (zero subject), and no matter how indefinite the subject may be.
Therefore, identifying impersonal sentences with subjectless ones on .the
basis of their surface 'structure seems wrong
it is not necessarily the surface
:structure subject of a sentence that contains the element of 'impersonality'
or 'indefiniteness", as can be seen in the following examples:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Nie wiadomo. co robio.

One doesn't know what to do.
There is nothing to peg one's hopes on, anyway.
Apples are good for you.
Nawet nie pozwolisz czlowiekowi odpoczad.

This system makes a man work.
"When someone's killed who's been in love with one,
it makes it all so terribly poignant."
(Schibsbye 1965: 227)

It is evident that both (1) and (2) are impersonal although only (1) is a
subjectless sentence. Sithilarly: when we compare the Polish W takct pogode
.spad sie czlowiekowi chce, where czlowiekowi is not the subject but the indirect
object, with its English equivalent One feels -sleepy in weather like this we can
see that the English version does have a subject, a subject corresponding to
the Polish dative functioning as an indirect object. This suggests that sentences like W talat pogode ... and (1) - (7) are impersonal.
Sentences recognized as impersonal in one language are often expressed
by means of other structures in another, the passive voice with indefinite or
deleted agent being one of them. This also suggests that they are all impersonal, as they are different realizations of the same deep (semantic) structure:
(8)

He's well known here. = Znajg go to dobrze.
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Niczego nie stwierdzono. = Nothing has been found. = On n'a rien
trouve.

(10)

"It was not until the spring of 1919 that Dibich was detailed for dispatch on a troop train... Tol'ko vesnoj 1919 goda Dibi6a nazna6ili k ot-

pravke s delonom..." (Borras and Christian 1961: 180) = Ce n'est
(11)

qu'au printemps 1919 qu'on designa Dibitch pour partir avec le train...
[translation mine].
"The boats were moved and steered with short handled paddles that had
broad leaf-shaped blades". (Tolkien. 1966a: 388) = Lodki poruszalo sir
i sterowalo za pomocq krotkich wiosel majqcych ksztalt liecia. = On
deplaca les bateaux en les dirigeant a l'aide de petites mines qui avaient
la forme de feuilles [translation mine].

"Istynbula bu yoldan gil-il-ir (`Istanbul -to this route-by is gone',
i.e. 'This Is the route for Istanbul' or 'One takes this road for Istanbul'..." (Lyons 1969: 379).
(13) "Es wird heute abend getanzt, (`It will be this evening danced' i.e.,
`There will be dancing this evening')" (Lyons 1969: 379)..
'Sentences (12) and (13) show that it is possible to talk of impersonal use
o£° the passive even with 'intransitive' verbs.
Furthermore, sentences like:
(14) They promise you a lot in those adverts.
(12)

(15) .Look at my income tax. They give you money with One hand and take

it away with the other.
(16)

"Stanmy troth( dalej, bo inaczej to zadepczq ezlowielca" (conversation

in a bus).
show that more than one NP (when these are not conjoined) can carry the element of indefiniteness in a sentence, and consequently at least one of these

NP's has to be excluded from the position of subject.
On these grounds it seems best to reject the idea that the absence of a surface structure subject is a necessary and sufficient condition for a sentence to be
impersonal, and to assume that the lack of subject can only be one of the fac-

tors in formulating the characteristics of impersonal sentences. It also seems
plausible to follow Fillmore (1968) in his assumptions that:
(1) "'rho sentence in its basic structure consists of a verb and one or more noun
phrases, each associated with the verb hi a particular case relationship". (Fillmore, 21).

(2) It is useful to differentiate between a sentence and a proposition, i.e.,
"a tenseless set of relationships involving verbs and nouns (and embedded
sentences if thero aro any) separated from what might be called the modality
cqnstituent" (Fillmore, 23), i.e., negation, tense, mood, aspect.
(3) The surface structure subject is the result of topicalization, i.e. rule governed
choosing and making one of the deep structure NP's the topic of the sentence
(cf. Fillmore, 56).
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We could try to find out what impersonal sentences are by examining the
nature of personal pronouns. From what is said in granunar books one could
associate impersonal sentences with those in which a 'generic' pronoun has
been used. Thus Schibsbye (1965) says that:
(1) the pronoun we is sometimes used to denote "tho speaker+overyono else: we
live to learn / we don't like to be contradicted; this generic value approaches that of

you, one, etc., used in tho sense of 'people'..." (Schibsbye, 84).
(2) "You is frequently used of the person(s) addrossed+othors, indeed, even the
speaker may be included..." (Schibsbye, 184).
(3) "One can bo an indefinite personal pronoun signifying 'I and others'..." (Schibsbye, 276).

(4) "They may also be used in reference to a vaguely indicated group of people:
In Japan they generally marry without love I They make fine knives in Sheffield,
or still more vaguely to mean 'people in general': They say the government will
resign. Hero it approaches the generic value of we, you, etc., described above
(0.1.7f) with the difference that they does not include the speaker or the persons
addressed" (Schibsbye, 194).

However, the generic pronouns account only for a subclass of impersonal
sentences, sentences like It was five o'clock in the morning, It's going to be tough

on the top of that mountain, Nie bylo widad nawet Palacu Kultury, Wszczcto
dochodzenia, being left out. For this reason they cannot be used as a Criterion
for the definition of the whole class of impersonal sentences.
It is possible to try to deduce what impersonal sentences are by finding out
what the category of person means and testing how these sentences behave

with respect to this category.
Langedoen (1969: 153) gives the following definition:
Person. The reference of an NP with respect to the speaker, or the writer and
the one(s) addressed. If the reference of an NP includes the speakor or writer, the
NP is said to be first person. If it includes tho one(s) addressed, but not the speaker
or writer, it is second person. If it includes noither speaker, or writer, nor the one(s)
addressed it is third person.

The definition given by Lyons (1969: 276) is similar:
The category of person is clearly definable with reference to the notion of
participant-roles: the 'first' person is used by the speaker to refer to himself ans a
subject of discourse; the 'second' person is used to refer to the hearer: and the
'third' person is used to refer to persons or things other than the speaker and hearer.

Both definitions explain 'person' in terms of reference of an NP to either
the speaker (+I=1, we), the hearer (+IT =you), or everybody and everything
else (+III=he, she, it, they). Now one could try to determine which person is
present in the following sentences:
(17)
(18)

Thou shalt not worship any God but I.
They say the world is coming to an end.
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(19) Przyniegi mleko.
(20) One wouldn't like a thing like that happen to one.
(21) Za okupacji czlowiek byl bity na kcadym kroku.
(22) Tak sic nie mown.
(23) Niczego nie widae w tych, ciemnokiach.
(24) Podano do stolu.
(25) Rozpadalo sig na dobre.
(26) Odjglo mu MOWQ.

?

+III
+III

For some of them it is possible to state which person they refer to, but the
others seem to be indefinite with respect to person or form combinations of two
or even three persons. The picture should become clearer if all possible combinations of persons are introduced as in Postal (1970: 222):

+II
+I

I I
+II

II
II III
I
+1

-n
+I

+I

III
+11

I

"

Thus, sentences (20), (21 , (22), and (23) s -"mild be marked as (+I, +II,
and +III) whereas (24) has the specification ( +1, -II, +III). As can be seen
.

from this the marking for different impersonal sentences varies.
What is lacking in the definition of impersonal sentences is a uniform criterion, one which would apply to the whole set of impersonal sentences and
only to this set. What all impersonal sentences seem to share in common is
that even in those cases in which it is possible to determine grammatical person, it is impossible to identify and name the referent(s) of one or more deep
structure NP's because it is always unspecified, but the validity of this criterion has yet to be tested. In this article the following proposal is being put
forward: to take the sentences which are commonly recognized as impersonal
and see how they behave with respect to the criteria discussed above, namely:
(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Whether the deep structure NP recognized as indefinite always func-

tions as the surface structure subject of the sentence.
Whether the NP in question is the agent.
Whether it is possible to indicate which grammatical person the NP
refers to.
Whether the NP is generic or not.
Whether the referent(s) of this NP can be specified.

In Table I all five criteria will be analysed in the same order in which they
have been introduced, i.e. columns 1 5 are respectively devoted to the notion
of subject, agent, grammatical person, genericness, and reference as a criterion.

Thus, the negative sign "" in column 1 (=subject) means that it is another
NP in the impersonal sentence and not its surface structure subject that is
responsible for its impersonality. The positive sign "-j-" in column 1 means that

38)

1.

J8.

17.

15.
16.

13.
14.

12.

11.

9.
10.

7.
8.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

14

"A man may love you and yet not love. Warmtong7,te or his councel,s,' said Gandalf": (120):

"It grew slowly dark indoors". (Tolkien 1966a: 78)
"It is nearly midnight". (Tolkien, 81)
"It is getting late..." (201)
"Robi sic pOino..." (Tolkien 1961 : 247)
"It went on raining". (Tolkien 1966a: 214)
"Bombur was now so fat that he could not move himself from his couch to his chair
at table, and it took six young dwarves to lift him". (241)
"So it has been for many lives of men". (258)
"It is a fair song in our woodland tongue; but this is how it runs in the western
speech, as some in Rivendell now sing it". (353)
"It's wonderfully quiet here". (376)
"The boats were moved and steered with short-handled paddles that had broad leafshaped blades". (388)
"I thought I heard some soft splashing; but you hear a lot of such queer sounds by
river at night". (399 - 400)
"It was decided that Aragorn and Lego las should at once go forward along the shore,
while the others remained by the boats". (406)
"None have ever clone so yet". (410)
"'You have spoken more than enough, Ugh 1k', sneered the evil voice.
'I wonder how they would like it in Litgburz. They might think that Ughik's shoulders
need relieving of a swollen head". (Tolkien 1966b: 45)
"'Yes', he said. 'I can manage it.. Lembas does put heart into you". (61)
asleep, you
"I don't know, but it felt as if something that grew up in the ground
might say, [...] had suddenly woken up, and was considering you with the same
._
slow care it had given to its own inside for endless years". (65)
"He has now Isengard to fear as well as Minas Tirith. If Minas Tirith falls it will go
ill with Saruman". (101)
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Table I

27.
28.

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

19.
20.

Nothing has been found.

Niczego nie stwierdzono.

In weather like this one feels sleepy.
Niczego to nie widae.
This system makes a man work.
They promise you a lot in those adverts.

W taka pogodQ spat siQ czlowiekowi chce.

fortress with the hands of giants". (133)
Beer is good for a bloke.

"Mercy, Lord! [...] Have pity on one worn out in your service ". (124)
"Men said that in the far-off days of the glory of Gondor the sea -kings had built this

-
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+

+
+

+

+ +

1 II +III
±I II +III

+I +II +III
+I +11 +III
+I +II +III
+I +II +III
+III
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+1 +11 +111

±III

±I II ±III
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+
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+

4

-
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the indefinite NP making a sentence impersonal is also its surface structure
subject. The "+" sign under 2 indicates that the NP in question is an agent in
contrast to experiencer, instrumental, locative, etc., where I is said to be experiencer in sentences like I saw him, whereas in sentences like I looked at him
it is said to be an agent (cf. Fillmore 1968).
It is assumed that the best criterion will be the one that applies uniformly
to all these sentences, i.e., it will not change its character (sign) throughout all
the sentences.
From the analysis of sentences 1 - 28 it follows that criteria 1, 2, and 4
should be rejected as:
( 1 ) Criterion 1, i.e., lack of surface structure subject, is too narrow; in fact
the majority of impersonal sentences proved to have subjects (see sentences
1 - 3, 5 - 18, 20, 21, 23, 25, 26 and 28).
(2) Criterion 2, i.e., indefiniteness of the agent in a sentence, is not clear;
in some cases it is difficult to say whether the `impersonal' NP is an agent or
not (sentences 6 and 17). It also is too narrow since not every sentence must
have an agent (cf. sentences 2, 7, 9, 11, 18, 21, 22=23, 24, and both sentences
in 14, where They might
It might occur to them...').
(3) The notion of genericness (criterion 4) is also too narrow and not clear
enough (cf. sentences 13 and 18). Sentences 1 - 9, 12, 14, 17, 19, 20, 27, and 28
are not generic. .
Criterion 3 is acceptable although it covers only those sentences for which
it is impossible to state which person they refer to (sentences 10, 11, 134, 15,
16, 21 - 25), and even sentences like 12, 18, 27, and 28 do not destroy its valid-

ity in this respect. This criterion, however, drastically reduces the scope of
impersonal sentences by, rejecting sentences like 1 - 9, 14, 17, 20, and 26.
For further analysis it may be useful to employ a wider criterion.
Table I shows that it is the concept of unspecified reference that should be
made the criterion for the definition of impersonal sentences, since it applies
to all of them and it does so in a uniform way, i.e. its value (sign) remains
unchanged with respect to each sentence recognized as impersonal. Thus,
-a sentence is said to be impersonal when at least one of its deep (semantic) structure noun phrases has no clear reference i.e. its referents (existing really or in the
speaker's imagination) remain unspecified. For each impersonal sentence it was

impossible to point out the NP's referent(s) and consequently to name it
(them).

Another reason why impersonal sentences should be defined in terms of
reference and not in terms of the category of person is that reference is logi4 It is possible, it seems, to approach the pronoun none in sentence 13 in two
ways: either treat it as IIIrd person (the set denoted by it having zero members), or as

.a pronoun indefinite with respect to person and specified as (-I, -II, -III).
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calls prior to t hat vat egory. i.e., the category of person is definaltie in terms of

reference and not viee versa.
Diagram I is., the proposed model of the deep structure of an impersonal
sentence. \' here:
prOpOSitif.)11 = a set of relationships between the verb and its NP's (repre-

sented here as variables).
deep structure case in the Fillmorian sense (Fillmore 1968): Agen-

ive. Objective (=Patient), Dative 1= Experieneer), Instrumental,
Locative. etc..
at

= John. my best fricml. OW. you. it. etc.

X2

= ( ;forge's

iyhbour, Mr man ,rho livrs round, the corner: etc.:
cuts in the outside world.

a:1) =

S

IMPERATIVE ---Thoroby t11 you to...
-INTER ItOGAT1VE

t.rn «hy...

r

hog'-...

AFFIRINI.1T1VE I honby oil -,1 ;hat
M(

PROPOSITION

ITV

x, . NI':

I)iauT;tIII

in the diagram. the NP's have been removed from the proposition and
refaced eisewhTe_ as otherwise it \Muhl have been iolpossihle to account for

the ambiguity
eau be:
)

'2

John, said hr saw (;rorgr's fu.ighbour: where tiro/Tic...3 neighbour

the result of ohn's having said: 7 have seen l'icary(-8 neighbour'
the result of oin's having said: "./ hare seen. the man, who lives round

the rorm,r.. in which ease it is
the speaker who identifies the 'man who tiers round the. corner' with George's
nei!di hour (cf. MeCawley 1970: 172 17r)).
26*
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